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2 0 37

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN

2 AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

3 RICHARD DELISLE, and ALINE
DELISLE, his wife,

4

Plaintiffs,
5 vs. No. 12-25722 (27)

6 A.W. CHESTERTON COMPANY, et al.,

7 Defendants.

8

9

10 V O L U M E 14

11 (Pages 2037 to 2209 )

12 The above-styled cause came on for Jury

13 Trial before the Honorable JOHN J. MURPHY, III,

14 Judge of the above-styled court, at the Broward

15 County Courthouse, 201 Southeast 6th Street, Fort

16 Lauderdale, Florida, on Friday, August 23, 2013,

17 commencing at 8:00 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1
2 APPEARANCES:
3 ON BEHALF OF PLAINTIFF:
4 FERRARO LAW FIRM

4000 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
5 Suite 700

Coral Gables, Florida 33146
6 BY: DAVID JAGOLINZER, ESQ.

BY: MARC KUNEN, ESQ.
7 daj@ferrarolaw.com
8

ON BEHALF OF CRANE CO:
9

K&L GATES
10 200 South Biscayne Boulevard

Suite 3900
11 Miami, Florida 33131-2399

BY REBECCA C. KIBBE, ESQ.
12 rebecca.kibbe@kigates.com
13 and
14 K&LGATES

1717 Main Street
15 Suite 2800

Dallas, Texas 75201
16 BY: JAMES A. LOWERY Ill
17
1 8 ON BEHALF OF LORlLLARD, HOLLINGSWORTH & VOSE:
19 GREENBERG TRAURIG

333 Avenue of the Americas
20 Miami, Florida 33131

BY: SABRINA R. FERRIS, ESQ.
21 ferriss@gtlaw.com
22 ON BEHALF OF LORILLARD:
2 3 LAW OFFICES OF DAVIS, CEDILLO & MENDOZA

755 E. Mulberry Avenue
24 San Antonio, Texas 78212

BY: RICARDO G. CEDILLO, ESQ.
25

1
2 WITNESS: JAMES GEORGE DAHLGREN
3 INDEX .
4

Examination Page
5 Direct By Mr. Jagolinzer:(Daubert) 2043

Cross By Mr. Lowery:(Daubert) 2060
6 Direct By Mr. Jagolinzer: 2138

Cross By Mr. Cedillo: 2172
7
8 PLAINTIFF EXHIBITS
9 No. Page

10 Exhibit G (Daubert Exhibit) 2043
Exhibit G {For ID} 2139

11
12 DEFENSE EXHIBITS
13 No. Page
14 Exhibit C {For ID} 2188

Exhibit D {For ID} 2192
15 Exhibit E {For lD} 2194

Exhibit F {For ID} 2198
16 Exhibit G {For ID} 2199
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2 4
25
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1 APPEARANCES CONTINUED:
2 ON BEHALF OF HOLLINGSWORTH & VOSE:
3 THOMPSON COBURN LLP

One US Bank Plaza
4 St. Louis, Missouri 63101

BY: CARL L. ROWLEY, ESQ.
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
1 4
15
1 6
17
18
19
2 0
21
2 2
23
2 4
2 5

1 THEREUPON, the following proceedings were held:
2 THE COURT: On the record. Good morning.
3 I understand we're starting with another

4 Daubert analysis on -- regarding that motion
5 filed as to the qualifications of Dr. Dahlgren;

6 is that right?

7 MR. LOWERY: That is correct.

8 THE COURT: Everybody is ready to proceed?
9 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes.

10 MR. LOWERY: Yes, Your Honor.
11 THE COURT: Dr. Dahlgren.
12 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, while
13 Dr. Dahlgren takes the stand, I want to put on

14 the record that Lorillard Tobacco Company is

15 joining in the Daubert motion as to the grounds
16 regarding each and every exposure to asbestos

17 that Mr. Delisle sustained that causes
18 mesothelioma, that .1 fibers per CC is a
19 sufficient cumulative dose for an increased

2 0 risk of mesothelioma, but I am not joining on

21 any other grounds asserted by Crane Co.

2 2 Thank you, Your Honor.

2 3 THE COURT: When I asked you yesterday, I
2 4 last night, when we left, if you were going to

25 be involved in questioning the witness, my
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

understanding is you weren't. Is that still
the same?

MR. CEDILLO: Yes, Your Honor. I reserve
maybe to ask very, very limited. But there are
four grounds being asserted by Crane Co., and I

do not join in all of them and that's the only
reason I brought that up.

Thank you.
THE COURT: Thank you, counsel.
Doctor, you want to raise your right hand?
(Witness sworn in.)
THE COURT: Thank you. Tell us your true

and lawful name.
THE WITNESS: James George Dahlgren.
THE COURT: Sir, spell your last name for

the record.
THE WITNESS: D-A-H-L-G-R-E-N.
THE COURT: Counsel, you may proceed.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you. May I

approach and hand Dr. Dahlgren a copy of his
CV?

THE COURT: Yes.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you. Obviously,

we'll seek to mark it later for purposes of
this hearing.

1 college and with what degree?
2 A. UCLA with a BA degree.
3 Q. Thereafter -- that was in 1964?
4 A. Correct.
5 Q. Thereafter, in 1968, did you obtain your
6 medical degree?
7 A. Yes.
B Q. Where was that from?
9 A. The UC San Francisco.

10 Q. Could you tell us whether you did any
11 internships or residencies thereafter as it relates
12 to your medical training?
13 A. Yes. I did five years of postgraduate
1 4 training in internal medicine.
15 Q. So that was at the Boston Veterans
16 Administration Hospital in Boston, correct?
17 A. Correct, the first two years.
1 8 Q. The other three years were at the Cedars
19 Sinai Medical Center Los Angeles?
20 A. One year at Cedars Sinai and two years at
21 UCLA Medical Center.
22 Q. In 1973 to '71, that indicates you were a
2 3 fellow in infectious diseases.
2 4 Could you explain that?
2 5 A. Yes. The subspecialty of infectious

204 3 20 4 5

1 THE COURT: It will be so marked in the
2 next sequence. My clerk isn't here yet.
3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Understood.
4 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
5 marked for Identification as Plaintiffs Exhibit G.)
6 DIRECT EXAMINATION
7 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
8 Q. Dr. Dahlgren, I want to go through some of
9 your qualifications first, but I handed you your CV,

10 correct?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Not exactly up to date right now because
13 your address has changed, correct?
14 A. Correct.
15 Q. Does that indicate, that curriculum vitae
16 indicate the educations and positions you've held,
17 the memberships of the various societies that you're
18 a member of, as well as academic appointments,
19 committees and publications and abstracts and
2 0 presentations as it pertains to your experience and
21 training?
22 A. Yes.
23 Q. I need to briefly run through your
2 4 education, sir, and your positions that you held,

1 disease is a subspecialty of internal medicine, and
2 I did a two-year fellowship. That was part of my
3 postgraduate training in internal medicine.
4 Q. What is your current occupation, sir?
5 A. I'm a physician.
6 Q. Do you have any kind of subspecialty?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. What is that subspecialty in, sir?
9 A. Occupational environmental medicine with a

10 further subspecialty in toxicology.
11 Q. For how many years have you been involved
12 in the practice as it relates to occupational and

13 environmental medicine with - and also toxicology?
14 A. Well, it really started during my
15 fellowship, because my research was in the field of
1 6 toxicity of antibiotics, and I began seeing patients
17 who were not poisoned by antibiotics, but by lead
18 and asbestos and various chemicals.
19 Q. What year would that have been, sir?
2 0 A, 1973, during my fellowship.

21 Q. And that is where you first had some
22 experience as it relates to your professional career
2 3 in asbestos?
2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 starting first with your - where did you graduate 2 5 Q. Thereafter, I note, in 1973, the UCLA

Veritext Florida Reporting Co.
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1 School ofPublic Health. It says biostatistics and
2 epidemiology.
3 Explain what that is and what you were
4 doing.
5 A. Well, the School ofPublic Health had
6 courses in those two fields, and I took those
7 courses because they were part of what I was really
8 interested in, which is occupational and
9 environmental disease.

10 There was no residency or fellowship at
11 that time in that field, so I took the courses at
12 the School of Public Health.

13 Q. Thereafter, I note that there's director
1 4 of ambulatory care service, department of medicine.
15 What were you doing there?
16 A. Well, I was teaching in the outpatient
17 clinic, the residents and medical students in the
1 8 field of, basically, internal medicine.

1 9 Q. Thereafter, in 1977, have you been
2 0 involved in private practice?
21 A. Yes.

2 2 Q. Can you tell us in which area of private
2 3 practice you've been involved in since 1977?
2 4 A. Exclusively, really, in the field of
2 5 occupational and environmental health, with a

1 A. That is the professional organization of
2 intemal medicine doctors.

3 Q. And you are also a member of American
4 College of Occupational Environmental Medicine till
5 present?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. And similarly, the Western Occupational
8 and Environmental Medical Association?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. I note that it says you're a founder,
11 member and past president of the Califomia Society
12 of Industrial Medicine and Surgery.
13 What is that?

14 A. That is an organization of doctors who

15 take care of individuals who have been injured on
16 thejob.

17 Q. You have been doing that since how long?
18 A. I think I started that group in 1979.
19 Q. Also something says MediChem, what is
2 0 that?

21 A. It's an organization of doctors who
2 2 specialize in taking care of chemical workers in the

2 3 chemical industry.

2 4 Q. You're also a past member of the American
2 5 Thoracic Society; is that correct?

2047 2049

1 further subspecialty in toxicology since 1977.
2 Q. Are you Board-certified, sir?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. When were you first Board-certified?
5 A. 1972.
6 Q. Have you been recertified?
7 A. Yes, I took the recertification
8 examination in 1980.
9 Q. Now, we talked briefly about public

10 health.

11 What's the purpose of public health,
12 generally speaking?
13 A. To identify causes of illness in the
14 general population and attempt to reduce those
15 risks.
16 Q. Has the process of identifying the cause
17 of illnesses been part of your medical training,
1 8 your background and experience for the past 40
19 some-odd years?
20 A. Yes.
21 Q. Memberships, you have memberships in a
22 number of different societies. I want to talk to
23 you about a couple of them.
2 4 First, what's the American College of
25 Physicians?

1 A. Yes.

2 Q. And you're a current member of the Society
3 for Occupational and Environmental Health; is that
4 correct?
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. Let's talk about academic appointments in
7 teaching.

8 Have you been a teacher and a lecturer on

9 the subject of occupational health and environmental
10 medicine as it pertains to identifying the causes of
11 illnesses?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. For how long have you been doing that,

14 sir?

15 A. Since 1975, I think -- there were some
16 teaching activities prior to that, but becoming a

17 member of the faculty was 1975.

18 Q. That was at the UCLA School ofMedicine
19 that you were teaching these things?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Before that, you were a teaching fellow at
22 Tufts University?

2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Have you lectured on the subject of
2 5 occupational medicine and occupational disease and
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1 public health?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. Does that involve a wide variety of
4 different toxic substances?
5 A. Yes.
6 Q. Does that include asbestos?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. How long has that included asbestos?
9 A. Since the very beginning, 1973, I would

10 say is the beginning of lecturing on that subject.
11 Q. You are also a member of a number of
12 committees that are indicated that deal with
13 carcinogenesis as well as lung cancer and
14 occupational environmental medicine.
15 Those are listed on your CV, correct?
16 A. Yes.
17 Q. You have published in the peer-reviewed
18 literature; is that correct?
19 A. Yes.
2 0 Q. You've presented presentations and/or
21 abstracts involved in certain books; is that
22 correct?
2 3 A. Yes.

1 case about causes of particular illnesses, do you
2 follow any certain methodologies?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. What are the general types of
5 methodologies that you follow in order to arrive at
6 opinions that you have with respect to a particular
7 disease and causing - and the cause of that
8 disease?
9 A. The scientific method.

10 Q. What is the scientific method?
11 A. It's to take into account all of the
12 information that exists on a given topic. Generally
13 speaking, it is called the weight of the evidence,
14 to look at all the factors and make a decision.
15 Q. And would it be proper scientific method
16 or methodology to look at one particular -- one
17 particular piece of evidence, such as epidemiology,
1 8 to the exclusion of other types?
19 A. No, it would be inappropriate to exclude
2 0 other types of evidence.
21 Q. Do you do that, do you exclude other types
22 of evidence or do you look at the entire broad
2 3 spectrum of fields when you're coming at and

2 4 Q. Do any of those books deal with 2 4 arriving at your opinions with respect to causation?
2 5 identifying the causes of illnesses related to given 2 5 A. Yes, you want to take into account what's

2051 2053

1 substances?

2 A. Yes.
3 Q. Do any of those presentations and/or books

4 deal with asbestos-related illnesses and causes of

5 those injuries?

6 A. Yes.
7 Q. Go back to teaching, your academic

8 appointments when you were involved.
9 You have been involved throughout the

10 course of your career, going back into the 1970s,
11 where you indicated you were an assistant professor,
12 and that's when you were teaching students for the

13 first time.

14 Have you been involved in teaching those

15 students about how to identify the causes of various
16 illnesses?

17 A. Yes.

1 8 Q. I want to talk to you about methodologies

19 that you employ, whether it be teaching, whether it
2 0 be teaching your students or whether you'd be coming

2 1 into a courtroom to express your opinions about
22 causation of specific opinions, okay?

2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. First off, when you're forming your

25 opinions and/or teaching your opinions in any given

1 known from animal studies, what's known from studies

2 of similar compounds, what's known from what is
3 called mechanistic studies, studies that are in

4 vitro or in a test tube.

5 So there's a variety of different
6 technologies and approaches to determine the

7 toxicity of a given compound.

8 Q. Is this something you teach to your
9 students and have been teaching to your students

10 since the 1970s?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. When you're forming your opinions and
13 coming in to testify, for example, in an

14 asbestos-related case such as this one, what are the

15 things that you take into consideration in the
16 formation of your opinions?
17 A. First of all, we have to take into account
1 8 the general causation issue. Is the substance that
19 we're talking about capable of causing a certain

2 0 effect.

21 Second, we need to look at the individual

22 to see if there's sufficient evidence to link the
2 3 specific individual to the exposure and the health
2 4 effect.

2 5 Q. Let's take that step by step, if we can,

Veritext Florida Reporting Co.
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1 Doctor.
2 First off, to arrive at an opinion with
3 respect to a given individual and whether or not
4 that person has a disease caused by asbestos, you
5 indicated looking at the substance to see whether
6 it's capable of causing disease.
7 Have you reviewed the medical and
8 scientific literature and publications on the issues
9 as it relates to asbestos, disease and asbestos

10 exposure?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Approximately how much literature have you
13 reviewed and since when did you start doing that?
14 A. Well, as I said, I started looking at

15 asbestos-exposed individuals in about 1973, '72,
16 even, and have been collecting articles in my data
17 base and reading thousands of articles and chapters

18 from books and so on.
19 The asbestos literature is very, very

2 0 large at this point. Every week, there are new

21 articles being published.
22 Q. And that is something you consider when
2 3 you arrive at your conclusions about a given

2 4 individual and whether that individual had a disease
25 caused by asbestos?

1 and worked with and examined and treated workers on

2 the Johns Manville plant in Long Beach, Califomia,

3 who were suffering from a variety of illnesses

4 related to their exposure of asbestos.

5 Q. How many such workers were you involved in
6 reviewing the records and looking at this issue,

7 these issues?

8 A. There were 240 employees in that plant,
9 and I had the X-rays and pulmonary function studies

10 on the entire population dating back to the late

11 '40s. so I had an extensive database of information
12 about these employees.

13 Q. Now, in evaluating the literature in

14 deciding which opinion to accept and what to base

15 your causation opinions on as it pertains to any

16 given substance, whether it be asbestos or

17 otherwise, do you rely on certain criteria and are

18 you familiar with the Bradford Hill criteria?
19 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. What is that?
21 A. Well, that is a famous lecture given by

22 Bradford Hill back in 1965. Dr. Hill was an
2 3 epidemiologist who worked on the issue of cigarette

2 4 smoking causing lung cancer, became quite well-known

25 in the field for that reason.

2055 2057

1 A. Yes. You have to look at the literature
2 to see what has been published about this, but I've
3 also had a lot of personal experience with asbestos.

4 Q. We'll talk about your personal experience
5 in one second.
6 But is it generally accepted, in the
7 mainstream scientific conununity, based upon your
8 training and experience over the past 40 some odd
9 years, and your medical degree as well, and the

10 training that you've done for that, as to whether or
11 not the substance of asbestos can cause the disease
12 in this case, mesothelioma?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Does that matter, whether we're talking
15 about whether it's chrysotile asbestos or
16 crocidolite asbestos in terms of its general
17 acceptance in the causation of mesothelioma?
18 A. No, it doesn't matter as to both of those
19 types of asbestos cause mesothelioma.

2 0 Q. I want to talk to you briefly about your
21 personal experience as it pertains to asbestos, and
22 I believe you said that started in the 1970s.
2 3 Can you tell us about what you did as it
2 4 relates to Johns Manville plant, when that was?
2 5 A. About I 975, '76, '77, '78, '79, I studied

1 And, in 1965, he gave a lecture on how do
2 we determine causation. As an epidemiologist, he
3 mentioned epidemiology as part of the equation, but
4 he pointed out a total of nine elements that need to
5 be considered in trying to reach a conclusion about
6 causation, which includes all of the other fields
7 that we alluded to a minute ago, animal studies,

8 experimental studies and other issues that have to
9 be addressed in determining causation.

10 Q. Is the Bradford Hill criteria widely
11 accepted as a measure for investigating in

12 determining causation in a given individual?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And for a given substance?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. You mentioned it had nine factors.
17 Are those factors strength, consistency,

18 specificity, temporality, biological gradient,
19 plausibility, coherence, experiment and analogy, are
2 0 those the factors?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. I don't want to briefly go through each of
2 3 those factors, but do you employ each of those

2 4 factors when you're looking at causation in your
2 5 methodologies for a given individual with respect to

i
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1 a given exposure?
2 A. Yes.
3 Q. In forming your opinions, do you also rely
4 upon your education and personal experience in
5 investigating and treating people with

6 asbestos-related disease?
7 A. Absolutely.
8 Q. This methodology that we just discussed,
9 has that been described and subject to peer-reviewed

10 publication?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Is this some of the things that you taught
13 at medical school to your students when it comes to
14 the issue of causation?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. In this particular case, did I ask you to
17 take your training, experience and your schooling
18 that deals with medicine and apply that to the given

19 facts of Mr. Delisle's case?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Did you review certain materials as it
2 2 pertains to Mr. Delisle's case?
2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. And did you arrive at certain opinions as
2 5 it relates to Mr. Delisle and his disease?

1 understanding of the knowledge as it relates to the
2 exposure to asbestos-containing gaskets?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. Is that something that you relied upon in
5 forming your opinions in this case?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. Did you apply all of the methodologies and
8 the information and the education that you discussed

9 beforehand to Mr. Delisle's individual case in
10 arriving at your opinions?
11 A. Yes.
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I think, at this
13 point, I tender to Mr. Lowery.
1 4 MR. LOWERY: With the Court's permission?
15 CROSS EXAMINATION
1 6 BY MR. LOWERY:
17 Q. Good morning, Dr. Dahlgren.
18 A. Morning.
19 Q. My name is James Lowery, We haven't met
2 0 personally, but we spoke on the telephone during
21 your deposition. Good morning. I'll try to be as
22 brief as possible.
2 3 Sir, is it your opinion that all
2 4 commercial asbestos fiber types are similar in terms
2 5 of their potency for causing mesothelioma?

2059 2061

1 A. Yes.
2 Q. Did you arrive at certain opinions about
3 the causation of Mr. Delisle's disease based upon
4 the materials that you were provided and your years
5 of training and experience in the field of
6 occupational environmental health and toxicology?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. And the methodologies that you employed,
9 are they the same that you described, such as the

10 scientific method in the Bradford Hill criteria?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Some of the things that you reviewed
13 specifically as it pertains to Mr. Delisle, were
14 they the medical records of Mr. Delisle?
15 A. Yes.

1 6 Q. And were they the depositions of
17 Mr. Delisle, describing types of potential exposures
1 8 he's had?
19 A. Yes.

20 Q. Did you also review certain studies
21 pertaining to the release of asbestos fibers from
22 Kent Micronite filtered cigarettes in this case?
2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Did you also come with you, based upon
2 5 your training, experience and education, an

1 A. Probably. I know that there's some
2 dispute about that, but, in my opinion, based on the
3 animal studies, I believe they're pretty comparable
4 in potency.

5 Q. Is it your opinion that chrysotile is just
6 as potent as amphiboles based on those animal
7 studies?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. All right. These animal studies are also
10 known as in vivo studies, correct?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. You have never conducted your own in vivo
13 study regarding asbestos and mesothelioma, fair
14 statement?

15 A. Correct.

1 6 Q. This view that chrysotile has similar
17 potency to amphibole fonns of asbestos -- let me
1 8 just stop you.
19 You understand that amphibole fonns of
2 0 asbestos include amosite and crocidolite, correct?
21 A. And some others, yes.

22 Q. Yes. But at least those two fonns that
23 were commercially available in the United States?
2 4 A. Right.

2 5 Q. The view that chrysotile asbestos has

Veritext Florida Reporting Co.
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1
2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16

17

18
19

20

21
22
23

24
25

similar potency to amphibole asbestos is contrary to
published studies by pathologists that looked at
fiber counts from human lung tissue from actual
people who developed mesothelioma, true?

A. Yes, that's the basis for some people
thinking it is significantly more potent.

Q. It's your opinion, as I understand it,
that animal studies in laboratories don't verify
those results, and it's your belief that those
pathologists' opinions are flawed, correct?

A. Well, their opinions are based on what

they've done. I don't think they've taken into
account the fact that most mesothelioma is caused by
chrysotile, because it's the overwhelmingly common
fiber, and that throughout the entire medical and
scientific community, there's no distinction between
the various fiber types as to their ability to cause
mesothelioma, other cancers and asbestosis.

So it doesn't seem to me to be a critical
issue, although, there is, as you just alluded, some

pathologists who, based on fiber counts in the lung
tissue, reached that conclusion.

Q. Okay. Just to be clear, when you're
talking about chrysotile being the main source of

mesothelioma, you're basing it on the amount of

1 answer, sir?
2 A. Yes.
3 Q. Thank you.
4 Now, I know when we had a chance to ask
5 you some questions earlier in this case, you cited

6 the studies of a Dr. Wagner, spelled W-A-G-N-E-R,
7 from South Africa, in support of your opinion that
8 chrysotile is just as potent as amphiboles for
9 causing mesothelioma, correct?

10 A. They're equally, approximately. There is
11 not a major difference.

12 Q. I understand. My question was with
13 respect to the citing of Dr. Wagner's work was one
14 of the sources that you said in your deposition.
15 A. Yes, one that I recall, yes.

16 Q. Actually, this is the same Dr. Wagner that
17 coined the term, first coined the term in an
18 epidemiological paper in 1960 associating
19 crocidolite exposure to mesothelioma, correct?
2 0 A. Actually, yes, crocidolite was the
21 asbestos that he dealt with. But he just simply
22 described it as asbestos. He did not use the tenn
2 3 "crocidolite" in that original paper.
2 4 Q. Well, you know from that review of that
25 paper, the seminal paper in 1960, that he was

2063 2065

1 percentage of chrysotile used commercially in the
2 country being predominantly higher than the
3 amphibole forms, correct?
4 A. Not only the United States, but around the
5 world.
6 Q. Around the world, fair enough.
7 A. Chrysotile is, you know, 95 percent to 99
8 percent of the asbestos used historically and at the
9 present.

10 Q. I understand that, and I appreciate that
11 answer.
12 Your answer is based on the totality of
13 use of the various fiber types. Your answer is not
1 4 based necessarily on a fiber-by-fiber potency
1 5 analysis, fair statement?
16 A. No. The animal studies, which is, I
17 think, the most legitimate way of addressing the
1 8 issue of potency, where you're able to control all
19 the variables, I think that is the basis for saying
2 0 that there's not a significant difference between
21 the potency of the various fibers, not the issue
2 2 that I just raised.
23 The issue I just raised is actually a
2 4 different point.
25 Q. I'm sorry. Are you completed with your

1 evaluating exposures of a crocidolite mine in South

2 Africa.

3 A. Right, sure. I just said that.

4 Q. All right. After doing his study in 1960,
5 you're aware Dr. Wagner continued to research the
6 question of asbestos and its health effects for many

7 years, true?

8 A. Yes. He was one that did some of those

9 animal studies that I just referred to.

10 Q. Were you aware, sir, that in, 1990,
11 Dr. Wagner published a statement where he claimed

12 that there is no clear evidence that exposure to

13 uncontaminated chrysotile, or anthophyllite, is

1 4 associated with mesothelioma tumors. Are you aware

1 5 of that?

16 A. I'm aware of that statement by him, yes.

17 Q. And you disagree with it?

1 8 A. I don't disagree with the statement. It's

19 a statement he's made But the point is I was

2 0 looking at the data that he had from his survey of
21 studies.

2 2 Q. Other than the Wagner work that we've
2 3 talked about, do you rely on any other studies to
2 4 support your opinion that, on a fiber-by-fiber

25 basis, the potency of chrysotile is similar to
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1 amosite and crocidolite for causing mesothelioma?

2 A. I don't recall, at this moment, the names
3 of the other authors of papers that have done

4 similar work. But his work was, in my opinion, one
5 of the clearest where they looked and compared the

6 different fiber types.

7 Q. Okay. Just to be clear for the court
8 record, you can't cite here today any other studies

9 that you rely upon, other than Wagner?

10 A. There are a couple of others. I just

11 don't recall the names.

12 Q. Okay. Now, one of the other studies that
13 did come up here in your deposition was a study by

14 Landrigan, Nicholson and Suzuki entitled The Hazards
15 of Chrysotile Asbestos, A Critical Review from 1999,
16 correct?

17 A. Yes, I mentioned a number of papers, which

18 have reviewed the literature on this issue.

19 Q. Okay. And that's one ofthe articles --1

2 0 think it's a review article, correct?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. That you base your opinions on in this
2 3 case. That's one of the things upon which you
2 4 relied, fair?

2 5 A. Yes, I relied on that. It was a review

1 on that shows that low-dose exposure to Chrysotile
2 asbestos alone creates an increased risk of

3 mesothelioma?
4 A. Well, the paper that I think I mentioned
5 in deposition was Iwatsubo, who did not distinguish
6 between fiber types, as your next question is -

7 Q. That's exactly my next question --
8 A. But none of the low-dose papers make that
9 point. They do, however, admit in other

10 publications, that the predominant fiber used in the
11 United States has been chrysotile.

12 Q. I understand, on a global basis, the
13 predominant fiber has been chrysotile. I agree with
1 4 you, that your assessment that -- whatever the

15 number is, 90, 95 percent, it's.the predominant. We
16 can agree with that, right?
17 A. Yes. And it has been.

1 8 Q. You're not here to dispute the contention
1 9 that the Iwatsubo paper, which is the one you've
2 0 cited that you rely upon, was a mixed exposure,
21 study, meaning it had both amphibole exposure and
22 Chrysotile exposure in that study, correct?
2 3 A. Probably, yes.
2 4 Q. Doctor, would you agree that there is a
25 threshold level of asbestos at which there is no
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1 paper, but I think it was a good review paper.

2 Q. And we had a chance to explore that issue
3 a little bit in your deposition, and I believe it's

4 your opinion that you were actually willing to

5 accept that amphibole forms of asbestos, as

6 mentioned in the Landrigan paper, can be three to

7 four times more potent for causing mesothelioma than

8 chrysotile, correct?
9 A. As I said, yes, there are a number of

10 publications and experts in the field who believe it

11 is somewhat more potent, yes. That is what Dr.

12 Landergan said.

13 Q. Isn't it, in fact, true, sir, that there
14 are researchers in the asbestos field, scientific

15 and medical, the field that amphibole asbestos can

16 be hundreds of times more potent on a fiber-by-fiber

17 basis for causing mesothelioma than chrysotile?
1 8 A. Yes, I have seen that in the literature,

19 correct.

2 0 Q. Is it also your opinion, Doctor, that
21 low-dose exposure to chrysotile asbestos alone can

22 create an increased risk of mesothelioma?

2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Can you cite to me or provide to the Court
25 the name of an epidemiological study that you rely

1 increased risk of mesothelioma?
2 A. There is a theoretical threshold,

3 somewhere above background. It has not yet been

4 established what that level is.

5 Q. Okay. So just to be clear for the record,
6 it's your opinion that there's no defmed threshold

7 at which there is known increase risk for developing

8 an asbestos-related disease, correct?

9 A. Well, there is a threshold. It just

10 hasn't been established yet. That's what I said.

11 Q. I'm sorry. I didn't mean to interrupt

12 you. I don't want to misquote you.

1 3 It's your opinion, then, that if there is

14 such a threshold, it hasn't been def~med, and you

15 can't testify to it here today?
16 A. Well, we can testify to what has been

17 published and Iwatsubo and Randall and - what's the
18 other, the German paper.

19 Q. Rodelsperger?

20 A. Rodelsperger, which have found - they

21 were unable to find a threshold. They were at the
22 .07 fibers per CC years, .5 fiber CC years. Very,
2 3 very low concentrations resulted in significant
2 4 increases in risk of mesothelioma, and those papers

25 and many others have suggested that you don't have a
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1 level of asbestos below which there is no risk.
2 And this is precisely what led the EPA to
3 attempt to ban asbestos back in the 1990s.
4 Q. All of those studies you mentioned,
5 Rodelsperger, Iwatsubo, and, frankly, I can't recall
6 the other one, you're not disputing the fact that
7 those are mixed dust exposure studies?

8 A. Yes, I'm not disputing that.
9 Q. Doctor, you have not personally done any

10 research to determine the amount of asbestos that's
11 needed to cause mesothelioma, fair?
12 A. Correct.

13 Q. It's your opinion that background
1 4 exposure - is it your opinion - let me just ask
15 you, is it your opinion that background levels of
16 exposure, asbestos in the ambient air, are they
17 sufficient to cause mesothelioma?

18 A. We don't have any evidence of that. It's
19 possible, but so far, no one has ever - background
20 level is pretty well accepted to be .00002 fibers
21 per CC, a little higher in some studies, a little
22 lower in others, but background has not been found
2 3 to cause mesothelioma.

2 4 Q. But as a scientist and as a physician, you
25 can't exclude the possibility that background

1 somewhere below those levels. It's certainly above
2 background, but we don't know, between background
3 and those levels, what the safe level of exposure.
4 And safe, by the way, means the one in a

5 million cancer risk. That's what EPA and other

6 regulatory agencies attempt to identify, and that

7 has not been done or successfully performed here.

8 Q. You would agree there's no scientific test
9 that would lead one to the conclusion that every

10 exposure above background contributes to
11 mesothelioma?

12 A. I don't know how you do that kind of a

13 study. What I've tried to explain to you is when
14 you have levels significantly above background, 1

15 would think that that caveat is probably fair.
16 Clearly, you don't want to use background
17 as a causative factor.

1 8 Q. Are you aware, sir, of any peer-reviewed
19 literature that supports the opinion that every
2 0 exposure to asbestos above background is a

21 substantial factor in causing mesothelioma?

2 2 A. That's exactly what EPA and others said
2 3 when they moved to ban the compound. We really
2 4 don't feel comfortable trying to find a safe level.

2 5 We'd rather ban it because it's so potent.

2 071 207 3

1 exposures to asbestos in the environmental air
2 contribute in some way to mesothelioma?

3 A. What I've said is that there is not a
4 single study and no one has asserted that.

5 Q. So let me just make sure I understand your
6 opinion.
7 Your opinion is that all asbestos

8 exposures above background a person experiences are
9 contributory to a later developed mesothelioma,

10 correct?

11 A. Well, there's a gap here between the
12 background level and the level that would cause the

13 disease. You know, the studies that have been done
14 so far, where they've been able to quantify exposure

15 and have not been able to establish what that one in

16 a million cancer risk is, for example, which is the

17 usual threshold they look for with carcinogenic

18 substances.

19 Q. So is it your opinion that exposures above
20 background would be considered to be substantial

21 contributing factors if a person does develop a

22 mesothelioma?
23 A. Let's put it this way. The level below

2 4 which they say, this .5, .1, .07 levels that have

2 5 been reported to cause increased risk, it's

1 Q. I understand the EPA moved to ban certain

2 products. I'm asking about peer-reviewed
3 epidemiological studies that have been published in

4 the literature, can you cite them?

5 A. Well, the three that I just mentioned all

6 studied very low-level exposure. In addition, I
7 think I pointed out during my deposition to you that

8 the household exposures of wives and daughters of

9 asbestos workers were exposed to very low levels,

10 and developed mesothelioma.
11 There's the studies in Canada of the

12 chrysotile mine neighbors who have increased

13 mesothelioma rates from background exposure. It

14 wasn't true background, because they were exposed to
15 the dust coming from the mines and the mills.

16 But, nevertheless, very low-level

17 exposures have been found to cause the disease.

18 Q. Okay. Just to be fair, none of those
19 studies actually said that each and every exposure

2 0 above background contribute to mesothelioma or

21 mesothelioma risk?

22 A. Yeah, I don't recall that exact phrase.

2 3 You're correct.

2 4 Q. One of the studies you actually rely on,
25 and we talked about at length in your deposition,
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1 was Meriwether and Price's article from 1930. ·
2 You recall that, correct?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. And you'd agree with me that Merewether's
5 article actually only concerned the disease, at that

6 time, asbestosis, correct?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. It also involved individuals who were
9 exposed primarily in textile mills in England,

10 correct?
11 A. Well, yes. He studied some others, but

12 mainly those folks.

13 Q. And it focused primarily on products such
14 as yarn and cloth, right?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Those individuals were exposed to
17 extremely heavy amounts of asbestos over a long

1 8 period of time, fair to say?

1 9 A. No, no, no, short period of time. They
20 would be developing fibrosis within a few years of

21 exposure, and dying within five to ten years.

22 That's why he was so concerned, because he had never
2 3 seen anything like that with any of the other

2 4 hazards associated with respiratory injury - it

2 5 wasn't long periods of time by any stretch.

1 Do you remember that?
2 A. Joint compounds, you mean?
3 Q. The British use the word jointings,

4 J-O-I-N-T-I-N-G-S?
5 A. They were referring to joint compound,

6 possibly? I don't think so. I think they were
7 talking about something else.

8 Q. In the interest of time, we don't have to
9 worry about it. I'll move on to something else.

10 Can you cite to me, sir, any literature

11 that existed in the 1960s that showed a possible

12 link between exposure to asbestos from a compressed
13 chrysotile asbestos sheet gasket material and an

1 4 increased risk of mesothelioma?

15 A. No.

16 Q. You would agree with me, sir, that an
17 expert in the field of asbestos-related disease

18 should keep current on the relative literature and

19 science in the field, correct?

2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. Have your opinions ever been excluded in
2 2 any other courts?
2 3 A. Not regarding asbestos, no.

2 4 Q. Well, that wasn't my question, sir.
2 5 Have they been excluded in any other

207 5 207 7

1 Q. Fair enough. Would you agree with me that
2 the dose, the amounts of exposure that those people
3 were experiencing in that study were very high?
4 A. Yes, they were.
5 Q. Now, that article also addressed some
6 non-textile asbestos products such as brakes and
7 clutch linings which are friction products, right?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. And it's your opinion in this case that
10 compressed sheet gasket material is a friction
11 product; is that correct, sir?
12 A. When it's braided, it acts in the same
13 way. It releases it from the binders and creates
14 fibers in the air.

15 Q. Just to be clear for the record, you're
16 not an industrial hygienist, correct?
17 A. Coirects.
18 Q. You're not a mineralogist?
19 A. Correct.

2 0 Q. You have no training in material science?
21 A. No, no special training.

2 2 Q. You're not an engineer?
2 3 A. No.

2 4 Q. The article also addressed something
25 called jointings or grummets.

1 courts? I wasn't limiting it to asbestos.
2 A. That's my understanding, that there have
3 been a couple of occasions where my opinions have
4 been excluded, yes.

5 Q. And in one of those instances, your
6 testimony was excluded because of an improper
7 analysis of the dose involved in the person in that
8 case, correct?
9 A. Yes.

10 MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, I believe that
11 completes my examination.
12 THE COURT: Anything else?
13 MR. CEDILLO: No questions.
1 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes.
15 MR. LOWERY: Obviously, I'll have an
1 6 application when we're done.
17 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I'm not going to
1 8 get into the excluded in other courts.
19 Remember, we filed the separate motion, and

2 0 we'll deal with that later. Your Honor heard
21 that. We haven't ruled on it yet. You
2 2 deferred ruling on respect to other cases.
2 3 REDIRECT EXAMINATION
2 4 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
2 5 Q. But I want to talk to you briefly about
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1 dose.
2 Let's talk about, in the other cases in
3 which your opinions may have been limited by other
4 courts in other states, none of those were in
5 Florida first of all, right?
6 A. Correct.

7 Q. And none of them had anything to do with
8 asbestos and disease, correct?
9 A. Correct.

10 Q. Could you explain what it means for
11 something to be a signal disease and specifically
12 with regards to mesothelioma?
13 A. Whenever a patient is diagnosed with
14 mesothelioma, the first question the doctor will ask
15 is where were you exposed to asbestos, because it's
16 the only known cause in North America at this point
17 in time.

18 Q. And is that generally accepted in the
19 mainstream and scientific community?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. You were asked questions about potency,
22 and you were asked questions about in vivo studies,
2 3 and you responded to that question as it pertains to
2 4 animal studies as well.
25 Do you consider and synthesize in forming

i experts can have different opinions regarding
2 potency?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. And do you consider and weigh what's been
5 published in the scientific literature when you are
6 arriving at your opinions?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Sir, you're not here to offer opinions
9 based upon the current science that exposure below

10 backgrounds are causative to Mr. Delisle's
11 mesothelioma, correct?

12 A. That's correct.

13 Q. Am I correct, sir, that it is mainstream
14 science and generally accepted I the scientific

15 community that there is no exposure that has yet to

16 be defined below which one would not get

17 mesothelioma?

18 A. Correct.

19 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Judge. Thank

2 0 you, Dr. Dahlgren.

21 THE COURT: Anything else?
22 MR. LOWERY: I have an application. May
23 the witness be excused?
2 4 THE COURT: Sure. Step down, Doctor.
25 Waitoutside.
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1 your opinions in vivo studies as well as animal 1
2 studies, epidemiological studies and other type of 2
3 studies? 3

4 A. Yes. 4

5 Q. You don't exclude those when you're coming 5
6 and arriving at your opinions, correct? 6
7 A. That's correct. 7
8 Q. To do so would not be following the 8
9 scientific method in the Bradford Hill criteria that 9

10 you mentioned, correct? 10

11 A. Yes. 11

12 Q. Now, potency, is it generally accepted, in 12

13 the mainstream and scientific community, that each 13
14 of the asbestos fibers, whether it be amphibole or 14
15 Serpentine, are capable and do cause mesothelioma? 15
16 A. Yes, that is accepted by every one. 16

17 Q. Has that been established not only by 17

18 animal studies and case repoits, but also by 18

19 epidemiology? 19

2 0 A. Yes, epidemiology, looking at individuals 2 0
21 who were exposed to chrysotile would -- not 21
22 contaminated with any amphiboles, have found 22
2 3 mesothelioma. Dr. Cullen's study, for example, in 23

2 4 Zimbabwe. 2 4

25 Q. And, sir, would you agree that different 25

(Witness excused.)

MR. LOWERY: May I proceed, Your Honor?
THE COURT: Please.
MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, at this time,

Crane Co. would move to exclude the opinions of
Dr. Dahlgren on the following bases: That each
and every exposure to asbestos contributed to

cause Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma which is

unsupported by any literature that could be

cited.

Certainly, it's not appropriate under

Daubert to rely on just one study. That's all
I believe during the record made this morning

that he was able to cite, really, for any of

these propositions.
Second, that all fiber types contribute

equally to the risk of mesothelioma. There is

insufficient support for that. All he could

cite was to some work done by Dr. Wagner, which
we confirmed Dr. Wagner contradicted later in
his career.

Three, that gaskets release asbestos

fibers -- chrysotile asbestos gaskets release

asbestos that put a person at increased risk

for mesothelioma. I asked him specifically.
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1 He could not cite to any literature that 1
2 supported that contention, and that exposures 2
3 of.] fiber per CC or less, a cumulative dose, 3
4 increased a person's risk for mesothelioma, 4
5 particularly with respect to chrysotile, Your 5
6 Honor, because has the doctor honestly 6
7 admitted, the studies that he cited, including 7
8 the Iwatsubo and Rodelsperger, are all mixed B
9 dust disease studies. They include amphibole 9

10 exposures, and even if those are taken at face 10
11 value, they don't answer the question of 11
12 whether chrysotile exposures in that range can 12
13 contribute to mesothelioma risk. 13
14 And I would ask that he be precluded from 14
15 giving all of those opinions in this case under 15
16 the principles of Daubert and the evidence that 16
17 was solicited this morning. 17
18 THE COURT: Thank you. Anything else? 18
19 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I just want to 19
20 indicate that I think the record is clear that 2 0
21 the opinions that Dr. -- the methodologies that 21
22 Dr. Dahlgren relies upon in arriving at his 22
2 3 opinions are based on the appropriate and 2 3
2 4 mainstream scientific methodologies that are 2 4
2 5 employed, and that are published and subject to 2 5

MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, can ljust
mention, I didn't know if I was clear, and I

don't know ifYour Honor recalled.
There was a motion in limine where you

heard argument beforehand to exclude any
reference to James Dahlgren being excluded in
other states, in other matters in other states
and other reasons, and we cited to Your Honor
the Florida Supreme Court of Cruz versus State,
588 So.2d 983.

We argued that. You deferred ruling. We
obviously need a ruling before we begin.

So, Your Honor, just in terms of
scheduling, what we intend to do is, when we

come back at 9:30, we're going to play --
finish the Reinert deposition, about 55
minutes, and then we'll call Dr. Dahlgren. I
just wanted to advise everybody ofwhat my
intention was.

THE COURT: Anything else?
MR. LOWERY: No. I would just say that my

position continues to be that the basis for his
exclusion in other cases, particularly when
it's relevant on the issue of whether or not
he's able to talk about dose, are particularly
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2 0
21

22
23
2 4
25

peer-reviewed literature. 1
And also it is not Dr. Dahlgren's opinion 2

that each and every exposure substantially 3
contributed to Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma. It 4
is -- his testimony involved each and every 5
exposure above background levels, which would 6
substantially contribute to Mr. Delisle's 7
mesothelioma, and that's based upon the 8
materials and the specific materials he was 9
provided with in this case, his training, his 10
experience and his education as he applied them 11
to this case. Thank you. 12

THE COURT: Anything else, Counselor? 13
MR. LOWERY: No, Your Honor. 14
THE COURT: Counsel, your desire to 15

exclude Dr. Dahlgren is denied. 16
I think he's adequately qualified to 17

express the opinions that he offers, that it's 18
based upon sufficient facts or data, and a 19
number of studies, peer reviewed, that he's 2 0
relied on principles and methods, and that they 21
can be applied to the facts and evidence in 22
this case. 23

Your motion is denied. 2 4
MR. LOWERY: Thank you. 25

relevant. I'd like to -
THE COURT: Motion is granted.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, you want us out of

here?
THE COURT: You can leave your stuff here.

If you want to step outside, you can.

(Short recess taken.)

THE COURT: Let's bring the jury in.
(Whereupon, the jury panel entered the

courtroom.)
THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, thank

you. Please be seated.

Let the record reflect the presence of our

jury as well as the plaintiff, plaintiffs

counsel, defense counsel.

Ladies and gentlemen, at this time,

they're going to complete the playing of the
video deposition and, as I explained to you

before, ladies and gentlemen, this video

deposition of Dr. Reinert was given before

trial. It now will be continued and finished,

concluded, and you are to consider and weigh

this testimony as you would any other evidence

in the case.

You may proceed and publish the video.
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1 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you.
2 (Video of Dr. Reinhart played for the
3 court and taken down to the best of the court
4 reporter's ability:)
5 "Question: And none of these things talk
6 about, you know, we're just trying to change up
7 the color of the filter, right?
8 A. There was no directive to change the color
9 of the filter.

10 Q. That none of these are talking about, hey,
11 we're just trying to change the taste of the
12 cigarettes, right?
13 A. That's part of developing cigarettes, so
14 that's already being done by another group.
15 Q. Right. This group has nothing to do with
1 6 changing the taste of the cigarettes or anything
17 like that, right?
18 A. But the draw and the taste were the major
1 9 issues with the cigarette, including the price.

20 Q. Sir, do any of these documents discuss
21 taste?
22 A. The ones you selected do not.
23 Q. Sir, all of the ones that I've shown you
2 4 talk about how they are trying to deal with the
2 5 asbestos problem of asbestos in smoke, correct?

1 A. Looks like McGlory. I can't -- it's hard
2 to read it.
3 Q. Then at least two people from Lorillard.
4 One Lorillard labs. He doesn't list who it is, and
5 then Mr. Block, Lorillard engineer.
6 You know Mr. Block, right?
7 A. Chip Block, yes, sir.
8 Q. And then a consultant from somewhere. It
9 just says consultant.

10 What he writes is, "Dr. Parmele's main
11 emphasis was to find a way of anchoring asbestos
12 fibers in finished filter pending the replacement of
13 asbestos by microfibers."
14 Did I read that right?
15 A. It's hard to read this writing.

1 6 Q. It is.
17 A. That's correct.

18 Q. Dr. Pannele has emphasized that his main
19 emphasis was to find a way of anchoring the
20 asbestos, and that would sort of be in -- sort of
21 consistent with what we've seen about fixing
22 asbestos, anchoring, fixing asbestos in the filter.
23 Basically, the same thing, correct?
2 4 A. There may be differences in the textile
25 industry, but it probably means similar things.

20 8 7 20 8 9

1 A. Certainly, as you selected them, they do
2 exactly that.

3 Q. Do taste or draw, to your knowledge,
4 regardless ofhow hard it draws or how bad it tastes
5 or good it tastes, have any influence on the
6 disease, mesothelioma, to your knowledge?

7 A. No, it wouldn't.
8 Q. Sir, this is Exhibit 41.
9 Sir, this is another one of those

10 handwritten memos by Mr. - is it Breymeier?
11 A. Breymeier.

12 Q. Mr. Breymeier is a Hollingsworth & Vose
13 employee, correct?
14 A. That's correct.
15 Q. We've seen a lot of correspondence from
16 him,right?
17 A. I've seen at least one letter, maybe two.

18 Q. All right. This is his notes of a
1 9 Lorillard meeting. Present are Knudson, Nicholson,
2 0 who are both H&V employees, right?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Parmele is with Lorillard, true?
2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Breymeier, Lurvey. Is the other one

1 Q. The truth is you don't have to work to
2 anchor something that's already anchored, right?
3 A. Unless you're working in the experimental
4 arena, that would probably be correct.
5 Q. You don't have to work to try to fix

6 something or secure it in place if it's already in
7 place, right?
8 A. If it's fixed and already in place, no,
9 you would not have to do anything to it.

10 Q. Lorillard is afraid to push Kents
11 aggressively at present because of what they
12 consider the vulnerable position due to the presence

1 3 of asbestos.

14 The handwriting, did I read that right?
15 A. That's what Breymeier writes, yes.
1 6 Q. They fear that the competition might hit
17 below the belt with a rumor campaign that asbestos
18 causes asbestosis, pneumoconiosis, cancer, et
19 cetera.

2 0 Did I read that right?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Do you have any doubt about what

2 3 Mr. Breymeier wrote here, that that was discussed at

2 4 this meeting?

25 McGloty? 25 A. It's Breymeier's cut on what was
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1 discussed. It's not a transcript or anything of
2 that nature.

3 Q. It says, on the next page, "Dr. Parmele
4 stated that the roving approach was pretty well
5 licked and wanted no emphasis placed on that part of
6 the development program. All efforts are to be

7 exerted to solve the asbestos-dust-in-Kent-smoke
8 problem."
9 And it's asbestos, dash, dust, dash, in,

10 dash, Kent, dash, smoke problem, correct?

11 A. That's what it says.

12 Q. So according to Mr. Breymeier, Dr. Parmele
13 said all efforts are to be exerted to solve the
14 asbestos dust-in-Kent-smoke problem, right?
15 A. That's what this says.

16 Q. Not the asbestos

17 dust-in-an-experimental-Kent smoke problem, right?
18 He didn't say that?
19 A. Experimental is not listed, but roving
20 approach was an experimental approach, which, in the
21 same paragraph, they're talking about something
2 2 experimental. So it's hard to tell.

23 Q. Right. In fact, what he says about the
2 4 roving approach is that there should be no emphasis

25 placed on the roving approach.

1 Q. It's September 21st of some year, correct?
2 A. Of some year, that's correct. There is no
3 year date.

4 Q. Right. And I think we'll be able to pick
5 out the year pretty soon based on another
6 conversation. I think you're going to find it's
7 '54, but we'll talk about that.
8 Sir, you do not dispute that, as of the
9 date that Lorillard started manufacturing

10 asbestos-containing cigarettes, that Lorillard knew
11 that asbestos was implicated as a disease-causing
12 agent in industry, in textile industries, correct?
13 A. Causing asbestosis of high levels of
1 4 exposure, yes, that's correct.
15 Q. And Lorillard knew, at the very least,
16 that asbestos had been implicated in causing lung
17 cancer for folks who had asbestosis, correct?
18 A. That's what the state of the art was
19 saying at the time. You had to have asbestosis
20 before lung cancer would ensue.
21 Q. Right. And Kent would have been aware of
22 that, correct?
2 3 A. Lorillard?

2 4 Q. I'm sorry. Lorillard would have been
2 5 aware of that, correct?
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1 That's what Parmele said, right?
2 A. More or less what Breymeier says Parmele

3 said, because this is Breymeier's rendition or
4 recollection of the actual meeting.

5 Q. And he went from talking about
6 experimental, says, "No emphasis on the roving
7 approach. All efforts are to be exerted to solve
8 the asbestos dust-in-Kent-smoke problem."
9 That was the next sentence, correct?

10 A. That's the next sentence. I don't know if
11 there was a break between that and experimentals or
12 not. I can't say.
13 Q. Experimental isn't specifically culled out
14 in that sentence, is it?
15 A. The roving approach was culled out in
16 other documents to be considered experimental.

17 Q. Right. And what's happening here, sir,
18 and I thought we had established this, is that
19 Dr. Parmele is saying we are done with the roving
2 0 approach. He doesn't want emphasis on that. He
21 wants emphasis on the asbestos in Kent smoke
22 problem, correct?

2 3 A. That's what he says here.
2 4 Q. Now, sir - you can set that aside.
25 A. There is no date on it either.

1 A. I believe Lorillard would be generally
2 aware of current state of the art articles at the
3 time.

4 Q. That would include things like Dr.
5 Fishbein's editorial, correct?
6 A. That would be correct. Generally aware of
7 the articles that were available at the time and

8 state of the art.

9 Q. What I'm asking, sir, is: Are you aware
10 of any studies that existed of consumer products,
11 like a cigarette, that contained asbestos that
12 people were inhaling through, that demonstrated that
13 those products were safe?
14 A. I don't know of any.
15 Q. Now, I would like to show you -- this will
1 6 be Exhibit 42.
17 Sir, Exhibit 42 is a November 5, 1954
18 letter from Frank Hopewell at Lorillard, to A.K.
19 Nicholson at Hollingsworth & Vose, correct?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. And he says, in the first paragraph, "I
22 got your letter of October 27th, in which to state
2 3 that rye given the subject matter some careful
2 4 study, and he says, we do not wish, in fact, we are
2 5 unable to dispute the arguments which you have
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presented, indicating that, in your opinion, the
expenses incurred by the experimental work in
question should be a matter of cost."

And remember we had talked about how the
two companies kind ofwent back and forth, and what
are they going to split, what are they going to bear
individually, right?

A. Yes. We talked about that with respect to

one of the previous letters and also with the

contract.

Q. Okay. I can do it that way. Which is -
so he's saying, "we will not be completely satisfied
until the item in question," we've agreed, based on

the plain reading, that's probably asbestos, "is
removed or the issue of asbestos is fixed," right?

A. It's referring to the asbestos in the
middle of the paragraph, and that's about all I can
tell you about that.

Q. Third paragraph or fourth paragraph.
"Referring to the third paragraph of your letter

regarding conversations held in early 1952, we fully
realize that we mutually agree that it would be
highly desirable to carry on joint research in order

to keep in front of the competition."
Now, Lorillard and H&V did carry on joint

1 method of fixing asbestos in the current material

2 should be considered in the same category as the

3 research program devoted to the elimination of

4 asbestos and the cost ofproblem shared equally."

5 Did I read that right?

6 A. Yes, you did.

7 Q. And he actually refers to development of a
8 method of fixing asbestos in the current material,

9 correct?

10 A. He says that, yes.

11 Q. Sir, you can set that aside.

12 Next is Exhibit 44. First, sir, that's a
13 memo from November 18, 1954. If you turn to the

14 back, you can see that this is authored by A.K.

15 Nicholson, who we've seen before, correct?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. It says, "Summary of a meeting held in New

18 York with P. Lorillard. Present were Hopewell,

19 Parmele, Nicholson and Knudson. We were informed by

2 0 Hopewell of two new developments. First, a decision

21 by the FTC that no manufacturer of cigarettes can

22 claim that its cigarette is better than any other

2 3 from a health viewpoint.

2 4 "Second, that it is Lorillard's belief

2 5 that asbestos must be eliminated from the Kent

20 95 20 97

1 research, correct?
2 A. They worked together and split costs on
3 various things, that's correct.

4 Q. At that time, we may have had new
5 approaches and new materials in mind for such joint
6 research. However, our aim in either case was to
7 stay in front of the competition. Thus, although
8 the solving of the current asbestos problem was not
9 particularly in our minds in 1952, yet, it now

10 presents a mutually aggravating problem, which is,
11 in the long run -- which, in the long run, adds one
12 more factor to making it difficult to stay in front.
13 Did I read that correctly, first of all?
14 A. Yes, you read that correctly.

15 Q. Sir, Exhibit 43 is a November 16, 1954
1 6 response from Mr. Nicholson to Mr. Hopewell.
17 In fact, he references his November 5th
18 letter which you and I just discussed, correct?
1 9 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. He says, "Dear Mr. Hopewell. I have been
21 giving your letter ofNovember 5th careful
22 consideration. And in view of the problem that you
2 3 feel is now facing us both, because of the presence
2 4 of asbestos in the Kent filter, I feel we should

2 5 agree to your suggestion that the development of a

1 cigarette as soon as possible because of a

2 whispering campaign started by the competitors of

3 the harmful effects of asbestos."

4 Did I read that right?
5 A. Yes, you did.
6 Q. And you recall that Mr. Breymeier's
7 handwritten notes reflected that Lorillard was
8 concerned about a whisper campaign, a below-the-belt
9 whisper campaign about the harmful effects of

10 asbestos.

11 Do you recall that?
12 A. A rumor campaign, yes, false accusations.

13 Q. Right. And those accusations were that
14 asbestos could cause asbestosis, pneumoconiosis and

15 cancer, correct?

16 A. I think probably they're referring to,
17 and, again, this is -- I'm interpreting, and
18 probably shouldn't do that - that a rumor campaign
19 would be that the levels that are not - or trace

2 0 amounts coming out of the filters would cause that,

21 which is not supported in any way, shape or form by
2 2 any of the state of the art at the tinie.

2 3 Q. What Mr. Breymeier said in that previous
2 4 memo was "competition might hit below the belt with
2 5 rumor campaign that asbestos causes asbestosis,
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1 pneumoconiosis, cancer," et cetera, right?

2 A. Well, that's what that says.

3 Q. And that is consistent with the comments
4 being made by Mr. Nicholson here about a whispering
5 campaign started by their competitors about the
6 harmful effects of asbestos, right? K those two
7 things are consistent.

8 A. Whispering campaign, rumor campaign. It
9 says something similar to this, correct.

10 Q. There's a second paragraph there. And it
11 says, "Since Lorillard can no longer advertise Kent
12 as being the best filter tip cigarette, it believes

13 there is no reason for continuing its high quality
14 with the need of charging premium price. And since
15 the public is satisfied with a poorer performance,

16 Lorillard believes that the direction to go is -- is

17 in -- is toward a cheaper construction and poorer
18 performing filter tip. In view of the above, we
19 were" -- I think it's, "we were instructed to
2 0 promptly discontinue that part of our research

21 program devoted to the fixing of asbestos fibers and

22 direct the entire attention of the program to the

2 3 complete elimination of asbestos."
2 4 Did I read that right?

25 A. That's what it says.

1 cellulose acetate, right?

2 A. Yes, a new material from Tennessee Eastman

3 called crimped cellulose acetate.

4 Q. Cellulose acetate was an option in 1952,
5 correct?
6 A., It was a component of our micronite at
7 that time.

8 Q. It was actually already in the cigarette,
9 right?

10 A. As I said, it was a component of the

11 cigarette. It wasn't the filter itself.

12 Q. Right. And then it became the filter
13 itself, correct?

14 A. Tennessee Eastman developed a new type of

15 cellulose acetate which then met the specifications

16 required by Lorillard to produce the appropriate

17 filter, and the change was made.

18 Q. Did Lorillard ask Eastman to come up with
19 the new cellulose acetate filter?

2 0 A. I don't know the genesis. I do know there
21 are documents in the file back and forth about its

2 2 performance and development.
2 3 Q. To your knowledge, can you tell us whether
2 4 or not Lorillard played a role in the development of

2 5 the cellulose acetate?
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1 Q. Lorillard has told H&V we're going to get
2 rid of asbestos, direct research towards that, and
3 not towards the fixing of the securing that you and
4 I have talked about of asbestos in the filters,
5 correct?

6 A. That's what it says here.
7 Q. This will be Exhibit 46.
8 Sir, this is a December 1, 1954 letter

9 from Dr. Parmele to Mr. Lurvey at H&V, right?
10 A. Yes.

11 Q. I just want to go to the very end.
12 You said, "We are holding some of each of

13 these two lots of cigarettes to send to our

14 microscopists in case we decide that seems

15 advisable. In view of our contemplated elimination
16 of asbestos, there is no longer much point of
17 sending samples to the microscopists, except to gain
18 information for possible use in the future."
19 To your knowledge, after December 1, 1954,

2 0 did Lorillard conduct any tests whatsoever on the

21 potential for the cigarettes to release asbestos in
22 smoke?

2 3 A. I don't believe I've seen anything there.

2 4 Q. Ultimately, what Lorillard used, instead
25 of putting asbestos in their cigarettes, was crimped

1 A. We did testing at our end and worked with

2 them, but I don't know what that exactly was.
3 Q. Did you know when cellulose acetate from
4 Eastman first became available?
5 A. I believe the crimped cellulose acetate
6 became available in 1956. That was a new
7 development in manufacturing.

B Q. What's the difference between cellulose
9 acetate and crimped cellulose acetate?

10 A. Crimped cellulose acetate has more bends

11 in it. It's not just a straight polymer. It bends
12 and crosses over itself.

13 Q. So it's crimped?
14 A. Yes, crimped.

15 Q. So the difference between cellulose
16 acetate and crimped cellulose acetate is the
17 crimping, fair?
18 A. Yes, it bends over itself and allows, per
19 unit of volume, more places for particles to impact
20 andbetrapped.

2 1 Q. Sir, if Lorillard - you said Lorillard
22 you believed Lorillard would have become aware of
2 3 the general state of the art literature as it
2 4 pertained to asbestos around or at a reasonable time
2 5 after it came out, right?
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1 A. We should -- we would have been generally
2 aware of that.

3 Q. So Lorillard would have been aware that
4 folks who were making asbestos products were already
5 getting sick and dying from asbestos, correct?

6 A. Those data were generally available, and
7 as I said earlier, that was typically high levels of
8 exposure over longer periods of time.

9 Q. Did Lorillard, to your knowledge, ever go
10 out and get an industrial hygiene opinion as to what
11 level directly inhaled asbestos should be permitted?

12 A. I don't know of that.

13 Q. You are not aware of that ever happening,
14 correct?

15 A. I don't know that we didn't, and I don't
16 know that we did.

17 Q. Is there any regulatory standard for the
18 number of asbestos fibers allowed from direct
19 inhalation of a consumer product?
2 0 A. I'm not sure that that exists other than
21 cleanup standards from an era, from 1989 and '93 out
22 ofEPA.

2 3 Q. Was there anything about the Kent
2 4 cigarettes, the micronite filter that contained

2 5 asbestos that would cause a customer to believe that

1 A. ISO was not -- they didn't have protocols
2 for testing cigarettes then either.
3 Q. There is no actual standard for asbestos
4 in a leisure consumer product, is there, as far as
5 direct inhalation?

6 A. By today's standards, no, there's not.
7 Q. If a product -- let's take it away from
8 cigarettes.

9 Let's say there's some consumer product
10 that you inhale through, and every time you inhale
11 through it, you inhale between 1,000 and 19,000
12 crocidolite fibers.
13 Is that a dangerous product, sir?

14 A. I wouldn't put it on the market if that
15 was truly the case.

1 6 Q. If that was truly the case, it would be
17 unreasonable to put that on the market, and it would
18 needlessly endanger people, right?
19 A. If those are the numbers, I wouldn't go
2 0 forward with it.

21 Q. Again, would you agree that if a product
22 released - a consumer product released 1,353,000
2 3 crocidolite fibers per puff, that would be a
2 4 dangerous product that you would not put on the
25 market, correct?
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1 the product had asbestos in it?

2 A. It wasn't labeled, and it wasn't warned,
3 and it wasn't listed. So I don't think the customer

4 would have known that.

5 Q. In order for a customer to know, they
6 would either have to be told or they would have to
7 go to their local science lab, open up the filter

8 and look at it under a microscope, right?
9 A. Unless they read some other publications

10 that were out at the time, like Consumer Reports and
11 Consumer Research Bulletin, and a few of the others,

12 which did note the fact that there was asbestos in

13 those.

14 Q. And how many of those publications
15 actually said there was asbestos in Kent cigarettes?

16 A. I don't know the specific number, but it
17 was listed.

1 B Q. Did any of the testing that we looked at
19 from the 1950s follow FTC protocols for testing

2 0 smoke in cigarettes?

21 A. They weren't available until 1963. So --

22 '66 excuse me -- so, no. Similar, but not FTC
2 3 protocol, per se.

2 4 Q. Did any of those studies follow ISO
25 protocols?

1 A. It would not be one that I would put on.
2 Q. Similarly, even if it was 494,000
3 crocidolite fibers per puff, you wouldn't put it on
4 the market, right?

5 A. I would not put that on, no.
6 Q. In fact, sir, I think you agreed in the
7 past that if a company is aware of a hazard, it must
8 be passed along to the consumer, right?
9 A. If we're aware of a particular hazard,

10 then that should pass on, I agree.

11 Q. Lorillard agrees that crocidolite asbestos
12 can cause mesothelioma, correct?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Lorillard agrees that smoking a tobacco
15 product alone does not cause mesothelioma, agreed?
16 A. I don't believe it's been shown.

17 Q. Right. Lorillard agrees that crocidolite
18 is more potent as a carcinogen than other forms of
19 asbestos, correct?

2 0 A. As I've answered in the past, it's a part

21 of the amphibole class, and sometimes crocidolite
2 2 comes out on top, and sometimes it's not at the top.
2 3 It just depends on the study and its content.

2 4 Q. Lorillard agrees that crocidolite is more
2 5 potent as a carcinogen than chrysotile asbestos,
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1 correct?
2 A. Consistent with the literature, that would
3 be correct. .

4 Q. And, often, it is reported as more potent
5 than amosite asbestos, correct?
6 A. Often, yes.
7 Q. Are you an epidemiologist?
8 A. No, I am not.

9 Q. Are you an industrial hygienist?
10 A. No.

11 Q. Are you an occupational medicine doctor?
12 A. I am not.
13 Q. If a person smoked three packs a day of
14 Kent Micronite cigarettes with asbestos in them for
15 40 years and say" --
16 MR. CEDILLO: Excuse me, Your Honor.
17 THE COURT: Stop the tape, please.
1 8 MR. JAGOLINZER: Just one moment, Judge.
1 9 (Video resumes.)
2 0 "Question: Do OSHA PEL or TLV in effect
21 in the '30s, '40s, '50s, were any of those
22 standards for direct inhalation from a consumer
2 3 product?
2 4 A. They were for occupational exposure.
2 5 Q. They were not for direct exposure through

1 Q. Sir, there were safer alternatives to
2 asbestos at the time that Kent decided to put
3 asbestos into the micronite filter, correct?
4 A. That Lorillard decided to put into the
5 filter, there were other materials that were
6 available that were not asbestos. I've agreed to
7 that.

8 Q. There were -- the other materials that
9 were available that were not asbestos, you're not

10 aware that any of those are implicated in the
11 disease, mesothelioma, correct?

12 A. I am not aware of that. That's correct.
13 Q. And those materials would be things such
14 as cellulose acetate, right?
15 A. That's one.

16 Q. Okay. Whatelse?
17 A. Rayon.
18 Q. Rayon.
19 A. A viscous-type material. Paper.
2 0 Q. Okay. What else?
21 A. Cotton, cellulose powder, cellulose
22 acetate, which we did use at a later date, the E60

2 3 process.

2 4 Again, it's not just the filtration. It's
25 a balance among many components which we talked
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1 a consumer product, were they?
2 A. They were for occupational.

3 Q. So the answer to my question, sir, is they
4 were not for direct inhalation through a consumer
5 product, con-ect?
6 A. It's not stated as such, so they were for
7 occupational.

B Q. If you had a person who didn't smoke Kent
9 cigarettes, and had a person who did smoke Kent

10 cigarettes, and let's use your number, say they

11 inhaled three fibers, the person who didn't smoke
12 them, they live in the same area, they do the same
13 thing, has a certain amount of background exposure
14 to asbestos, and the person who smoked the Kent
15 cigarette has more, right?
16 A. Certainly, if you're getting the few
17 fibers from a Kent cigarette, and that's added to

18 the background, it's more. I don't know how else to
1 9 answer that.

2 0 Q. Right. Sir, do you agree that throughout
21 the entire time that Kent made the micronite
22 filtered asbestos cigarette, there was always a
23 safer altemative to asbestos available?
2 4 A. There were other materials that were

2 5 available that wouldn't have the same performance.

1 about over and over today.
2 Q. Sir, do you agree that a company should
3 always opt for a safer ingredient if it is
4 available?
5 A. When they know that the material is
6 hazardous, that would be correct.
7 Q. Prior to 1952, you've agreed that there
B were publications that implicated asbestos as a
9 cause of lung disease, cancer and death, correct?

10 A. At high levels of exposure, yes, that
11 would be correct.
12 Q. Dr. Reinert, I want to ask you a few
13 questions this afternoon. Let me start with this.
14 We've been talking throughout this
15 deposition about the filter material that was used
1 6 on the original Kent filter and its origin.
17 How was the filter material that was used
18 on the original Kent filter similar to the asbestos
19 filter material that had been used in gas masks,
2 0 atomic energy plants and hospitals?
21 A. They all contained crocidolite, and they
22 all contained paper or some other larger diameter
23 material which was the substrate to anchor the
2 4 crocidolite in that filter.
25 Q. And was the filter material that was used
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1 in the original Kent filter, was that patented?

2 A. They did patent that in two Knudson
3 patents, and the equipment to manufacture the filter
4 was also patented.
5 Q. Is the fact that asbestos was a component
6 of the filter material contained within those
7 Knudson patents?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. Why did Lorillard - strike that.
10 Did Lorillard make a specific decision
11 that it wanted to use asbestos in a filter material
12 on Kents or did Lorillard choose to use a particular
1 3 filter material?
14 A. They saw that the filter material was

15 declassified by the Army, and the asbestos was part
1 6 of that, and that's the construct that they were
17 working with there.
18 Q. Now, in 1951, we've heard some reference
19 to correspondence with Molins and a discussion of a
2 0 filter material that was referred to as pure
21 cellulose.

22 Do you recall that?
2 3 A. Yes, sir.
2 4 Q. Why did Lorillard, to your knowledge, not
25 use the Molins pure cellulose in a cigarette filter

1 Q. Was there something about the efficiency
2 of the filter that was important to Lorillard's
3 development of the Kent filter in 1952?
4 A. Well, as described in the patents,.one of
5 the components has to be of a similar size to the
6 diameter of the material that you're trying to
7 remove.

8 It's typical filtration 101, so to speak.
9 And tobacco smoke particles are .2, primarily, to .6

10 microns, and the patents say this, and, of course,
11 the materials we were using were consistently
12 between .2 and .6 microns of the crocidolite, which
13 then sat in that matrix of the cellulose acetate and
14 cotton overlaying on crepe paper.

15 Q. What was unique about the Kent filter when
16 it was introduced?
17 A. Well, it had the highest efficiency. I
1 8 mean, it was most effective. It was only 40 percent
19 of the particulates, including the tar, tars and
20 nicotines came through. And it was blue. That was
21 unique, too.
22 Q. We've talked about testing that JAMA
2 3 performed on cigarettes. And, in fact, we've seen
2 4 today JAMA tested various brands of cigarettes in
2 5 1953, correct?
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1 that it put on Kent or any other cigarette in 1951
2 or 1952?
3 A. Pretty much for the same reason none of
4 the other alternatives went forward, and it was also
5 listed in one of the correspondences we saw today.
6 The draw was real difficult, and
7 machinability, the ability to take the bulk material
8 and make it into a filter at a high speed, let's say
9 500 filters per minute, was not possible at the

10 time.

11 Q. What considerations was Lorillard taking
12 into account in 1951 or 1952 with respect to design
13 and manufacturing specifications for the filter that
14 it wanted to use on Kent cigarettes?
15 A. Consistency, availability, draw
16 efficiency, ability to manufacture, which I would
17 call machinability were some of those components
18 that they would be looking at.

19 Q. When you say efficiency, what do you mean
20 by the word "efficiency" as Lorillard was using it
21 in relation to the Kent filter in 1952?
22 A. Well, efficiency, as we saw in a lot of
23 documents today, was defined as removing
2 4 particulates, primarily the tars and nicotine which
25 are associated with the particulates.

1 A. Yes, and also 1955,

2 Q. And was Kent one of the brands of
3 cigarettes that JAMA tested in 1953 and 1955?

4 A. Yes, there's two near the bottom of the

5 table.

6 Q. And what was JAMA testing for in both 1953
7 and 1955 when it tested Kents?
8 A. Well, they weighed the filters. They took
9 other parameter measurements, but primarily they

10 were looking at efficiency of the filter.

11 Q. And what filter did JAMA, in its tests,
12 determine was the most efficient at removing tar and

13 nicotine?
14 A. The asbestos component filter.

15 Q. And what was the asbestos component
16 filter?

17 A. Kent.

1 B Q. And did those JAMA articles, in 1953 and
19 1955, ever criticize Lorillard for using asbestos in
2 0 the Kent filter?
21 A. No, they did not.

2 2 Q. We've talked today about research, both

2 3 in-house and outside, researchers that Lorillard
2 4 used to test the Kent filter to determine whether

25 there was any asbestos fiber release.
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1 Do you remember that line of questions?
2 A. Yes, sir.
3 Q. How many researchers, in-house or outside
4 researchers, tested Kent and found that there was no
5 evidence of any fiber release?
6 A. Well, we have six researchers that
7 conducted studies on nine separate occasions, and I
8 have to think how many. At least five research --
9 four researchers and five studies found no release.

10 Q. Now, one ofthe researchers was Dr.
11 Killian, correct?
12 A. Yes, sir.
13 Q. How many cigarettes did Dr. Killian test?
14 A. He originally started with 200 and smoked
15 them into a dry Kjeldahl flask, and then did the
16 gravimetric procedure we discussed earlier today.
17 Q. That was Dr. Killian's first test, right?
1 8 A. Yes, sir.

1 9 Q. What year was that?

2 0 A. November of'51.
21 Q. Was that before Lorillard introduced Kent
2 2 on the market?
2 3 A. Yes. It's one of the three premarket
2 4 studies conducted.

2 5 Q. What's the second premarket study that was

1 fibers were detected.

2 Q. After Kent was introduced on the market,
3 what was the next test that the company did to
4 determine whether there was any fiber release?
5 A. Laboratory Industrial Hygiene was next in
6 1953. I don't remember the exact month. I can look

7 it up, if we need to.
8 Q. And what was the result that Laboratory

9 Industrial Hygiene reported?
10 A. They also did a gravimetric. We don't
11 have a lot of data on that particular study, but
12 they did a comparison to the gravimetric background
13 levels in New York City, and they said it was
14 similar to or even probably a little less than the
15 background levels in New York City, which were .1,
16 .2 milligrams.

17 Q. So Laboratory of Industrial Hygiene didn't
18 find any evidence that the Kent filter was

19 contributing to the air levels or background that

2 0 was found? Did the Laboratory of Industrial Hygiene
21 report any evidence that the Kent filter was adding
22 asbestos or silicates to what was found in the New

23 York City air?
2 4 A. No. Like I said, they said it was either

25 similar to or less than, and that corroborates what
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1 conducted?
2 A. The second premarket study is -- either
3 Lorillard did their study next or Killian actually
4 bumped his study up to a thousand cigarettes, really
5 increased his minimum detectable level by five X,

6 and they're all in November, and they overlap each
7 other.

8 Q. So Killian's second study, he tested a
9 thousand cigarettes, correct?

10 A. Yes, sir.

11 Q. What were the results?
12 A. No, I think he called it silicates were
13 detected, I think is how he said it.

14 Q. What about the Lorillard study in November
15 of 1951, how many cigarettes did Lorillard test?
16 A. Parmele and his group tested 100

17 cigarettes, and smoked 100 into a dry Kjeldahl,
18 which would be similar to what Killian did.
19 He also smoked 100 cigarettes into
20 toluene, and then evaporated the toluene and did
21 gravimetric on both of those.

22 Q. What were Dr. Parmele's results?
2 3 A. There was none detected.

2 4 Q. None meaning -- what do you mean by none?
25 A. No inorganic, no silicate, no mineral

I we find in some of the studies done by Armour, where
2 the Kent filter cigarette actually removed materials

3 from the air and contributed less than the

4 background, which we didn't discuss earlier.

5 Q. Doctor, I'm handing what's been marked
6 Exhibit 53.
7 Will you tell us what that is, please?

8 A. This is Dr. David Kendall's second monthly
9 report, number 1978, in which he was looking at

10 detennining the presence of silica and silicates

11 which were used interchangeably with mineral fiber

12 and asbestos in the '50s in both Old Gold and Kent
13 cigarette smoke, using infrared spectrophotometry.

1 4 Q. What's the date on that repoit?
15 A. This is February 27, 1954.

16 Q. What is infrared spectrophotometry, for
17 basics? For a layperson like me, Doctor, what is

18 infrared spectrophotometry?
19 A. It uses lights like you might keep your

2 0 food hot on a wanning table, the red light.
21 Infrared is a very heat-oriented wavelength of light
22 which we can't see, but there are detectors here
2 3 which, different types of materials, both inorganic

2 4 and organic, absorb different wavelengths of this

25 light, and you can tell, based on what's being
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1 absorbed, what's there, and provided you calibrate
2 or use standards, which David Kendall did do, you
3 can tell how much is there.

4 Q. If Dr. Kendall is using this infrared
5 technique, how did he know - well, strike that.
6 Was he testing smoke samples from original
7 Kent cigarettes?
8 A. Ye --

9 Q. The report -- does Dr. Kendall's
10 report contain any information about how" --
11 MR. CEDILLO: Excuse me, Your Honor. I
12 think the answer to the last question was cut
13 out. May I read it?

1 4 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
15 MR. CEDILLO: The question was, "Was it
1 6 testing smoke samples from Kent from original

17 Kent cigarettes?"

18 The answer was, "Yes, sir."
19 THE COURT: Thank you. You can continue.
2 0 (Video resumes.)

21 "Question: - knew or would be able to
22 detect whether there was any asbestos in the
2 3 smoke from the Kent cigarettes he was
2 4 examining?
25 A. Yes, he ran standards.

1 written report from Dr. Kendall about his limits of
2 detection?

3 A. Yes, he mentions that it's -- I have to
4 find it in here -- .1 percent, I believe, but let me
5 find it.

6 Number six on page 2 says, "It is
7 estimated that .1, 0.1 percent by weight of silica
8 in the tars could have been detected if it had been
9 found to be present."

10 And I mentioned this earlier when we were
11 talking about the Kendall testimony. Ifwe had a
12 20-milligram cigarette, that would be .02
13 micrograms. Ifwe had a 10-milligram cigarette,
14 that would be .01 micrograms. It's pretty low.
15 Q. Thank you, Doctor. We're done with that.
16 l'm going to hand counsel what's been
17 marked as Exhibit 54.
1 8 Doctor, look at that and will you tell us
19 what Exhibit 54 is, please?
2 0 A. This is the letter that I misthought of
21 this moming, which I thought was dated February,
22 but it's May 3rd, 1954.
2 3 Q. Who is that letter from and to, sir?
2 4 A. It's from Parmele to Dr. Fullam,

2 5 Mr. Fullam, dated May 3, '54.
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1 Q. And what kind of standards did he run?
2 A. He actually pulled the micronite filter
3 and put it into a normal, I think is what it says in
4 here, and ground it very finely, and then
5 re-suspended it and ran a known amount of the
6 micronite fiber in the infrared spectrophotometer,
7 and then he knew what wavelengths to actually look
8 for, and how much of that would be attributable to
9 crocidolite, if he found it.

10 Q. So he pulled asbestos out of the filter?
11 A. It was more than asbestos, because you

12 can't see the asbestos by the naked eye.
13 Q. So he ground up part of the filter, right?
1 4 A. Yes.
15 Q. And ran its spectra to determine what the
1 6 spectra of asbestos was, right?
17 A. That's correct.
1 8 Q. And then used that spectra to compare to
1 9 what he found in the Kent smoke; is that right?

2 0 A. That's correct.
21 Q. What did he report as his results when he
22 examined smoke from the Kent cigarettes he tested?
2 3 A. Nothing. There wasn't anything found
2 4 using this method.
25 Q. Now, is there any information in this

1 Q. What does Dr. Parmele say in that letter?
2 A. He thanks him for the letter of May 2nd,
3 for the set of cigarette samples he just received.

4 And ifwe remember, we sent some to him in the end
5 of April, based on the stuff we looked at earlier.

6 "We note from your initial experiment with
7 regular Kents, that using the shortcut technique
8 which we thought might work, that you were unable to

9 observe any silicate fibers in the specimens so

10 prepared."

11 Q. Is this the letter that you were referring
12 to earlier today when you were talking about
13 February samples and May test results that we have
1 4 trouble putting our fingers on?

15 A. Yes, this would be the samples sent to him

16 after the contract was signed in February, 1

17 believe.

1 8 Q. When did Lorillard switch from using the
19 original asbestos-containing filter material on

2 0 Kents to the crimped cellulose acetate that you've

2 1 referred to?

2 2 A. May of 1956.

2 3 Q. Why did Lorillard make that change?
2 4 A. Well, I mentioned, I think, most of them

2 5 today, but the cigarettes weren't selling. Price
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1 was prohibitive, 31 cents versus 25 cents. They
2 were continuing to have issues with the draw, which

3 made it difficult to smoke. They were continuing,
4 therefore, to have taste issues.
5 The amount of waste during manufacture at

6 Lorillard's plants was 11 to 13 percent. There were
7 a lot of places were the waste occurred.
8 It was also manpower intensive. You had
9 to change the roll four times a shift. The crimped

10 cellulose acetate ran for one shift. It was like
11 109 miles, this crimped cellulose acetate, in a four

12 by four by four box. It's pretty amazing, actually,
13 when you think about it.
14 And it was just the sales and the price
15 and the draw and the taste and so on.
16 Q. What was the market share of the original
17 Kent like?
1 8 A. It was never more than 1 percent of the
19 total cigarette market. And in '53 or so, it was --

2 0 although the market was pretty small for filtered
21 cigarettes, it was about 23 percent, but then
22 tanked.

2 3 Q. Was the original Kent cigarette a popular
24 cigarette?

2 5 A. No, it didn't take off. The first year,

1 the literature about what was known about the health
2 risks of asbestos.
3 And just to be clear, when Lorillard
4 introduced the original Kent filter, what was
5 published, what were the known risks, health risks
6 for exposure to asbestos?
7 A. Well, the information available at the
8 time and, of course, it was introduced in '52, was
9 that you had to have, typically, high levels of

10 asbestos dust from mining, milling, textile
11 manufacturing, things of that nature, for some
12 period of time, and then creating asbestosis, which
13 is a fibrotic-type disease of the lung.
14 And then once you got asbestosis, you were
15 predisposed to getting lung cancer. Whether it was
16 straight-up lung cancer or pleural, you were
17 predisposed to getting that.
18 But, again, it was high levels of exposure
19 over longer periods of time, typically.

20 Q. And these published studies in the 1940s
21 and 1950s, what kind ofwork situations were they
22 studying? Do you understand my question?
2 3 A. Typically, working with the raw
2 4 asbestos --

25 Q. Okay.
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1 it took off a little bit, and then the second year,
2 it did some. But after that, it pretty much tanked.

3 Q. By 1955 -- let me strike that.
4 Have you previously looked at sales
5 figures related to the original Kent cigarette and
6 the new Kent cigarette that replaced it?
7 A. Yes, I have.
8 Q. And by 1955, 1956, was the original Kent
9 cigarette gaining or losing market share?

10 A. It was losing. We were losing money, too.

11 Q. And what happened to the sales ofyour -
12 of Kent cigarettes after they switched to the
13 cellulose acetate filter and introduced the new Kent
14 cigarette?
15 A. Pretty much, in the second half of 1956,
16 when the crimped cellulose acetate was put on the
17 market, the sales almost equaled the previous year,
18 and then, in the year after that, we made another
19 change to the E60 process, which was the cellulose
2 0 acetate and alpha cellulose powder, better balancing
21 the draw and taste again. It took off
2 2 exponentially, along with the rest of the filter
23 market.

2 4 Q. I'm going to change topics on you. We
2 5 talked earlier today about various publications in

1 A. -- or mining the raw asbestos.

2 Q. Have you seen any studies from the 1940s
3 or 1950s that were done on people exposed to
4 asbestos in a consumer product?
5 A. No, I don't believe we talked about that.
6 Q. Was there a generally-known standard in
7 the 1940s or 1950s for asbestos exposure in the
8 workplace?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. What was that?
11 A. Driesen, in '38, set up a maximum
12 acceptable limit, MAL, of 5 million particles per
13 cubic foot, and then that was adopted in 1946 by the
14 American Conference of Governmental Industrial
15 Hygienists, ACGIH, and they accepted the same
16 standard for workplace exposure.
17 And that standard pretty much stayed in

18 placeuntil'70.
19 Q; And in the 1940s and 1950s, what was that
20 standard, whatever it's called, the maximum -
21 A. TLV.
2 2 Q. - the MAC or the TLV.
2 3 A. It was the TLV.

2 4 Q. What was it designed to prevent?
2 5 A. It was an empirically-based standard which
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1 means it's based on observation, above 5 million
2 particles per cubic foot, you had a tendency to get
3 asbestosis. Below 5 million particles per cubic
4 foot, you did not, and that's how it was set.
5 Q. Is it fair to say that the MAC and the TLV
6 were designed to prevent workers from developing
7 asbestosis?
8 A. That is what the number was based on.

9 Q. Okay. And in the 1940s and '50s, was
10 asbestosis believed to be the predicate disease that
11 you needed for developing cancer?
12 A. Yes, it sure was.

13 Q. Last question, Doctor. In light of the
1 4 state of the art and the state of knowledge
15 regarding the high levels of asbestos exposure that
16 were necessary to cause asbestosis in the 1950s, in
17 light of the test results that Lorillard had that
18 showed no trace or three fiber release from the Kent
19 cigarettes, would Lorillard have had a reason to
20 place a warning on Kents regarding the presence of
21 asbestos?
22 A. As we discussed earlier, the zero trace to
2 3 three fibers was far, far below the state of the art
2 4 at the time, which really talked about having
25 asbestosis first, and then the potential for lung

1 A. It would have to be of the appropriate
2 type.
3 Q. Sir, with regard to Killian's test that he
4 did, he never once said he was looking for asbestos,
5 correct?
6 A. He was looking for silicates.

7 Q. And the word "asbestos" never even appears
8 in his reports, correct?
9 A. That's correct. However, there are no

10 reports that's in the information that we have
11 available.

12 Q. Right. We don't have his actual reports,
13 right?
14 A. No, we do not.

15 Q. Now, you know that there are well over 200
16 different substances categorized as silicates?
17 A. Silicates are a very broad group, which
18 asbestos and asbestos foreign bodies are parts of
19 that.
2 0 Q. I want to show you this. This is Exhibit

21 54. That's what you were just shown from
22 Mr. Fullam. That's from May of 1954. And it says
2 3 - he makes - Parmele refers to a shortcut taking.
2 4 What is that?

2 5 A. We're not exactly sure, but we do know
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1 cancer or pleural cancer, as they called it then,
2 second.
3 MR. BERGER: Doctor, that's all I have for
4 you. Thank you."
5 "Question: Sir, do you agree that if,
6 scientifically speaking, if you are looking for
7 something, you have to have a tool that you
8 expect has enough power to fmd what you're
9 looking for?

10 A. That's typical, yes.
11 Q. Right? Ifyou want to see whether or not
12 someone is standing on the horizon, you may not be
13 able to see them with your naked eyes, but if you
14 have binoculars or a telescope, you may be able to
15 see them, right?
16 A. Yes.

17 Q. Similarly, if you want to see what's going
18 on in somebody's cell, you can't just look at
19 someone's face and say I can see your cells, you
20 have to take a sample and you have to look at it
21 under a microscope, right?

22 A. That's correct.
2 3 Q. And depending on what you're looking at,
2 4 that microscope has to.have sufficient power to see
25 what you're looking for, right?

1 that Parmele smoked the cigarettes, and sent the

2 acetone from those cigarettes that were smoked to

3 Fullam. It may or may not be that. I don't know.

4 Q. So this is the study you told me that
5 Fullam did where whole cigarettes were smoked and he

6 was asked to count the asbestos in it, right?

7 A. He was asked to do electron microscopy on

8 it and found nothing.

9 Q. And it doesn't say - there's nothing that
10 says Dr. Fullam was asked to count the quantity of

11 asbestos fibers, correct?

12 A. It says silicate fiber, which, again, we

13 probably talked about this earlier, where silicate

14 was used interchangeably in the '50s.

15 Q. Even assuming that that's asbestos,

16 there's no evidence he was actually asked to
17 quantify the total amount of asbestos from a

1 8 cigarette, correct? It doesn't say that.

19 A. His contract talks about, and we didn't
2 0 look at it today, but his contract does talk about,

21 if you find asbestos, you need to identify it using

22 XIED or SAED.

23 Q. Identification is different than
2 4 quantification, correct?

25 A. But he didn't find any, so be didn't
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1 identi --
2 Q. And, sir, this is from a week or two
3 earlier the same year --
4 MR. CEDILLO: Excuse me.
5 THE COURT: Stop the tape here. Stop the
6 tape. Thank you.

7 MR. CEDILLO: The answer was cut off, Your
8 Honor. May I read the question and answer?
9 THE COURT: Yes.

10 MR. CEDILLO: Question, "Identification is

11 different than quantification, correct?"
12 Answer, "But he didn't find any, so he
13 didn't identify any."

1 4 THE COURT: Thank you.
15 MR. JAGOLINZER: Before we play the next
16 part, I think it's going to get cut off. So if

17 I can, it's going to start at okay. And then,
18 sir, this is from a week or two earlier.

19 Agreed?
2 0 THE COURT: Thanks. Proceed.
21 (Video resumes.)
22 "Question: - where Mr. Parmele makes
2 3 reference to the fact that Mr. Fullam did find
2 4 asbestos in smoke of Kents, correct?

25 A. Yes.

1 Q. Right. And certainly, during the 1940s,
2 the TLV was never considered protective for a
3 carcinogen?
4 A. As I said before, the TLV was based on as
5 protection from asbestosis, given the state of the
6 art.

7 Q. Right. Not cancer, correct?
8 Sir, Lorillard sold 13 million" -
9 MR. JAGOLINZER: Sorry, Judge, it got cut

10 off again.
11 The question was, "Right. Not cancer,
12 correct?"
13 The answer was, "That's correct."
14 THE COURT: Thank you. Proceed.
15 (Video resumes.)
16 "Question: - cigarettes containing the
17 micronite filter with asbestos, you told me
1 8 that at the beginning of this deposition,
19 correct?

2 0 A. That is --
21 Q. Sir, is that correct, that in fact --
2 2 MR. JAGOLINZER: There's only two
2 3 questions and answers. I might as well read
2 4 them, if that's okay.
2 5 THE COURT: Any objection? Not hearing
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1 Q. Lorillard said - you saw those documents.
2 Lorillard was worried about a whisper campaign by
3 its competitors regarding hazards of asbestos.
4 Do you recall that?
5 A. A rumor campaign, whisper campaign, yes.

6 Q. Did Lorillard ever, in any document that
7 you've actually seen, dispute that asbestos could
8 cause those diseases?
9 A. I don't believe they disputed it, nor did

10 they mention that it could.

11 Q. You remember talking about the Journal of
12 the American Medical Association, correct?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Did Lorillard ever tell JAMA, hey, we
15 found asbestos in the smoke from our cigarette?

16 A. I don't believe I've seen that.
17 Q. Sir, you know that the threshold limit
18 value that was a workplace standard was never
19 designed to protect against carcinogens? You
20 understand that?
21 A. Well, it's listed to protect, according to
22 the OSHA these days, and ACGlH, at the ten to the
2 3 minus three to ten to the minus four level, and it
2 4 specifically says that in their documents. It
25 doesn't protect down to no risk.

1 any, go ahead.
2 MR. JAGOLINZER: "Sir, Lorillard sold 13
3 billion Kent cigarettes containing the
4 micronite filter with asbestos. You told me
5 that at the beginning of this deposition,
6 correct?"

7 Answer: "That is correct."
8 Question: "Sir, is that correct, that if
9 they sold 13 billion Kent cigarettes with

10 asbestos, that means they sold 650 million
11 packs of Kent cigarettes with asbestos?"
12 Answer, "650 million."
1 3 That completes the deposition of Kevin
14 Reinert from April 17th, Judge.
15 THE COURT: Thank you.
16 THE WITNESS: Ladies and gentlemen, we're

17 going to take a short recess. Remember during
18 the recess, don't discuss the case, don't form
19 any opinion about the case, don't allow anyone
2 0 to discuss the case in your presence.
21 Leave your notepads on your chair and come
22 back in a few minutes. Thank you.
2 3 (Whereupon, the jury panel exited the
2 4 courtroom.)
2 5 THE COURT: Your next witness is going to
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1 be a doctor?

2 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Judge. At this
3 point in time, I would move, obviously, into
4 evidence the exhibits that were marked, but I
5 don't want to take up the time for the ladies
6 and gentlemen of the jury.

7 So during a break, if it's okay with Your

8 Honor, I'll mark the exhibits that were

9 referred to, and then I'll move them into
10 evidence, obviously, at a different point in

11 time, but it just makes logical sense, if I can

12 introduce to the jury that we will be marking
13 them and moving them into evidence, if that's

14 okay.

15 MR. CEDILLO: We have no problem with that
16 procedure.

17 There are some documents that are subject
18 to some pending motions in limine, but we will
19 be able to work all that out as part of the

2 0 process Mr. Jagolinzer outlined.
21 MR. JAGOLINZER: I think Your Honor
22 already ruled on those.

2 3 MR. CEDILLO: There's two that you have
2 4 not, but we'll work it out.
25 THE COURT: All right. So, Dr. Dahlgren

1 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, around what

2 should I be shooting for in terms of -
3 THE COURT: Say somewhere between 12 and .
4 12:30.
5 MR. CEDILLO: Yes, Your Honor.
6 THE COURT: Thanks. We'll be in recess.
7 (Short recess taken.)

8 THE BAILIFF: Remain seated. Come to
9 order. Court is back in session.

10 THE COURT: All set?
11 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes.
12 THE COURT: All set?
13 MR. LOWERY: Yes, Your Honor.
1 4 THE COURT: Bring the jury in.
15 (Whereupon, the jury panel entered the

16 courtroom.)

17 THE COURT: Let the record reflect the

1 8 presence of our plaintiff, plaintiffs counsel,
19 defense counsel, ladies and gentlemen of the

20 jury.

21 Counsel, if you want to call your next
22 witness.

23 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Judge. First, on a
2 4 break, if we would, with Your Honor's
2 5 permission, we discussed marking the exhibits
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1 is here, though, and he's ready to roll? 1
2 MR. JAGOLINZER: I just have to poke my 2
3 head outside, but he should be, yes. 3
4 THE COURT: How long do you anticipate 4
5 he'll be on the stand? 5
6 MR. JAGOLINZER: Not long. Not long at 6
7 all. Maybe 45 minutes. 7
8 THE COURT: How about the cross-exam? 8
9 MR. CEDILLO: I have -- depending on what 9

10 he covers, I will have a bit to cover with him. 10
11 THE COURT: So you think your cross is �042 11
12 going to be longer than direct? 12
1 3 MR. CEDILLO: Yes, Your Honor. If it's 45 13
14 minutes, it will be. 14
15 MR. JAGOLINZER: We'll play it out. We'll 15
16 see where the scope goes. 16
17 THE COURT: My thought is that, if we 17
18 start, and it's coming around lunchtime, | 18
19 somewhere in that area, we're going to do the 19
2 0 same procedure, if you're not done, and that 2 0
21 goes for you as well, Mr. Lowery, Mr. Rowley, 21
22 whoever is cross-examining the witness, that 22
2 3 you just let me know when a convenient time to 2 3
2 4 take a lunch recess is so it doesn't break up 2 4
25 yourflow. 25

that the jury saw, and moving them into

evidence. With your permission, we'll mark
them later and move them in.

THE COURT: I understand there's no
objection?

MR. CEDILLO: No objection, Your Honor.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, also, before we

call our next witness, as agreed, I'd like to
read from the mortality tables, the United

States Life Tables, and publish that

information.
THE COURT: Any objection?
MR. LOWERY: No.
MR. CEDILLO: No objection, Your Honor.
MR. JAGOLINZER: United States Life

Tables, 2008, National Vital Statistics

Reports, Center for Disease Control and

Prevention. The life expectancy of a white

male, 74 years of age, is 11.3 years.

At this point in time, plaintiffs would
call Dr. James Dahlgren.

THE COURT: Thank you. Good morning, sir.
Come on up.

What I'd like to do, when you first get

here is just to put your things down.
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1 Raise your right hand and be sworn.
2 (Witness sworn in by clerk.)
3 THE CLERK: Please state your name and
4 spell your last name for the record.
5 THE WITNESS: James George Dahlgren,

6 D-A-H-L-G-R-E-N.
7 THE COURT: Please have a seat. I know
8 you brought some things there. If you need to
9 get those out, feel free.

10 THE WITNESS: Okay.
11 THE COURT: That microphone adjusts, if
12 you're good there.
13 Counsel, you may proceed.
1 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Your Honor.
15 DIRECT EXAMINATION
1 6 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
17 Q. Good morning.
18 A. Good morning.

19 Q. You are here from California?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Different time zones, a little bit early
22 for you, correct?
2 3 A. Yes, it is.
2 4 Q. What time did you get in last night?
2 5 A. About 11:00.

1 Q. Why did you move there?
2 A. My wife took a job in the Silicon Valley
3 doing linguistics and computer science.
4 Q. Let's start, if we could, sir, with your
5 undergraduate work.
6 Where did you go to school?
7 A. At UCLA, Los Angeles.
8 Q. Did you receive a degree there?
9 A. I did.

10 Q. Your degree was in what, in undergraduate
11 studies?
12 A. Bachelor of arts.
13 Q. And you mentioned internal medicine.
14 You are a physician, correct?
15 A. Correct.

16 Q. Are you Board-certified in internal
17 medicine?
18 A. Yes.

19 Q. How long have you been so Board-certified?
2 0 A. Forty-two years, 40 years. 1972, to the
21 present, 40 years.
22 Q. I know we're about to date you in a
2 3 minute, but what year did you actually graduate from
2 4 college?

25 A. 1964.
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1 Q. First, could you introduce yourself to the
2 ladies and gentlemen of the jury? Aside being from
3 California, can you tell us just a little bit about
4 your background?
5 Are you married, sir?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. And what kind of doctor are you?
8 A. Internal medicine.
9 MR. JAGOLINZER: If I could, Judge, may 1

10 mark, as plaintiff s next exhibit for
11 identification, Dr. Dahlgren's curriculum
12 vitae?
1 3 THE COURT: Yes.
14 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
15 marked for Identification as Plaintiffs Exhibit G.)
1 6 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
17 Q. Doctor, while the clerk is doing that,
18 actually, your resume has one new update in terms of
19 where your residence is; is that correct?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. Tell us about that, if you could, please,
22 sir.

2 3 A. Well, I moved from Los Angeles to
2 4 Sunnyvale, California, which is Silicon Valley,
25 Northern California, two weeks ago.

1 Q. That makes you how old?
2 A. Seventy.

3 Q. Now, in order to become a physician, you
4 had to go to medical school, right?
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. Where did you go to medical school?
7 A. I went to UCSF, University of California

8 San Francisco.

9 Q. And that was in what year, sir?

10 A. I graduated in 1968.
11 Q. Now, after you graduated from medical
12 school, is there such - is there such a thing
13 called an internship and a residency? And, if so,

14 could you explain what that is to the ladies and
15 gentlemen of the jury and if you did do that?
16 A. Yes, I did an internship and a residency

17 and a fellowship, five years of post medical school,

18 what they call postgraduate education today.
19 The first years used to be called an
20 internship, and some people still call it that. I
21 did what is called a straight medicine internship,
22 straight internal medicine.

2 3 And then did two more years of internal

2 4 medicine, and one year at Cedar Sinai Medical Center
25 in Los Angeles and one year at the Veterans Hospital
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1 in Boston, Massachusetts.
2 I then did a fourth and fifth year of
3 postgraduate medical education, doing a fellowship
4 in infectious disease where my research interest was
5 in toxicology of antibiotics.

6 Q. Let's talk about that.
7 As a physician, as an internal -- as a
8 physician, Board-certified in internal medicine, do
9 you also have any subspecialties?

10 A. Yes, as a result ofmy research in
11 toxicology, I became interested in occupational and
12 environmental toxicology, and didn't practice
13 infectious diseases at all, but began practicing
14 strictly internal medicine, subspecialty of
15 occupational and environmental medicine, with a
16 further subspecialty in toxicology.
17 Q. What year did you first become involved in
18 occupational and environmental medicine with a
19 subspecialty also in toxicology, what year?

2 0 A. Well, 1972 and '73, I started seeing
21 patients from some local -- particularly one lead
22 smelter in Los Angeles, because I was the only
2 3 toxicologist at UCLA at the time.
2 4 When they called the medical center and
2 5 they said they had a toxicology problem with lead

1 the study of toxicology - toxicology is broader
2 than that. It involves the toxic effects of
3 medication, the toxic effects of snake bites.
4 But my area of specialty has been in the
5 area of occupational and environmental exposures.

6 Q. And for how long has that been one ofyour
7 interests and one ofyour specialties?
8 A. Well, ever since 1972.
9 Q. And would that be continuing up until

10 today?
11 A. Yes, that's correct. That's basically
12 what I've been doing all that time, is seeing
13 patients with various exposures and treating them
14 and advising.
15 I've been working with some unions on how
16 to try to improve their safety and health programs.
17 I worked with some industries on how to do that.
1 8 The real focus of what my field is about
19 is to try to prevent people from getting sick, and
2 0 to set up monitoring programs that detect the
21 person's ill effects before they get disabled by it.
2 2 Q. I want to talk to you in a minute about
2 3 some of the work you've done with the unions and
2 4 industry, specifically as it pertains to asbestos,
2 5 but if I can, I just want to still go back a little
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1 poisoning, I got involved.
2 And subsequently became involved with
3 many, many other toxicology issues, including
4 asbestos, in the industry in Los Angeles.

5 Q. Ifwe can back up a little bit, can you
6 explain to the ladies and gentlemen of the jury,
7 what is occupational and environmental medicine?
8 A. It is being concerned with, in the field

9 that I'm in, it's chemicals on the job or exposures
10 on the job that can make people get sick. Lead
11 poisoning, I just mentioned.

12 I also worked with individuals who were
13 exposed to asbestos who had asbestos-related

14 disease, and some other things that make people sick
1 5 on the job.

16 Now, it also includes physical injuries,
17 orthopedic injuries, back injuries, but that isn't

18 my area of expettise. I've been dealing with the

19 exposures to various chemicals on the job that can

2 0 make people sick.

21 Q. What about toxicology? You mentioned
22 toxicology.
2 3 What is toxicology?
2 4 A. Well, it's the study of those -- the
25 effects of these chemicals on the body, and that's

1 bit to a little bit more of your background.

2 I understand you also, in the 1970s, were

3 doing something at the UCLA School of Public Health.

4 What were you doing there?

5 A. Well, I took courses in epidemiology and

6 biostatistics. Because of my interest in

7 occupational and environmental medicine, one of the

8 major tools that we use is epidemiology, and one of

9 the major ways you analyze the data is through

10 statistics.

11 So I took these courses to improve my

12 skills in those areas.

13 Q. And so we're clear, you're not a
1 4 Board-certified epidemiologist, right?

15 A. Right.

16 Q. Similarly, do you have any

17 Board-certifications in anything such as

18 occupational medicine or anything at all other than

19 internal medicine?

2 0 A. No.

21 Q. However, has the focus of your career,

22 since approximately 1972, been concerned with
23 occupational and environmental health in medicine?

24 A. Yes.

25 Q. Currently, sir, are you in private
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1 practice?
2 A. Yes.
3 Q. Could you tell us, what is it that you're
4 doing in your private practice?

5 A. Well, two years ago -- yeah, two years ago
6 now, I had to stop treating patients because of
7 reaching the age where I was unable to keep
8 practicing treatment and seeing patients for
9 treatment, and I'm limiting my practice now to what

10 I would call consulting.
11 But for most of my career, I've been
12 involved in treating patients as well as consulting.
13 Q. That's what you were asked to do in this
14 case, correct?
15 You were asked to consult on this case and
1 6 give your opinions based upon yoùr training,
17 experience and your medical education, correct?
18 A. Correct.

19 Q. But you used to be involved in the care
2 0 and the treatment of patients, correct?
21 A. Oh, yeah, for most of my career.
2 2 Q. I want to talk to you about some of the
2 3 organizations that you have belonged to or you
2 4 currently belong to.
25 What's the American College ofPhysicians?

1 College, is more of a national group?

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. I note here something called the
4 California Society of Industrial Medicine and
5 Surgery.
6 What is that?

7 A. That's an organization in California that
8 is made up of doctors who treat individuals who have
9 been injured on the job.

10 Q. And what is your role and what has your
11 role been with the Califomia Society of Industrial
12 Medicine and Surgery?
13 A. Well, I was the founder. I felt we needed
14 an organization of doctors that had that specialty,

15 because the Westem Occupational Medical Association

16 didn't address the needs of doctors taking care of
17 workers that had been injured on the job.

18 Q. And, similarly, something called MediChem,

1 9 M-E-D-I-C-H-E-M, what is that?

20 A. That's an organization of doctors who work
21 for chemical companies. Their job is to protect the

22 workers exposed to chemicals on the job. It's an
2 3 international group with members from all over the

2 4 world who work mainly for chemical companies.

2 5 Q. Let's move on to academic appointments.
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1 A. That is the professional organization of

2 internists in the United States.

3 Q. And you were a member of that
4 organization, correct?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. And what is the American College of
7 Occupational and Environmental Medicine?
8 A. That is the professional association of

9 doctors who specialize in occupational and

10 environmental medicine?

11 Q. And for how long have you been a member of

12 that particular organization?

13 A. I think I joined in 1974.

14 Q. If your resume says 1975, would you

15 quibble with that?
16 A. No.

17 Q. Similarly, what about the Western

18 Occupational and Environmental Medicine Association?

19 A. That's the western states. California

2 0 Oregon, Washington, Montana, Utah, Arizona and

21 Nevada, all belong to - those states have pulled

22 together, and the doctors who practice occupational

2 3 and environmental medicine in those states belong to

2 4 that organization.

25 Q. So the first organization, the American

1 Have you ever, as part of your career, since
2 graduating from medical school, been involved in the
3 teaching of other medical students regarding
4 environmental and occupational health and
5 toxicology?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. Tell us a little bit about that. When did
8 you first start doing that?
9 A. Well, in 1975, I went to work basically

10 for the UCLA Medical School as a professor teaching

11 the residents and the students in the field of

12 internal medicine with a specialty that I brought to

13 the table of occupational and environmental

14 medicine.
15 Q. And so were you teaching those students
16 about occupational and environmental medicine?

17 A. Yes, along with general internal medicine
1 8 treatment, yes.

19 Q. Prior to UCLA, I note something about
2 0 Tufts University.
21 What did you have to do with Tufts
22 University?
2 3 A. While I was in Boston at the VA hospital

2 4 for my intemship and first year of residency, I was
25 given an appointment at Tufts as a teaching fellow.
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1 Q. And after UCLA at the school of medicine,
2 have you been involved in any other teaching

3 appointments as it relates to toxicology and

4 environmental and occupational medicine?

5 A. Well, my entire career, when I went into

6 private practice in 1977, I've been on the clinical
7 faculty until two years ago, when I retired. I'm no
8 longer on the faculty at UCLA. But I was on the

9 UCLA occupational and environmental section for most

10 ofthoseyears.

11 Q. From the mid to late '70s through up until
12 about two years ago?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. I note something on here about a qualified
15 medical examiner and something about the Division of

16 Workers' Compensation, State of California.
17 What is that?

1 8 A. Well, California had set up a program of
19 certifying doctors who could examine individuals who

2 0 had been injured on the job, the Workers'

21 Compensation system.

2 2 Q. I also see something from the American
2 3 Medical Association.

2 4 What is that?

25 A. Basically recognition of continuing

1 Q. And any of the articles that you've either
2 published on or if you've presented on, any of those
3 deal with the specific topic of asbestos and

4 disease?

5 A. Yes.
6 Q. What I'd like to do, sir, is I'd like to
7 jump, if we could, to when you first - you
8 mentioned something about consulting for unions, and
9 when you first got involved with respect to

2,0 asbestos.

11 Can you tell us a little bit about that?
12 A. Well, the International Chemical Workers

13 Union hired me because they needed a toxicologist to

1 4 help them with exposures. They were representing
15 chemical workers in plants all across the United

1 6 States.

17 So they asked me to help them set up

18 programs to help, as I said earlier, protect people
19 from chemicals, set up screening programs that would
2 0 allow them to be -- any problem detected early.
21 And one of the groups that was involved

22 with the chemical workers union was the Johns

2 3 Manville asbestos workers. So I worked with the

2 4 Johns Manville workers for many, many years setting
2 5 up programs of screening, trying to improve the
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1 medical education.

2 Q. Now, you served on or been a member of
3 various committees as well, correct?

4 A. Yes.

5 Q. And those committees, what's the general
6 area that those committees were involved in?

7 A. Well, cancer, lung cancer, environmental
8 diseases of the lung, I think was one of the major

9 focus of many of the advisory committees I've been

10 on.

11 Q. And throughout the course ofyour career,
12 sir, have you published in the peer-reviewed
13 literature, generally speaking, regarding

14 environmental and occupational medicine and/or

15 toxicology?
16 A. Yes.

17 Q. And has that been on a variety of
18 different substances?

19 A. Yes. The first papers were on, actually,

2 0 when I was a medical student, published on
21 endocrinology. I was interested in, while I was a
22 student, in hormones and how they affected the body.

23 Subsequently, during my fellowship,

2 4 published on the toxicity of antibiotics and other

2 5 topics that had to do with infectious diseases.

1 detection, particularly of lung cancer and
2 asbestosis, before they became disabled by it.
3 So, if you diagnose lung cancer early,

4 there's a better prognosis. Some patients can
5 survive, but they need to be in a program of

6 surveillance in order to improve their survival
7 probability.

8 Q. And that's really what I was going to ask
9 you, about screening.

10 What's the purpose, from the perspective
11 of a physician, such as yourself, specializing in
12 environmental and occupational health, for
13 screening?

14 A. The big benefit is to diagnose someone

15 before they get to the point where they are disabled
16 or, in the case of lung cancer, where it's early
17 enough so that they can have it removed.
18 We know that stage one lung cancer is
19 curable, but very few patients are diagnosed in
2 0 stage one. So that was the focus of our program.
21 We set up sputum cytology screening, which was the
22 best technique at the time, along with better X-ray

2 3 readings.

2 4 And we were able to save several men's
2 5 lives. We found several stage one lung cancers that
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1 allowed them to live on and die of something else
2 many years later.

3 Q. Okay. Now, as part of your training and
4 experience over the past decades, as it relates to
5 environmental and occupational health and
6 toxicology, have you become familiar with the
7 disease mesothelioma?
8 A. Yes.
9 Q. Now, in this particular case, we asked you

10 to consult in Mr. Delisle's case, correct?
11 A. Yes.
12 Q. Now, you've never had the opportunity,
13 obviously, aside from today, to actually meet
14 Mr. Delisle and speak to him, correct?
15 A. Conect.
16 Q. Were you asked to actually review
17 materials as they pertained to Mr. Delisle?
18 A. Yes.
19 Q. And obviously as part of this
2 0 consultation, will you be charging for your time?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And what is the rate that you'll be
2 3 charging, sir?
2 4 A. $425 an hour.
2 5 Q. Now, in forming your opinions that you

1 Q. And what is that opinion, sir?
2 A. Well, the major problem he has is
3 mesothelioma.
4 Q. And from your understanding and from your
5 training and your work and your involvement with
6 respect to mesothelioma, specifically, is there any
7 cure for mesothelioma?
8 A. No.
9 Q. Now, for a moment, I want to briefly touch

10 on the medical records.
11 Do you have an understanding as to whether
12 or not there is some variability with respect to the
13 social history ofMr. Delisle as reported in the

14 medical records versus what's reported in the
15 depositions?
I 6 MR. CEDILLO: Objection, Your Honor, may
17 we approach?

1 8 THE COURT: Yes.
19 (Discussion sidebar.)
2 0 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
21 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, when I took his
22 deposition, the only medical records he saw was
2 3 the pathology from the surgical procedure that
2 4 he had taken.
25 All ofthe social history contained in all
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1 have here to express to the ladies and gentlemen of 1

2 the jury that we'll talk about specifically with 2
3 respect to Mr. Delisle, will you be relying upon 3
4 your decades of experience working in internal 4
5 medicine, occupational environmental medicine, 5
6 toxicology and your medical training? 6
7 A. Yes. 7

8 Q. Will you agree to express all of your 8
9 opinions within a reasonable degree of medical and 9

10 scientific certainty as they pertain to Mr. Delisle? 10
11 A. Yes. 11

12 Q. Now, you already talked about that I asked 12
13 you to review certain materials that relates to 13
14 Mr. Delisle, correct? 14
15 A. Yes. 15

16 Q. And some of those such records would 16
17 include his depositions, and his medical records and 17
18 offer certain of your opinions regarding the disease 1 8
19 he has and causation of that disease, correct? 19
20 A. Yes. 20

21 Q. First, from review of the medical records, 21
22 did you reach a determination, within a reasonable 22
2 3 degree ofmedical certainty, ofwhat disease process 2 3
2 4 Mr. Delisle is suffering from? 2 4
2 5 A. Yes. 2 5

the other medical records he admitted to me he
had not been given, he had not reviewed.

Therefore, any questions or commentary by
him on the social history, for example, or the
smoking history, which he did not have and did
not give in the deposition, he should not be
allowed to now comment upon.

MR. JAGOLINZER: I'll rephrase the
question, Judge.

THE COURT: I thought the question had to
do with variability of his medical records, so

I didn't understand what that --
MR. CEDILLO: He ties it to the social

history. He was going to -- the fact that the
social history and smoking history has
variability and that was something he told me
he never saw.

I did question him about it, and he had
some opinions, and I think that's part of my
cross-examination, but now he's talking about
the medical records as if he reviewed them, and
he did not.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I'm going to
rephrase it and talk generally speaking and not

tie it to Mr. Delisle. He's certainly
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qualified to talk about what is in the medical
records based on his training and experience.
But understanding Mr. Cedillo's concerns, I
will rephrase my question.

THE COURT: Thank you.
(Sidebar concluded.)

BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
Q. Dr. Dahlgren, as a doctor, as a physician

practicing in internal medicine, you have been
involved, you already indicated, in the care and the
treatment and the review of medical records of a
number of individuals suffering from a variety of
different conditions, correct?

A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Now, based upon your decades of

training and experience and review of medical
records as they pertain to individuals, have you
ever seen examples of variations in social histories
in medical records?

A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Now, also, part of your work, you

indicated, deals with consulting in cases such as
this, correct?

A. Yes.
Q. And, generally speaking, have you seen

1 a physician in internal medicine, is it always the
2 doctor who is actually taking social histories?

3 A. No. Sometimes the nurse takes it.

4 Sometimes they rely on a questionnaire - or not

5 even a nurse, just a medical assistant would take

6 the history. Some of this is basic background

7 history.

8 Q. Similarly, for someone who is not
9 practicing as an occupational or environmental

10 consultant who is looking for cause, what are the
11 treating physicians looking for when a patient comes

12 in and presents?
13 MR. CEDILLO: Objection, Your Honor, calls

14 for state ofmind of a third party.

15 THE COURT: Sustained.

16 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:

17 Q. As an occupational and environmental
18 doctor, are you regularly involved in meeting

19 patients who have been exposed to certain substances

20 and taking certain social histories and exposure
21 histories and things of that nature?

22 A. Yes.

2 3 Q. What are you looking for when you do that?
2 4 A. Well, it's frequently very important what

25 the dose, for example, of cigarettes is, and how
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1 cases of variability between a deposition and what's
2 contained in a medical record?
3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Can you explain to the ladies and
5 gentlemen of the jury, based upon your training and
6 experience and your history, as to any explanations
7 as to variabilities that are common in depositions

8 versus medical records or in medical records
9 themselves?

10 A. Well, a lot of the questions that have to
11 do with smoking and drinking, the doctor is not
12 necessarily -- taking care of the patient, he only
13 needs to know basic general information, did you
14 smoke or not smoke. If you stopped smoking, when
15 did you stop.
16 They don't go into detail about when they
17 started and how much they smoked as the years went

18 by. They don't even necessarily insist upon exactly
19 the exact date they quit smoking, quit drinking or

20 whatever.

21 So it's not a critical aspect of the
22 treating doctor to know that. They need to know in
2 3 general terms, but not in details, in terms of how

2 4 many years and how many cigarettes, for example.
25 Q. Based upon your training and experience as

1 long it has been that they stopped smoking. So I
2 take a history beginning when they were usually
3 teenagers.
4 Most people, in the older age groups,
5 anyway, started smoking when they were teenagers,
6 but they would smoke very little at first. And then
7 they would build up over the years, and then they
8 would quit, because they realized it wasn't good for
9 them. And then they would quit for two or three, or

10 four or five years sometimes, and then resume
11 smoking.
12 So to get a good estimate of the dose and
13 when they started and stopped and how much they
14 smoked at different times, I go into detail about
15 that.

16 Q. When you were in medical school, and
17 before you were involved, involved in looking for
18 causes as an occupational and environmental
19 medicine, if you were taking a social history, were
20 you concemed with that level of specificity?
21 A. No.

22 Q. Based upon your decades of training and
23 experience, both as an internal medicine physician,
2 4 as well as an occupational environmental physician,
25 and your history as it pertains to toxicology, is
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1 there anything unordinary or strange about
2 variations in medical records as it pertains to
3 social histories?
4 A. No, it's routine, actually.
5 Q. Now, in this particular case,
6 Dr. Dahlgren, you also had the opportunity to review
7 depositions of Mr. Delisle that were taken by the
8 defendants, correct?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Now, based upon your decades of experience
11 and your medical training, your training in
12 occupational environmental health and toxicology,
13 and your review of the depositions of Mr. Delisle,
14 do you have an opinion, within a reasonable degree
15 of medical certainty, as to the general cause of
16 Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma?
17 A. Well, I think it's generally accepted in
18 North America, there's only one established cause of
19 mesothelioma. That's asbestos. It's a sentinel
2 0 tumor.

21 Q. What is a sentinel tumor? What does that
22 mean, sir?

2 3 A. Like I say, when you have mesothelioma,
2 4 the first question that doctors have, particularly
25 doctors who have treated other mesothelioma .

1 Turkey, as far as I recall.
2 Q. Did you see anything in any of the
3 materials that you were provided about any type of
4 radiation therapy treatment that Mr. Delisle may
5 have gone through as a child?
6 A. No. That is another cause, by the way.

7 Q. Another cause, but you didn't see any?
8 A. I didn't see he had that.

9 Q. Dr. Dahlgren, I want to ask you about your
l o opinion specifically as it pertains to Mr. Delisle
11 based upon your decades of training in occupational
12 medicine, in environmental medicine, in toxicology
13 and all of your medical training and background, and
14 I want to ask you a hypothetical question.
15 Actually, I want to ask you a series of
1 6 hypothetical questions, okay?
17 A. Yes.

18 Q. For purposes of this first hypothetical, 1
19 would like you to assume the following facts to be
20 true.
21 I would like you to assume that
22 Mr. Delisle smoked approximately one pack of
2 3 asbestos-containing Kent Micronite filtered
2 4 cigarettes per day for approximately three years
25 from between 1953 and 1956, okay?
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1 patients, is where were you exposed to asbestos,
2 because they almost always are. They almost always
3 can tell you where they were exposed to asbestos.

4 Sometimes, they cannot. Sometimes, they don't
5 realize they've been exposed.
6 I've seen a few patients where they didn't
7 realize they were exposed until I did some detailed
8 questions, and found that they were exposed to
9 asbestos. They just didn't know it was asbestos

10 when they were working with it.
11 Q. You indicated about North America, and
12 mesothelioma being caused by asbestos exposure.
13 Are you familiar with something called
14 erionite?
15 A. Yes.

1 6 Q. What is that?
17 A. That is an asbestos form chemical that

18 occurs in Turkey, and there's people getting
19 mesothelioma in that neighborhood around that
20 deposit in Turkey.
21 Q. And did you see any evidence in any of the
22 materials you were provided or throughout the
2 3 depositions of Mr. Delisle as to whether or not he
2 4 was in Turkey and was exposed to erionite?
25 A. The deposition indicated he was not in

1 A. Yes.

2 Q. I would also like you to further assume
3 that those Kent Micronite filtered cigarettes,

4 during that time frame, contained at least 7 percent
5 crocidolite asbestos during this time, and that the

6 Kent cigarettes released asbestos fibers when smoked

7 by Mr. Delisle, okay?
8 A. Yes.
9 Q. I would also like you to assume that

10 Mr. Delisle breathed in those asbestos fibers
11 directly as he was inhaling on that filter while
12 smoking those cigarettes, okay?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Based upon that hypothetical and based
15 upon your education, training and experience, do you
16 have an opinion, within a reasonable degree of
17 medical certainty, as to whether that exposure to
1 8 those cigarettes was a substantial contributing

1 9 cause of his mesothelioma?

2 0 MR. CEDILLO: Objection, Doctor - excuse
21 me.

22 Your Honor, objection, improper
2 3 hypothetical.

2 4 THE COURT: Thank you. Overruled.
25 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
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Q. Doctor, you may answer. Do you have an
opinion?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is your opinion, sir?
A. That it was a significant contributing

factor.
Q. Now, sir, if I change, if you assume all

those facts, and I change that hypothetical, and the
only change I make to that hypothetical is if you
assume the only difference is that he smoked
approximately one pack of asbestos-containing Kent
Micronite filtered cigarettes per day for only one
year during the 1950s when that cigarette contained
asbestos, and you assume all the other facts that I
asked you to assume, if it was just one year versus
the three years, would that be enough to be a
substantial contributing cause of his mesothelioma?

MR. CEDlLLO: Excuse me, again, Your
Honor. Again, same objection, improper
hypothetical.

THE COURT: Thank you. Objection is
noted. It's overruled.

THE WITNESS: Yes, it would be.
BY MR. JAGOLINZER:

Q. Now, Dr. Dahlgren, I would like to ask you

1 A. Yes.

2 Q. Based on that hypothetical and based upon

3 your education, training and experience, do you have
4 an opinion, within a reasonable degree of medical
5 certainty, as to whether that exposure to Cranite
6 sheet gaskets, as I described, was a substantial

7 contributing cause of his mesothelioma?
8 MR. LOWERY: Objection, Your Honor, and I
9 believe I, with the Court's permission, request

10 a brief sidebar on this.

11 THE COURT: Sure.
12 (Discussion sidebar.)
13 THE COURT: Yes, sir.

1 4 MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, I was going to
15 make, and I am making the same objection,
16 improper hypothetical, but I would add, at some
17 point, an additional criticism objection, and

18 that is I believe that the factual record in

19 this case is that Mr. Delisle, not anyone else

2 0 for that matter, will be able to identify the

21 manufacturer of gasket material that was

22 removed from old flange faces, just impossible
2 3 to do that.
2 4 So, therefore, based on that
2 5 representation by counsel that it was an old
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to also, in addition, assume these facts to be true

as well, that Mr. Delisle worked hands on with sheet
gaskets that bear the name Cranite between
approximately 1962 to 1965, okay?

A. Yes.
Q. I would like you to further assume that

those Cranite sheet gaskets contained approximately
80 percent chrysotile asbestos, okay?

A. Yes.
Q. I would like you to further assume that

Mr. Delisle scraped old Cranite gaskets off of
equipment, and that that process, those scraping off
the old Cranite gaskets, created dust, visible dust,
and that Mr. Delisle breathed in that dust, okay?

A. Yes.

Q. I would also like you to further assume
that Mr. Delisle cut new Cranite sheet gaskets, and
that the process of cutting the new Cranite sheet
gaskets created visible dust, and that Mr. Delisle
breathed in that dust, okay?

A. Yes.
Q. I would also like you to assume that

Mr. Delisle did this work, some portion of this work

almost daily during the five-day workweek during
that time period, okay?

1 Cranite removed from flange faces, I don't
2 believe there is any factual support on the
3 record, nor will there be.
4 THE COURT: Do you wish to be heard?
5 MR. JAGOLINZER: I disagree with counsel,
6 and I want to leave the hypothetical as it
7 stands, and I will also ask another
8 hypothetical to clear up that issue, but I

9 don't believe that's what the evidence will
10 show.

11 THE COURT: Thank you. Objection
12 overruled.
13 (Sidebar concluded.)
1 4 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
15 Q. Doctor, do you remember that hypothetical?
1 6 A. I think so. 1962 to '65?
17 Q. Correct. I was asking you to assume that
18 the removal of some of the sheet gasketting material
1 9 was Cranite, and the installation was some.
2 0 Do you recall that now?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Based on that hypothetical, do you have an
2 3 opinion, within a reasonable degree of medical
2 4 certainty, as to whether that exposure to the
2 5 Cranite sheet gaskets was a substantial contributing
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1 cause of Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma?

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. I'm going to revise that now and ask you
4 another hypothetical.

5 If you assume Mr. Delisle worked with his
6 hands on sheet gaskets named Cranite between

7 approximately 1962 through 1965, you further assume
8 that the Cranite sheet gasket material contained

9 approximately 80 percent chrysotile asbestos, and
10 this time you only assume that Mr. Delisle was
11 cutting the new Cranite sheet gaskets, and that the

12 process of cutting the new Cranite sheet gaskets

13 created visible dust, and Mr. Delisle breathed that

14 dust.

15 And I would also like you to assume that

16 Mr. Delisle did this work some portion of the
17 workday almost daily during that five-day workweek.

18 Based on that hypothetical, and based upon
19 your education, training and experience, do you have

20 an opinion, within a reasonable degree of medical

21 and scientific certainty, as to whether that

22 exposure to Cranite sheet gaskets was a substantial

2 3 contributing cause of his mesothelioma?
2 4 MR. LOWERY: Objection; improper
25 hypothetical.

1 A. Yes.

2 Q. Based upon your 40 plus years looking at
3 people with asbestos diseases, your training,

4 experience, do you have an opinion as to whether or
5 not Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma will progress in the
6 future?
7 A. Yes, sir.
8 Q. What is that opinion?

9 A. It will progress. It's not curable.

10 Q. And do you have an opinion, based upon
11 your personal experience and training and
12 experience, how that progression will likely be for

13 Mr. Delisle?

1 4 A. Well, the tumor grows and usually squeezes

15 the.lung and causes a person to lose breath and lose

16 more and more breath, and basically choke to death.
17 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Doctor. No
1 8 further questions at this time.

1 9 THE COURT: Counsel?
2 0 MR. CEDILLO: Thank you, Your Honor. May
21 it please the Court.

2 2 CROSS EXAMINATION
2 3 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 4 Q. Dr. Dahlgren, good morning, again, sir.
2 5 We greeted each other at the start of the day, did
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1 THE COURT: Objection noted. Overruled.
2 THE WITNESS: Yes.
3 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
4 Q. And based on that hypothetical, what would
5 your opinion be, sir?
6 A. That that was a significant contributing
7 factor in the development of his mesothelioma.

8 Q. Now, Doctor, I want you to further -- let
9 me ask you this.

10 If Richard Delisle was, indeed, exposed to
11 other asbestos products, other than the Kent
12 Micronite filtered cigarettes and the Cranite sheet

13 gaskets that I asked you to assume in that

14 hypothetical, do you have an opinion, within a
15 reasonable degree of medical probability, as to
1 6 whether or not the Kent and Cranite sheet gasket

17 exposure would still.have been a substantial
18 contributing cause of Richard Delisle's mesothelioma
19 if those other exposures were above the background
20 level?
21 A. Yes, it would be a significant
22 contributing factor, even with other exposures.

2 3 Q. Now, Dr. Dahlgren, you mentioned,
2 4 obviously, your familiarity with asbestos and
2 5 disease and specifically mesothelioma, correct?

1 we not?

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. And happy Friday to you, sir. That, I
4 didn't tell you in our greeting. Thank you for
5 being here.

6 Doctor, your opinion that Mr. Delisle's

7 mesothelioma was caused by smoking Kent cigarettes,

8 that opinion is based on your necessary assumption

9 that he smoked the Kent cigarettes between 1952 and

10 1956, correct?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Now, if that assumption is wrong, Doctor,

13 then you could not have an opinion that Kent had any

14 causal effect or involvement in the disease that he
15 is suffering with, correct?

16 A. I think with the hypothetical -- there
17 were two hypotheticals.

18 Q. I'm not asking you about the hypothetical.

19 I'm asking you, sir, that if he didn't

20 smoke them, then you cannot have an opinion that
21 Kent was the cause, can you?

22 A. I didn't say it was the cause. I said it

2 3 was the significant contributing factor.

24 Q. Fine.

25 A. But if he didn't smoke the cigarettes with
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1 the micronite filter that had asbestos in them, it

2 wouldn't be a cause, that's right.
3 Q. Thank you, sir.
4 Now, you have no personal knowledge of
5 Mr. Delisle's smoking habits anytime in the 1950s,
6 do you, sir?
7 A. It was in the deposition and the medical
8 records.
9 Q. Yes, sir, but that's not personal

10 knowledge, is it?
11 A. No.

12 Q. And you may have met Mr. Delisle and his
13 family today and greeted them.
1 4 But prior to today, you've never spoken to
15 anyone in the Delisle family, including Mr. Delisle,
16 correct?
17 A. Correct.

18 Q. And you mentioned that you did look at his
1 9 deposition or volumes of his deposition, I might
2 0 say.

21 The only deposition testimony that you've
22 ever been shown is that ofMr. Delisle; true?
23 A. In this case, yes.

2 4 Q. Yes, sir, in this case. I'm sorry.
2 5 Now, are you aware that there are other

1 deposition.

2 A. Yeah, I don't recall which -- how many
3 medical records I saw altogether. I'm sure I saw
4 just the surgical pathology.

5 Q. All right. Now, in the medical records --
6 before I get there, let me ask you if you'll agree
7 with this, sir.

8 If Mr. Delisle did not begin smoking any
9 kind of a Kent cigarette until 1960, if his start

10 date for smoking was 1960, then his mesothelioma
11 would also not be attributable to smoking Kents
12 between '52 and '56, correct?
13 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor,
1 4 improper hypothetical.
15 THE COURT: Excuse me. Come sidebar,
16 please.
17 (Discussion sidebar.)

18 THE COURT: What's wrong with the
19 hypothetical?

20 MR. JAGOLINZER: Same thing. There is
21 absolutely no fact to bear out what Mr. Cedillo
22 is saying, and what we're going to get into,
2 3 I'm sure what we'll get into, is argumentative
2 4 nature and repetitive nature, and now is a good
2 5 time for me to make my objections as to the
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1 depositions taken in this case of other fact 1
2 witnesses that relate to Mr. Delisle's smoking 2
3 habits in the 1950s? Yes or no? 3
4 A. No, I have not reviewed them. Not aware 4
5 of them. 5

6 Q. You're not aware of them. 6
7 Now, you're aware of Mr. Delisle's 7
8 deposition transcript, because the lawyers sent you 8
9 that one for you to review, con·ect? 9

10 A. Yes. 10

11 Q. And that's the only one that you were sent 11
12 to review, correct? 12
13 A. Yes. 13

1 4 Q. Now, you also mentioned the medical 1 4
15 records. 15
1 6 The medical records that you have 16
17 reviewed, sir, are the surgical pathology reports 17
18 for Mr. Delisle, correct? 18
19 A. Yes. 1 9

2 0 Q. You've not seen anything other than 2 0
21 surgical pathology reports, correct? 21
22 A. I thought there were other medical records 22
2 3 of his treatment. 2 3
2 4 Q. Yes, sir. You did not see them, at least 2 4
25 you hadn't seen them at the time I took your 25

cumulative nature of the questions that Mr.
Cedillo is asking and the tone that he's
actually addressing the witness.

He's already started repeating the same
thing. I heard the same question three times.

I didn't object, but I'm just previewing this
so I don't have to keep coming sidebar. I
don't think there is any evidence to support
the hypothetical Mr. Cedillo makes.

THE COURT: I thought there was testimony
from prior depositions of friends or at least

it's alleged there are -- I don't know that
they are actually in evidence as ofyet, but

they're alleged that Mr. Cedillo had in his
opening, talked about friends that said he
didn't have a history of smoking when they knew

him prior, and I assume that's the year that
you're addressing.

MR. CEDILLO: Also, there is medical
record evidence that Mr. Delisle gave
information, that he had quit smoking at a
certain date, and that he had smoked for a
certain amount of time, and that would put the
start date at 1960.

Those medical records are in evidence and
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1 the hypothetical is proper.
2 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, if I may. There
3 has been a motion to preclude the use of these
4 quote, unquote, fact witnesses, because they do
5 not say what Mr. Cedillo said in opening
6 statement. I filed a motion on that.
7 Your Honor said, in his opening statement,
8 he can say whatever he thinks the evidence will
9 be. But those three individuals did not say

10 what Mr. Cedillo said they said.
11 They said they don't know if he did or he
12 didn't smoke. They have no knowledge, one way
13 or another.
1 4 That is a completely different statement
15 than Mr. Cedillo made in opening statement.
1 6 THE COURT: Let me stop you for a second.
17 Mr. Cedillo is representing to me that he
1 8 has a good faith basis, based upon the medical
19 records, to suggest that Mr. Delisle did not
2 0 start smoking until the year in his
21 hypothetical, 1960 or whatever it was, and I
2 2 thought he showed that in his opening or part
2 3 of it in his opening.
2 4 MR. CEDILLO: I did.
2 5 MR. JAGOLINZER: Based upon that, on the

1 A. Yes, true.

2 Q. Now, in the medical records that you did
3 see, specifically regarding Mr. Delisle, there was
4 no information as to Mr. Delisle's smoking history,
5 correct?

6 A. Correct.

7 Q. So if there are medical records that
8 showed what Mr. Delisle told his treating
9 physicians, some decision was made not to have you

1 0 review those, correct?
11 A. Yes, I would have to assume that, yes.

12 Q. Doctor, to be fair, you didn't make the
13 decision on what was sent to you for you to look at

14 and for you to review to inform your opinions,
15 correct?

16 A. Correct.

17 Q. Somebody else made the decision of what
18 they would show you so that you could look at it and

19 then make an opinion that you would come share with

2 0 the men and women on this jury, correct?

21 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
22 THE COURT: Sustained.
23 BY MR. CEDILLO:

2 4 Q. Now, from the testimony you gave the jury

25 this morning, sir, I believe what you're saying,
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1 medical record, I don't have the issue. The
2 other fact witness information about
3 Mr. Cedillo testifying what other people did or

4 didn't say, I don't want to have to keep
5 getting up. It's argumentative and I have a

6 motion on it. I don't believe it's accurate.
7 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor -
8 THE COURT: This is cross-exam, all right?
9 MR. CEDILLO: I'm going to object to

10 counsel disrupting my flow, because that's all

11 this is. He comes up here asking you - that

12 there's an improper hypothetical in 1960.
13 THE COURT: I hate to tell you this, but I
14 asked you to come sidebar because I wanted to

15 find out what the improper hypothetical was.
16 MR. CEDILLO: But he objected, Judge. I

17 know this is your courtroom.

18 (Sidebar concluded.)
19 THE COURT: Objection is overruled.
20 Proceed.

21 BY MR. CEDILLO:
22 Q. Doctor, if Mr. Delisle did not start
23 smoking until 1960, then his mesothelioma would not

2 4 be attributable to smoking Kent cigarettes between

2 5 1952 and 1956; true?

1 sir, is that when doctors take smoking history, when
2 treating physicians take smoking histories, it's
3 your experience that they get it wrong, correct?

4 A. No, they don't go into great detail. It's
5 often at odds, one file to the other, on how much
6 they smoked, and when they smoked, and for the
7 reasons I've stated, which is that it really doesn't
8 matter to the treating doctor.
9 The treating doctor is trying to take care

10 of their health problem, whatever it is, and they're
11 not into causation.

12 Q. Let's explore that, sir. You say that
13 they don't go into great detail.
1 4 What's involved in a smoking history,
15 other than asking the patient, did you smoke, when
16 did you stop, when did you start. And the patient
17 is the one that gives that detail, isn't he?
1 8 A. It all depends on -- the way I do it, it
19 takes anywhere from five to ten minutes to go
2 0 through a smoking history. Most doctors and
21 treating doctors, they don't have a reason to do
2 2 that. That's the point.

2 3 Q. But, sir, that's speculation on your pait
2 4 in terms of what the smoking history circumstances
25 were with Mr. Delisle?
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1 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I would object.
2 THE COURT: Sustained.
3 BY MR. CEDILLO:
4 Q. Doctor, whether you're doing it with a
5 patient other than Mr. Delisle or whether
6 Mr. Delisle's treating physicians are doing it with
7 Mr. Delisle, the source ofthe information is the
8 patient, is it not?
9 A. Well, yes, it usually is. But sometimes

10 it can be, you know, somebody else fills out the
11 questionnaire. I mean, there are other
12 possibilities.

13 Q. Yes, sir. Let's just take a simple

14 example, okay?
15 The patient presents for consultation with
1 6 a doctor, and the doctor or his nurse or medical
17 assistant or staff, they ask that patient certain

1 8 questions to gain certain information on the smoking
19 history, and it is the patient who provides that
2 0 information, correct?
2 1 A. Well, I think, in general, you're correct,
22 yes.

2 3 Q. Okay, sir. Now, do you believe, Doctor,
2 4 that the reason that, generally, doctors don't take
2 5 this detailed history is because, in your opinion,

1 (Discussion sidebar.)
2 MR. CEDILLO: 160, line 9, continues 161
3 through line 7, Your Honor. Line 7, Your
4 Honor, he gives me the answer that he just said
5 under oath he never said.
6 MR. JAGOLINZER: My objection is it's not
7 inconsistent with what was just answered by
8 Dr. Dahlgren.
9 THE COURT: Anything else?

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: No.
11 THE COURT: Overruled.
12 (Sidebar concluded.)
13 THE COURT: Counsel, proceed.
14 BY MR. CEDILLO:
15 Q. Doctor, if you would, page 160 ofthe
16 transcript I just handed you, the question at line
17 9.

1 8 A. Yeah, I saw it.
19 Q. Okay. It reads, "Doctor, as an expert, if
2 0 Mr. Delisle reports to his doctors, before the
21 lawsuit, that he did not smoke Kent cigarettes
22 between 1952 and 1956, you would not attribute
2 3 Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma to smoking Kent
2 4 cigarettes, could you?"
2 5 Your answer, please, as it is read, lines

218 3 218 5

1 the doctors just don't care?

2 A. I didn't say that, no.
3 Q. Have you said that to me under oath when I
4 asked you that question before, Doctor?

5 A. I think what I said, and I don't know the
6 exact words, but the gist of it is that the doctors

7 are not concerned about causation ofwhat the

8 disease is. They're concerned with treating the

9 patient for whatever health problem they have in

10 frontofthem.

11 MR. CEDILLO: May I approach, Your Honor?
12 THE COURT: Please.

13 BY MR. CEDILLO:
1 4 Q. Doctor, I'm going to hand you your
15 deposition transcript from July 24th of 2013 taken
16 in Santa Monica, California, if I may.
17 And if you would, please, sir, would you

1 8 go to page 160?

19 A. Okay.

2 0 Q. And at 160, I asked you the question,

21 "Well, Doctor," at line 9, "Well, Doctor, as an
2 2 expert, if Mr. Delisle" --
2 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 4 Can we approach?

25 THE COURT: Yes, I need a copy.

1 22 through 25 and then continuing line - 161, lines
2 1 through 7. This was your answer, Doctor. "The
3 point is that the medical records don't supersede
4 his history by any stretch. I've read thousands and
5 thousands of medical records. I've never seen an
6 accurate cigarette history in any doctor's records,
7 ever. They always exaggerate. They always say
8 things which turn out not to be facts. I don't
9 think I've ever seen a detailed cigarette smoking

10 history in a single medical file. And like I say,
11 I've examined thousands of them. The reasons
12 doctors don't take a detailed history is they don't
13 care."
14 Was that your answer under oath -
15 A. Yes.

1 6 Q. - on that day in Santa Monica when I took
17 your deposition, sir?
18 A. Yes.

19 Q.. Therefore, it's your position that the
20 reason doctors don't take a detailed history is
21 because they don't care?
22 A. Like I just said, it's not germane to what
2 3 they are up to, which is to take care of the problem
2 4 that the patient has health-wise. They're not in --
25 they don't care about causation, because it's not
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1 relevant to their activity.

2 Q. Do you know any of his treating physicians
3 that he's seen to treat this disease?
4 A. No.
5 Q. I'd like to hand you medical record A.
6 MR. CEDILLO: Which we will later mark,
7 Your Honor, with the procedure that we've
8 established.

9 THE COURT: Any objection?
10 MR. JAGOLINZER: I haven't seen it, Judge.
11 MR. CEDILLO: It's in evidence, on the
12 list. I'll give you a copy.
13 MR. JAGOLINZER: It's not in evidence.
1 4 MR. CEDILLO: I'm sorry.
15 MR. JAGOLINZER: No objection.
16 MR. CEDILLO: Moving into evidence.
17 MR. JAGOLINZER: That, I have an
1 8 objection, but not of this witness.
19 THE COURT: The procedure is we have it
2 0 marked for identification.
21 What's the next number or letter? It's
22 going to be for identification.
2 3 THE CLERK: For plaintiffs?
2 4 THE COURT: For defendant.
25 THE CLERK: It would be C.

1 they want to move them in later, great.
2 This is my presentation of the evidence.
3 I'm in my direct case. I have no objection to
4 him marking it and asking about the documents.
5 THE COURT: Do you have a copy of the
6 trial stipulation which you say allows it?
7 MS. FERRIS: It's the authenticity.
8 THE COURT: I don't have it in front of
9 me.

10 Authenticity?
11 MS. FERRIS: Authenticity.
12 THE COURT: The objection is sustained,
13 because it's not your case.
14 (Sidebar concluded.)
15 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
16 marked for Identification as Defendant's Exhibit C.)
17 BY MR. CEDILLO:
1 8 Q. Doctor, the copy I handed you, sir, it's
19 now marked as Exhibit C, and this is the one I'm
2 0 going to be referring to. It's been marked for
21 identification, okay?
22 A. Sure.
2 3 Q. Now, Doctor, if you would, take a look at
2 4 that. This is a pulmonary consultation. It says
25 that at the top, does it not?

218 7 218 9

1 THE COURT: C. And you're objecting to
2 its introduction at this time?

3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, sir.
4 THE COURT: Objection is sustained.

5 MR. CEDILLO: May we have a sidebar, Your

6 Honor?

7 THE COURT: Sure.
8 (Discussion sidebar.)

9 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
10 MR. CEDILLO: At Mr. Jagolinzer's request
11 or his finn's request, all of his medical

12 records were admitted by stipulation, and we

13 did that before trial. They're on the exhibit

14 list, and they've all been stipulated to.

15 MR. JAGOLINZER: You're incorrect, sir.
16 MS. FERRIS: In the joint pretrial
17 stipulation, all of Mr. Delisle's medical

1 8 records are --
19 THE COURT: Excuse me.
2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: I believe it was the
21 authenticity.

22 Your Honor, as Ms. Kibbe and I were just

2 3 discussing when you walked away, it was the

2 4 authenticity, and we're going to work on

25 something. It's my case in chief. Whether

1 A. It says consultation. Type of

2 consultation is pulmonary consultation.
3 Q. You see it's authored by a Dr. Balingit,

4 B-A-L-I-N-G-I-T. I'm probably mispronouncing that.
5 A. Yes, I see that signature block at the end
6 ofit.

7 Q. You see that page under social history, it

8 states, quote, He quit smoking in 1980. He smoked

9 for about 20 pack years?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. All right, sir.
12 Now, you know from your work, Doctor, what
13 a pack year is, don't you?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. A pack year is the number of packs that
1 6 are smoked per day times the number of years smoked,
17 correct?

18 A. Yes, that's a rough approximation, yes.

19 Q. So ifMr. Delisle smoked one pack per day

20 for the 20 pack years that is specified in the note

21 here, then he would have started in 1960, would he
2 2 have not?

2 3 A. Well, if your assumptions were true, yes.

2 4 Q. Well, these are not my assumptions. This

25 is--
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1 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 THE COURT: Sustained.
3 BY MR. CEDILLO:
4 Q. Doctor, this is information that on this
5 medical record was obtained by Mr. -- from
6 Mr. Delisle.
7 You understand that, don't you?
8 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection.
9 THE COURT: Sustain the objection.

10 BY MR. CEDILLO:
11 Q. Well, generally, when you're doing the
12 calculation on a pack year, and you're talking about
13 smoking for 20 pack years, ending in 1980, what
14 would be the start date, Doctor?
15 A. It depends on how many cigarettes he
16 smoked during which years,
17 Q. It says he smoked for about 20 pack years.
1 8 A. Right. But the first few years, his
19 smoking could have been a half a pack a day, and he
2 0 didn't build up to a full pack a day, and then he
21 got a total of20. He even says in this phrase, he
2 2 says about 20 pack years. We don't know how he
2 3 calculated that.

2 4 Q. So, if it starts less than a full pack at
2 5 the beginning, then the smoking of a pack a day

1 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 THE COURT: I'm going to overrule the
3 objection. I think he already answered it, but
4 go ahead.
5 BY MR. CEDILLO:
6 Q. Wouldn't that be the time frame, sir?
7 A. No, the key word here is about. And the
8 second issue here is he didn't go into any detail
9 about his smoking history. This is not an uncommon

10 thing. It's detail here.
11 MR. CEDILLO: Let me mark the next one as
12 Exhibit D for identification.
13 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
14 marked for Identification as Defendant's Exhibit D.)
15 THE COURT: This is marked?
16 THE CLERK: D.
17 THE COURT: D.
18 MR. JAGOLINZER: For identification.
19 Thank you.
2 0 MR. CEDILLO: May I proceed, Your Honor?
21 THE COURT: Yes.
22 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 3 Q. This one is from a Dr. Carrillo.
2 4 Do you see that, sir?
25 A. Yes.

2191 2193

1 would be moved up from 1960, 20 years before,
2 correct?
3 A. No. It would be below -- in other words,
4 if he was smoking less, say, in 1955, to get to the
5 20 pack years, he would have had to have smoked
6 longer than 20 years. That's where you're reasoning
7 is backwards.

8 Q. You saw Mr. Delisle's deposition, did you
9 not?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And do you recall in the deposition that
12 he said that six months after he started smoking, he
13 was up to a pack a day?
1 4 A. I don't recall that.
15 Q. Well, assume that that is something that
16 would be in the record.
17 A. Well, there's no argument --
18 Q. Can I ask the question, Doctor?
19 A. I thought you did.

2 0 Q. No. Assume that that is in the record,
21 and if that's the case for Mr. Delisle, and he's
22 telling a doctor that he smoked -- quit smoking in
2 3 1980, and he smoked for about 20 pack years, that's
2 4 the notation that was taken by the doctor, wouldn't
2 5 the smoking history be between 1960 and 1980?

1 Q. And under SH, would you agree with me that
2 stands for smoking history?
3 A. No, it means social history.
4 Q. Social history, okay.
5 It says, "Patient is an ex-smoker of
6 one-and-a-half packs per day for 20 years, stopped
7 in 1980," correct?
8 A. Yes.
9 Q. Now, from that record, sir, do you think

10 the source of that information was anybody other

11 than Mr. Delisle?

12 A. Again, we don't know.
13 Q. So based on the information here, if he
14 smoked one-and-a-halfpacks per day for 20 years,
15 and he stopped in 1980, would you agree or disagree
1 6 that his start time was in 1960?

17 A. No, because then that would contradict the
1 8 other history which was only 20 pack years. That
19 would be 30 pack years.

2 0 Q. But, again, if the source of this
21 information is Mr. Delisle, it's Mr. Delisle giving
22 this information to his treaters, correct?
2 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 4 THE COURT: Sustained.
2 5 THE WITNESS: You asked me that over and
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1 over again.
2 THE COURT: Excuse me, Doctor. I get to
3 rule. All right? Thank you.
4 BY MR. CEDILLO:
5 Q. Let me show you Exhibit E marked for
6 identification, Doctor.
7 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
8 marked for Identification as Defendant's Exhibit E.)
9 BY MR. CEDILLO:

10 Q. Again, C, D and E, these are records that
11 had never been shared with you before you took the
12 stand, correct?

13 A. I haven't seen these before, correct.
14 Q. E is from July 20th of 2012; is that
15 correct? And this is with a Dr. Gupta. Do you see
1 6 that, sir? Internal medicine consultation by
17 Dr. Gupta.
18 A. Well, there is no signature block, but
19 that's what it says on the introductory.
2 0 Q. The first one I showed you, C, that was
2 1 for --
2 2 A. A page seems to be missing from this
2 3 report.

2 4 Q. All right, sir.
2 5 A. Where the signature block would be.

1 Q. I'm asking you about Exhibit C, and I'm
2 asking you to confirm the date. The pulmonary
3 consultation, I believe it was with Dr. Balingit,
4 and it's labeled C for identification.
5 All I want is to see if you can confirm
6 that the date is January 2nd of 2007.
7 A. Yes, that's the first one.

8 Q. Then the second one, which was D, as in
9 David, that's from July the 9th of2012, correct?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And now this third one, E, Edward, is from
12 July the 20th of2012, correct?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And under social history, it says, and I'm
15 quoting, "Quit smoking in 1981. Prior to that,
16 approximately 20 pack year smoking."
17 That's information contained on that form
1 8 in E for identification, correct?
1 9 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. Now, you're not in any way suggesting that
21 Mr. Delisle lied to his treating physicians, are
22 you?

2 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 4 THE COURT: Overruled -- l'Il sustain the
25 objection.
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1 Q. The name on the form is Dr. Gupta,
2 correct?
3 A. And it says page 2 of 4. The next page
4 says 1 of, 3 and the next page says 2 of 3, and the
5 third page says Dr. Finol-Hernandez is the
6 signatory.
7 So these are partial records from other
8 documents.
9 Q. Yes, sir. I'll represent to you that this

10 consultation on this day was with a Dr. Gupta.
11 Do you have any reason to believe that
12 that isn't the case?
13 A. I believe that you could infer that from j
14 the introductory section here, yes.
15 Q. Thank you, Doctor.
1 6 Now, if you'll please have all three of
17 them for one quick set of questions for you.
1 8 Exhibit C is from January 2nd of 2007, is it not?
19 C, as in Charlie?
2 0 A. Talking about this one?
21 Q. If that's C, that is what I'm talking
22 about.
2 3 A. That is not Dr. Gupta.
2 4 Q. No, sir.
25 A. Bislick, Carillo Bislick.

1 MR. CEDILLO: May we have -
2 THE COURT: No, sir. Go ahead. Ask your
3 next question.

4 BY MR. CEDILLO:
5 Q. So Dr. Balingit, Dr. Carrillo and Dr.

6 Gupta, in the three that we've seen, it would be
7 your conclusion, as you told me back in Santa Monica

8 last month, that these are doctors that don't care

9 for all those reasons that you are assuming might

10 exist in their minds, correct?
11 A. I'm sure they care about the patient, and

12 they care about taking care of him. The issue is

13 whether they needed to have a detailed smoking

14 history. And, as I've said before, they have no
15 reason to.

16 Notice that in these three examples, they

17 have three different types of history.

1 8 Q. Now, you were not given any of the

19 pleadings in this case by counsel; is that correct,

2 0 sir?

21 A. Correct.

22 Q. But you are aware, are you not, that this

2 3 case was filed on September 1Ith of2012?

2 4 A. No, I wasn't aware of that.

2 5 Q. You were not aware of that. Fine?
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1 MR. CEDILLO: Mark for identification,
2 Exhibit F, as in Frank.
3 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
4 marked for Identification as Defendant's Exhibit F.)
5 BY MR. CEDILLO:
6 Q. Doctor, will you confirm for us that this
7 is a record -- what is the date of that record,
8 please?
9 A. Septemberll,2012.

10 Q. And this is a -- if this case was filed on
11 September 1lth of2012, then this is a record from
12 the very day that the lawsuit was filed, if it's --
1.3 the record is from 9/11/12, correct?
14 A. Yes.

1 5 Q. Now, this is a visit by a new patient, a
16 new patient visit record for a Dr. Sugerbaker,
17 co1Tect?
1 8 A. Yes.

19 Q. And under social history, on September
20 l ith of2012, it says "the patient has an
21 approximate 25 pack year smoking history, but quit
22 in 1981."
2 3 Did I read that correctly?
2 4 A. Yes.
25 Q. So however we're doing the math, on the

1 Do doctors have shorthand for things when
2 you're taking notes so that you'd know what 16 Y
3 stands for?
4 A. Yes.
5 Q. What does 16 Y mean?
6 A. Sixteen years old.
7 Q. Do you know the year that Mr. Delisle was
8 born?
9 A. I haven't memorized it. It should be here

10 on the form. I'd have to look at my records.
11 Q. Let's not take the time, sir.
12 A. Oh, yeah. 1/19/39, he was born.
13 Q. So he was born in January of 1939, did you
14 say?

15 A. Well, that's what it says on his medical
16 record that I'm reading from here, January 19, 1939.
17 Q. So he'd be 16 years old in 1955, would he
18 not, sir?
19 A. That's correct.

2 0 Q. And it says that he was a smoker for 26
21 years, coirect?
22 A. Yes.

2 3 Q. And it says that he averaged 20 cigarettes
2 4 a day for those 26 years?
25 A. Uh-huh, correct.

2199 2201

1 day he filed the lawsuit, the math changed ifwe are
2 now seeing, for the first time, 25 pack year
3 history, correct?
4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
5 THE COURT: Sustained.
6 MR. CEDILLO: Let's look at G.
7 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
8 marked for Identification as Defendant's Exhibit G.)
9 BY MR. CEDILLO:

10 Q. Exhibit G, Doctor, is from September 26th
11 of2012, is it not?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. And this is a patient questionnaire that
14 says it was completed by the patient, correct?
15 A. Patient questionnaire responses. Whether
16 it was an interview obtained or self-administered is
17 not clear here.

18 Q. Not clear to you.
19 But the patient is Mr. Delisle?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. And, again, this is September 26th of
2 2 2012, correct?
23 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. And Mr. Delisle -- under social history,
2 5 it states that, "Began at 16 Y."

1 Q. So, again, on this day, in September of
2 2012, these set of -- this set of information given,
3 the social history, this would change the math to
4 indicate that he started smoking in 1955, would it
5 not?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Now, in the deposition of Mr. Delisle,
8 which is the only deposition that you reviewed, you
9 recall that, in his deposition, Mr. Delisle

10 testified that he started smoking when he was aged
11 11 or 12, correct?
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. Now, again, having established his date of
14 birth, that would have been -- for age 11, that
15 would be 1950. For age 12, that would be 1951,
16 would it not, Doctor?
17 A. Yes.

1 8 Q. And he also said that when he started
19 smoking at age 11 and 12, his first cigarette was a
20 Kent.

2 1 Do you recall that from his deposition?
22 A. Yes.
2 3 Q. And you took that infonnation, and you
2 4 built it into your assumptions so that you could
2 5 reach opinions, coiTect, Doctor?
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1 A. As I've indicated, what information I have
2 is the basis for opinions. If the information
3 changes, so does the opinion.

4 Q. So you didn't look at any of the social
5 history in all the medical records that we've just
6 gone through, but you did see the deposition of
7 Mr. Delisle, where he said that, in 1950 or 1951, he
8 started smoking Kents with the micronite filter,
9 correct?

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
11 THE COURT: Overruled.
12 THE WITNESS: I thought he said he started
13 smoking Kents. I don't think he said anything
1 4 about micronite.
15 BY MR. CEDILLO:
1 6 Q. He started smoking Kents in 1950, if it
17 was age 11, and in 1951, if it was age 12.
1 8 And you took that as a doctor, with your
19 medical training and your knowledge and all your
20 years of experience, you accepted that as true, and
21 then you did your analysis, and you came before this
22 jury, and you said that Kent would contribute
2 3 significantly because you are taking Mr. Delisle's
2 4 information and assuming it to be true, correct?
2 5 A. The question was a hypothetical question.

1 know?
2 A. I think that's right. At that time, I did
3 not know.
4 Q. But by the time I took your deposition

5 about a month ago, you had already reached your
6 conclusions about Kent being a significant
7 contributing cause of the mesothelioma; isn't that

8 right?
9 A. Only if it was true that he had been

10 exposed. I said that repeatedly.

11 Q. Yes, sir, you did.
12 But at the time that you had already
13 formulated that opinion, sir, you did not know that

14 Kent had a start date ofMarch of'52 and an end

15 date of May of'56, correct?
16 A. Correct. What I knew, from the general
17 literature that I was aware of, from other things I

18 had read over the years, that micronite filter had
19 asbestos in it. That is something that I - I

2 0 didn't know the exact dates, but I do know that it

21 was an issue back in the '50s.

2 2 Q. I'm sorry to interrupt you.
2 3 Doctor, the assumption that you're making

2 4 and the conclusion that you've come and reached and
2 5 shared with this jury, sir, and, again, you're

2203 2205

1 Assume the facts to be true.

2 Q. Yes, sir. So, Doctor, forget
3 hypothetical. If the cold hard fact is that the
4 Kent cigarette that's at issue here -
5 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
6 THE COURT: Sustained.
7 BY MR. CEDILLO:
8 Q. This is not a hypothetical.

9 The Kent cigarette that contained the
10 asbestos, the filter with asbestos as one of its
11 components, was not manufactured until March of
12 1952, that is a piece of information that you were
1 3 not given, correct?
14 A. Well, I don't know when I learned it, but
15 I had heard, at some point in this case, that that's

16 when they first started using the asbestos in the
17 filter.

1 8 Q. Yes, sir. You remember in July, the 24th
19 of this year, last month, about a month ago, in
2 0 Santa Monica, California, I asked you the question
21 if you knew the time period when the Kent was

22 produced that had asbestos as one ofthe components
2 3 of the filter.

2 4 Do you remember I asked you that question,
2 5 . and do you remember telling me that you did not

1 taking Mr. Delisle and the information that he had
2 in his deposition, taking it as true.
3 If, in fact, it is true, as Mr. Delisle
4 contended under oath, that he started at age 11 or
5 12, and the Kent cigarette was not made until a year

6 after in 1952, a year after he was 12, wouldn't that
7 render the opinion that you gave this jury invalid?
8 A. No, not at all.

9 Q. So if his first cigarette - if Mr.
10 Delisle's mistaken, and the first cigarette he ever

11 bummed off a friend at age 11 or 12 was never a
12 Kent, and if the cigarettes that that friend kept
13 giving him were not Kents, and if the cigarettes
14 that he says he started smoking or that he quit in
15 1980 or '81, and you go back the years that we will
16 calculate, and it's beyond 1956, if all of that are
17 the true facts in this case, Doctor, wouldn't that
18 render your opinion invalid?
19 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 0 THE COURT: Sustained.
21 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, I'm at a point
22 we can break.

2 3 THE COURT: We'll take our lunch recess.
2 4 Do not discuss the case, don't form any opinion
2 5 about the case, don't allow anyone to discuss
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6
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10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17

18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25

the case with you. 1
See everybody back, let's say, 1:20 or so. 2

Thank you. 3
(Whereupon, the jury panel exited the 4

courtroom.) 5
THE COURT: How much more do you have, 6

sir? 7
MR. CEDILLO: A bit, Your Honor. Probably 8

at least as much as I've gone so far, maybe a 9
little bit more. 10

THE COURT: Give me an idea minutes-wise. 11
I don't know when you started. 12

MR. CEDILLO: About another 13
hour-and-a-half, perhaps. 14

THE COURT: All right. Thank you. 15
MR. CEDILLO: May the doctor be excused, 1 6

Your Honor? I have one brief matter I want to 17
raise with the Court. 18

THE COURT: Sure. You can step down, 1 9
Doctor. 2 0

(Witness excused.) 21
THE COURT: The jury has been excused. 22
Counselor? 2 3
MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, I'm unfamiliar 2 4

with the Court's reasoning or basis for 25

You can't do it three or four times.
MR. CEDILLO: But, Your Honor, I want him

to acknowledge that his opinion would not have
validity, that that is the heart of

cross-examination.
THE COURT: Thank you. Counselor, I

ruled. I don't have to explain the ruling. I
ruled. You asked the same question three or

four times.

MR. CEDILLO: Understood. Thank you, Your
Honor.

THE COURT: We're in recess.
(Lunch recess taken.)

2207

1 sustaining an objection on cross-examination of
2 an expert when I have given him underlying
3 facts that differ from his hypothetical, and
4 asking him if that would render the opinion
5 invalid.
6 That is a question that I have been
7 allowed to ask in every jurisdiction that I've
B practiced in, and that would include about half
9 of the states of the United States of America.

10 I believe it's proper cross-examination --
11 THE COURT: It is.
12 MR. CEDILLO: -- to challenge a witness.
13 THE COURT: I don't think there is
14 anything wrong with it.
15 MR. CEDILLO: But you sustained the
16 objection.
17 THE COURT: I don't think you can do it
18 three or four times.
19 MR. CEDILLO: He never answered it, Your
20 Honor.
21 THE COURT: He sure did. You keep
2 2 repeating the same thing. You're repeating the
2 3 same question, and the same hypothetical. If
2 4 the hypothetical is wrong, it's wrong. Do you
2 5 agree with it. He answered it.
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1 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN

2 AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

3 RICHARD DELISLE, and ALINE
DELISLE, his wife,

4

Plaintiffs,
5 vs. No. 12-25722 (27)

6 A.W. CHESTERTON COMPANY, et al.,

7 Defendants.

8

9

10 V O L U M E 15

11 (Pages 2210 - 2372)

12 The above-styled cause came on for Jury

13 Trial before the Honorable JOHN J. MURPHY, III,

14 Judge of the above-styled court, at the Broward

15 County Courthouse, 201 Southeast 6th Street, Fort

16 Lauderdale, Florida, on Friday, August 23rd, 2013,

17 commencing at 1:00 p.m.
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4 On behalf of Hollingsworth:
5 THOMPSON COBURN, LLP
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6 St Louis, Missouri
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1 Thereupon, the following proceedings were had:
2 COURT DEPUTY: Remain seated. Come to
3 order. Court is back in session.
4 THE COURT: You ready to go?
5 MR. JAGOLINZER: We're ready to go.
6 THE COURT: Bring the jury in, please.
7 (In the presence of the jury.)

8 THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, thank
9 you. Please be seated.

10 Let the record reflect the presence of the

11 ladies and gentlemen of the jury, as well as

12 Plaintiff, Plaintiffs' counsel, Defense
13 counsel. Witness remains on the stand.

14 Doctor, I remind you that you remain under
15 oath.
16 Counsel, you may proceed.
17 MR. CEDILLO: Thank you, Your Honor.
18 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION
19 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 0 Q. Good afternoon, Doctor.
21 A. Afternoon.
22 Q. Doctor, we talked about the information in
2 3 Mr. Delisle's medical records. We talked about
2 4 information relating to the deposition that you
25 reviewed from Mr. Delisle. Just have a couple more
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1 questions for you, sir, and then I'm going to pass.
2 MR. CEDILLO: Adjusted my time and
3 informed all counsel, Your Honor.
4 BY MR. CEDILLO:
5 Q. Sir, you were not aware of depositions
6 that were taken involving Mr. Delisle's childhood
7 friends from that time period relating to when he

8 claims he was smoking cigarettes? You're not aware
9 of those depositions?

10 A. Correct.
11 Q. You're not aware of what any other family
12 member said, a former spouse, about his smoking
13 practices or habits? That deposition was not shared
14 with you either, correct?
15 A. Correct.
1 6 MR. CEDILLO: Doctor, that concludes my
17 examination. Thank you very much for your
18 patience with me, sir.
19 THE COURT: Thank you.
2 0 MR. LOWERY: May I proceed?
21 THE COURT: Yes, Mr. Lowery.
22 CROSS EXAMINATION
2 3 BY MR. LOWERY:
2 4 Q. Good afternoon, Dr. Dahlgren.
25 A. Afternoon.

1 my client is a gasket material named Cranite.
2 Is that your understanding?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. Your assumptions that were part of your
5 hypotheticals that you answered for Plaintiffs'
6 counsel with respect to Cranite, if those
7 hypothetical questions, if the facts changed in
8 those hypotheticals, for instance, if it was at the
9 end of the case the facts were that Mr. Delisle did

10 not work with Cranite sheet gasket material, you
11 would not be able to testify under oath that it was
12 a significant contributing factor to his disease,
13 correct?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Would it be fair for me to say, sir, that
16 over the last ten years the majority of your income
17 has come from consulting litigation?
1 8 A. Probably, yes.
19 Q. Now, I'm a little confused. Maybe it's my
20 fault. But we had a chance to take your deposition,
21 as counsel mentioned, and you were asked what you
22 were charging the Plaintiffs for your work in this
2 3 case. And I thought it was $750 an hour.
2 4 Is that incorrect?

2 5 A. That was for deposition time.

2216 2218

1 Q. I don't think we had a chance to meet
2 before today. It's a pleasure to see you and thanks
3 for joining us.
4 You began to testify as an expert witness
5 in 1972; is that correct?
6 A. I think that was the first time.

7 Q. And you've testified hundreds of times as
8 part ofyour work, correct?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Currently, is it fair to say that over
11 50 percent of your work is devoted to litigation
12 support?
13 A. Yes, sir.
1 4 Q. And 95 percent of that work would be -
15 95 percent ofyour litigation support work would be
16 for plaintiffs in litigation, correct?
17 A. Yes, sir.

18 Q. Before I go on to the next area, I wanted
1 9 to ask you one quick question.
2 0 Counsel, Mr. Cedillo, asked you a question
21 and I want to ask you a similar question for my
22 client. I represent Crane Co. here today.
2 3 Do you understand that?
2 4 A. Yes, sir.

2 5 Q. And the product at issue in this case for

1 Q. So it's $750 an hour for deposition time.
2 How much is it again here today? I'm
3 sorry.
4 A. 750 also.
5 Q. Did you give a different number on direct
6 examination? I thought you said 425.
7 A. That's for regular work.
8 Q. Just for review?
9 A. Reviewing and examination, that sort of

10 thing, yes.
11 Q. I appreciate you taking the time to clear
12 that up.
13 Prior to your testimony here today, you
14 have not reviewed any specific scientific literature
15 to prepare, correct?
16 A. Well, prior to the deposition I did. I
17 didn't do any additional.
18 Q. That's what I mean?
19 A. Since the deposition, that's correct.
2 0 Q. The materials specific to Mr. Delisle's
2 1 case all came from the office of his attorneys, the
22 Ferraro Law Firm, correct?
23 A. Well, you know, I had or received from
2 4 other sources data relative to this case, but he did
2 5 send me material that I didn't have before.
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1 Q. Let me be more specific.
2 I'm talking about the factual information,
3 the where he worked, his medical course and history,
4 and his claim ofexposure that come from the
5 deposition testimony.
6 Those were sent to you from Plaintiffs'
7 counsel, correct?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. You've testified in the past, Doctor, it's
10 essential to take a comprehensive occupational and
11 environmental history when asbestos-related disease
12 is suspected.
13 Do you still hold that opinion?
14 A. Yes. Whenever possible, yes.
15 Q. The materials you reviewed, I understand
16 that included the two volumes of Mr. Delisle's
17 deposition testimony, correct?
18 A. Yes.

19 Q. Some medical records you received?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. Do you know if you got all the medical
22 records?

2 3 A. Well, there's some here that I hadn't seen
2 4 before, but -- clearly there were records I hadn't
25 seen.

1 pathologist that examined Mr. Delisle's pathology in
2 this case, do you?
3 A. Disagree?

4 Q. Yes, sir.
5 A. No.
6 Q. Are you aware that a pathologist by the
7 name of Victor Roggli from Duke University reviewed
8 the pathology in this case?
9 A. I don't think I saw his report.

10 Q. Are you aware -- do you know who
11 Dr. Roggli is?

12 A. I have heard the name, yes.

13 Q. You know he's a pathologist?
14 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
15 THE COURT: Sustain the objection.

16 MR. LOWERY: I'll move on. Not critical.
17 Thank you.
1 8 BY MR. LOWERY:

19 Q. You don't have a degree in toxicology?
2 0 A. Correct.

2 1 Q. I understand it's part of your practice,
22 but you don't have a degree?
2 3 A. That's correct.

2 4 Q. You're not an industrial hygienist?
25 A. Fair.

2220 2222

1 Q. But you did not review the testimony of a
2 fact witness who was actually a co-worker of

3 Mr. Delisle by the name of Bruce Clerc, C-L-E-R-C.
4 You have not had a chance to review that
5 testimony, have you, sir?
6 A. That's correct.

7 Q. So if Mr. Clere provided additional
8 information regarding Mr. Delisle's potential
9 exposures to asbestos-containing materials in this

10 case, you weren't able to consider that as part of
11 your analysis before you came to testify here today,
12 fair?

13 A. Correct. Yes.

14 Q. All right, sir. I don't want to get
15 into - strike that. Let me ask it this way.
16 You are not a pathologist, correct?
17 A. Correct.

18 Q. Would you defer, sir, to the pathologist
19 in this case and their opinions, those pathologists
2 0 that did review the materials who diagnosed
21 Mr. Delisle's illness?
22 A. You mean the diagnosis of mesothelioma?

2 3 Q. Yes, sir.

2 4 A. I would defer to the pathologists, yes.

2 5 Q. You have no reason to disagree with the

1 Q. You're a mineralogist?
2 A. Correct.
3 Q. You have no training in material science?
4 A. Correct.
5 Q. And you're not an engineer by training,
6 coirect, sir?
7 Ac Yes, I'm not an engineer.
8 Q. And you're not an expert on asbestos fiber
9 release from any product, correct?

10 A. CoiTect.

11 Q. Are you familiar with the name of a
12 business in Santa Monica, California, called the
13 B Well Clinic?
1 4 A. Yes.

15 Q. What was that?
16 A. It was a clinic that I set up with my
17 daughter to try to treat people with toxic
18 poisoning.
19 Q. That B Well Clinic had a website, coiTect?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. And it was -- main purpose, as I
22 understand it, was to offer something called
2 3 detoxification; is that fair?
2 4 A. That was one aspect, yes.
2 5 Q. And isn't it true, sir, that that
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1 detoxification service followed a Scientology
2 sauna-based purification process?

3 A. Yes.
4 Q. And that Scientology organization that

5 came up with that process in fact said that's not a

6 medical treatment; isn't that true?
7 A. I don't know about that.
8 Q. Would you agree that that Scientology
9 organization described it as a spiritual treatment?

10 A. I'm not aware of how they characterize it.

11 Q. Let's move on to the issue of causation.
12 And you recall that during direct examination
13 Mr. Jagolinzer asked you some questions with respect

14 to some of the tobacco products -- or product, the
15 filter, and the Cranite.
16 You recall that?

17 A. Yes, sir.

18 Q. And there were two different fibers
19 involved in those questions, right, there was --
20 crocidolite was mentioned and chrysotile?

21 A. Correct.

2 2 Q. You know that those are two of the three
2 3 major commercial fonns of asbestos fibers?

2 4 A. Yes, sir.

2 5 Q. I want to understand, so it's clear, you

1 true?
2 A. True.
3 Q. You would defer to experts like molecular
4 biologists to conduct these kind of studies of
5 animals to determine the potency of different types
6 of asbestos for causing mesothelioma, correct?
7 A. I'm not aware that any molecular
8 biologists have done that type of work. But if
9 there has been someone, then I would defer to their

10 studies, if they're valid studies. I'm not aware of
11 any that would fit in that category.
12 Q. Would molecular biologists do - in the
13 vernacular, I think it's termed test tube studies or
14 in vitro studies?
15 A. Again, molecular biology is another field.
16 There are doctors that are Ph.D.s in carcinogenesis
17 who do in vitro studies and have done so with
1 8 chrysotile fibers.
1 9 Q. You're not aware of any as you sit here?
2 0 A. I'm not aware of any molecular biologists.
21 I'm aware of many studies that have been done
22 in vitro.
2 3 Q. Fair clarification.
2 4 Just to be clear, so you're not aware of
25 any molecular biologists that have conducted those
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1 believe that all fiber types of asbestos can cause
2 mesothelioma.
3 That's your opinion, correct?
4 A. Yes.

5 Q. You also believe -- just want to make sure
6 I understand. It is your opinion that all the fiber
7 types, chrysotile, amosite, and crocidolite, are all
8 of similar potency on a fiber-by-fiber basis for
9 causing mesothelioma; is that fair?

10 A. As I've repeatedly said, that's what the
11 animal data would suggest. Literature is much more
12 confusing on that issue. Many people have written
13 that they think the crocidolite is much more toxic

14 in terms of causing mesothelioma. But I don't think
15 that's backed up by the facts. But we could discuss

1 6 that, if you're interested.
17 Q. I would like to briefly discuss it.
18 As I understand the basis for the opinion

19 you just gave was based on what they call animal or

2 0 in vivo, V-I-V-O studies; is that fair?
21 A. Yes. I think those studies inform us
2 2 about potency.
2 3 Q. Just to be clear, you've never conducted
2 4 your own animal or in vivo studies regarding
25 asbestos and its ability to cause mesothelioma,

1 type of studies?

2 A. Like I say, that particular subspecialty,

3 I'm not aware they've done that kind of work.

4 Q. The view that chrysotile asbestos has
5 similar potency to amphibole asbestos like

6 crocidolite and amosite is contrary to published

7 studies by pathologists that have actually looked at

8 the fiber counts from human lung tissue that - from

9 people who have actually developed that disease,

10 fair?
11 A. Well, as I said in the deposition, the

12 fiber type in the lung, counting the fibers and not

13 having adequate resolution to pick up the chrysotile

14 fibers is misleading.
15 Q. Is it your opinion, to the jury here
16 today, that because the animal studies somehow don't
17 verify the results in the epidemiology, the view of
18 those pathologists that hold that there is a

19 difference in potency of the fibers is somehow

2 0 wrong?

21 A. As I've said repeatedly to you, and in the

2 2 deposition -- what they're saying is not wrong based

2 3 on what their -- the studies they did. The question

2 4 is: How does that relate to the potency of

25 mesothelioma? There's an important issue here and
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1 there's several studies that have been done showing
2 that if you use higher resolution, you will see more

3 chrysotile fibers than you will see amphibole
4 fibers. It's basically a resolution issue that the

5 pathologist you're referring to have all used
6 low-resolution techniques because amphiboles tend to
7 show up, because they're longer and wider, there's

8 more of them that fit into that category. That's
9 why they get misled, I believe, into thinking

10 there's a difference in potency.
11 MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, I would object to
12 the nonresponsive portion of the answer and ask
13 it be stricken.

1 4 THE COURT: Rephrase your question.
15 Doctor, listen to his question, because
16 his question is basically very short. Answer
17 his question.

18 Proceed.

1 9 BY MR. LOWERY:
20 Q. Yes, you and I have had a chance to --

21 I've had a chance to ask you questions at a
22 deposition, correct?

2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Where you gave testimony under oath,
25 correct?

1 A. Well, there are peer-reviewed
2 epidemiological studies of mixed fiber types, and
3 there are studies of amphibole types, and there are
4 studies of chrysotile types. So there's all three
5 types of epi studies that have been done and they

6 certainly confirm that chrysotile causes
7 mesothelioma.

8 Q. I understand that's your opinion. We're
9 talking about potency of the different fiber types

10 right now.
11 A. And as I said - and I'll say it again --
12 it doesn't matter about the potency. The fact is
13 that chrysotile does cause mesothelioma, period.

14 Q. Would you agree with the proposition that
15 the issue that crocidolite and amosite asbestos are
1 6 more potent on a fiber-by-fiber basis than
17 chrysotile asbestos for causing mesothelioma is not

18 a matter of serious debate in the medical and
19 scientific community? Would you agree with that or
20 not?
21 A. I would disagree. I think there's been a
22 lot of debate about that.

2 3 Q. With respect to your opinion that
2 4 chrysotile is as potent as the amphibole forms of
2 5 asbestos for causing mesothelioma, I believe one of

2228 2230

1 A. Yes.
2 Q. But you're aware of the fact this is the
3 first time you've had a chance to testify in Court
4 in front of this jury, correct?
5 A. The reason I gave the longer explanation
6 is because your question twisted the facts in my
7 opinion. So that wasn't clear if I said yes or no.
8 MR. LOWERY: Move to strike the
9 unresponsive portion of that answer, please.

10 THE COURT: It's stricken.
11 Ask your next question.
12 BY MR. LOWERY:
13 Q. Yes, sir. Let me go back to my question.
14 Let me see if I ask it a little more clearly.
15 Is it your opinion, Doctor, that animal -
16 because animal studies done in laboratories, upon
17 which at least in part you rely for your opinions,
18 don't back up the data from the epidemiological
19 studies that the pathologists rely on, their

20 opinions are flawed? That's my question.
21 A. Pathologists don't do epidemiological
22 studies. I'm sorry. So your question is, no, that
2 3 is not a fact.
2 4 Q. The pathologists who are relying on
2 5 peer-reviewed epidemiological studies?

1 the authors you cite is a gentleman by the name of

2 Dr. Wagner. It's actually spelled W-A-G-N-E-R.
3 Are you familiar with that?

4 A. Yes.

5 Q. He was actually a researcher from South
6 Africa, correct?
7 A. Correct.

8 Q. In fact, it's the same Dr. Wagner that -

9 I believe the jury heard about - did a -- regarded

10 as a seminal study in the field of asbestos and

11 health research in 1960, which for the first time in
12 an epidemiological paper linked asbestos exposure to

13 mesothelioma, correct?

14 A. Correct.

15 Q. In fact, that was the study of a

16 crocidolite mine in South Africa, correct, sir?

17 A. Yes, that's correct.

18 Q. After he published that study, you're
19 aware of the fact that Dr. Wagner continued his

2 0 research into these questions of asbestos and

21 asbestos-related disease, correct?

22 A. Yes.
2 3 Q. Were you aware, sir, that in 1990
2 4 Dr. Wagner published that there is no clear evidence
2 5 that exposure to uncontaminated chrysotile or
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amphibolite is associated with mesothelioma tumors?
Were you aware of that?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Sustained.

BY MR. LOWERY:
Q. Are you familiar with any of Dr. Wagner's

work of 1990?
A. Yes, I am aware that he made that

statement in one of his papers.

Q. You disagree?
A. Well, I think it's science. The basis for

my opinion about the potency is from his and other
animal studies.

Q. One of the studies I believe you rely upon
for forming your opinion is a study by several
authors, Landrigan, Nicholson, and Suzuki. The
title of the study is "The hazards of chrysotile
asbestos: A critical review from 1999."

Is that correct?
A. Yes.

Q. That's a review article; that's not
necessarily an epidemiological studies?

A. It's review of the evidence at that point,
yes.

Q. I believe -- correct me if I'm wrong --

1 A. That's right.
2 Q. You testified that some of those studies
3 are likely accurate where they found that exposures
4 to asbestos from gaskets and packing are below the
5 current OSHA permissible exposure level, correct?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. What, in your opinion, Doctor, based on
8 your review of the materials that you received

9 specific to Mr. Delisle's case, what occupation that
10 he had put him at increased risk for mesothelioma?
11 A. When he was working as a -- I think it was
12 an electrician.
13 Q. Doctor, would you agree that there's a
14 threshold level of asbestos at which there is no
15 increased risk of mesothelioma?
1 6 A. Yes, as I said this morning.
17 Q. We have a different audience here now.

1 8 That's why I'm asking the question again.
19 A. Okay.
2 0 Q. You have not done any research to

21 determine the amount of asbestos that's needed to
22 cause mesothelioma, correct?
2 3 A. That's not true.

2 4 Q. I'm talking about personal research.
25 A. Well, no, I haven't done any personal

2232 2234

1 that those authors in that study concluded that
2 amphibole forms of asbestos such as crocidolite and
3 amosite could be three to four times more potent
4 than chrysotile for causing mesothelioma?
5 A. That's what they said, yes.
6 Q. You disagree with them as well?
7 A. Well, look, I don't disagree that's what
8 they said. I'm not sure that my analysis of these
9 studies would agree that there's that much

10 difference between them. But even if there is, it
11 doesn't matter. The point is the potency is not the
12 main issue. The main issue is that chrysotile
13 causes mesothelioma, even if it's less potent.
1 4 MR. LOWERY: Objection to the
15 nonresponsive portion Your Honor and move to
16 strike.
17 THE COURT: Overruled.
1 8 BY MR. LOWERY:
19 Q. Let's move on to a different topic.
20 I want to be clear, so everyone
21 understands, you've never personally tested gasket
22 and parking materials?
2 3 A. Correct.
2 4 Q. But you have seen, looked at studies
25 addressing the issue; is that correct?

1 research, but I've done an extensive review of the
2 literature on that question.

3 Q. I understand.
4 Now, is it true, Doctor, that you are of

5 the opinion that gaskets are friction products; is
6 that correct?

7 A. No.
8 Q. Okay.
9 A. They're not friction. But when you abrade

10 them or cause them to be disrupted, they have

11 similar development of fiber in the air.

12 Q. Well, as you mentioned earlier, you know
13 we had a chance to ask you some questions under oath

14 at your deposition in this case, correct?

15 A. Right.

16 Q. That was one of the questions that -
17 actually, I believe you gave that answer and I asked

18 some follow-up questions.
19 Did you not say at your deposition that

2 0 you thought gaskets were friction products?

21 A. Well, if I did, I misspoke because they're
22 not. They're not a friction product.

2 3 Q. Doctor, can you show me one article in the
2 4 peer-reviewed medical or scientific literature that

25 even raises a question that working with chrysotile
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compressed asbestos sheet gaskets might be a health

concern to end users prior to the 1990s?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
May we approach.

THE COURT: Yes.
(Thereupon, the following proceedings were

held out of the presence of the jury:)

MR. JAGOLINZER: Your Honor, my objection
is I don't know how much further that may go
here, but I purposefully, from the scope of my
direct, did not go into anything as it relates

to the state of the art or literature that
existed historically during the time. This is
well outside the scope.

MR. LOWERY: I thought the question went

to causation, but if that's an issue, I will
move on to something else.

MR. JAGOLINZER: If you need me to add
anything, Judge, my understanding of the
Florida rule is that I am limited by the scope.

That's why I didn't go into it. I don't know
where I'm going to be if -

MR. LOWERY: Withdraw the question and
move on. Not a problem.

1 He had a history of an enlarged prostate,
2 elevated cholesterol, heart disease with angina.
3 They did a cardiac catheterization. And he's on
4 medications for cholesterol and for his heart
5 disease.
6 Q. I appreciate that. That saves quite a bit
7 of time.
8 Did you also note, in review of the
9 records, that he had had a history of skin cancer?

10 A. I think that's right.
11 Q. How about chronic obstructive pulmonary
12 disease, or COPD, did you note that in the records?
13 A. I think one doctor did make that
14 diagnosis.
15 Q. Can you share with the jury, because this
16 is the first time we've heard that term, what is
17 COPD, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease?
18 A. It's a disease in the bronchial tubes
19 where there's thickening and swelling causing a
20 decrease in the airflow out of the lung.

21 Q. Any of the conditions that we've just
22 talked about, the skin cancer, the chronic
23 obstructive pulmonary disease, enlarged prostate,
2 4 high cholesterol, heart issues we mentioned, would
2 5 any of those impact, potentially impact the lifespan

223 6 22 3 8

1 (Thereupon, a discussion was held off the
2 record, after which the following proceedings
3 were held:)
4 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was
5 concluded and the following proceedings were
6 held within the presence of the jury:)
7 BY MR. LOWERY:
8 Q. Let's move on to a different topic, if we
9 can.

10 Doctor, I'm not a hundred percent clear in
11 my mind what medical records you reviewed in this
12 case and what you have not.
13 Specifically what I'm getting at, so
14 there's no mystery, did you learn from your review
15 ofmedical records in this case about any other
16 health conditions that Mr. Delisle had unrelated to
17 his mesothelioma?
1 8 A. Yes.
19 Q. Can you share with us a little bit about
2 0 what you learned during your review?

2 1 A. Well, they're mentioned in these records,
2 2 if I can refer to them.
2 3 Q. Please feel free to. It's not a memory
2 4 test.
2 5 A. I understand.

1 of a gentleman like Mr. Delisle?

2 A. The heart disease would, if it were

3 serious. And he seems to be doing well with minimal

4 management at this point. He hasn't required
5 surgery -

6 Q. Fair enough.
7 A. - which usually people that have severe

8 heart problems have to have stents and bypasses and

9 so foith. He's not required that.

10 Q. Now, Mr. Jagolinzer asked you some
11 hypothetical questions. Do you recall that?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. Asked you to assume certain facts and then

14 give your opinion based on those assumption of
15 facts?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. I think the products discussed were the

1 8 product -- having to do with products of the
19 Defendants that are still on trial?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. I would like to ask you some additional
2 2 hypothetical questions, if I could.

2 3 First, let me ask you this question: Is
2 4 it your opinion, sir, it would be hard for you to

2 5 envision an occupational exposure to asbestos that
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1 would not constitute a significant risk to an 1
2 individual working with or around an 2
3 asbestos-containing product? 3
4 A. I can certainly conceive of some with 4
5 minimal exposure that might not increase the risk. 5
6 I would have to talk about the particulars. We 6
7 couldn't talk about it without knowing details. 7
8 Q. Is it your opinion that all work with 8
9 asbestos-containing products would constitute health 9

10 hazard? 10

11 A. If they were friable and inhaled. If 11
12 they're encapsulated and not in the air and not 12
13 inhaled, there would not be a risk. 13
14 Q. To be a hazard, a product has to be 14
15 released fibers and those have to be inhaled and 15
16 respired into the body to cause a risk? 1 6
17 A. Yes, they have to get into the body. You 17
18 could conceivably ingest them instead of inhale. 18
19 But I think, in almost every case, inhalation is our 19
2 0 primary route of exposure. 2 0
21 Q. For purposes of these hypotheticals, could i 21
22 you please give all your opinions to a reasonable 22
2 3 degree of medical certainty? 2 3
2 4 A. Yes. 2 4

2 5 Q. I would like you to assume that there will 2 5

But I think it's improper for him to try and
introduce, do his burden through my expert.

MR. LOWERY: It's done all the time all
over the country. We ask these hypothetical
questions. He's already given an opinion that
our products are substantial factors. It's
exact same hypothetical. I would ask for

leave -
THE COURT: My question to you is: I

don't know all ofMr. Delisle's depositions and
what the other alleged Defendants previously --
same question I asked Mr. Cedillo before.
You're telling me you have a good faith basis
somewhere in the records that support that.

MR. LOWERY: Here's my good faith basis.
She's poured through the record, and both
looked at them, and making representation to
the - that there is in there factually either
for Mr. Delisle or Mr. Clerc.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Just for the record, if I
may, I don't think there's any evidence that
I've seen in the amount of time I've been
practicing in this field that Sheetrock made by
anybody contained asbestos in any way, shape,

or form. Also, further, I'm not sure -- ask it

2240 2242

1 be evidence in this case that Mr. Delisle worked 1

2 with asbestos-containingjoint compound and 2
3 Sheetrock products manufactured by U.S. Gypsum and 3
4 Georgia Pacific during the years 1971 to 1977. 4
5 Please also assume that during his work with or 5
6 around these products, these products generated 6
7 visible dust which Mr. Delisle breathed. 7
8 Assuming these facts, would it be your 8
9 opinion, to a reasonable degree of medical 9

10 certainty, that each of these exposures from these 10

11 products would have been substantial contributing 11

12 factor in the development of his mesothelioma? 12
13 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection. May we 13
14 approach. 14
15 (Thereupon, the following proceedings were 15
16 held out of the presence ofthe jury:) . 16

17 MR. JAGOLINZER: I understand it's a 17
18 hypothetical, and as phrased, it's a 18
19 hypothetical. But I don't think Mr. Lowery can 19
2 0 use my witness in this way to prove their 2 0
21 burden against somebody else. If he wants to i 21
22 ask that generally, aside from the fact that I | 22
2 3 do have problems with certain of the statements 2 3

2 4 as to what the evidence will be or won't be, I 2 4
25 don't have a problem with general hypothetical. 25

at your own peril. I will deal with it. I
don't think there's a U.S. Gypsum anywhere.

MS. KIBBE: It's in his deposition.
THE COURT: That's if there's a good faith

basis, I remember specifically that Mr. Cedillo

said earlier. That's why I allowed it. This
infonnation, I don't know. Counsel's telling
me good faith basis. I'm sure that you can
bring it to the attention if it's not in
evidence.

MR. LOWERY: I will reask the question
without Sheetrock.

MR. JAGOLINZER: You can ask it with
Sheetrock.

(Thereupon, the sidebar conference was
concluded and the following proceedings were
held within the presence of the jury:)

BY MR. LOWERY:
Q. I was about to apologize. A well informed

source in the courtroom has told me I need to slow
down. I'm talking too fast. I apologize. I know I
am, for this young lady.

Doctor, let me withdraw that last
hypothetical and start over and ask it again, if I
may.
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I would like to assume that there will be
evidence in this case that Mr. Delisle worked with

asbestos-containing joint compound manufactured by
U.S. Gypsum and Georgia Pacific. Please also assume
during his work with or around these products, these
products generated visible dust which Mr. Delisle
breathed.

Assuming these facts -- and during the
time frame 1971 to 1977.

Assuming these facts, would it be your

opinion, to a reasonable degree of medical

certainty, that each of these exposures from these

products would have been a substantial contributing
factor in the development of his mesothelioma?

A. Yes.

Q. Second hypothetical:
I would like you to assume that there will

be evidence in this case that Mr. Delisle worked
with asbestos-containing snowflake ceiling spray.
Please also assume during his work with or around

this product, this product generated visible dust

with Mr. Delisle breathed from 1977 to '81 and in
1983.

Assuming these facts, would it be your
opinion, to a reasonable degree of medical

1 the development of his mesothelioma?

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. Next one, I would like you to assume that
4 there will be evidence in this case that Mr. Delisle

5 worked with asbestos-containing electrical products

6 or components manufactured or known as Bakelite --

7 that's B-A-K-E-L-I-T-E -- General Electric,
8 Westinghouse, and Crouse-Hinds in the 1960, 1970s,
9 and 1980s. Please also assume that during his work

10 with or around these products, these products

11 generated visible dust which Mr. Delisle breathed.

12 Assuming these facts, would it be your
13 opinion, to a reasonable degree of medical

1 4 certainty, that each of these exposures from these

15 products would have been a substantial contributing
16 factor in the development of his mesothelioma?
17 A. Yes.

1 8 Q. Next one, I would like you to assume that
19 there will be evidence in this case that Mr. Delisle

2 0 worked with asbestos-containing brake products
21 manufactured by Ford, Bendix, and General Motors in
2 2 the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. Please also
2 3 assume that during his work with or around these
2 4 products, these products generated visible dust

25 which Mr. Delisle breathed.

2244 2246

1 certainty, that each of these exposures from these
2 products - from this product would have been a
3 substantial contributing factor in the development
4 of his mesothelioma?
5 A. The product was snow?
6 Q. Snowflake ceiling spray.
7 A. Well, I know that a lot of the ceiling
8 sprays contained asbestos. I don't know if that
9 particular one did.

10 Q. Well, for purposes of my hypothetical, I'm
11 asking you to assume it did.
12 A. Then it would be significant contributing
13 factor.

14 Q. I would like you to assume that there will
15 be evidence in this case that Mr. Delisle worked
16 with asbestos-containing gaskets and packing
17 products manufactured by GAF, A.W. Chesterton,
18 Garlock, John Crane, and Raybestos. Please also
1 9 assume that during his work with or around these
20 products, these products generated visible dust
21 which Mr. Delisle breathed from 1962 to 1965.
2 2 Assuming these facts, would it be your
2 3 opinion, to reasonable degree of medical certainty,
2 4 that each of these exposures from these products
25 would have been a substantial contributing factor in

1 Assuming these facts, would it be your

2 opinion, to a reasonable degree of medical

3 certainty, that each of these exposures from these

4 products would have been a substantial contributing
5 factor in the development of his mesothelioma?

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. I would like you to further assume there
8 will be evidence in this case that Mr. Delisle

9 worked with asbestos-containing equipment such as

10 motors, turbines, and pumps manufactured or sold by
11 General Electric, Ingersoll Rand, Goulds, and

12 Peerless. Please also assume from 1962 to 1965.

13 Please also assume that during his work with or

14 around these products, these products generated
15 visible dust which Mr. Delisle breathed.

16 Assuming these facts, would it your

17 opinion, to reasonable degree of medical certainty,

18 that each of these exposures from these products

19 would have been a substantial contributing factor in

2 0 the development of his mesothelioma?

21 A. Well, if we had further information that
22 he was exposed to friable asbestos fibers while

2 3 doing that work -- I mean, just working with pumps
2 4 doesn't necessarily mean he was exposed. You would
25 have to be doing certain things with them to cause
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1 the effect.

2 Q. For purposes of your answer, please assume
3 that he was somehow manipulating those pieces of
4 equipment where asbestos would become friable, what

5 would answer be? Do you believe that would be a
6 substantial contributing factor?
7 A. If he's doing that on a frequent basis
8 that you're suggesting, that would be a substantial
9 contributing factor, yes.

10 Q. I would like you to further assume that

11 there will be evidence in this case -- I'm going to
12 strike that.

1 3 Last one.

14 I would like you to assume that there will
15 be evidence in this case that Mr. Delisle worked
16 with asbestos-containing roofing materials,
17 insulation, and insulation boards manufactured by
1 8 Owens Corning and GAF. Please also -- in the 1970s.
19 Please also assume that during his work with or

2 0 around these products, these products generated
21 visible dust which Mr. Delisle breathed.
22 Assuming these facts, would it be your

2 3 opinion, to a reasonable degree ofmedical

2 4 certainty, that each of these exposures would have

2 5 been a substantial contributing factor in the

1 Q. And that's what those criteria are used to
2 assess, general causation, whether a particular risk
3 factor or exposure or attribute is causally related
4 or causally associated with a disease like
5 mesothelioma?
6 A. Well, the whole point that Dr. Hill made
7 was that these are the things to consider. By no
8 means do all of them have to be fulfilled in every
9 case in order to reach a conclusion of causation.

10 But it's evolved since that lecture he gave in 1965.
11 That general list that he comes up with is what
12 people use in considering the issue of causation.
13 And that includes specific as well as general.

14 Q. So he referred to these criteria in his
15 initial lecture as viewpoints, didn't he?
16 A. Yes, he did.
17 Q. They're not to be used as a checklist?
18 A. That's correct.
19 Q. They are criteria that are used to reach a
2 0 judgment or an inference or an opinion about
21 causation, right?
22 A. I think the phrase that I would favor is
23 the weight of the evidence.

2 4 Q. All right. Now, you said that these
2 5 criteria were first announced by Dr. Hill in this

2248 2250

1 development of his mesothelioma?
2 A. Again, if they contained asbestos fibers
3 that were released, yes, that would be contributing
4 factor.

5 MR. LOWERY: That's all the questions I
6 have. I thank you for your time.
7 THE COURT: Mr. Rowley.
8 MR. ROWLEY: Thank you, Your Honor.
9 May I proceed?

10 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
11 CROSS-EXAMINATION
12 BY MR. ROWLEY:
13 Q. Afternoon, Dr. Dahlgren.
14 A. Afternoon.

15 Q. My name is Carl Rowley. We've not met
16 before, but it's nice to meet you.
17 I want to follow up with some questions
18 about the causal criteria that you said that you
19 used in reaching your causation opinion today.
2 0 Hill's criteria, do you remember that?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. You described, I think, nine factors or
2 3 nine criteria used to assess this issue of general
2 4 causation, right?
25 A. Yes.

1 symposium or meeting that you described?
2 A. Yes It was a lecture at a meeting.

3 Q. In 1965?
4 A. Correct.
5 Q. Dr. Hill is actually very famous for
6 having come up with or contributed to these causal
7 criteria, right?
8 A. Yes, tumed out that it was a very useful
9 set of things to consider.

10 Q. And in fact, he was actually knighted -
11 Dr. Hill was British, correct?
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. He was actually knighted in part for his
14 work, his epidemiological work, his biostatistical
15 work in coming up with this set of causal criteria?
16 A. I think his whole body ofwork was the
17 reason, not just this lecture.
18 Q. But these criteria are commonly referred
19 to and, in fact, almost always referred to as Hill's

2 0 criteria, just as I referred to them as Hill's
21 criteria?
22 A. Yes. As I said earlier, as you just
2 3 pointed out, they're viewpoints.
2 4 Q. Right.
25 A. Criteria suggests that they all need to be
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1 fulfilled.
2 Q. And they don't all need to be fulfilled,
3 right?
4 A. Right.
5 Q. And they're important, this set of
6 criteria, Hill's criteria are important because they
7 were the first set of causal criteria for use in
8 assessing chronic disease as opposed to infectious
9 disease?

10 A. Well, you're referring probably to Koch's
11 postulates -

12 Q. I am.
13 A. -- which were generated in the
1 4 19th centtiry as a way of describing causation from
15 infectious agents.

1 6 Q. That's exactly what I'm referring to.
17 Before Hill's criteria was developed,

18 postulates called Koch's postulates, later the
19 Koch-Henle postulate, were used in assessing
20 causation,right?
21 A. Yes. But it was limited to infectious
22 diseases. That's why other issues had to be
2 3 addressed.

2 4 Q. My point is that this development of this
2 5 set of criteria, these nine viewpoints or factors,

1 or relying on animal data, animal studies, as
2 opposed to observational studies or epidemiological
3 studies in answering certain questions like this
4 one?
5 A. Yes, that's right.

6 Q. One of the advantages is that in animal
7 studies, you conduct the experiment under controlled
8 circumstances?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Which can avoid or reduce or eliminate the
11 problem of confounding that you can have in an epi
12 study or an epidemiologic study?
13 A. Well, yes, you can certainly get a lot of
1 4 information that you cannot get from an epi study by
15 doing an experiment.

16 Q. That's one of the reasons that you rely on
17 animal studies in reaching your conclusion that all
1 8 different types of asbestos fibers have about the
1 9 same potency? That's one of the reasons?
2 0 A. Yes, that's right I think that was an

2 1 important observation.

22 Q. And another advantage to relying on animal
2 3 studies, as opposed to a different kind of study, is
2 4 that you can select the genetic makeup of the
25 animals and actually breed the animals for the
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1 was important because it was the first fonnal set of
2 criteria of causal criteria for assessing the cause
3 cigarettes of chronic disease as opposed to
4 infectious disease?
5 A. Well, I think we have Dr. Merewether's
6 studies of chronic disease and the -- reaching a
7 conclusion that it was a causal link in 1930. What
8 Dr. Hill's lecture was important about is that it
9 certainly expanded and included a lot of things

10 which maybe hadn't been fully invoked earlier. But
11 certainly you were able to reach causation opinions
12 about chronic exposure and chronic disease prior to
13 1965.
14 Q. Okay. Let me follow up a little bit on
15 some of the questions that Mr. Lowery asked you
16 about potency, potency of different asbestos fibers.
17 Okay?
18 A. Yes.

1 9 Q. You base your opinion regarding the
20 comparative potency of asbestos fibers based
21 primarily on animal data, yes?
22 A. Yes, where they use purified fibers, so
2 3 there was no question of contamination with
2 4 tremolite, for example, with chrysotile.
2 5 Q. And there are certain advantages to using

1 specific purpose of conducting the study, right?
2 A. Well, you have unifonnity of genetic
3 background, which in humans, of course, we don't
4 have. There's a lot of variability in human beings.
5 Q. That's another advantage of looking at
6 animal studies and assessing this issue that we're
7 talking about as opposed to -
8 A. Yes, as long as you pick the right mouse
9 or right rat. There are rats and mice there that

10 have different susceptibilities to cancer and other
11 diseases.

12 Q. In fact, the studies that you rely on in
13 expressing your view that all fiber types have
1 4 roughly the same potency did just that, they did it
15 in a scientifically valid way, in your opinion,
16 right?
17 A. Yes.
1 8 Q. And another advantage that you can
19 replicate animal studies by conducting them in
2 0 essentially the same way and sequence?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. That's another reason why you rely
2 3 primarily on animal studies in reaching your view
2 4 about the comparative potency of various fiber
2 5 types, yes?
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1 A. Yes.
2 Q. Now, you were making a point in response
3 to some earlier questions -- I made a note of it -
4 about the need for higher resolution in relation to
5 chrysotile in looking at human lung tissue?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Can you explain that for us?
8 A. Chrysotile tends to break up into shorter,
9 narrower fibrils, it's called. In order to see

10 those, you need to have high resolution.
11 MR. ROWLEY: Thank you, Doctor. I
12 appreciate it.
13 THE COURT: Counsel, is there any
14 redirect?
15 MR. JAGOLINZER: Briefly.
16 REDIRECT EXAMINATION
17 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
18 Q. Dr. Dahlgren, the only depositions that
19 have been shown to you are Mr. Delisle's
2 0 depositions, right?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And your depositions were taken by the
2 3 Defendants in this case at the end of July and the
2 4 beginning of August of this year, right?
25 A. Yes.

1 Q. Prior to that time, did all joint compound
2 products contain asbestos, to your knowledge?
3 A. Not all did. Most did, but not all.
4 Q. Okay. If it is shown in this case that it
5 is not a fact that any of the products in the
6 hypotheticals that Mr. Lowery expressed to you do
7 not contain asbestos, would they be causative?

8 A. No, if they don't have asbestos, they
9 wouldn't be a cause.

10 Q. Do you have -- I believe it's marked for
11 identification as G. It was a medical record that
12 Mr. Cedillo showed you.
13 Do you have that in front of you?
14 A. Is G the last one?
15 Q. I believe so, sir.
1 6 THE COURT: There should be a mark on it.
17 Check the back page.
18 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
19 Q. Looks like this.
2 0 A. Here it is.
21 Q. You were asked some questions about the
22 second page of that, correct?
23 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. From looking at that document, can you
2 5 tell in which grade or how far in education
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1
2

3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
1 3
1 4

15
1 6

17

1 8
1 9
2 0
21
22

2 3

2 4

2 5

Q. Did anyone show you at those depositions
the deposition of Mr. Clere or anybody else?

MR. CEDILLO: Objection, Your Honor.
MR. LOWERY: Objection.
THE COURT: Overruled.
MR. ROWLEY: Join.

BY MR. JAGOLINZER:

Q. I'm sorry. Did anyone at the deposition
at the end of July/beginning ofAugust show you the
depositions of Mr. Clere or anyone else aside from
Mr. Delisle's?

A. No.
Q. You were asked some questions about some

hypothetical questions by Mr. Lowery.
You have an understanding about and you

have done some work as it pertains to joint
compounds, con·ect?

A. Yes.
Q. Do you have any familiarity with the years

that joint compound would have contained asbestos
and would not have contained asbestos?

A. Yes, I think it was in the mid '70s that
consumer - consumer agency ofU.S. govemment
required that they stop using it in joint wall
compound and spackle.

1 Mr. Delisle went?
2 A. Yes. It says 11-12.

3 Q. Can you tell if he ended in eleventh grade
4 or twelfth grade from that document?
5 A. No.
6 Q. You were asked a question, sir, about
7 exposures below the current OSHA PEL.
8 Do you remember that question?
9 A. Yes, sir.

10 Q. Does an exposure below the current OSHA
11 PEL mean that that exposure is safe and will not
12 cause disease?
13 MR. LOWERY: Objection.
14 MR. CEDILLO: Join.
15 MR. LOWERY: Foundation, beyond the
16 witness's expertise.
17 THE COURT: Sustained.
1 B BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
19 Q. You were asked some questions about
20 Mr. Delisle's cholesterol, prostate, angina, skin
21 cancer, and maybe COPD.
22 Do you recall those questions?
23 A. Yes.
2 4 Q. Is it more likely than not that the
25 mesothelioma he's suffering from will take his life
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

or any of those conditions? 1
A. The mesothelioma is most likely to take 2

his life. 3
MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you. No further 4

questions. 5
THE COURT: Thank you. 6
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, do you 7

have any questioning of this witness? 8
I see questions. May I see Counsel 9

sidebar, please? 10
(Thereupon, the following proceedings were 11

held out of the presence of the jury:) 12
THE COURT: We'll start with this one 13

question. 14
If in fact one asbestos type was more 1 5

potent than another, what effect, if any, would 16
that have on a person's total cumulative dose? 17

Any objection? 18

MR. LOWERY: I don't have an objection. I 19
know what his opinion is. I don't think he's 2 0
going to be able to answer the question, but 21
that's fine. 22

MR. JAGOLINZER: No objection. 2 3
THE COURT: All right. Let's just find 2 4

out what the question other is. 2 5

point about that is overwhelmingly

90-plus percent of all asbestos used in the
United States over the last, you know, hundred
years is chrysotile. It is by far the most
common. It's mined in Canada. We get most of

our asbestos from Canada, where it's
chrysotile. So if you look at potency but you
realize that most of the exposure has been
chrysotile, it becomes less important.

MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, I need to
interpose an objection. I believe that the

part of -- the last part of the question was
nonresponsive.

THE COURT: Objection noted. Overruled.
Next question we have, Doctor, is as

follows, Re: The doctors' role -- your role in
the B Well Clinic detoxification service. Can
you explain that a little bit more?

Did I correctly state your question?
THE WITNESS: Yes, I was involved with

helping treat the New York firefighters who
responded to 9/11. Turned out that many of
them were poisoned by a chemical called PCBs.
And this protocol, putting people in a sauna,
exercising them, and giving them various
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1 (Thereupon, a discussion was held off the 1
2 record, after which the following proceedings 2
3 were held:) 3
4 THE COURT: Doctor. 4
5 MR. LOWERY: Role in B Well Clinic in 5
6 detoxification clinic. What's his role? 6
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: Sure. 7
8 MR. LOWERY: Thank you. 8
9 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was 9

10 concluded and the following proceedings were 10
11 held within the presence of the jury:) 11
12 THE COURT: Doctor, we have a couple of 12
13 questions for you. 13
14 The first is as follows: If in fact one 14
15 asbestos type was more potent than another, 15
16 what effect, if any, would that have on a 16
17 person's total cumulative dose? 17
18 Did I correctly state your question? 18
19 Can you answer that question, sir? 19
2 0 THE WITNESS: If there's a difference in 2 0
21 potency, then the dose of the more potent would 2 1
22 be more important. That doesn't mean the less 22
2 3 potent didn't have an effect. And if you have 2 3
2 4 more exposure to the less, the difference in 2 4
25 potentialdoesn'tmattermuch. Theimportant 25

vitamins, turned out to reduce the PCB levels

in these detox- - these rescue workers

including not only firemen, but policeman and
paramedics. It was a very dramatic
improvement. So I decided to offer that

technique, along with some other modalities, as
ways of trying to make people healthier who had

been exposed to chemicals like PCBs. That was
the purpose of it.

THE COURT: Does that complete your

answer, sir?
THE WITNESS: Yes.
THE COURT: Do you have any follow-up,

Mr. Lowery?

MR. LOWERY: No, Your Honor. That's fine.
THE COURT: Mr. Rowley.
MR. ROWLEY: No, Your Honor.
MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, I listened

carefully to the last question. What was his

role as in an office, position?

THE COURT: Are you asking me? You can
ask the witness.

MR. CEDILLO: I'm sorry, Your Honor.
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1 FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION 1
2 BY MR. CEDILLO: 2
3 Q. Just that follow-up, sir: Did you have a 3
4 title or formal role? I think maybe that was what 4

5 the question might have been asking. 5
6 A. Okay. Well, my role was medical director, 6
7 but we had other doctors involved, so I wasn't the 7
8 only one. 8

9 Q. But you were the medical director of that 9
10 organization? 10
11 A. Yes. 11

12 MR. CEDILLO: Thank you, sir. 12
1 3 THE COURT: Mr. Jagolinzer? 13
14 MR. JAGOLINZER: No, Your Honor. 1 4
15 THE COURT: Thank you. You may step down. 15
16 Ladies and gentlemen, take a short recess. 16

17 Do not discuss the case. Don't form any 17
18 opinion about the case. Don't allow anybody to 18

19 discuss the case in your presence. Just leave 19

20 your notepads on your chairs. Be back with you 20
21 shortly. 21

22 (Out of the presence of the jury.) 2 2

2 3 THE COURT: Who do you have next? 2 3
2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Eric Delisle. 2 4
25 THE COURT: How long do you think you will 2 5

have to finish up the Pantaleoni. And then I
think, if Mr. Cedillo and I can work out our

differences this weekend, based upon how you've
ruled obviously with Dr. Reinert, it will be a
lot faster.

For live witnesses after this, I have
Richard, Mr. Delisle, and his wife, Aline. And

then it's just this playing of depositions and
reading.

MR. LOWERY: May I ask a question?

Was it your intention --
MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm sorry. And with the

exception of obviously Mr. Jack Riley, which --
whether I call him -- the corporate
representative, whether I call him or not,
which I have to decide this weekend.

MR. CEDILLO: We'll discuss that, too,
Your Honor. We will have, ifwe have not

already, file a motion to quash. He's a
corporate representative in the legal
department. He came here out of respect for
Mr. Delisle. That is what I always instruct
them to do, to be here for the opening and for
the jury selection.

Everything that he would have any
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1 be with Mr. Eric Delisle? 1
2 MR. KUNEN: 30 minutes. 2
3 THE COURT: So half an hour. 3
4 Is there going to be significant cross j 4
5 there? 5
6 MR. LOWERY: Ms. Kibbe -- | 6
7 MS. KIBBE: I don't think so. 7
8 (Thereupon, a discussion was held off the 8
9 record, after which the following proceedings 9

10 were held:) 10
11 THE COURT: So let's say we're -- after 11
12 we're done with Mr. Eric Delisle, what do you 12
13 have then? 13
1 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: I would like, with Your 14
15 Honor's permission, if we're able to break 15
16 early so we can finish - Mr. Cedillo and I 16
17 discussed some of the depo designations that we 17
18 talked about. There is some of them that we're 18
19 going to go over this weekend and take away. 19
2 0 There are two relatively, I think, simple 2 0
21 issues for all of the parties. 21

22 One is the co-worker, Mr. Clere. It's a 22
2 3 videotaped deposition and I think that's pretty 23
2 4 straightforward and fast. 2 4
2 5 The other one is Dr. Crapo. And then we 2 5

knowledge about is in his role as an attomey.
I fail to see what good faith basis
Mr. Jagolinzer had in calling him or issuing
the subpoena. We haven't discussed that yet.

We kind of deferred it because we've been kind
of busy. But if he does seriously proceed with

calling him, we're going to have to take that
up with the Court.

THE COURT: That's fine. So as it stands
now, we'll take our recess. You think you're
going to -- let's say, if we start at -- before
2:30, you will be done with your direct by
3:00. Definitely by 3:30 or so, you'll be done
with all cross?

MS. FERRIS: Earlier than that.

THE COURT: So let's say 3:15, we're done
with that witness.

Then what? You want to take a recess
then?

MR. JAGOLINZER: I would like to, if it's
okay with Your Honor, take a brief recess. But
I would like to handle our issues with respect
to Dr. Crapo.

THE COURT: You want to excuse the jury?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes. Yes.
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1 MR. LOWERY: That's fine with me, Your
2 Honor.
3 THE COURT: Any objections?
4 MR. ROWLEY: Your Honor, just a
5 housekeeping matter.
6 Can we have a ruling on an objection by
7 one Defendant is an objection for all,
8 primarily for the reporter?
9 THE COURT: Any objection?

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: Well, actually, let me
11 think about that one and take it up when we get
12 back. Just give a moment.
13 You're referring to the testimony?
14 MR. ROWLEY: Going forward.
15 THE COURT: We'll be in recess for a
1 6 little bit.
17 (Thereupon, a recess was taken, after
18 which the following proceedings were held:)
19 COURT DEPUTY: Remain seated. Come to
2 0 order.
21 THE COURT: Ready to proceed?
22 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Your Honor.
2 3 THE COURT: Let's bring the jury in.
2 4 (In the presence of the jury.)
2 5 THE COURT: Let the record reflect the

1 Q. So that would make you approximately how
2 old?
3 A. 42.
4 Q. Where were you born?
5 A. I was born in North Adams, Massachusetts.
6 Q. And let's take a step back real quick.
7 Just to be clear, you don't have any
8 specific information or knowledge about any of the
9 products that your dad would have used or been

10 around in the 1950s or 1960s, right?
11 A. No, I don't.

12 Q. And you guys never sat around and talked
1 3 about any of the cigarettes your dad would have
14 smoked in the 1950s?
15 A. No.
16 Q. But you were born when your dad quit,
17 correct?
1 8 A. Yeah, I mean, he - he quit in '80/'81.
19 Q. That was my next question.
2 0 So he approximately -- the year that he
21 would have quit would have been around what time?
2 2 A. '80, '8 L
2 3 Q. Just go ahead and tell the jury a little
2 4 bit about your childhood in Massachusetts.
25 A. Great childhood. Born and raised mostly
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1 presence of our Plaintiff, Plaintiffs' counsel,
2 Defendants' counsel, ladies and gentlemen of
3 the jury.
4 Counsel, you may call your next witness.
5 MR. KUNEN: Plaintiffs call Eric Delisle.
6 THE COURT: Come on up, sir. Remain
7 standing for a bit. Raise your right hand and
8 be sworn.
9 (Thereupon, the witness was duly sworn.)

10 THE CLERK: State your name and spell your
11 last name for the record.
12 THE WITNESS: Eric Delisle.
13 THE CLERK: Spell your last name for the
14 record.

15 THE WITNESS: D-E-L-I-S-L-E.
16 THE COURT: All set, sir?
17 DIRECT EXAMINATION
18 BY MR. KUNEN:
19 Q. Good afternoon. Just go ahead and
2 0 introduce yourself to the jury.

21 A. I'm Eric Delisle.
22 Q. And tell them your relation to Richard.
2 3 A. He's my dad.
2 4 Q. And what's your date of birth?
25 A. 6/6/71.

1 in the mountains ofwestern Massachusetts. Spent a
2 lot of time in the woods and doing fun stuff, and we
3 did a lot of camping and fishing and sports, stuff
4 like that. Had a lot of family time, my brothers
5 and sisters and cousins, doing stuff that a normal
6 kid does.
7 Q. Now, with you specifically, how would you
8 describe your relationship with your father?
9 A. Great. I mean, he's -- my dad's awesome.

10 We had a lot of great times together. Spent a lot
11 of time doing lots of stuff.

12 Q. Did you play any sports as a kid?
13 A. Oh, yeah. Played, I think, every sport.
14 Baseball, football, soccer, basketball. Yeah.
15 Wasn't very good at basketball at all, but tried it.
16 Q. And I do know you played football, because
17 you recently provided me with some photographs

18 that - of you and your father.
19 MR. KUNEN: Your Honor, if I may, I would
2 0 like to mark this --
21 THE COURT: Sure.
22 MR. KUNEN: -- and move it into evidence
2 3 as Plaintiffs Exhibit 1.
2 4 THE COURT: It will be admitted.
2 5 THE CLERK: H for identification and
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1 Plaintiffs' l.

2 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
3 marked by the clerk for Identification as
4 Plaintiffs' Exhibit H.)
5 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit I was received into
6 Evidence.)
7 BY MR. KUNEN:
8 Q. Here we go.
9 Can you go ahead and describe that

10 photograph for the jury, please?
11 A. Yeah, it's actually a kind of cool

12 particular day. I played for -- I think it was the
13 Adams Bears. "Da bears." And that's my dad on the
14 left. And that's his dad, my grandfather, on the
15 right, as we're looking at the photograph.
16 Obviously the older guy is my dad's dad. That was
17 actually the day that I caused a fumble and we ran
18 it in for a touchdown. So it was a pretty fun day
1 9 for me.

2 0 Q. Do you, by any chance, remember how old
21 you were in that picture?
22 A. 11, 12, 13, something like that. 11, 12.
2 3 Q. Besides some of the activities you
2 4 described for the jury already, what are some of the
2 5 other fun things you used to do with your father

1 made sure you did your homework for school, right?
2 A. I tried to forget the homework part. It

3 was the rule, you know, that you come home, the
4 first thing you do is your homework and then you get
5 to go do all the fun stuff.

6 Q. Just making sure.
7 Can you go ahead and tell the jury some of
8 the traits that your dad tried to instill upon you

9 when you were growing up?
10 A. You know, I guess the way that it was, was
11 I just learned by his example. So I watched what he
12 did. There's certain things -- you know, a big
13 thing was respect. Real big thing in our family.

14 Respect my mom. Respect everybody, for that matter.
15 Don't lie. That was kind of a big deal. Complete

1 6 stuff and work hard. Do what you're supposed to do.
17 1 learned a lot of other stuff from him that I apply
1 8 in my own family now with my own life and my own
19 kids. And I do those things that I watched him do.
2 0 My dad, as an example, he always - I never remember

21 him being sick. So he never didn't go to work. It
2 2 was like a big thing.

2 3 Q. And just to kind ofjump to the present
2 4 day, backing up a little bit, where do you currently

25 live?
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1 growing up in Massachusetts?
2 A. We did a lot of stuff. We did a lot of
3 family things, of course, with the church every

4 Sunday. We did a lot of fishing. I love fishing.
5 My dad taught me how to fish, tie lures.

6 I was kind of a super-duper - I'm the
7 baby of my family, so everybody's older than me.
8 And I had kind of every activity or, would you say,
9 interest the world. So whether it was - at one

10 time, I loved rocks and geology. And I loved

11 getting into, you know, looking at stuff and animals

12 and bugs and fishing. We did a lot of things. My

13 dad was -- my dad was just always supportive ofwhat
14 I did, whether it was - I wanted to play trumpet

15 and so he got me trumpet lessons. I ended up

16 playing piano, so he got me piano lessons.
17 He kind of always supported whatever I was

1 8 going to do. I liked doing stuff. I always looked

19 at my dad as somebody who was pretty smart. He did
2 0 crossword puzzles a lot when I was little. And I

21 could never do a crossword puzzle, back then anyway.
22 And so I just kind of always looked up to him.
2 3 Q. Just to be clear - because you mentioned
2 4 a lot of things -- you didn't really mention you
25 doing your homework. So he was on top of you and

1 A. I live in - technically, I live in
2 Montverde, Florida, which is kind of a suburb of
3 Orlando.

4 Q. Approximately how for is that from your
5 parents?
6 A. About25 minutes away.
7 Q. Is there any reason in particular that you

8 decided to live so close to your parents?

9 A. Yeah. Well, I mean, my dad's -- he's my
10 friend. My mom, of course I love her to death. We
11 also have -- I have - I think I was saying I have

12 four kids, and my oldest child is disabled. She has
13 severe brain injury. And so my mom and dad -- it's
14 really hard to get like -- you don't get a typical

15 babysitter for my daughter Aubreigh. So my mom and
16 dad have always kind of been there and they can
17 handle her or they can do stuff, or at least they
1 8 used to.

19 Q. Specific to Aubreigh, about how onen -
2 0 before your dad got sick, about how often would he

21 take care of her on a weekly basis, let's say?

2 2 A. Well, they weren't like, you know -
2 3 they're not living in our house, so - they're the,
2 4 I guess, stereotypical grandparents and they get to

2 5 get the grandkids. Probably maybe once a week, they
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1 would give us a break so that my wife and I could go
2 do something fun ourselves and take a little bit of
3 a break.
4 MR. KUNEN: May I move this into evidence
5 as well?
6 THE COURT: Any objection?
7 MS. KIBBE: No objection.
8 MS. FERRIS: No objection.
9 MR. KUNEN: May I publish?

10 THE CLERK: I for identification. It
11 Plaintiffs'2.
12 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
13 marked by the clerk for Identification as
1 4 Plaintiffs' Exhibit I.)
15 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2 was received into
16 Evidence.)

17 MR. KUNEN: Can I get Exhibit 2 back?
1 8 BY MR. KUNEN:
19 Q. This picture, can you just describe for
2 0 the jury this picture.
21 A. That's my dad with my daughter Aubreigh,
22 I don't really remember exactly where that is, but
2 3 it's at our house. I recognize the stuff in the
2 4 background. My dad with my daughter.
25 Q. Is this before or aner he became ill? .

1 Pepe, Pepe, Pepe.
2 Q. You mentioned this a little bit earlier.
3 But what are some of the things that your
4 father taught you when you were growing up that you
5 now try to instill in your children now that are you
6 a father?

7 A. Kind of those same things. Respect and
8 responsibility. Just doing the right thing. Being
9 a good person. Treating other people with respect.

10 Now, Aubreigh is my oldest, but she

11 never -- she didn't develop the way you would
12 normally. She probably functions at the level of

13 maybe a 3 or 4-year-old.
14 So my son, Merrick, who is 17 now, and

15 he's dual enrolled in high school and college, and
16 now he's driving and getting to -- now he's becoming
17 our first one that -- he's becoming a man and
18 getting ready to go out into the world. Him and 1
19 have lots of talks. I guess, if you recorded them,
20 they would sound verbatim to the talks I had with my
21 dad.

22 Q. Not to get too personal, can you give one
23 ofyour father/son talks that you've had with your

2 4 son, not about the birds and the bees?

25 A. My son wasn't happy that we had that talk.
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1 A. Long before. She's probably -- my wife's
2 the good one with all the years. She's probably 11
3 there, maybe. Something like that. And she's 22
4 now.

5 Q. We've only -
6 A. Or 21.
7 Q. We've only spoken about Aubreigh.
8 Can you just go ahead and tell the jury
9 your other children and their names and ages?

10 A. My wife Heather is a nurse. I have two
11 boys and two girls. It went girl, boy, girl, boy,
12 so kind of got lucky that way. Aubreigh is my
13 oldest. She'll be 22 this year. Then my son
14 Merrick is 17. My daughter Leah is 15. And my son
15 Riven is 12.

16 Q. How would you describe your dad's
17 relationship with your kids, his grandchildren?
18 A. Well, his name is Pepe, my dad. My dad is
19 Pepe to my kids. It's -- they love him. They love
2 0 seeing him come over. They think it's great anytime
21 that we go to Meme and Pepe's. My daughter, she

22 can't talk, so -- shouldn't say she can't talk. She
2 3 can't talk like you and I can talk. She can say a
2 4 handful ofwords. She doesn't even say dad, but she

1 And my youngest son is still refusing to have that

2 talk. Doesn't want to have it.
3 One example? One that sticks out in my
4 head is I remember lying to my mom one day and we
5 had a really big talk about that. It wasn't a very
6 nice talk. But my dad was very adamant about lying.
7 It was this thing in your family. You just don't
8 lie. It's not a good thing. And me and my son have
9 had to have that talk. I'm happy to say that he's

10 great that way. He's just a good kid.
11 MR. KUNEN: I would like to mark into

12 evidence and move into evidence Plaintiffs'
13 Exhibit 3, please.

14 THE COURT: Any objection?
15 MS. KIBBE: No objection.
1 6 MS. FERRIS: No objection.
17 THE COURT: Marked next in series.
18 Admitted next in series.

19 MR. KUNEN: May I publish?
2 0 THE COURT: You may.
21 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
22 marked by the clerk for Identification as
2 3 Plaintiffs' Exhibit J.)
2 4 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3 was received into

25 says Pepe. So she loves her Pepe. Pepe, Pepe, 25 Evidence.)
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14

15
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17

18
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20
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23

24

25

BY MR. KUNEN:
Q. Go ahead and describe that photo for the

jury, please.

A. You are looking at -- starting left to
right, of course, that's my mom, in the courtroom
here. That's me. Then the tall girl is my daughter
Aubreigh. The short girl is my daughter Leah. And
of course my dad there to the far right. And we're
visiting the Hoover Dam. As we stand there, I think
our back is to the lake.

Q. Do you know approximately when that would
have been taken, that photograph?

A. 2000.

Q. Can you just go ahead and describe for the
jury the point in time when you found out that your
father had been diagnosed with mesothelioma?

A. The actual moment?
Q. Sure.
A. My dad had gone to the -- had gone - he

was at our house and he couldn't breathe. I think I
had mentioned my wife is a nurse. She was a ER
trauma nurse. They were over at my house, and they
had come over, and my dad was having a lot of
trouble breathing. He had been kind ofgetting
worse and worse and worse. So we called an

2280

1 ambulance and they took him to the hospital. They
2 did some chest x-rays and found out some stuff about

3 him. And I think during this time they actually
4 took some -- like a -- I remember it was like a two
5 liter bottle of fluid out of his lung or out of his

6 whatever. I'm not a doctor, but took out a lot of
7 fluid.
8 Started going through -- he started seeing
9 a bunch of doctors to try and figure out what was

10 going on. So they did a bunch of tests, and it was
11 back and forth, and his lung filled up again and

12 then they had to go back. I just remember they did
13 a ton of tests and everything kind of kept coming
14 back negative. Nobody knew what it was. And then
15 finally they decided that they had to do a procedure
16 to look and to go inside and go with a scope and
17 look around. And at that same time, they were
18 trying to stop the fluid from coming back.

19 So they did a procedure using tale to line

2 0 the chest cavity. And during that time in the

2 1 hospital, he had to go in for surgery. And they had

2 2 to do the procedure. When he came out of surgery,
2 3 of course we were all anxious, trying to find out
2 4 what was going on. So I called the surgeon and

25 talked to him. And I kind of had the dubious honor
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1 of being the guy that was on the phone with the

2 surgeon and asked him, you know, what the deal was.

3 And that's when he told me that they couldn't be

4 sure yet because they still had to send the stuff to

5 the lab and all this other stuff. But he told me he

6 said that -- he said what I saw when I was in there,

7 there's all these little white spots. And he said,

8 Eric, that's typically cancer. And so he said that

9 the only place that he had ever seen it was in
10 mesothelioma.

11 And so I walked from the hallway into the

12 room where my mom and dad were, and we were the only
13 three people there at the hospital. And I had to

14 tell my mom and dad what the doctor had just told
15 me. So that's the moment that we -- I think at that

16 point we didn't like know for sure. We were still

17 hopeful. And I remember standing there and praying
1 8 at the bed that maybe we would find something else.

19 But that's when we knew. And then I called my
2 0 siblings and told everybody.

21 Q. Thanks.

22 Since that time, from what you've

2 3 personally observed, how would you say or what types
2 4 of changes in your dad's behavior have you seen?

2 5 A. It's actually been two types, good and

22 8 2

1 bad, really. On the one hand, it sucks. I mean,
2 it's just horrible.

3 Here's probably my best friend and he's
4 got something that -- I mean, I see him right now
5 sitting there and he's not gasping for air and he's

6 fine. It looks that way. So we've had a chance now
7 to start, like, make every day count kind of thing.
8 We've always had a great relationship and now we're
9 just doing more of it.

10 On the bad side, he can't do the stuff

11 that he used to be able to do. This all started

12 because he couldn't push a pallet at Wal-Mart. I
13 had taken a job at Wal-Mart and he was having

14 trouble doing that. We didn't know why. He has

15 always been healthy. I told you he never missed
16 work. He was never sick.

17 Now, I mean, we just were in Massachusetts

18 on a family vacation and our favorite fishing in the
19 world is brook trout fishing, where you follow these

2 0 little tiny brooks up in the Appalachian mountains
21 and catch these tiny little fish like this big. My
22 dad couldn't even walk the brook with me. He had to
2 3 sit on the bank and watch me fish. I'd throw the
2 4 fish to him at least and he would grab those.
25 On hot days, he can't really be outside.
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1 Can't do that stuff. Mom and dad can't really -- we
2 just went through a brutal summer for me and my
3 wife.
4 Normally we'd be able to let them take
5 care of Aubreigh for a few days at their house or

6 something. My dad -- my mom's - I don't know if
7 you noticed, but she's very tiny, and my daughter is
8 pretty tall and strong. So my mom has trouble
9 changing her. She has to wear Depends and stuff.

10 And my dad can't really help that much anymore. So
11 there's been a lot of that those kinds of changes.
12 MR. KUNEN: Your Honor, I would like to
13 move this evidence as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 4, I
14 believe.
15 THE COURT: Any objection?
1 6 MS. FERRIS: No, Your Honor.
17 MS. K]BBE: No objection.
18 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
19 marked by the clerk for Identification as
2 0 Plaintiffs' Exhibit K.)
21 THE COURT: It will be admitted. Next
22 series.

2 3 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 4 was received into
24 Evidence.)
25

1 When you're faced with that, it's time cram in what
2 you can while you can.

3 Obviously, once he was diagnosed, we went
4 to -- ended up going up to Boston to go see a doctor

5 up there. And while we were there - when my dad
6 was young, his dad used to take him all the time to
7 Fenway Park to go see the Red Sox. And growing up,
8 my dad was never able to take me. Just for one
9 reason or another, we never got a chance to go to

10 Fenway. We ended up going to Fenway Park, and
11 finally got a chance to see the Boston Red Sox beat

12 our arch rival, the New York Yankees. Sorry for any
1 3 ofyour Yankee fans in court. We've been doing
1 4 stuff like that.
15 Oh, God. We're looking forward to doing
1 6 as many things as we can, you know. That was one of
17 the reasons for that trip up to Massachusetts not

1 8 too long ago when we went up into the mountains. We
19 rented a little farmhouse and brought my kids up and
20 had my brother and his kids and my sister and her
21 kids. We kind of had the family reunion-type thing
22 so everybody can get together. We did a lot of that
2 3 when we were little. Trying to get those things in.
2 4 Same things here now. Going over to
2 5 Cedar Key. My mom and dad really like to go to

2284 2286

1 BY MR. KUNEN:
2 Q. Go ahead and tell the jury about this
3 photograph.
4 A. Awesome day. I'm taking a picture of my
5 dad off the coast here near Tampa. Well, the other

6 coast obviously. Off the coast ofTampa in the
7 Gulf. Father's day of - I think it was 2011.
8 Father's Day 20]1, I had hired a guide to take me
9 and my dad out fishing for Father's Day. It was a

10 crazy great day. I think I counted like 13 or 14
11 species of fish that we caught that same day. We

12 had a great day. Actually, that day, it was brutal
13 out, heat-wise. But we made it and we had a great
1 4 day. Caught a lot of fish.

15 Q. And this photograph was taken before your
16 dad was diagnosed with mesothelioma?
17 A. Yeah.
18 Q. I know you mentioned some of the better
19 things that you've been trying to do with your dad
20 since he became ill.
21 Can you just give the jury an example of
22 one of those things that maybe you and your dad
2 3 would have done on a bucket list or some things that
2 4 you've done recently?

2 5 A. That's kind of what it is now, you know?

1 Cedar Key to go fishing over there. Kind of sound
2 like a broken record with the fishing thing, but we
3 like it. Bad day fishing is better than a good day
4 at work.
5 Q. Is your father still able to fish like he
6 was before he became ill?
7 A. No. But, you know, he tries. I think the
8 last time my mom and I went to Cedar Key, he
9 couldn't fish. It's just too hot. I'm looking

10 forward to the colder weather coming. Please.
11 Soon. And maybe he'll be able to go out and do some
12 more.

1 3 Q. You provided me with a photograph of you
14 and your father from the Red Sox game.
15 MR. KUNEN: Your Honor, may I introduce
16 this?

17 THE COURT: Any objection?
1 8 MS. KIBBE: No, Your Honor.
19 THE COURT: It will be admitted. Next
20 series.

2 1 THE CLERK: Plaintiffs' 5.
22 (Thereupon, the referred-to docurnent was
2 3 marked by the clerk for Identification as
2 4 Plaintiffs Exhibit L.)

2 5 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 5 was received into
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1 Evidence.) 1
2 BY MR. KUNEN: 2
3 Q. This would be the Red Sox game that you 3
4 just described to the july? 4
5 A. Yes, that is the Big Monster in the 5

6 background there. And that's me and my dad. I 6
7 think you can tell who is who. Neat thing about 7
8 that picture is the - it looks like I'm holding it 8
9 in my hand. It's still kind of light, so this is 9

10 before the game started. My dad was always a big 10
11 baseball fan, so I think it's kind of a lost art. I 11
12 don't know if you know what a box score is. You 12
13 follow the entire game and you fill out every tiny 13
14 box. I can't do it. But I asked my dad if he would 14
15 do the box score for the game. That's what that is. 15
16 Q. I think everyone appreciates your 1 6
17 candidness. I'm going to ask one more question and 17
18 we'll be done. 18
19 But if you can just -- I think you've done 19
2 0 a good job doing it already, but if you could just 2 0
21 tell the jury, summarize the type of guy that you 2 1
22 think your dad is. 22
23 A. My dad's my hero. That's it. It's pretty 2 3
2 4 simple. 2 4

2 5 MR. KUNEN: Thank you, Eric. 2 5

THE COURT: Redirect?
MR. KUNEN: No, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen of the

journey, questions of this witness?
May I see counsel sidebar, please?
(Thereupon, the following proceedings were

held out of the presence of the jury:)
THE COURT: Question: Do you smoke

cigarettes?
MR. CEDILLO: I'm going to object, Your

Honor. That's talking about smoking.
THE COURT: It's irrelevant. Sustained.
(Thereupon, the sidebar conference was

concluded and the following proceedings were
held within the presence of the jury:)

THE COURT: Thank you, ladies and
gentlemen of the jury. There was one question.
I sustained the objection to the question. So
it's not going to be asked of this witness.

Thank you, sir. You may step down.
Ladies and gentlemen, my understanding,

from the attorneys, is there's another witness

that's coming but not scheduled for today. So
we're going to adjourn for this afternoon, over

the weekend. We'll see everybody back Monday,

22 8 8 22 9 0

1 No more questions. 1
2 THE COURT: Any questions, Counsel? 2
3 MS. FERRIS: Yes, Your Honor. 3
4 THE COURT: Ms. Ferris, you may proceed. 4
5 CROSS-EXAMINATION 5
6 BY MS. FERRIS: 6
7 Q.. Good afternoon. Hello, Mr. Delisle. You 7
8 and I have never met. My name is Sabrina Ferris. 8
9 It's a pleasure meeting you. 9

10 Are you okay? You want to take a break? 10
11 A. No. I'm okay. 11

12 Q. You said you were the youngest; is that 12
13 correct? 13
14 A. Yes. 14

15 Q. How many brothers and sister do you have? 15
16 A. Four brothers and two sisters. They're 16
17 all halfs. I'm the only child of my mom and dad. 17
18 My dad was married before. My mom was married 18
19 before. 19
20 MS. FERRIS: Okay. That's all the 2 0
21 questions I have. Thank you. 21
2 2 THE COURT: Mr. Rowley? . 2 2
23 MR. ROWLEY: No questions, Your Honor. 23
2 4 THE COURT: Ms. Kibbe? 2 4
25 MS. KIBBE: No questions, Your Honor. 25

9:30.

Do not discuss the case. Don't form any
opinion about the case. Don't allow anyone
else to discuss the case in your presence.

Thank you very much. We appreciate your
patience. Just leave your notepads on your
chairs. Have a nice weekend.

(Out of the presence of the jury.)
THE COURT: Let the record reflect the

jury has been excused.
Counsel, this is your deposition. You can

have that back.
MR. CEDILLO: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: What's on at that point now?

You want to go over these depositions?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Judge.
Can we have five minutes?
THE COURT: You can have more than five.

I'm going to go see Judge Weinstein a bit.

I'll be back as soon as I'm done with that.
We're in recess.
(Thereupon, a recess was taken, after

which the following proceedings were held:)
COURT DEPUTY: Court is back in session.
THE COURT: Please be seated.
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1 Yes, sir. 1

2 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, we have - I don't 2
3 know if Your Honor has a binder from last 3
4 hearing. It should be Dr. Crapo's deposition 4
5 taken - in this case, taken on March 22, 2013. 5
6 THE COURT: Yes. 6
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: We had previously talked 7
8 about this in the beginning and Mr. Cedillo has 8
9 a challenge to me using the deposition as a 9

10 whole, so I will let Mr. Cedillo present 10
11 further. 11

12 MR. CEDILLO: With the Court's permission, 12
13 Your Honor, we have what we filed pretrial, 1 3

1 4 Motion in Limine No. 9, which is our motion to 14
15 exclude. It's a Daubert challenge. I have a 15

1 6 notebook on that. 1 6
17 THE COURT: Sure. 17

18 MR. CEDILLO: With the Court's permission, 18
19 if you would hear argument on this and then, 19
20 depending on your ruling, it may or may not 2 0
21 obviate the page/line designations. 21
22 THE COURT: Give me five minutes, all 22
2 3 right? 2 3

2 4 MR. CEDILLO: Yes, sir. 2 4
2 5 THE COURT: All right, sir. 2 5

just generally, on those two pages, 22 and 23,
he gives the basis of his causation opinions.
And his opinions, he says, are based on two
things that I would like to address.

The first are the studies of Dr. Longo and
Millette. You've heard from Dr. Millette and

you have not heard from Dr. -- from or about
Dr. Longo because Mr. Jagolinzer has withdrawn

all ofthe Longo references. Dr. Longo's work
and his material was the subject of a lot of
pretrial motions that we filed that we haven't
had to go into because Mr. Jagolinzer is not
bringing forth and presenting Dr. Longo.

But first, the basis was on the work of
those two men and then secondly, Your Honor, is
his general conclusion at page 23 where he just
calls it just common sense. The basis ofhis
opinion is his own common sense.

Now, as to Longo and Millette, Your Honor,

we're challenging this on Daubert because if
you look at what Dr. Crapo said about his

reliance, he says, yeah, I'm relying on it.
And then, if you look at the page and line of
his actual testimony, he runs away from it.
Specifically, at page 31, line 1 through 7, he

22 92 22 9 4

1 MR. CEDILLO: If I may proceed, Your 1
2 Honor, Dr. James Crapo is a retained expert for 2

3 Defendant Ford Motor Company, who has resolved, 3
4 is no longer here, under terms and conditions 4
5 that I'm not privy to. But what I do know is 5
6 that right before they exited as a party in 6
7 this case, the deposition of Dr. Crapo was 7

8 taken and causation opinions were elicited from B
9 him where Dr. Crapo testified that smoking the 9

10 original Kent released hazardous asbestos 10
11 fibers and that smoking that Kent cigarette was 11

12 a substantial contributing factor to the 12

1 3 development of mesothelioma. 1 3
14 In the notebook I provided you, Your 14
15 Honor, we have tabs that I may refer to. Tab A 15
16 are deposition excerpts. And this is a Daubert 16

17 challenge, Your Honor, that isn't focusing on 17
18 whether or not Dr. Crapo has the requisite 1 8
19 credentials. It's what he is giving in terms 19

2 0 of an opinion and the basis of that opinion and 2 0
21 the unreliability, which is the proper form of 21
22 a Daubert challenge. 22

2 3 Now, in his deposition, Your Honor, he 2 3
2 4 tells us, at pages 22 and 23 - I can give you 2 4

25 the specific lines, if you want, on that. But 2 5

said, "Only to the extent that I recognize both
Millette and Longo found fibers in the

airstream coming through a Micronite filter."
And then he says, at page 31, lines 1 through
7, "but I did not rely on these reports to

establish dose."
At page 73, lines 2 through 7, he says, "I

think there's enough assumptions there that I'm
not going to use their data to calculate dose."
And he admits at pages 84 and also I think in
the series of page 70, he admits that it would
be difficult to prove that Longo or Millette
got results that tests would have shown 50
years earlier. So he acknowledges the problems
of testing the cigarettes and says that he
thinks they would have been very difficult for
them to get those results from fresh Kents.

He admits to us at page 84 or

thereabouts -- my notes aren't real clear. In
the deposition, he says and confirms he's done
nothing to validate the Longo or Millette
results. And he then goes on and opines, in
answer to cross-examination, a claim that the
van der Waals force would not have prevented
fiber release.
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1 Filtration experts, which Dr. Crapo admits 1
2 he is not, would tell you that van der Waals 2
3 are forces of physics that interact in the 3
4 smoking and things that aerosols do -- smoke is 4
5 an aerosol - that would work to inhibit the 5
6 release. And he makes just a blanket assertion 6
7 that he doesn't think van der Waals would have 7
8 been prevented the release, but he's never done 8
9 any studies on van der Waals forces in 9

10 cigarette filters, and he admits that on 10
11 page 84 at lines 14 through 17. And he also 11
12 has the same things that I won't address right 12
13 now. But he admits that all of his assumptions 13
14 that Mr. Delisle smoked are basically taking 14
15 Mr. Delisle at his words without looking at 15
16 anything else. 1 6
17 Now, his common sense bases, which he 17
18 talks about, Your Honor, he admits to us it's 18
19 just an assumption. And his common sense 19
2 0 assumption, as he articulates it at page 24 2 0
21 line 5 through 7, is, and I quote, "It would 21
22 just be expected that a filter would release 22
2 3 some of the fibers that are in it," although he 2 3
2 4 does confirm that he's never conducted or 2 4
25 tested anything to verify this expectation. 25

the issue of causation as being presented.
McClain v. Metabolife International, Your

Honor -- the cases are listed alphabetically by
the name of the case, for your reference, Your
Honor.

McClain v. Metabolife, which is a federal
court case out of the Eleventh Circuit, says
that dose is the single most important factor
to consider in evaluating whether an alleged
exposure caused specific adverse effect.
Dr. Crapo admits that he cannot establish dose.
And again, page 73, lines 2 through 7, he says

that he thinks there's enough assumptions there
that I'm not going to use Longo and Millette
data to calculate the dose. So the basis of

his opinion on causation, he says I wouldn't
use it. And I don't think I can use it for the
important factor of dose to support any opinion
on substantial contributing factor.

He cannot testify, Your Honor, under the

McClain logic, he can't testify that
Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma was caused by
smoking of original Kent if he doesn't have any
infonnation regarding the level of exposure.

And what he's supposedly relying on, he

22 9 6 22 9 8

1 I'm going to refer to some of the case . 1

2 law. And there's four or so subjects that I 2
3 want to address very quickly with you. 3

4 Number one, Dr. Crapo doesn't qualify as 4
5 an expert regarding whether the asbestos fibers 5
6 were released frorn the smoking of a Kent 6
7 cigarette. He may be an expert and a smart guy 7
8 and qualified to give opinions on things, but 8
9 not when it comes to the issue of releasing 9

10 smoking from Kent. He's a pulmonologist and he 10
11 admits, at page 11 and again at page 40, that 11
12 he has no personal experience or expertise in 12
1 3 cigarette filters. 13

14 He admits on page 39 that he has no 14
15 expertise or familiarity with how the Micronite 15
16 filter in the original Kent was filtered. 16

17 Page 41, he says he don't know the exact 17
18 process used. At page 68, he says he doesn't 18
19 know the exact construction of the filter. 19

2 0 And his causation assumption that he's 2 0

21 extrapolated from the work of Dr. Millette and 21
22 Dr. Longo on 40- and 60-year-old cigarettes he 22
2 3 admits, at page 22 and again at page 74, that 2 3
2 4 that's, in fact, what he's doing. Now, that 2 4
2 5 does not add up to an opinion or expertise on 2 5

disavows and says I'm not going to go there to
establish levels. Under McClain, the logic
would be that he can't do that.

The thrust of our objection on the Daubert
basis, Your Honor, is that his causation
opinion isn't based on sound or reliable
scientific principles. I've included in my
materials United States v. Batchelor-Robjohns.
It's a southern district Florida case from June
of 2005.

That case teaches, Your Honor, under
Daubert, that an expert may not blindly rely on
the conclusions of another and survive a

Daubert challenge. Now, Dr. Crapo's causation
opinions are based on these studies from
Dr. Longo and Dr. Millette that fail to satisfy
the Daubert reliability factors. Dr. Crapo
admits that those results of those two tests
have not been verified. They'ye not been
validated. And we've presented our arguments,
Your Honor, that they are not peer-reviewed.

The Cancer Research article you've heard
some references to before, that was teed up as
a motion in limine which we have withdrawn,
because that deals with Dr. Longo. Again,
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1 Mr. Jagolinzer took dowrtDr. Longo. That 1
2 Cancer Research project which Dr. Millette said 2
3 he relied on and you asked him is that a 3
4 peer-reviewed publication and he gave you his 4
5 answer. 5
6 The fact of the matter, Your Honor, is 6
7 that the Dr. Longo article, although the 7
8 magazine may have peer-reviewed publications in 8
9 it, the Dr. Longo article in Cancer Research 9

10 was listed as an advertisement. It had to be. 10
11 It was in a section called Advancements or 11
12 something. It was footnoted, as it had to be, 12
13 that it was paid for by Plaintiffs' counsel and 13
14 that it was an advertisement where page and 14
15 line charges had been paid so that it would be 15
16 published. 16

17 There's no serious disagreement that the 17
1 8 work that Dr. Millette did and Dr. Longo did 1 8
19 were always litigation driven. And the Court 19
2 0 has the benefit of Dr. Millette's testimony 2 0
21 already that his work, his studies have never 21
22 been peer-reviewed, never been published, never 22
2 3 been accepted by the scientific conununity. 2 3
2 4 They were done for purposes of litigation. And 2 4
2 5 that doesn't rise to the level of peer review. 2 5

qualify as admissible expert testimony under
Daubert's rigorous standard.

Dr. Crapo conceded that his causation
opinions are a mere assumption that he bases
upon extrapolating from the data of
Drs. Millette and Longo, which he also tells us
all the problems he has with them, the fact

that they're unverified -- I won't repeat
everything I've already summarized to you -
based on nothing more than the science of these

studies, which he says he wouldn't rely on,
although he does say he is informed and he does
rely on it. And then based on, well, and my
common sense tells me, if you're smoking it,
it's going to get released. Although he's not
a filtration experts, admits that, he's
testifying just his common sense will allow him
to reach that conclusion.

The Telemundo/Televisa case, Your Honor,
says, under Daubert, an expert ipso facto I'm a

smart guy, I'm an expert, and I'm telling you
that I think this is my conclusion, and so
believe me because of my credentials. The
gatekeeping function that Daubert imposes on
the courts is precisely because they wanted
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Dr. Crapo admitted that there's no 1
peer-reviewed articles on this causation theory 2
that he has. He admitted that there's no known 3
potential rate of error on the Longo and 4
Millette studies. He admitted the established 5
standards and controls for the tests that both 6
these gentlemen did in their research. He 7
admitted that that is an unknown and that there 8

is -- we would argue, therefore, there's no 9
general acceptance in the scientific community 10
on that. 11

Now, Judge, on the common sense, I want to 12
call the Court's attention to the case that I 13
had in the notebook, Grupo Televisa v. 14
Telemundo. This is also a southern district of 15
Florida case from 2008, and it deals with 16
Daubert. And it says, I think, some very 17
on-point things for your consideration. 18

First, it says common sense conclusions - 19
in this case, Your Honor, they were talking 2 0
about a damage expert who had done some 21
calculations, and he said, well, my common 22
sense tells me that I can conclude as follows. 23
And what the Court in this opinion said was 2 4
that these common sense conclusions do not 2 5

that to stop. This is an example of it
perpetuating itself.

THE COURT: You said Telemundo?
MR. CEDILLO: It's Grupo, under G. The

first name is G-R-U-P-0.
THE COURT: Thank you.
MR. CEDILLO: Okay. Now, insofar as the

opinions and acceptance and reliance of

Mr. Delisle's representations on the smoking
history, I would call the Court's attention to
the Florida Power case that is in those
materials that I'm citing here, Your Honor.
And Florida Power said something that I think
you need to consider in Daubert.

Florida Power stands for the proposition

that when an expert's opinions are simply -
the words of the case, not mine -- a
regurgitation of the plaintiffs' theory of the
case without any independent or objective
basis, that that is grounds for not allowing
the opinion.

I would point out that that is the same
basis that we heard from Dr. Dahlgren where he

says I'm going to assume. And there's a
distinction. I know experts are entitled to
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1 assume things, and then make their opinions 1
2 based on those assumptions. If I prove the 2
3 assumptions are wrong, the whole house of cards 3
4 fall down. 4
5 But when the assumption is the conclusion, 5
6 as in the case of Dr. Crapo, where he runs from 6
7 the reliability of the scientific, because he 7
8 won't do it for dose, and dose is what you need 8
9 to be able to establish the quantity to say it 9

10 was a substantial contributing factor, all 10

11 you're left then is his assertion that my 11
12 common sense says that it's going to do it. 12
13 And in order to do that, I have to assume that 13
1 4 the Plaintiff smoked them. And if you don't 1 4
15 have any scientific reliable basis on it, then 15
16 all you're doing is advancing the theory of the 16
17 case that is being presented by the Plaintiff. 17
18 I think that's a distinction between what 1 8
19 you allowed Dr. Dahlgren to do, over my 19
20 objection, and what Dr. Crapo wants to do. 20
21 Dr. Dahlgren at least could point to, you know, 21
22 other sources of knowledge and information and 22
2 3 so forth. Dr. Crapo doesn't. Dr. Crapo says 2 3
2 4 take my word for it, common sense tells me 2 4
2 5 this. We have direct authority that common 2 5

filters and no expertise whatsoever on the
product that he is just common sense saying I
think it released.

Judge, this is a very important
distinction. Dr. Crapo can be eminently
qualified in his field, and if he does things
the right way, then he's got good evidence that
would survive Daubert. But the most qualified
expert in the world can do sloppy work or
incomplete work, and then the examination isn't

on the credentials of the individual. It's on
the methodology. It's on the reliability of
the underlying bases that is the focus of
Daubert. The focus on whether or not he has
credentials is not where you stop in Daubert.
Many, many experts that are eminently qualified

don't do good work in every single particular
case. For Dr. Crapo, this is one of them.

THE COURT: I guess the key is whether
it's reliable or not.

MR. CEDILLO: Yes, sir. And the bases he
points to are Drs. Millette and Longo. And
then, yes, I have criticisms of their work, and
obviously I want you to hear me on those.

But more importantly, look at what

2304 2306

1 sense and advancement of a Plaintiffs theory 1
2 of the case is not good reliable scientific 2
3 evidence and something that Daubert does not 3
4 allow, and this Court should not allow. 4
5 Finally, Judge, the page/line designation 5
6 that we have there, that will certainly overlap 6
7 with a good portion of the page/line discussion 7
8 that we would have if you overrule this motion 8
9 that I'm presenting right now. And so we may 9

10 be killing two birds with one stone here. 10
11 Certainly kill two birds with one stone, if you 11
12 grant it. 12
13 I will be happy to answer the questions if 13
14 the Court has any. 14
15 THE COURT: I was looking for - I was 15
1 6 skimming this while you were indicating - I 16
17 haven't read the whole deposition. I think I 17
1 B need to read the whole deposition of Dr. Crapo. .18
19 That's one thing. 19
20 Second thing is, in the deposition, I know 20
21 you indicated he's a pulmonologist, but doesn't 21
22 he basically indicate that he's an inhalation 22
2 3 toxicologist or something along those lines. 2 3
2 4 MR. CEDILLO: Pulmonologist without any 2 4

Dr. Crapo says about their work and his

conclusions that because of questions he has
about their work, he would not rely on them for
the important factor of establishing the dose.
He would not rely on them because he says

there's questions that they could replicate
what they're doing today if they had done it 50
years ago before.

One of the scientific principles, Your
Honor, on whether or not a methodology is
reliable, is the ability to replicate.

Dr. Crapo, in his deposition, says that he
questions whether or not the results today, or

contemporaneous today, could have been done or

would have been the same had those tests been

conducted 50 years ago. So that's an admission
that what he's relying upon does not meet the
Daubert standard.

THE COURT: Thank you, sir.

Anything else?
MR. CEDILLO: No, sir.
THE COURT: Anyone else from the Defense?
Mr. Jagolinzer.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Judge.
2 5 personal experience or expertise in cigarette 25 First off, seeking to include the
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1 deposition of Dr. James Crapo pursuant to 1
2 Rule 1.330(a)(3), and that was a deposition of 2
3 a skilled witness that was taken in this case. 3
4 To address the Daubert issues, I want to 4
5 first answer your question, Judge. 5
6 Ifyou turn to page 88, you are correct. 6
7 The question is on line 18: You've been 7
8 trained in inhalation toxicology for how long 8
9 now? 9

10 Answer: I -- well, I've trained in it. I 10
11 started my training in that field in - at the 11
12 NIEHS in 1972. It's been a major part of my 12
13 research and teaching and career since that 13
14 time. 14
15 That's on page 88. 15
16 Now, I have a whole host of pages that 1 6
17 I've tabbed in here that will go through the 17
18 qualifications of Dr. Crapo. 18
19 THE COURT: In the Dr. Crapo deposition, I 19
20 don't have those experts in here, but1 20
21 remember seeing that someplace, so I must have 21
22 looked at it already. 22
2 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: We did talk about this 2 3
2 4 originally, briefly, on the motion in limine. 2 4
2 5 That's why we -- I think Mr. Cedillo and I gave 2 5

going to jump to page 23, if I could,
specifically to address the common sense issues
or statements that are in here.

Now, I go back to page 22 for context,
Judge. First of all, the answer and the
opinions of Dr. Crapo start at page 22. And I
want to be clear, because in response to what
Mr. Cedillo is indicating, he's correct.
Dr. Crapo - about one thing. Dr. Crapo is not
here offering an opinion based upon a Millette

study or a Dr. Longo study on the dose. That's
what we're talking about on reliability.

That's the differentiation. Dr. Crapo explains
that in his deposition, specifically for dose.
And dose is different than what we're talking
about here. This is, by way of reorientation,
Judge, a witness. That's not my witness. Took
an adverse witness. Took a deposition of this
individual and offered opinions that were
obviously contrary to part of my case. Still
are contrary to part of my case.

Now, Dr. Crapo's opinions, and he
indicates, yes. In the answer on page 22,

line 1, he's indicating that the issue of
cigarette fibers and being released when
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1 you a precursor of what our positions were back 1
2 on that Wednesday, I believe, when we first 2
3 started. 3

4 THE COURT: All right, sir. 4
5 MR. JAGOLINZER: First off, if I can, on 5
6 page 10, line 12 through the end of the page, 6
7 outlining the qualifications and the basis and 7
8 the foundations of this witness to testify 8
9 about the things that he's testified about, 9

10 start on line 12 of page 10: Dr. Crapo, do you 10
11 have a particular expertise or interest in the 11
12 area of asbestos and asbestos-related disease? 12
13 Answer: Yes, I do. 13
14 Could you tell us about that? 14
15 I started studying that in my research 15
16 laboratmy in the late 1970s. Spent about ten 16
17 years funded by the National Institutes of 17
18 Health to look at various types of chrysotile 18
19 products and their ability to cause lung cancer 19
20 injury. And so I studied the asbestos 2 0
21 literature and the asbestos field intensely in 21
22 my laboratory. I also taught in lung disease 22
2 3 and saw patients in clinical practice with 2 3
2 4 various aspects of asbestos-related disease. 2 4
2 5 Now, I want to -- if I may, Judge, I'm 2 5

smoking a cigarette, not about dose, has been
looked at by several different, at least two
different industrial hygienists who have
reported the release of fibers from the filter.

And it's my opinion that the packing of a
filter with the crocidolite would be a

high-risk item for the filter to release the
crocidolite fibers because they're so tiny. So
I see no reason why they wouldn't be released.
And at least two industrial hygienists have
looked at that and reported the release. So
it's consistent with all I know about this to
conclude that smoking a Micronite Kent

cigarette would be a source of -- significant
of crocidolite fibers.

To be clear, Dr. Crapo has reviewed
Dr. Millette, Dr. Longo. And as we get
further, there's other bases for his opinions
as well. But they are consistent with these
opinions based upon his training and experience
otherwise.

I understand Your Honor has heard about
the challenges as to the Daubert challenge as
to the specific challenges as to the
reliability of the Millette tests, but we've
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1 already been through that. We're past that 1
2 now. So what it seems like is, first off, 2
3 Dr. Crapo is not blindly relying on others as 3
4 is stated. The problem here is that Defendant 4
5 Lorillard has problems with the opinions and 5
6 the conclusions that this witness is drawing, 6
7 not about the methodologies, not about the 7
8 bases. Because when you read this deposition, 8
9 you will see that. 9

10 Now, I do need to state for the record I 10
11 never hired Dr. Longo in this case. I listed a 11
12 depo and I withdrew that for my own reasons, 12
13 not due to any Daubert reasons. 13
14 Now, what it seems like the argument and 14
15 the jump is that nobody could come in and offer 15
16 a causation opinion on any particular product 16
17 with a paiticular individual unless that 17
18 specific product has been published -- a 18
19 causation opinion has been published in the 19
20 peer-reviewed literature. We've heard already 20
21 there are thousands of products. There are not 21
22 causation opinions in the literature about 22
23 every single solitary asbestos product. 23
2 4 Causation deals generally with toxin. And 2 4
25 that's what Dr. Crapo is also talking about. 25

Honor: Hypothetically, assume that
Mr. Delisle's exposure to crocidolite asbestos
from smoking Kent cigarettes from approximately
'52 to '56 resulted in, let's say, .1 fiber cc
years exposure. In that hypothetical, would

the smoking of those Kent Micronite-filtered
cigarettes containing crocidolite contribute or

substantially contribute to causing

Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma?
He goes on and answers and talks about his

opinion. And the basis for that opinion --
continues on page 25. And the basis of that

opinion -- you will notice the basis starts on
lines 12 through 23, not one of those bases is
anything having to do solely or even

tangentially, actually, at this point, about
the Longo and Millette studies that Lorillard
takes issue with.

The answer on line 12: It's really all my
experience in this field. The fact that there

is a high, substantial number of reports of
people exposed to only fairly low levels of
crocidolite developing mesothelioma and the

fact that it's strongly associated with

mesothelioma in multiple epidemiology studies.

2 312 2 314
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The question that I followed up, on 1
page 22, Dr. Crapo, leaving aside the studies 2
of the two industrial hygienists or individuals 3
who studied the release of asbestos from those 4
Kent Micronite-filtered cigarettes, leaving 5
that aside as a pulmonologist for over 30, 6
maybe now 40 years and has done work in the 7
area of asbestos and asbestos-related disease, 8
do you have an opinion -- do you have an 9
opinion as to whether or not it would be 10
reasonable to use crocidolite in a cigarette 11
filter? 12

I do have an opinion on that, he says. 13
And what v/ould your opinion be, sir. 14
It's my opinion that it would be highly 15

dangerous to use crocidolite in a cigarette 16
filter. 17

That question and answer, first of all, 18
were specifically leaving aside anything about 19
those two industrial hygienists or those two 20
studies. And he already indicated that those 21
studies were consistent with his beliefs 22
already. 2 3

Now, ifwe move further, he's asked a 2 4
hypothetical by myself, bottom of page 24, your 2 5

While I don't know the lower limit of exposure,
it is such a potent material that I think
caution should be used and even levels as low
as .01 fiber cc years, in my opinion, could
potentially cause mesothelioma.

Ifwe fast-forward, what Dr. Crapo talks
about as it pertains -- I don't know ifwe need
to get into this. I think it's pretty clear
that he's not solely relying and he's
tangentially touching on that those Millette
studies and Longo studies -- if you look at
page 30, line 3: And you've never seen these
numbers relied on or you've never seen these
numbers before by any other industrial
hygienist, correct?

And we're talking about the Millette and
Longo.

The answer is: Not that have developed
numbers of that type that he has.

Then he continues on. And the point of
this is, when we jump now to the bottom of the
page, because this is where we talk about: And
did you rely on that study in forming your
opinions in this case?

His answer is: Only to the extent that I
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1 recognize that both Millette and Longo found 1
2 fibers in the air screen coming through a 2

3 Micronite filter. To that extent, I relied on 3
4 it in saying these people are fmding fibers. 4
5 But I did not rely on these reports to 5
6 establish the dose. 6
7 And Dr. Crapo is indicating specifically 7

8 what his issues are with that and why. He's 8

9 not throwing them wholesale. And we already 9
10 have Dr. Millette. You heard the arguments on 10
11 reliability of that test. 11

12 If we continue to page 39 -- for sake of 12
13 brevity, Your Honor, page 39 and page 40, 1 3

14 talking about this expert, Dr. Crapo's personal 14

15 experience and understanding in response to a 15
16 lengthy cross-examination, Judge, by 16
17 Ms. Ferris. The direct portion went up to 17

18 page 25 and cross-examination went from page 25 18
19 to 78. So any of the issues in the underlying 19
2 0 methodology and all the attacks are in here and 20
21 they're preserved certainly for 21
22 cross-examination. 22
2 3 I must also note, aside from recountering 2 3

2 4 some of- in response to the designations by 2 4
25 Lorillard to this deposition, I don't have any 25

cigarette filters, right? That's
cross-examination.

Dr. Crapo's response, on page 41: Not in
cigarette filters. But I spent a lot of time
reading how fiber are milled, and I've done
milling myself to make sure fibers in the -- so
I'm very familiar that process and what can be
established. And I'm also familiar with what
commercial people call short fibers and what a
research scientist like Faux, F-A-U-X, calls a
short fiber. And there's a hundred- to a
thousand-fold difference in what they're
talking about.

Continuing, Judge, to page 68, in response
to the cross-examination, similar to what Your
Honor's heard with respect to Dr. Millette and
his work, line 9: How do you validate tests
that are done on 60-year-old cigarettes?

That's the question. And remember this is
not the sole basis for his opinion, are these
tests.

It would be very -- it would be difficult
to actually prove that you were getting the
same results you would have gotten 50 years
earlier. I don't intend to validate that.

2316 2318

1 objections to their counters. I just have 1
2 additional recounters in following up on the 2
3 questions. 3

4 We're talking about -- Ms. Ferris is 4
5 actually going into and exploring his basis for 5
6 his knowledge on 39 about the process of 6
7 breaking down of fibers and the milling of 7
8 fibers. Dr. Crapo, in answer to the questions 8
9 on page 39 and 40, are talking about all of his 9

10 experience in -- with respect to the milling of 10
11 fibers. 11

12 Specifically, if you look at page 40, 12
13 after he goes through the milling process 13
1 4 information, on line 20 to 22, he's talking 14
15 about a Talcott report, which is a report that 15
16 was done on the workers in the H&V facility 16
17 indicating that the substance, not the filter 17
18 itself, the substance that went into the filter 18
19 was causing a large - basically an epidemic of 19
2 0 mesotheliomas. And his answer is: I mean, you 2 0
21 have a lot of evidence that the fibers that 21
22 were used in these Micronite filter were very 22
2 3 dangerous. That's important. 2 3
2 4 Now, if you continue on: You don't have 2 4
2 5 any personal experience or expertise in 25

What I'm trying to tell you is putting
crocidolite, a very, very dangerous fiber, into
a filter and having a person put that in his
mouth and suck on it, you know, 20 puffs times
20, that would be, what, 400 times a day, that
sounds very dangerous to me. And the fact that
later people, even 50 years later, find that
fibers are released is further evidence of
that.

And then actually this morning they gave

me one more thing that I hadn't seen before.
It's a letter from a director of research at
Lorillard to its president saying that they've
got somebody who recently examined Kent

smoke -- and this is from 1954 -- and found
traces of mineral fiber in it.

So this is Lorillard's, its own docmnent
from 1954, saying that there was something
released from that fiber, which is exactly what
I would expect.

Now, he's going not going to do
quantification.

Page 70 - and we're talking about the
suspicion. This is important. Starts at the
bottom of page 69: So you're basing your
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1 opinion on suspicion? 1
2 Actually, let me back up. You need to put 2
3 this all in context. Line 10, page 69: Well, 3
4 I'm going to come in, in just a moment, and 4
5 fill in, in just a moment. But what fiber 5
6 release quantification are you using or will 6
7 you be using if any, from that 2010 Longo 7
8 report? 8
9 I'm -- I'm only going to use the report to 9

10 confirm my suspicion that a pack of these 10
11 cigarettes would likely release crocidolite 11
12 fibers. And I'll - I'm not taking the actual 12
13 numbers as a number that I should calculate 13
14 from, because it was done on a 50-yéar-old 14
15 cigarette. But it does confirm to me that this 15
16 cigarette tested at the time would release 16
17 crocidolite fibers. 17
18 So you're basing your opinion on 18
19 suspicion? 19
2 0 Answer: In part. Well, that's not a 2 0
21 suspicion. 21
22 His observation is not a suspicion. 22
2 3 My observation is that in any, any, any 23
2 4 material of this nature would be expected to 2 4
2 5 release fibers. And I -- I've looked at fiber 2 5

from all of them if they're manipulated. But
the fiber releases are extremely low for things

that are resin embedded or plastics. They're
higher if you're working with looser structure
of the material, which is where I would put
this filter. And in this case, it's used to
put directly in one's mouth and breathe through
it, which is about the most intense way to get
an exposure one could imagine.

Now, about the reliance stuff, I think we
already touched on it. Bottom of page 82
continuing on to 83. It's very simple. On the
top of 83, he's indicating he doesn't -- I
don't use the word - and he quotes -- rely on
it. And I told you -- he's talking about Longo
here -- I didn't rely on this one. I used his
further support that the cigarettes can release
fibers. And he continues on.

We talked about that on page 88, Judge, in

answer to your question: And you've been
trained in inhalation toxicology. We talked
about that.

And the substance of his opinion further
on page 89, finally: And so crystal clear, are
the crocidolite fibers that are found in the
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1 release documentation from industrial 1
2 hygienists looking at a wide variety of 2
3 products over the years. And the filter would 3
4 be at a much higher risk of releasing fibers 4
5 than a brake lining would or a gasket or a 5
6 packing or something like that. And in this 6
7 case, it's crocidolite and it's in a filter. 7
8 It's more than just a suspicion. This is not a 8
9 safe product. 9

10 Continuing on: But you just said that 10
11 you're basing your opinions on a suspicion. 11
12 It's not just a suspicion. I told you 12
13 I've looked at - I studied fiber exposures and 13
14 how the inhalation pattern goes in the lung. I 14
15 studied fibers in the ambient air. I've 15
16 studied industrial hygienist reports of 16
17 different products, some of them solid plastic, . 17
1 8 some of them loose fiber insulation, and 1 8
19 everything in between. And I would put a 19
20 filter on the side of a more loosely formed 20
21 product than I would a solid product that's 21
22 resin embedded like a gasket or a brake lining 22
2 3 or a piece of Bakelite. 23
2 4 But having done that, I've seen all this 2 4
25 data. And you get some fiber release virtually 2 5

Kent Micronite-filtered cigarettes short
fibers?

We don't need to get into it.
So, Judge, respectfully, I understand

Mr. Cedillo's argument. I understand his
argument with respect to the tests and
criticisms that they are offered about the
tests and validity. But for this particular
witness, that is only a part of what he has
reviewed. He certainly doesn't rely for
quantification or dose, which he doesn't have
to, to express his specific opinions here.

And he is certainly, by way of this
deposition - and I don't mean this, for the
record, to in any way be used against me when
Dr. Crapo is against me, as he normally will
be. But he certainly has the qualifications
listed to opine, as he did opine. Whether or
not anybody agrees with those conclusions or
otherwise, that's a different story. I say
that in effort of full disclosure for the
record when it does get printed.

Thank you, Judge.
MR. CEDILLO: May I make three short

points?
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Point No. 1 on the point that 1
Mr. Jagolinzer was raising that this is not my 2
witness, and he was an adverse witness and so 3
forth, you just read a section where Dr. Crapo 4
says: Just this morning, I was given a letter 5
from Lorillard. 6

He got that letter just that morning from 7
Mr. Jagolinzer. So if the Court's going to be 8
persuaded that this is some independent, there 9
was cooperation on the points regarding his 10
opinion directed at Kent. Whether he still 11
adverse on the other issues involving other 12
products in this case, that doesn't make him 1 3
adverse to Mr. Jagolinzer. 14

Secondly, Your Honor, on the whole area of 15
suspicion and assumption, I think what you were 16
read and what you were asked to review is very 17
illustrative of what we're talking about here, 1 8
especially when you put into the context of his 1 9

admissions that he's not a filtration expert. 2 0
He says, look, if it's in resins and so forth, 2 1
the release is going to be inhibited. 2 2

Now, talking about a filter, he's admitted 2 3
he knows nothing about filters. He's not an 2 4
expert on filters. And now it's a suspicion 2 5

We can go through all of this, if you want. I
want you to go to the last paragraph and
sentence, which reads, "The risk of such
diseases in persons who smoke cigarettes
containing this filter material is unknown."

THE COURT: I'm sorry. What page?
MR. CEDILLO: Third page, Your Honor,

second column, right before you get to the
references at the very end.

THE COURT: All right.
MR. CEDILLO: If you look at the last

paragraph, the last sentence of the last
paragraph.

THE COURT: Okay.
MR. CEDILLO: What this study was doing,

Your Honor, it was, as the title says,
"Asbestos associated diseases in a cohort of
cigarette filter workers," the workers at the
plant in Massachusetts that were creating the
filter media, the layers that you've seen that
got compressed in a 32-to-1 ratio. This is a
study in the 1980s, I believe.

THE COURT: Dated '89.
MR. CEDJLLO: Study in 1989, looking back

at a cohort of workers there. The authors go
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1 and his assumption has taken over. He says 1
2 you're going to put it in your mouth and do 2
3 this or that to it. Filtration science, Your 3
4 Honor, would point out that the assumptions, 4
5 suspicions that Dr. Crapo articulating are bad 5
6 science. And we have his admission that he's 6
7 not an expert on filtration. 7
8 Then, Your Honor, lastly, my third point, 8
9 the whole illustration of this is an 9

10 assumption, a suspicion, he goes back to what 10
11 he considers to be his general knowledge. I'm 11
12 going to show you one example. 12
13 He talks about the Talcott study. He says 13
14 that involved workers that worked with asbestos 14
15 in making patient filter media. We're talking 15
16 about Mr. Rowley's client, Hollingsworth & 16

17 Vose. And there was a study, if I may hand it 17
18 to the Court, from the New England Journal of 1 8
19 Medicine. This is the Talcott study. And 19
20 we'll mark it for identification, and for the 2 0
21 record. 21

22 Judge, I said I was going to be short. 22
23 And I am. I would like you to turn, please, to 23
2 4 the third page of that the four-page exhibit so 2 4
25 I can direct you to the very last paragraph. 2 5

to the pains, if you will, of saying it has
nothing to do with people who smoked the
cigarette.

Dr. Crapo says, oh, yeah, I'm a smart guy,
you know, I know that crocidolite is dangerous.
There's a study in Talcott that proves to you

I'm such a smart guy because I know about
Talcott, because I read and I study it.

Well, Judge, he misapplied it. The
Talcott study itself says that you can't use
that to reach any conclusions about persons who
smoked it.

No disparagement on his qualifications.

He's got credentials. That's not the focus of
the Daubert claim. The focus of the Daubert's
claim is that when you boil it down, he is
assuming, he is suspicious, he is making
conclusions without an expertise that he admits
he doesn't have, you put it in your mouth and
when you suck on it, hey, my common sense tells

me that's dangerous, without any knowledge of
filtration principles, because he's not an
expert. My general knowledge of what's in the
literature, that this stuff is very dangerous.
Look at Talcott to prove my point.
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1 Well, you look at Talcott and the point 1
2 isn't proved when it comes to a smoker as 2
3 opposed to an occupational worker, an industry 3
4 worker with it. It comes down to suspicion and 4
5 assumption and take my word for it. Daubert 5
6 says experts are not allowed do that. That's 6
7 my third point. 7
8 THE COURT: Thank you. 8
9 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I just have one 9

10 thing, for the record. I absolutely had no 10
11 agreement with this witness, with Ford Motor 11
12 Company before this witness. We settled a long 12
13 time after that. So if there's an allegation 13
14 or a thought process of any sort of a Mary 14
15 Carter agreement or any other thing or an 15
16 accusation that I had an agreement with this 16
17 witness, I never have. Never hired him. Never 17
18 will. 18

1 9 Incidentally, the suspicion is not 19
2 0 designated by anybody, I think, in any of the 2 0
21 counters. 21
22 MR. CEDILLO: No, no. We wouldn't 22
2 3 designate it, obviously. 23
2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Okay. 2 4
2 5 MR. CEDILLO: I would like the Court to 2 5

THE COURT: I want to read this
deposition. I've seen the expert, but I want
to read the whole thing.

MR. JAGOLINZER: If I may, Judge, I don't

know if- I'm okay with this, ifYour Honor
is, and if Counsel is. I'm writing down the -
an extra copy, so I can hand it to Ms. Ferris
and Mr. Cedillo -- our recounters, just based
on their counter-designations, as well as the

counter-designations that Crane Company handed
me.

I was going to give you a copy that I have
written out for Your Honor. You have our
page/lines. You have theirs. You have all the

objections. I'm just talking about speeding up
time, so I can cut this. I don't need to make
a lengthy argument of the actual page/line.
Basically put all the work on you. Happy to do
it any way you want.

MS. FERRIS: Your Honor, if I can also add
alternative argument to be made to exclude the
testimony of Dr. Crapo. Because under 403,
testimony of an expert, testimony of expert is
to assist the trier of fact.

It's clear what the testimony that
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1 consider it. And, Your Honor, you didn't hear 1
2 me say anything other than the fact that there 2
3 are factors going on here with an expert that 3
4 is retained by another defendant who is no 4
5 longer here, giving evidence that has nothing 5
6 to do with the client that hired him, Ford. 6
7 This deposition was taken to get the causation 7
8 opinions from this doctor about Kent 8
9 cigarettes. It was done and I believe Ford did 9

10 settle shortly thereafter. This deposition 10
11 isn't that old and Ford just left. 11
12 But I'm not suggesting that there's any 12
13 kind of wrongdoing or impropriety on the part 13
1 4 of Mr. Jagolinzer, at all. I'm just suggesting 14
15 that when he stands up and says this is an 15
1 6 adverse witness to me, I think there's 1 6
17 indications there for the Court to consider 17
1 8 otherwise. It wasn't all that adverse on this 18
19 subject. 19
2 0 THE COURT: Thank you, sir. 2 0
21 What else do you have? 21

22 MR. JAGOLINZER: The only thing I can tell 22
2 3 you, Ford Motor Company wasn't the only 2 3
2 4 friction defendant sued in this case. Neither 2 4
2 5 here nor there. We just have the page/lines. 2 5

Dr. Crapo is going to give as it relates solely
to the Kent is going to be confusing and
misleading to the jury. He's doing what -
sitting in the shoes of the jurors. He has no
personal experience on understanding or
technical skill and knowledge to give these
opinions. What he's doing is sitting in the
seat of a juror saying: You know what,
crocidolite is the most potent; people get sick

if they're exposed to it; if someone's going to
smoke a cigarette, I'm assuming it releases

and, therefore, that's the cause of
Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma.

Obviously we don't want these jurors to
feel that way. That's what he's doing. He's
sitting in the shoes of the jurors in
formulating that particular, quote/unquote,
opinion that is not based on any scientific

principles. That's what this deposition makes
clear.

If the Court does not exclude him under
Daubert, we would ask the Court to exclude him
under 403 and under the Rule 701 that the
opinion - 702, that the expert should be able
to provide something that will assist the trier
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1 of fact. He's really stepping in the shoes of 1
2 the trier of fact, because he doesn't have that 2

3 specialized skill. 3
4 THE COURT: Thank you. 4
5 (Thereupon, a discussion was held off the 5
6 record, after which the following proceedings 6
7 were held:) 7

8 THE COURT: All right, Counsel. You've 8
9 gone over pertinent portions of the depo, 9

10 twice, regarding your request to basically 10
11 exclude it, the testimony, on Daubert. That is 11
12 denied, Counsel. 12
13 Let's go -- looks to me -- what are you 13
1 4 going to cut from this depo? 1 4
15 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, let me just say 15
16 you don't have to look at any of their 16
17 counter-designations, Lorillard's, because I 17

18 don't have any objection to those. I have 18
19 recounters. But I don't know which objections 19
2 0 they're standing on. 2 0
2 1 THE COURT: Who is making these? 2 1
22 MS. FERRIS: I am, for Lorillard. 22
2 3 On page 6, lines 24 through 25, the 2 3
2 4 relevance of that. 2 4
25 MR. JAGOLINZER: Swearing in the witness. 25

example here would be ifPlaintiffs wanted to
use Defense expert. The fact that it was at
one time a Defense expert in the case, it
should be excluded.

I know it's something the Court has
followed just recently in a trial in Miami-Dade
County. Here in Broward County as well.
Judge Streitfeld, Judge Tutor followed that as
well, as far as not making reference to the
point that that expert was retained by the
other side. We filed a motion in that regard
on August 15, 2013.

MS. KIBBE: Your Honor, I just want to
clarify something. On page 12, referring to
Crane Co., lines 20 through 23, Crane Co. did
not retain Dr. Crapo in this case. I want to
make sure that was clear for the record.

THE COURT: It said in the past.
MS. KIBBE: In the past, we have. But in

this case, no.
MR. JAGOLINZER: That's the question,

Judge. In the case that Ms. Ferris is
referring to, that Lorillard submitted in their
papers, those cases refer to cases where one
side has originally retained an expert. And I
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1 And who is there? 1

2 MS. FERRIS: Lines 24 and 25, 2
3 MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm sorry. 3
4 They're entitled to know who is there and 4
5 who is present. And I didn't designate anybody 5
6 else other than the people in this courtroom. 6
7 THE COURT: Overruled. 7
8 As to you being there, aren't you asking 8
9 questions later on? 9

10 MS. FERRIS: Yes. I just don't think it's 10
11 needed. On the all the depos that we've done 11
12 so far, we've not indicated whether the depo is 12
13 played or who designates from who is there. 13
14 THE COURT: Overruled. I don't see any 14
15 issue with it. 15

16 MS. FERRIS: Just a moment, Your Honor, 16
17 just because I got more designations and just 17
18 have to follow along here. 1 8
19 On page 12, lines 20 through 23. This 1 9
2 0 also goes to that motion that we had previewed 2 0
21 for Your Honor of who this expert is. There's 21
22 case law in Florida that if an expert's been 22
23 disclosed by one side, the Court can exclude 2 3
2 4 who -- if it's the other side, the expert 2 4
2 5 witness retained by the other side. The 2 5

can cite you the cases that were provided.
That's where one side, for example, if I
retained an expert as a consulting witness or
retained for any purpose and I withdrew and
didn't list him, and then Defendants went out

and hired -- Defendants in the courtroom hired

that very same witness, that couldn't be

brought up that he was originally retained by

the Plaintiff. That's what those cases say.

That's not this question and answer,
regardless. The point is bringing out the fact

that this is not my witness and this guy

regularly testifies for defendants and not
plaintiffs.

THE COURT: I thought you could do that,
Ms. Ferris.

Do you have that case with you?

MS. FERRIS: I don't have the cases in
front of me. I have the cite.

MR. JAGOLINZER: It's Broward County v.
Cento, Fourth DCA 1993.

MS. FERRIS: There's also Sun Charm.
THE COURT: Can I see that?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Sun Charm is referenced

in this particular one.
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(Thereupon, a discussion was held off the 1
record, after which the following proceedings 2
were held:) 3

MS. FERRIS: This is another case that we 4
cite in our brief, Your Honor, if I may 5
approach. I don't know if you wanted a copy of 6
our brief. 7

THE COURT: Do you know what the yellow 8
flag is on that Broward County/Cento case is. 9

MR. JAGOLINZER: It's unrelated. I looked 10
it up. It's unrelated to the issue that we're 11

talking about. 12
THE COURT: All right. That Broward/Cento 13

case seems to say it's all right. Judge Luzzo 14
got affirmed on it. 15

Your objection is noted. It's overruled. 16
Next? 17

MS. FERRIS: I think on that we have 18
conditional designations on that one. 19

MR. CEDILLO: There's no objection. 20
MS. FERRIS: I'm sorry. 21
Next one, Your Honor, for Lorillard is 22

page 13 through 26, all the -- we object to the 2 3
inadequate foundation, hearsay. I understand 2 4
the Court's ruling on the Daubert motion. But 25

MR. JAGOLINZER: Just so we know, Crane
Company cross-designated on page 16, 2 through
8, and I have no objection to that.

MS. KIBBE: For purposes of completeness,
Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right.
MS. KIBBE: And then also 17 to page 18

line 16.
MR. JAGOLINZER: No objection, Your Honor.
MS. KIBBE: Also starting on 25.
MS. FERRIS: I have some individual ones

in there.

MS. KIBBE: Okay.
MR. JAGOLINZER: I have no objection to

anything on page 16, 17, and 18 that anybody

wants to counter. I think it's all in, from my
perspective.

THE COURT: Next point of disagreement,
Ms. Ferris?

MS. FERRIS: I'm just looking to see if
there are, Your Honor. I apologize. Based on

your ruling.

No, Your Honor, I don't have any more

based on your ruling.

THE COURT: How about you, Counsel?

233 6 233 8

also to state that it's cumulative of what this 1
jury has already heard of Dr. Millette. 2

THE COURT: Overruled. It is coming from 3
a different perspective. 4

You're shaking your head, sir? 5
MR. CEDILLO: The fact that he's a 6

pulmonologist, he's not giving -- he's 7
accepting Dr. Millette and restating reliance 8
on the work of Dr. Millette where he could be 9
another material scientist. He could be a 10
general practitioner doctor, which that, as a 11
pulmonologist, doesn't come into play here. 12
This is just another reiteration of the 13
Millette and Longo findings. Longo is not even 14
in the case. We're going to get to that. 15

MR. JAGOLINZER: With all due respect, 16
what we're talking about on page 13, 14, and 15 17
has nothing to do with anything with 18
Dr. Millette studies or anything. It's not 19
even a section designated. Nor is it 2 0
cumulative. It's a different specialty. 21
Millette was a materials analyst. But this 22

doesn't have to do with that. 23
THE COURT: Overruled the objection. 2 4
What's next? 2 5

MS. KIBBE: Your Honor, we just had a few
more counters just for completeness purposes as
well.

THE COURT: He's not objecting to
counters.

MS. KIBBE: Just giving them for the
record, Your Honor.

Page 25, starting on line 24, through
page 26, line 10.

MR. JAGOLINZER: That's fine. We were
going to go through line 13. Actually, if we
can take it through line 13.

MS. KIBBE: That's fine with me. I don't
have a problem with that.

The only other problem I had was Lorillard

has made a designation, starting on page 56,

line 16, going through page 57 stopping at
line 13. And it just designates a question

with no answer. So I ask, for completeness

purposes, that the answer also be read in,

which is line 15 through 19.
MR. JAGOLINZER: I wrote that down as one

of my recounters for completeness as well.
THE COURT: All right.
MS. KIBBE: That's it.
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1 THE COURT: How much more do you have, 1
2 Mr. Jagolinzer? 2
3 MR. CEDILLO: Before we leave the subject, 3
4 I believe that Mr. Jagolinzer and I have an 4
5 agreement to continue working that affects this 5
6 witness. My understanding - correct me if I'm 6
7 wrong -- there's references to Dr. Longo that 7
8 Mr. Jagolinzer has consistently said he's 8
9 taking out. For that reason, we never teed up 9

10 and argued about Dr. Longo. That's one of the 10
11 things we'll do this weekend. We'll do that 11
12 before you do the final cut. 12
13 MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm happy to work with 13
14 Mr. Cedillo if he tells me exactly what he's 14
15 talking about. I didn't withdraw anybody's 15
16 foundation on anything. I just wasn't 16
17 presenting the deposition. If I can work with 17
18 you, tell me what you want. If it makes sense, 1 8
19 I'll be happy to do it. 19

20 MR. CEDILLO: There are things within the 20
21 body of the Dr. Crapo deposition where I 21
22 believe it goes into what Mr. Jagolinzer has 22
2 3 agreed he's not going to do with Dr. Longo. 2 3
2 4 We'll work on that. If there isn't agreement, 2 4
25 I'll bring it up. 25

going to work together over the weekend so we

wouldn't impose on you. I'm confident we're
going to reach an agreement that will let you
cut your tape and be ready to go on Monday,
because I have the benefit of knowing what the
Court's rulings were.

MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm going to leave my
confidence alone. We'll move on.

Can we deal with Mr. Clerc's depo and try
and work on this?

MS. FERRIS: We can do that.
MR. CEDILLO: That's what we had agreed

we're going to do.
MS. FERRIS: Your Honor, on Bruce Clerc,

if I may approach, I have his highlighted
deposition. The only problem is I think
everybody that was defending the case at the
time highlighted something. It's very
colorful. But it should be fast. I don't,
overall, we have too many.

THE COURT: Thank you.
This is --
MS. FERRIS: It's got everybody.

Plaintiff --
MR. JAGOLINZER: We're all over place.
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1 MR. JAGOLINZER: I've only designated a 1
2 few portions. If we can look at it and do this 2

3 right now, I want to cut this. I don't want to 3

4 come here Monday morning with a disagreement. 4
5 MR. CEDILLO: Secondly, Your Honor, we 5
6 were just handed, right now, additional 6
7 recounters, which we have not looked at. I 7

8 thought that was part ofwhat we were going to 8
9 do this weekend. I can reach agreement over 9

10 the weekend. You will still be able to cut it. 10
11 We haven't looked at these to see what 11
12 recounters we're going to argue. 12
13 THE COURT: Now you know how I feel. Hey, 13
14 let's go over this, and you've got to read it 14

15 onthe ßy. 15

16 MR. CEDILLO: Well, it's a moving target 16
17 when we just got it right now, Your Honor. 17
18 Again - 18

19 THE COURT: Welcome to my world. 19
2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: For the record, I got 38 2 0
21 motions in limine about four days before we 21
22 started to even argue this. I think we're all 2 2
2 3 in sort of the same position. 2 3

2 4 MR. CEDILLO: I'm not complaining. I'm 2 4
2 5 illustrating why we had an agreement that we're 2 5

MS. FERRIS: The light purple is Goulds
and they're not in the case anymore.

MS. KIBBE: Your Honor, before we actually
get started on this, we had initially had the
motion in limine excluding any evidence about
what had occurred at GE. You were going to
revisit that, I believe, based on the
deposition submitted by Ms. Ferris, Cynthia
Elwood, to you, Your Honor, for you to consider
that and let us know if that changed your
opinion on that ruling. If you're standing
with your ruling on the motion in limine, that
could eliminate a lot of what we need to
discuss right now.

MR. JAGOLINZER: I think it's going to get
eliminated when you see the foundational
question.

MS. KIBBE: You already - that eliminates
a lot of things we need to talk about.

THE COURT: What's next?
MS. FERRIS: For the first one on Bruce

Clerc, on page 10 starting at line 25, page 11,
23, based on relevance, if the Court deems it

is relevant, we think it's unfairly
prejudicial. It talks about another individual
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1 who passed away and filed suit who had 1
2 mesothelioma. 2
3 MR. JAGOLINZER: For the record, this is 3
4 Ms. Ferris asking the questions of Mr. Clerc, 4
5 and answers to her questions. 5
6 THE COURT: How is it relevant? 6
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: Later on in the 7
8 deposition, Crane Co. has designated a portion 8
9 saying, well, in your previous deposition XYZ. 9

10 Ifyou want to take it out, take it out. 10
11 THE COURT: Take it out. 11
12 MS. KlBBE: What lines? 12
13 MS. FERRIS: Page 10, line 25 to page 11, 13
14 line23. 14
15 MR. JAGOLINZER: Should we take out 15
16 line 20 all the way down? Ifwe're not talking 16
17 about the circumstances of the deposition that 17
18 he had previously, we should take it all out. 18
19 MS. FERRIS: To page 12, what line? 19
2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: Page 10, line 20 all the 2 0
21 way through to wherever you want to take it to. 21

2 2 MS. FERRIS: That's fine. 2 2
2 3 MS. KIBBE: Agreed. 2 3
2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Through 11, line 23. 2 4
2 5 MS. FERRIS: Right. 2 5

To orient yourself, Judge, they worked in
two completely separate sections. There is
some passing in between the two at this
position. But you can see from his answer he's
speculating.

MS. KIBBE: He says I believe. I don't
think he's speculating.

THE COURT: Says it twice: I believe he
was a mill worker or apprentice millwright,
whatever they would call them. I think that's
how he started out. And then I believe they
put him with my brother who was in charge of
electrical. He was like an apprentice

electrician. That's what I believe.
I strike it.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Same thing on page 35,

line 7 through 10, Judge, same issue.
MS. KIBBE: 7, 8, and then 10?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes. Take it out.

MS. KIBBE: That's fine.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you.
Next one is page 36, an objection to Crane

Company's designation, page 36, line 23 to 24.
And then the next series of questions on the
next page is speculation.
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1 MR. JAGOLINZER: Taking it out. Even 1
2 though it was cross-designate by Crane. 2
3 MS. FERRIS: Next one is Crane objections. 3
4 THE COURT: Page 32? 4
5 MS. KIBBE: 32, lines 3 through 14, 5
6 they're asking Mr. Clere if he recalls any 6
7 co-workers of Mr. Delisle, and he says, yes, 7
8 but they're mostly dead. Your Honor, it's 8
9 prejudicial. It doesn't need to be in there. 9

10 It would just lead the jury into thinking that 10
11 anybody that worked there or worked with 11
12 Mr. Delisle is dead and it doesn't say why or 12
13 how they passed away. I don't think it's 13
1 4 necessary. It's prejudicial. 14
15 MR. JAGOLINZER: I don't see it as 15
16 prejudicial, Judge, but I'll take it out. 16
17 THE COURT: He's agreed to take it out. 17
18 MR. JAGOLINZER: 3 to 10? 18
19 MS. KIBBE: 3 to 14. 19
2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: No problem. 2 0
21 MS. FERRIS: Next one I'm showing is 65. 21
22 MR. JAGOLINZER: I have an objection, 22
2 3 actually, to counter-designation on page 34, 2 3
2 4 line 18 through to the end of the page. It's 2 4
25 speculation. 25

THE COURT: Seems to be.
MS. KIBBE: That's fine.
MS. FERRIS: Where does go to?
THE COURT: Says probably, I don't know,

line 24.
MS. KIBBE: Ending at 6?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes. Same objection for

me on 11 through 14, it's continuing.
THE COURT: Page?

MR. JAGOLINZER: 37. Following up when he
says, page 36, anyway to estimate the length of

the -- how many pipes total would be in that
facility?

And then he continues -- it's continuation
to the top of 36. Just that section ends at

line 14.
MS. KlBBE: Your Honor, line 12, he said

the question is: To your belief, were there
miles of pipes throughout? Yes, there were.
This isn't speculation or anything.

THE COURT: Agree with you. Overruled.

Same thing the next question that you're
objecting to.

MR. JAGOLlNZER: Totally different reason,
Judge. Page 37, line 15, it only continues to
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1 page 38, line 5. The other stuff, I don't have 1
2 an objection to. 2
3 Here's why: All of the questions that are 3
4 going to be asked about this witness, about 4
5 different names of products at the jobsite, 5
6 what he's placing in there, I haven't lodged 6
7 objections to them. 7
8 This time, on page 37 and 38, his answer 8
9 is -- the questions are about asbestos. Now, 9

10 here's why I say he's got no foundation. You 10
11 need to turn to page 65. If you look at 11
12 lines 20 to 25, you will see that, by his own 12
13 admission, he has no idea what would have 13
14 asbestos or what wouldn't. 14
15 MS. KIBBE: That's actually taken out of 15
1 6 context: Do you recall seeing Mr. Delisle work 1 6
17 with or around any other asbestos-containing 17
18 products? That's after he was talking about 18
19 the Owens Coming fiberglass insulation. This 19
2 0 is other products he's talking about and asking 2 0
21 him that question in relation to. 21
22 MR. JAGOLINZER: With all due respect, 22
2 3 looking at the top of page 65, line 11 through 2 3
2 4 15: Do you recall, sir, when they cut the 2 4
2 5 Owens Corning fiberglass board insulation, 2 5

THE COURT: Anything else?
MR. JAGOLINZER: I've lodged an objection

to each of those questions as they were phrased
based on that foundational meant.

THE COURT: Objection is overruled. I
leave it in.

MR. JAGOLINZER: My next objection is
page 44. This is the GE facility. I just want

to be clear. It's page 44, line 22 to 25, all
of page 45, all of page 46, all of page 47, all
of page 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,
58.

That brings us to - my objection would be
on page 59, the question on line 25, starts

with "now when you say." There's no
foundation. It's speculation. The answer is
on page 60. It goes up through line six.

THE COURT: He's not an electrician?
MR. JAGOLINZER: He's not. Mr. Clerc

works in the boiler room and Mr. Delisle was
working out in different parts of the field.

That's the only section I'm talking about, not
products that you identified that are put
there.

MS, KIBBE: You're talking about -
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1 whether or not that created any dust, there's 1
2 no mention in this entire deposition ofwhat 2
3 had asbestos or what didn't, except for the 3
4 page I objected to and the bottom down there. 4
5 This witness has no foundation in the 5
6 1960s to say that it was asbestos or wasn't 6
7 asbestos. His answer is: I wouldn't know if 7
8 it was asbestos containing. At the time, he's 8
9 got absolutely no foundation. I'm not . 9

10 objecting to them placing products in different 10
11 things that were done to products at the site. 11
12 But for this witness, he has no foundation to 12
13 say whether the products were asbestos 13
14 containing or not. My reason for that is on 14
15 page 65, line 25. 15
16 MS. KIBBE: He wasn't asked about the pipe 16
17 insulation and what his belief or how he knew 17
18 about whether it was asbestos containing or 18
19 not. The question on 65, line 20 through 25 is 1 9
20 asking about other asbestos-containing 2 0
21 products. That's what he says: I wouldn't 21
22 know. He never said before that he didn't know 22
2 3 that the pipe insulation contained asbestos or 2 3
2 4 not. He answered all those questions 2 4
2 5 affinnatively saying yes. 2 5

MR. JAGOLINZER: All I'm talking about is
page 59, line 25, through page 60, line 6.

I'm going to withdraw my objection, Judge.
I'm going to withdraw it. Sorry. Page 65
through 2 through 6, objection as to
speculation.

THE COURT: 65, 2 through 6?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, sir.
MS. KIBBE: 2 and 3, he does say probably.

And then 4 and then the answer for 6, there is
no probably in there. He just gives an
affinnative yes. So 2 and 3 I would concede,
but 4 and 6, no.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Leading, also. It's
their witness. I did not designate this
individual. I didn't find this individual. I
objected to the form of the question. It's
following up on the answer which is beforehand

where he's speculating.
MS. KIBBE: This was not Crane Co.'s

witness either.
THE COURT: Overruled.
MS. FERRIS: Objection on page 65 at the

bottom of the page.
MS. KIBBE: This is something
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1 Mr. Jagolinzer raised earlier on lines 20 1
2 through 25: Do you recall seeing Mr. Delisle 2
3 work with or around any asbestos-containing 3
4 products at Brightwater? 4
5 No. How would I know that? I wouldn't 5
6 know if it was asbestos containing, as he 6
7 already said. 7
8 MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm not objecting to 8
9 that. 9

10 MS. KlBBE: I objected to it. We talked 10
11 about this earlier as being speculative and 11
12 that he wouldn't know. 12
13 MR. JAGOLINZER: I apologize. 13
1 4 MS. KIBBE: I'm just saying what you said 1 4
15 earlier. That was the basis for why we were 15
1 6 object doing that. 1 6
17 MR. JAGOLINZER: If the other one is in, I 17
1 8 think this one is in. He's speculating. I'm 1 8
1 9 cross-examining their witness. He's got no 1 9
20 foundation. Over my objection, you let him 2 0
21 talk about something he said. Now he's saying, 2 1
22 in following up, he wouldn't know it was 22
2 3 asbestos containing. 2 3
2 4 THE COURT: Well, it seems to me that he's 2 4
2 5 talking about other products: Do you recall 2 5

answer is extremely relevant to follow up what
they're talking about. He never said that
those were asbestos, because he didn't know.

MS. KIBBE: It's fine, Your Honor, if he
wants to, I'm not going to object.

THE COURT: All right.
MS. KIBBE: Do you have any before 70?
MR. JAGOLINZER: I don't think so. No.

Go ahead, I'm sorry.
MS. KIBBE: Objection to 70, 15 through

23, it's a compound, vague, overbroad question.
It was objected to the form at the time of the

deposition. Starting on line 15, "now you
mentioned a whole bunch of different names,"
through 23.

MR. JAGOLINZER: For context, Judge,
Mr. Clerc work in the boiler room. Mr. Delisle
worked somewhere else. Went through this
entire deposition listing off all these
products. And he answers the question very
simply and very succinctly.

With respect to all the names of the
products that you mentioned, that was with to
the work that you were doing or were around in
the boiler room -

2 352 2 35 4

1 him working with or around other 1
2 asbestos-containing products? 2
3 MR. JAGOLINZER: That's not the issue. If 3
4 you go back a couple pages, Judge, you'll see 4
5 they're listing, saying, hey, all these 5
6 different types ofproducts. 6
7 THE COURT: Where are you at? 7
8 MR. JAGOLINZER: Page 64, for example. 8
9 What has been designated, by Crane Company, 9

10 line 17: Do you recall ever seeing Mr. Delisle 10
11 work with or around any Owens Corning 11
12 Fiberglass or OCF Insulation? 12
13 Nothing about asbestos. 13
1 4 Yes, I do. 14
15 Do you recall what he did with it? 15
16 Just worked with it. And he's going on. 16
17 You overruled my objection as speculation. 17
1 8 He's talking about, well, would he cut it? 1 8
19 Did it create any dust? Did he do any of that 19
20 stuff? 20
21 He's saying did you see him work with or 21
22 around any other asbestos-containing products 22
2 3 at Brightwater? 2 3
2 4 He never said those were 2 4
25 asbestos-containing products, Judge. So, his 25

This gentleman worked only in the boiler
room.

MS. KIBBE: We don't know what he's
talking about. Now you mentioned a whole bunch
of different names in response to specific

questions by Mr. McCaffery about different
names of products at different points in time.

THE COURT: It's confusing. Take it out.
MS. FERRIS: Which was that?
MS. KIBBE: Fifteen through 23.
Page 71, starting on line 17 going there

to page 72, line one, it's speculative and
lacks foundation.

MS. FERRIS: Lorillard joins that as well.

MR. JAGOLINZER: In essence, what's going
on is the lawyers for the Defendants, who
actually noticed this deposition, of an

individual I don't know, their witness -- not
mine - and they go ahead and list, do you
recall a bunch of these names --

THE COURT: Your witness now, right?

MR. JAGOLINZER: He's everybody's witness.
We all have to deal with it. Because it's
coming in no matter what, so I decided to put

it into my case. Not my witness, Judge.
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1 THE COURT: Okay. 1
2 MR. JAGOLlNZER: They went ahead and found 2
3 him. Ms. Ferris did an excellent job finding 3.

4 this gentleman. 4

5 They list a whole bunch of products they 5
6 can put at the jobsite. I asked the 6

7 question -- and you overruled my objection to 7

8 the fact that when Mr. McCaffery, two pages 8

9 before, goes through a litany of different 9

10 products that he wants to place at the 10

11 facility. Now I'm not able to even place them 11
12 in the boiler room and not in the other parts 12
13 ofthefacility. 13

14 And here he's saying, look, I'm putting 1 4
15 this.in context. If you want to know what he . 15
16 worked with, they can make their argument all 1 6

17 day long, all these products were there, they 17

18 were in the boiler room. Mr. Delisle wasn't 1 8

19 there. There's testimony that Mr. Delisle 19

2 0 passed through the boiler room. Didn't object 2 0
21 to that. The fact of the matter is one worked 21

22 one place, one worked another. 2 2

2 3 The fact is here, who is the best person 2 3

2 4 to ask if you want to where what Richard was, 2 4

25 bringing relevance right back to where it was. 2 5

fast for me.
MS. KIBBE: Sorry, 24, 25, page 74.
THE COURT: Whether Cranite was actually

emblazed or stamped on that sheet gasket
material, on the sheets, on the sheets
themselves. They had rolls. I don't remember
on the rolls. That's what I remember.

MS. KIBBE: That's a leading, improper
question. There was an objection to form of
the question.

MR. JAGOLINZER: It's cross-exam. It's
not my witness.

MS. KIBBE: It wasn't my witness either.
THE COURT: The point is he doesn't

recall.
MS. KIBBE: That as well.
THE COURT: Sustain the objection.
MS. KIBBE: Starting on line seven, now if

Mr. Delisle further testified that he worked
with Cranite gaskets at your Brightwater
facility, do you have anything to dispute that?
It's calling for his speculation, lacks
foundation; same thing we've been talking about
before.

And then, again, Mr. Delisle testified

235 6 235 8

1 MS. FERRIS: Your Honor, it's really 1
2 judging or giving an opinion on the credibility 2

3 of the Plaintiff. It's really invading the 3
4 province of the jury. The jury needs to decide 4
5 whether they believe Bruce Clerc or 5
6 Mr. Delisle. For that additional reason, it 6

7 should be excluded. 7

8 THE COURT: Anything else? 8
9 MR. JAGOLINZER: Only talking about who's 9

10 got the best knowledge. That's the information 10
11 that I think should get in front of the jury. 11

12 Not whether or not Mr. Delisle ever worked with 12
13 them. That's the central crux. 1 3

14 MS.KIBBE: Speculative. 14
15 THE COURT: I think it's argument. I 15
16 sustain the objection. 1 6

17 MS. KIBBE: Seventy-five. Does anybody 17
18 else have one before then? 18

19 Page 75, starting on line 24, it's 19
2 0 leading, asking: And do you recall that the 20

21 name Cranite would actually be emblazed or 21

22 stamped on the sheet of gasket material? 2 2
2 3 There's an objection and it goes on from 23

2 4 there. 2 4

2 5 THE COURT: Excuse me, you're going too 2 5

basically that was only gasket material that --
COURT REPORTER: Rebecca -
THE COURT: Slow down.
MS. KIBBE: Sorry.
It calls for speculation and lacks

foundation.
THE COURT: It's only the Crane Co.

company lawyers and the Plaintiffs' lawyers.
MR. LOWERY: I was just thinking the same

thing. My illness has spread.
MS. KlBBE: Once I start reading -- I

apologize.
THE COURT: Yes, sir.
MS. KIBBE: This was actually designated

by Lorillard, I believe.
MS. FERRIS: Do you want me to respond?
We just said that the testimony is

relevant because it goes to the issue of
product identification.

MR. JAGOLINZER: I agree with Ms. Ferris.
THE COURT: I don't.
Take it out.
MS. KIBBE: That goes through line 21?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Wait, wait, wait.
THE COURT: He's not asserting anything,
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1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11
12

13

14

15

16
17

18
19

20

21
22

23

24

25

he's just saying. 1
MS. KIBBE: Actually through 23. 2
MR. JAGOLINZER: I think that goes through 3

line 15. No, I disagree on line 16 through 23. 4
Completely different question. This goes to 5
whether or not there were warnings -- seeing 6
warnings on the product, which we know that 7

there wasn't. 8
THE COURT: I'm only talking about through 9

line 15. 10
MS. KIBBE: Well, Your Honor, 16 through 11

21. 12

THE COURT: You don't need it twice. You 13
say that out loud. 1 4

MR. JAGOLINZER: Wherever the video is, I 15
just don't know. I will only leave it in there 16
once. I may have said that for a reason, other 17
than what you're thinking. 18

THE COURT: Objection is overruled. 19

MS. KIBBE: Okay. That's 16 through -- 2 0
MR. JAGOLINZER: Twenty-three. It will 21

only be one "no." Can it be a loud one? 22
THE COURT: Must shake his head. Says, 2 3

"say it out loud," so -- 2 4
MS. FERRIS: The next one is us. We have 25

through, I believe, 19.
THE COURT: You should rely on what

Mr. Jagolinzer said.
MR. JAGOLINZER: I think everybody should

rely on what I said.
You want eight through 11 you want out?
MS. FERRIS: Through 19.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Based on the Judge's

ruling, I imagine it will be the same.
MS. FERRIS: Yes.
THE COURT: Speak now or forever hold your

peace.

MR. JAGOLINZER· I have one more that I
missed in the beginning. It will be quick.

MS. KIBBE: We took out all the references
to Vemon.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes. Is there more of
that?

MS. KIBBE: Then we should go back to page
94, starting on line 15.

MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm sorry?
MS. KIBBE: Ninety-four.
MR. JAGOLINZER: First off, we might as

well do this, Judge, 93, lines one through six
I object to.

23 6 0 2362

1 83. Does anybody have anything before 83? 1
2 MR. JAGOLINZER: I object now to page 79, . 2
3 line 17, consistent with taking out the last 3
4 mention of Vernon Wilson -- 4
5 MS. KIBBE: If it's out already, then 5
6 obviously it should come out now, too. That's 6
7 through line seven? 7
8 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes. Actually, I have 8
9 one before that. 9

10 Page 81 to Crane Co.'s designation at 16 10
11 to22. Relevance. 11
12 MS. KIBBE: Talking about his own 12
13 asbestos-related disease and lawsuit. 13
1 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: How is that relevant? 1 4
15 MS. KIBBE: Any potential bias of the 15
16 witness in any way by having his own 16
17 asbestos-related lawsuit and by working at the 17
18 same location as Mr. Delisle. 18
19 THE COURT: Anything else? 19

2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm only objecting to 16 2 0
21 to22, 21

22 MS. KIBBE: That's fine. 22
2 3 MS. FERRIS: Are we at 83? 2 3
2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes. 2 4
2 5 MS. FERRIS: Eighty-three, line eight 2 5

MS. KIBBE: That's fine.
Ninety-four we started talking about that

again, Mr. Vernon.

MR. JAGOLINZER: I agree. Well, I don't
agree, but I understand the ruling.

MR. CEDILLO: It only makes sense.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Fifteen through 25.
THE COURT: Okay.
MR. JAGOLINZER: I missed one on page 24,

Judge, line 12, through page 25, line two.
THE COURT: His smoking history, how is

that relevant?

MS. FERRIS: What page?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Page 24, line 12 through

25, lines one through two, and continues
through 26. All his smoking history.

THE COURT: How is that relevant?
MS. FERRIS: Just to put in context of how

he can remember the smoking of the Plaintiff.
Because he was a smoker, he would remember
things about another smoker. Puts it in

context of if he's working and in that same
environment, you're taking smoking breaks. He
would know someone else is smoking. He was the
best man at his wedding; knowing whether or not

i
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1 he's smoking. 1
2 THE COURT: Let me read it again. 2
3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Starts on line 12, goes 3
4 through page 25, line two. Then it will pick 4
5 up again later. 5
6 So you're aware, Judge, they didn't know 6
7 each other when they were I6. This isn't a 7
8 high school friend. This is someone at his 8
9 employment in the '60s. 9

10 MS. FERRIS: It goes to the credibility of 10
11 the smoking histoiy he gave in his medical 11
12 records. This is the 1960s. He doesn't 12
13 remember him smoking either. This is a smoker, 13
14 long-time smoker himself, best man at his 14
15 wedding. Again, it should take into account as 15
16 overall picture ofwhat his smoking is, smoking 16
17 history. 17
18 MR. JAGOLINZER: With all due respect, I 18
1 9 didn't object because I don't think I have 19
2 0 grounds to object, on page 27, where they ask 2 0
21 him the questions: Do you remember if Richard 21
22 ever smoked? No. You have no recollection of 22
2 3 him smoking? No, I don't. That's true for the 2 3
2 4 entire time you knew him? Yes. 2 4
25 So I don't have a valid objection to any 25

track him down. Yet he confirms some of the
very things that Richard Delisle has testified
to in his deposition, such as Cranite sheet
gaskets, such as Goulds pumps. So ifwe're
about credibility, I didn't find this
individual.

THE COURT: Anything else?
MR. CEDILLO: Judge, nobody's called him a

liar.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Not me.
MR. CEDILLO: I haven't called him a liar.
Your Honor, I am sorry to do this to you,

back on Dr. Crapo, I was given 17 different
designations. I believe that I understand your
rulings. I'm going to stand on the formal
objections I'm making on 14 of them. There's
three pages, 39, 40 and 41, that deal with
Talcott. You already saw the section when we

were arguing Daubert. We're not going to agree
on that over the weekend. I'm just alerting
you to that. I am happy to argue them now or
whenever you want me to.

THE COURT: Let's get rid of Mr. Clerc's
deposition first.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you.

2364 2366

1 of that, Judge. 1

2 But the fact that Mr. Clerc was a smoker, 2

3 when he smoked, why he chose to smoke, none of 3
4 that is relevant to anything. 4
5 THE COURT: Anything else? 5
6 MS. FERRIS: One more after that. Page 6
7 93. 7
8 MR. JAGOLINZER: Did you rule? 8
9 THE COURT: No. 9

10 MS. FERRIS: Ninety-three to the top of 10
11 page 94, line six, he's being asked questions 11
12 about people who he spoke to, from Lorillard 12
13 Tobacco that he spoke to, investigation, and we 13

14 think that's unduly prejudicial, irrelevant. 14
15 MR. JAGOLINZER: I think it's important to 15
16 note, Judge because I already said in front of 16
17 this jury, that I didn't find this individual. 17
18 It's their witness. They found him. And it 18

19 confirms that my client isn't a liar, which has 1 9

2 0 been represented here, that my client either 20

21 was a liar or didn't remember things well. Yet 21

22 a lot of the things my client says are exactly 22

2 3 confirmed in this. It's important for this 2 3
2 4 jury to know, I'm not the one that called him. 2 4

2 5 I'm not the one who contacted him. I didn't 25

THE COURT: The two things that are
pending now --

MR. JAGOLINZER: Page 24, lines 12 through
26, line two are Mr. Clerc's own personal
smoking history.

THE COURT: They're out.
Next?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Page 93, line 24 through
page 94.

THE COURT: Who contacted him. That's
out.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Out.
MS. FERRIS: Thank you, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Next?
MR. CEDILLO: The issue on Dr. Crapo, if

the Court will entertain it right now, Your

Honor -
MR. JAGOLINZER: Which page?
MR. CEDILLO: Beginning on page 39, going

through page 41, there are, I believe, about

four questions and answers.

THE COURT: What page?
MR. CEDILLO: Thirty-nine, beginning at

line nine, the designation is line nine through

25 and page 40, line one through 25. Then
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1 page 41, lines one through ten, and then 19 1
2 through 23.. 2
3 THE COURT: Let's take them one at a time, 3
4 page 39, line nine? 4
5 MR. CEDILLO: Yes, sir. The question is: 5
6 Do you know whether crocidolite asbestos that 6
7 was used in the Micronite filter during the 7
8 period of period of March '52 through '56 was 8
9 milled down to break the long fibers? 9

10 Answer at line 13: I don't know the 10
11 details of that. 11
12 I don't object to that. Then it goes on, 12
13 if the Court will read -- 13
14 THE COURT: I did. I have. 1 4
15 MR. CEDILLO: That is unresponsive. He's 15
16 volunteering information. He is attributing to 16
17 counsel assumptions -- you're confusing. 17
1 8 THE COURT: Thank you. 1 8
19 MR. JAGOLINZER: I'll take it out. Until 1 9
20 where? 20
21 MR. CEDILLO: After he says: I don't know 21
22 the details of that period. 22
2 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Withdraw all of nine 2 3
2 4 through 25 on 39. 2 4
25 Whatelse? 25

THE COURT: You don't have any personal
experience or expertise in cigarette filters,

right? He answers: Not in cigarette filters.
MR. JAGOLINZER: But I've spent a lot of

time...
MR. CEDILLO: Ifyou're going to allow

lines one through ten, I will designate 11
through 17.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Somebody did.
MS. FERRIS: Yes.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Somebody did. I don't

know who.
MR. CEDILLO: The last objection I have is

to the designation to the question at line 18
through the answer at line 23.

THE COURT: Same page?
MR. CEDILLO: Same page, 41, Your Honor.
MR. JAGOLINZER: I get it. It's

non-responsive. I'll stop after the words: I
don't.

MR. CEDILLO: The rest of it on lines 19
through 23 is out.

The rest of it I'm confident we're going
to be able to agree.

THE COURT: Thank you. Have a good

2 368 2 37 0
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MR. CEDILLO: Page 40, Your Honor, one 1
through 24, the first question is: But you 2
don't personally know. It's a continuation of 3
discussion. 4

What was objectionable to me was the 5
continuation of nonresponsive answer at 6
line 12. And then there's another fact, too, 7
look at the Talcott report - 8

MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm going to make this 9
easy so we can all get out of here. 10

I'll take out page 40, question and 11
answer, line one, all the way down through the 12
very statement that I know you don't want, 13
fibers used in Micronite filters were very 14
dangerous. I'll take it all out. 15

MR. CEDILLO: Lastly, the question begins 16
on page 40, line 23, and the answer continues 17
on to 41, lines one through ten, and then lines 18
19 through 23. 1 9

MR. JAGOLINZER: That, I can't agree to, 2 0
Judge. Lines 20 to 23 is actually a 21
continuation of an answer somebody designated. 22

THE COURT: Hold on. 2 3
MR. JAGOLINZER: I don't know who. 2 4
MR. CEDILLO: Page41? 25

weekend. 5:36 p.m.

(Thereupon, the proceedings were concluded
5:36 p.m.)
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1 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN

2 AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

3 RICHARD DELISLE, and ALINE
DELISLE, his wife,

4

Plaintiffs,
5 vs. No. 12-25722 (27)

6 A.W. CHESTERTON COMPANY, et al.,

7 Defendants.

8

9

10 VOLUME16

11 (Pages 2372 to 2486 )

12 The above-styled cause came on for Jury

13 Trial before the Honorable JOHN J. MURPHY, III,

14 Judge of the above-styled court, at the Broward

15 County Courthouse, 201 Southeast 6th Street, Fort

16 Lauderdale, Florida, on Monday, August 26, 2013,

17 commencing at 9:30 a.m. - 11:55 p.m.

18

19

20

21

22

23

2 4

25
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1
2 APPEARANCES:
3 ON BEHALF OF PLAINTIFF:
4 FERRARO LAW FIRM

4000 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
5 Suite 700

Coral Gables, Florida 33146
6 BY: DAVID JAGOLINZER, ESQ.

BY: MARC KUNEN, ESQ.
7 daj@ferrarolaw.com
8

ON BEHALF OF CRANE CO:
9

K&L GATES
10 200 South Biscayne Boulevard

Suite 3900
11 Miami, Florida 33131-2399

BY REBECCA C. KIBBE, ESQ.
12 rebecca.kibbe@kigates.com
13 and
1 4 K&L GATES

1717 Main Street
15 Suite2800

Dallas, Texas 75201
16 BY: JAMES A. LOWERY III
17
1 8 ON BEHALF OF LORlLLARD, HOLLINGSWORTH & VOSE:
19 GREENBERG TRAURIG

333 Avenue of the Americas
2 0 Miami, Florida 33131

BY: SABRINA R. FERRIS, ESQ.
21 ferriss@gtlaw.com
22 ON BEHALF OF LORILLARD:
2 3 LAw OFFICES OF DAVIS, CEDILLO & MENDOZA

755 E. Mulberry Avenue
24 San Antonio, Texas 78212

BY: RICARDO G, CEDILLO, ESQ,
25

1

2 INDEX
3 VIDEO DEPOSITION OF JAMES CRAPO: Page 2380
4 VIDEO DEPOSITION OF BRUCE CLERC: Page 2440
5

6

7

8

9
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1 APPEARANCES CONTINUED:
2 ON BEHALF OF HOLLINGSWORTH & VOSE:
3 THOMPSON COBURN LLP

One US Bank Plaza
4 St. Louis, Missouri 63101

BY: CARL L. ROWLEY, ESQ.
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
1 5
1 6
17
18
19
2 0
21
22
2 3
2 4
2 5

1 THEREUPON, the following proceedings were held:
2 THE COURT: Good morning. All ready to
3 proceed?

4 MR. JAGOLINZER: We just needed about two
5 more minutes to make one edit issue to the

6 video, we're almost done, mechanically
7 speaking.

8 So we're done on one video. So we were
9 going to start by playing the videotaped

10 deposition of Dr. Crapo that we talked about.
11 From there, the anticipation was to do the
12 videotaped deposition of Bruce Clerc. We
1 3 argued about that also on Friday.

14 Mr. Kunen and Ms. Ferris are going through

15 one last thing. I think there's one page and
16 line we may need to bring to your attention.
17 We can cut it and, hopefully, that will take us

18 through our morning slice, so you understand.

19 Our anticipation, thereafter, would be to

2 0 call Mr. Delisle and, then, thereafter, we'd be
21 seeking to call Mr. Reilly, but there's a
22 motion on whether or not I can call Mr. Reilly.

2 3 So I don't know ifyou'd like to deal with that
24 now.

2 5 THE COURT: I haven't read it yet. We'll
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1 do it sometime later. Our jury is here.

2 They're ready to go, so I'd like to proceed
3 with the jury.
4 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, do you have
5 handy the motion to quash as it relates to
6 Mr. Reilly and the exhibits?
7 THE COURT: No, I don't.
8 MR. CEDILLO: May I hand that to the
9 Court?

10 THE COURT: That would be great. I had
11 all the documents and files and binders and
12 everything that you gave me except for the
13 pleading documents taken to my office, so

14 they're not in my way and we won't have another
15 issue.
16 MR. JAGOLINZER: Feeling all right, then,
17 by the way?
18 THE COURT: Yes, I am. Just a little
19 klutzy. That's it.
2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: It was a good fall.
21 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, I also have
2 2 copies of the cases that are cited in my motion
2 3 to quash, if you'd like to have that --
2 4 THE COURT: Sure.
25 MR. CEDILLO: -- separately bound.

1 Everybody ready to proceed? Mr.
2 Jagolinzer, you ready to go?

3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Your Honor.
4 THE COURT: Mr. Cedillo? Mr. Rowley?
5 MR. LOWERY: Yes, sir.

6 THE COURT: Let's bring the jury in.
7 (Whereupon, the jury panel entered the

8 courtroom.)
9 THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, thank

10 you. Please be seated.

11 Let the record reflect the presence of our

12 jury as well as the plaintiff, plaintiffs
13 counsel, defense counsel and defense corporate
14 representative.

15 When we last broke, plaintiff was still on
16 their case in chief.

17 Mr. Jagolinzer, you want to call your next

18 witness, please?

19 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Your Honor. At this
2 0 time, Your Honor, we would Dr. James Crapo by
21 way of videotaped deposition, taken on March

22 22nd of2013.
2 3 THE COURT: Thank you. Members of the
2 4 jury, as you heard, the sworn testimony of

2 5 Dr. Crapo is the next witness. This deposition

2378 2380

1 MR. JAGOLINZER: And, Judge, I was able to
2 give you a copy of our --
3 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, is it okay if we
5 do a sound check before we --
6 THE COURT: Yes.
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you.
8 THE COURT: Yes.
9 MR. CEDILLO: Judge, while we're doing

10 that, just to alert the Court, when we do deal

11 with Mr. Reilly's issues, I will be relying and
12 discussing privileged type of information as it

13 relates. I may impose on the Court and request
14 that we, perhaps, do that in chambers.

1 5 THE COURT: That's fine.
16 MR. JAGOLINZER: Would it make sense,
17 Judge, to take up the one page and line issue

18 we have after the break, after the video, so

19 the jury doesn't have to wait or do you want to
2 0 do that now?

21 THE COURT: How much time do you need?
22 MR. JAGOLINZER· It might make sense to do
2 3 it at a break, if that's okay.
2 4 THE COURT: We're going to bring the jury
25 in now.

1 was given before trial, but will now be

2 presented to you.

3 You are to consider and weigh this

4 testimony as you would any other evidence in

5 the case.

6 Counsel, you may proceed.

7 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Your Honor.
8 (At this time, a video was played for the

9 Court and taken down to the best of the court

10 reporter's ability:)

11 "THE VIDEOGRAPHER: My name is Joel Coriat
12 of Veritext. The day today is March 22, 2013.

13 The time is approximately 9:43 Mountain Time.
14 This deposition is being held at the

15 Marriott Tech Center Hotel located at 4900

16 South Syracuse Street in Denver, Colorado.

17 The caption of this case is Richard

18 Delisle, et al, versus A.W. Chesterton Company,

19 et al, in the Circuit Court for the.17th
20 Judicial Circuit in and for Broward County,
21 Florida.

22 The name of the witness is James Crapo.

2 3 At this time, the attorneys will identify
2 4 themselves and the parties they represent,

2 5 after which our court reporter, Alan Bjork of
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1 Veritext, will swear in the witness and we can

2 proceed.

3 MR. JAGOLINZER: David Jagolinzer on
4 behalf of the Delisles.

5 MS. FERRIS: Sabrina Ferris on behalf of
6 the defendant, Lorillard Tobacco.

7 MS. KlBBE: Rebecca Kibbe on behalf of
8 Crane Co.

9 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
10 Q. Good morning, Doctor.
11 A. Good morning.

12 Q. Would you please state your full name for
13 the record, please?

14 A. James Douglas Crapo.

15 Q. Doctor, you and I have had the pleasure of
16 meeting before in similar types of circumstances
17 where I have been representing an individual

18 alleging that they had been diagnosed with
19 mesothelioma and you have been retained on behalfof

2 0 some defendant asbestos company; is that correct?

21 A. Yes, basically. Sometimes they're not an

2 2 asbestos company. They're usually -- they're
2 3 usually a manufacturer of a product like a brake or
2 4 a gasket or something like that.

25 Q. So, in the circumstances in which you've

1 Environmental Health Sciences.
2 I then completed in training in internal

3 medicine and pulmonary diseases at Duke University,
4 and became a member of the Duke University faculty
5 in 1976.
6 Q. And you are Board-certified in a
7 particular area; is that correct?

8 A. Yes. I'm Board-certified in internal
9 medicine, and in the subspecialty of pulmonary

10 diseases.

11 Q. And before this deposition began, Doctor,
12 we marked your curriculum vitae as Plaintiffs

13 Exhibit 1.
14 Do you have that in front of you, sir?

15 A. I do.

16 Q. And Exhibit 1, your curriculum vitae,
17 outline briefly some ofyour educational background

1 8 that you went through with us just now?
19 A. Yes, it does.

2 0 Q. And it also includes, obviously, some
21 other honors and/or societies in which you're a

2 2 member of?

2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Dr. Crapo, do you have a particular
2 5 expeitise or interest in the area of asbestos and

23 8 2 23 8 4

1 been retained and I've been representing an
2 individual suffering from mesothelioma, you would
3 agree you've been retained on behalfof some company

4 who may be responsible for some type of asbestos in
5 their product, correct?

6 A. That's correct.

7 Q. And do you understand that we're here

8 again today in a similar situation where I represent

9 an individual, Mr. Richard Delisle, who has been
10 diagnosed with mesothelioma, and you have been

11 retained on behalf of Ford Motor Company, one of the

12 defendants, correct?

13 A. That's correct.

14 Q. Doctor, could you briefly tell us about

15 your educational background?
16 A. I did my undergraduate work at Brigham
17 Young University, and then I went to the University
18 of Rochester in New York, where I received my

19 medical degree as an M.D. in 1970 - 70 --

20 Q. '71?

21 A. Yes, you remember. So many years ago.

22 Then I did an internship in Los Angeles at

2 3 the Harvard General Hospital, and following that, I
2 4 moved to North Carolina where I spent three years as

2 5 a staff associate at the National Institute of

1 asbestos-related disease?
2 A. Yes, I do.
3 Q. Could you tell us about that?
4 A. Well, I started studying in my research
5 laboratory in the late 1970s. I spent about ten
6 years funded by the National Institutes of Health to
7 look at various types of chrysotile products and
8 their ability to cause lung injury. And so I
9 studied the asbestos literature and the asbestos

10 field intensely in my laboratory.
11 I also taught aspects of this in lung
12 disease, and I saw patients in my clinical practice
13 with various aspects of asbestos-related diseases.
1 4 Q. And what was the year that you first
15 became so interested in beginning to study about
16 asbestos and asbestos-related disease?
17 A. It would have been about 1978, 1979. In
18 the late '70s is when I was funded by the NIEHS to
1 9 do research on asbestos.

2 0 Q. Fair to say that you have b.een studying or
21 have been involved in the area of asbestos and
22 asbestos-related disease for more than 30 years?
23 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. And sometime beginning, I believe, in the
2 5 late or the early 1990s, is that when you first
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1 began to testify on behalf of some asbestos
2 defendants in this type of litigation?
3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Doctor, obviously, you are being
5 compensated for your time here, correct?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. You are, obviously, being compensated for
8 the time you spent in reviewing materials and
9 issuing a report such that you have done in this

10 case; is that correct?
11 A. Yes, that's correct.
12 Q. And who is providing you that
13 compensation?
14 A. It would be, ultimately, Ford Motor
15 Company.

16 Q. In addition to Ford Motor Company,
17 Dr. Crapo, you have testified on behalf of a
18 substantial number of different types of asbestos
19 defendants, correct?
20 A. That's correct.
21 Q. So, in other words, while we have, in this
22 particular case, your testimony on behalf ofwhat
23 I'll call friction defendants, such as Ford Motor
2 4 Company, you've also done work and testified on
2 5 behalf of companies that have manufactured things

238 6

1 such as gaskets and pumps; is that correct?
2 A. Yes, that's correct.

3 Q. And you've also testified on behalf of
4 companies that have also actually mined what we'll
5 call raw asbestos such as Union Carbide, correct?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. And in the past, you've also testified on
8 behalf, more specifically, of - at the request of
9 Crane Company, correct?

10 A. Yes, I have.

11 Q. Also, of John Crane, correct?
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. Also Garlock, correct?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Also on behalf of A.W. Chesterton; is that
16 correct?
17 A. Yes.
18 Q. And also on behalf of Georgia-Pacific,
19 correct?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. And you've testified in a variety of
22 courts about the opinions that you hold with respect
2 3 to asbestos and asbestos-related disease in various
2 4 parts of the country, correct?
2 5 A. Yes.

1 Q. Now, as part ofyour study over the past
2 three decades or so as it pertains to asbestos, have
3 you studied the differences in asbestos fiber types
4 and their ability to cause mesothelioma?
5 A. Yes, I have studied that. It was not a
6 focus ofmy research and my laboratory, but it's
7 been a focus of my interest and my study of the
8 published literature in this field.

9 Q. Back -- is it fair to say that would have
10 come after your initial interest? It came sometime
11 in the 1990s, after you were -- I'm sorry - during
12 the 1990s, when you were first contacted about
13 testifying, correct?
1 4 A. Well, actually, I had an interest in this
15 way back. Actually began in medical school, took
16 place during my fellowship training. I worked a lot
17 with Dr. Phillip Pratt, who is one of the leading
18 pathologists in the field in the early 1970s.
1 9 So the interest in multiple fibers and
20 what they do has been a long-term interest that
21 dates back at least to the early '70s.
22 Q. You mentioned Dr. Pratt. You've also had
23 the opportunity to also work with and/or publish
2 4 papers with Dr. Brody; is that correct?
2 5 A. Yes, I have.

2 3 8 8

1 Q. Now, speaking specifically about your
2 opinions with respect to the various asbestos fiber
3 types and their ability to cause mesothelioma in
4 humans, do you have a particular opinion as it
5 pertains to each fiber type and the differences of
6 their ability to cause mesothelioma?
7 A. I do.
8 Q. And what are those opinions, sir?
9 A. In my opinion, the fiber type with the

10 greatest potency -- Pm talking about commercial
11 fibers now -- one of the greatest potencies for
12 causation of mesothelioma is crocidolite. Other
13 amphiboles are also very potent, such as amosite.
14 With respect to cluysotile, I think
15 it's -- the literature is not yet fully decided.
16 Cluysotile may be a cause of pleural mesothelioma,
17 but if so, it requires a very, very high dose of a
18 type you may experience with a full-time insulator
19 or a miner.
2 0 I think the literature would better
21 support the opinion that cluysotile, by inhalation
22 under human conditions, is not a cause for
2 3 mesothelioma. But it's, to me, an undecided issue

2 4 based on the literature. If it causes it, it's a
2 5 very high dose. Whereas, low doses of amphiboles,
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1 particularly crocidolite, can cause mesothelioma.
2 If I had to rate the relative potencies, I
3 would say that the -- if you assume that chrysotile
4 does cause mesothelioma, that includes chrysotile
5 exposures that have low doses of
6 amphibole-contaminated chrysotile, such as in the
7 miners.

8 So if that's your baseline and you
9 consider that to be a cause for mesothelioma, the

10 amphiboles would be hundreds of times more potent.
11 One study said that the amosite was a hundred times
12 more potent, the crocidolite was 500 times more.
13 Those are reasonably -- those are reasonable
1 4 estimates of it.
15 But it all depends on whether you assume
16 that chrysotile has the ability to cause it or does
17 not have an ability to cause it.
18 Q. You would agree with me, Dr. Crapo, that
19 there are a number of individual doctors and experts
2 0 out there that hold a different view than yours as
21 it pertains solely to chrysotile and its ability to
22 cause mesothelioma, correct?
2 3 A. Well, remember, I said that the chrysotile
2 4 could cause it. You certainly could find people who
25 will not show doubt about that. Although I think

1 opinion is with respect to chrysotile and its
2 ability to cause mesothelioma, and if I asked you a
3 simple question of what is your opinion, after
4 having reviewed the literature, what is Dr. Crapo's
5 opinion as to whether or not chrysotile can cause
6 mesothelioma, what would that opinion be?
7 A. It's what I just said. I think the
8 literature would support two opinions. One is that
9 high-dose chrysotile does cause it, and one is that

10 even in the cases of high-dose chrysotile, it's
11 actually the contaminating amphibole that was the
12 cause.
13 In my -- I think the weight of the
1 4 evidence is in the favor of chrysotile not causing
15 it under human exposure conditions, but I can't rule
16 out the possibility that a high dose causes it.

17 Q. When you indicated chysotile contaminated
18 with an amphibole, is the amphibole that you are
1 9 referring to commonly referred to as tremolite?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. You indicated that the literature may be
22 undecided with respect to certain of the opinions
23 that you have expressed with respect to chrysotile
2 4 mesothelioma.
25 Do you believe the literature is undecided
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1 that the weight of the medical literature would
2 support exactly what I said.

3 Q. So, correct me if I'm wrong, Dr. Crapo,
4 you have an opinion that chrysotile asbestos can
5 cause mesothelioma, but, in your opinion, it will
6 take very high doses of that exposure to cause the
7 disease; is that correct?

8 A. It's close. I said that the literature
9 would support that opinion.

10 I also said that all the cases of

11 chrysotile-related mesotheliomas that have a decent
12 epidemiology causing the relationship are in cohorts
13 that also had a small amount of amphibole in their
1 4 exposure. And I think the weight of the literature
15 would actually favor that it was the amphibole that
16 caused it rather than the chrysotile, but I can't
17 rule out the possibility that high-dose chrysotile
18 causes pleural mesothelioma.

1 9 Q. If I can ask you solely -- I understand
2 0 that you base your opinions based upon a review of
21 the literature, correct?

22 A. That's the primary source of my
2 3 information, yes.

2 4 Q. So, understanding that factor, and if I
2 5 wanted to explore for the jury just what Dr. Crapo's

1 as to the ability of crocidolite or crocidolite
2 asbestos in its ability to cause mesothelioma?
3 A. No. In my opinion, that's firmly
4 established.

5 Q. In this particular case, Dr. Crapo, you
6 had had an opportunity, at the request of Ford Motor
7 Company, to review some materials in Mr. Delisle's
8 case, correct?
9 A. I have.

10 Q. And those materials would have included
11 selected medical records, deposition testimony,

12 interrogatories provided to you for the defendant,
13 Ford Motor Company, correct?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And we have attached what you have
16 reviewed as Composite Exhibit 3, correct?
17 A. That's correct.

1 8 Q. And in this particular case, also,
19 Dr. Crapo, you have issued a report, correct?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. And we had marked that, I believe, as
2 2 Plaintiffs Exhibit 4, correct?
2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. After being hired by the defendants in
2 5 this case or one of the defendants in this case, and
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1 reviewing the materials that you were provided, did

2 you reach an opinion, within a reasonable degree of

3 medical certainty, as to what disease process
4 Mr. Delisle is currently suffering from?
5 A. I did.
6 Q. And what is that?
7 A. It's pleural mesothelioma.
8 Q. And as part of your review of the medical
9 records and deposition testimony, did you reach an

10 opinion as to whether that mesothelioma was caused
11 by asbestos or something else?

12 A. I did reach that conclusion.

13 Q. And what was that conclusion?

14 A. It's my opinion that his mesothelioma was
15 caused by amphibole asbestos exposure.

16 Q. As a part ofyour review of Mr. Delisle's
17 case and the materials that you were sent, did you

1 8 review any information as to whether or not there

1 9 was evidence to support a specific type of amphibole
20 exposure that Mr. Delisle would have suffered?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And what would have been the specific type
2 3 of amphibole exposure that you were able to see from

2 4 the materials you reviewed?

2 5 A. Well, the one from which there is the

1 contributing cause for his mesothelioma.
2 Q. Dr. Crapo, I imagine that there may be
3 some testimony in this particular case indicating
4 that somehow crocidolite fibers may not be released
5 from that -- smoking that filter.
6 Do you know or do you have any information
7 to believe whether or not the crocidolite fibers
8 would be released when smoking a cigarette?
9 A. Well, it's been looked at by several

10 different -- at least two different industrial
11 hygienists, who have reported the release of fibers
12 from the filter, and it's my opinion that the
13 packing of a filter with crocidolite would be a
14 high-risk item for the filter to release the
15 crocidolite fibers, because they're so tiny.
1 6 And so I see no reason why they wouldn't
17 be released, and at least two industrial hygienists
18 have looked at that and reported that there was
19 release.
20 So, it's consistent with all I know about
21 this to conclude that smoking a micronite Kent
22 cigarette would be a source ofsignificant exposure
2 3 to crocidolite fibers.

2 4 Q. Now, Dr. Crapo, leaving aside the studies
25 that the two industrial hygienists or individuals

2394 2396

1 greatest amount of evidence and testimony would be
2 crocidolite.

3 Q. And in what form did that crocidolite
4 exposure take? In other words, where was that
5 crocidolite from? Excuse me.
6 A. The crocidolite that he was exposed to was

7 from smoking Kent Micronite cigarettes, starting at

8 the age of 11 or 12, and up until about 1957,
9 smoking that cigarette, which contained a filter

10 that was made using crocidolite asbestos.
11 Q. And based upon your review of the
12 materials, that is, the medical records of
13 Mr. Delisle, the deposition testimony of
14 Mr. Delisle, the answers to interrogatories, as well
15 as your 30 plus years of studying asbestos and
16 asbestos-related illnesses and the literature
17 pertaining thereto, did you reach an opinion, within
18 a reasonable degree of medical certainty, as to

19 whether or not Mr. Delisle's smoking of those Kent

20 Micronite filtered cigarettes was a substantial
21 contributing cause of his mesothelioma?

2 2 A. I did.
2 3 Q. And what would that opinion be?
2 4 A. It would be my opinion that his smoking
25 Kent Micronite cigarettes was a substantial

1 who have studied the release of asbestos from those
2 Kent Micronite filtered cigarettes, leaving that
3 aside, as a pulmonologist for over 30 -- now 40
4 years, who has done work in the area of asbestos and
5 asbestos-related disease, do you believe or do you
6 have an opinion as to whether or not it would be
7 reasonable to use crocidolite in a cigarette filter?

8 A. I do have an opinion about that.
9 Q. And what would your opinion be, sir?

10 A. It's my opinion and it would be highly
11 dangerous to use crocidolite in a cigarette filter.
12 Q. And why would that be, absent -- absent
13 the knowledge that you have that other individuals
14 have studied the release of asbestos from those
15 cigarettes?

16 A. Just common sense. Exposure to
17 crocidolite, even low doses, has been shown to carry
18 substantial risk of mesothelioma.
19 And then to pack crocidolite fibers into a
2 0 small filter or a small tube, and then to ask a
21 person to inhale through that 20 or 30 times per
22 cigarette, 20 cigarettes a day, typically, would be
2 3 an extremely unwise and hazardous thing to do.
2 4 It's very difficult to make an
25 asbestos-related product that doesn't release some
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1 fibers unless you bind it into a full plastic resin

2 or something like that, like you might see in a --

3 in a material that's a solid material rather than a
4 filter.
5 So it would just be expected that a filter

6. would release some of the fibers that were in it,

7 and to put a very dangerous fiber in there would be

8 a very unreasonable thing to do.
9 Q. And do you have an opinion as to what the

10 rnost dangerous asbestos fiber type is generally?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And what we that be?
13 A. It's crocidolite.

14 Q. Dr. Crapo, I'd like to ask you to assume
15 that Mr. Delisle's exposure to crocidolite asbestos

16 from smoking Kent cigarettes from approximately 1

17 to 1956 resulted in, let's say, .1 fiber CC years of
18 exposure.

19 In that hypothetical, would the smoking of

20 those Kent Micronite filtered cigarettes containing

2 1 crocidolite contribute or substantially contribute

2 2 to causing Mr. Delisle's mesothelioma?

2 3 A. I would preface my answer by saying that
2 4 there is not good literature to show the lower level

25 of crocidolite that is capable of causing

1 medical certainty, is that Mr. Delisle's work with
2 friction products of Ford or anybody else's was not
3 a substantial contributing cause to his
4 mesothelioma?
5 A. Yes, that type of product would involve
6 only chrysotile, and it would only be low-level
7 exposures. Low-level chrysotile exposures do not
8 create risk for mesothelioma.
9 MR. JAGOLINZER: Dr. Crapo, I appreciate

10 it. At this time, that's all the questions I
11 have for you. Thank you.
12 BY MS. FERRIS:
13 Q. Okay. Let's turn to one of your articles
14 from April 16, 2003. It's called Exposure to
15 Calidria Asbestos and other Forms ofAsbestos and

952 16 Their Role in Disease Causation.
17 A. Okay.

1 8 Q. Are you familiar with that?
19 A. This is one that I wrote?

2 0 Q. Yes.
21 A. I think I remember that one. Is that
22 1983?

2 3 Q. April 16, 2003.
2 4 A. Okay.

2 5 Q. On page 2 of this report, you state, "For

23 9 8 2 4 00

1 mesothelioma. So that's not a well-established
2 number.
3 But, in my opinion, crocidolite is such a
4 potent fiber in the causation of mesothelioma, that
5 I would consider levels or exposure levels as low as
6 0.1 fiber CC years to be a significant contributing
7 factor.

B Q. And the basis for that opinion would be
9 what, sir?

10 A. It's really all of my experience in the
11 field. The fact that there's a substantial number
12 of reports of people exposed to only very low levels
13 or briefly to crocidolite and developing
14 mesothelioma, and the fact that it's strongly
15 associated with mesothelioma in multiple
1 6 epidemiology studies.

17 While we don't know the lower number of
18 exposure, it is such a potent material that I think
19 caution should be used, and even levels as low as
2 0 0.1 fiber CC years, in my opinion, could potentially
21 cause mesothelioma,
22 Q. And understanding, Dr. Crapo, and we
2 3 should certainly make sure we're clear, you were
2 4 retained by Ford Motor Company, and am I correct
2 5 that your opinion, within a reasonable degree of

1 example, Faux, et al, showed that crocidolite
2 asbestos increases the expression of epidermal
3 growth factor receptor in mesothelial cells, but
4 that this effect is lost when the fibers were milled

5 to break down the long fibers."

6 A. Yes, I remember -- I remember Faux's
7 report and writing that, yes.

B Q. Okay. To your knowledge, have any studies
9 since Faux concluded differently?

10 A. No.

11 Q. To your knowledge, have any studies since
12 Faux come to a conclusion suppoding Faux's finding?

13 A. There's a whole variety of studies that

14 have shown that long fibers are the fibers that
15 carry the risk for disease.

16 We're defining long is longer than 5,
17 generally 10 or 20 microns in length, so we're not

18 talking about centimeter fibers.
19 But, in the definition of these very small

2 0 fibers, it's the longer ones that carry the risk,

21 and that's been established in many studies. I
2 2 don't recall another study that exactly reproduced

2 3 Faux's work the way he did it.
2 4 Q. Do you still hold Faux's conclusion to be
25 the prevailing view on the subject?
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A. It's -- I consider it to be -- prevailing?
I consider it to be a correct opinion that's
supported by eveiything else I know from the
literature.

Q. And you agree with it, correct?
A. I do. But, remember, I'm only talking

about - I'm not talking about long fibers at a
microscopic level - I mean at a gross level.

We're talking about fibers that are 5 to
20 microns in length. That's called a long fiber.

So, you could easily confuse this by

taking someone that took sort of that -- commercial
grades of fiber to a small fiber. That would still
be veiy long compared to what Faux was looking at.

So don't confuse those two issues.
Q. Let's go back to what you said. You say,

"This effect is lost when the fibers were milled to
break down the long fibers."

What exactly do you mean there?

A. I mean we're milling with such an intense
milling of the crocidolite, it reduces it to micron
length fibers, 1 or 2 or 3 microns in length at
most, and you're destroying all the 5 to 20 or 100
micron length fibers.

That's not something that's done in any

1 A. You know, there's no data to say it's
2 exactly 10. That's why I don't - I won't accept a
3 number 3 or 10.
4 The - ifyou destroy all the fibers
5 between 5 and 20 microns or 5 and 40 microns in
6 length, you will destroy the ability of the fiber to
7 cause disease. The really long fibers are not a
8 problem because they're not respirable. They don't
9 go all the way down.

10 In the lung, we're looking, primarily, at
11 long fibers being those that are in the range of 5
12 to, let's say, 40 microns in lengths. Those are
13 very approximate numbers.
14 And if you mill it down below that, and
15 I'm not picking 3 as an exact number, then you will
16 eliminate the capacity of that fiber to cause
17 disease based on the existing knowledge.
18 Q. You would agree that if those small
1 9 crocidolite fibers would not have the capacity to
2 0 cause fibrogenesis or carcinogenesis, they would
21 also not have the capacity to cause mesothelioma?
22 A. Yes, that would be my conclusion, if you
2 3 had gotten rid of them.
2 4 What I want to make clear in my answer is
25 that there is no commercial application of asbestos

2 4 02 2404

1 kind of commercial application. That's something
2 that - in commercial applications, that would be
3 sorting out from very long fibers, let's say, a
4 hundred times that long, down to shorter fibers !
5 which would still be in the range of 20 to 100
6 microns in length. At a commercial level, that
7 would be called a short fiber. But in his research,
8 that was a long fiber.
9 Q. So the crocidolite fibers were milled down

10 into less than the 3 microns that you just said.
11 Is it your testimony that such fibers
12 would not increase the expression of epidennal
13 growth factor receptor in mesothelial cells?

14 A. I didn't literally give you a 3 micron
1 5 cutoff. Generally, the small fibers we're talking
1 6 about are some micron in size.
17 But, in my opinion, it's the 10 and 20 and
1 8 longer micron length fibers that carry the risk of
19 the disease. Ifyou destroy the fibers between 5
2 0 and 40 microns in length, you will eliminate the
2 1 capacity of crocidolite to cause this disease.
22 Q. But you would agree that if it was milled
23 down to, let's say, I think you just said 10
2 4 microns, it's your testimony that such fibers would
2 5 not cause disease?

1 of any type that gets rid of the 5 of 20 micron
2 length fibers. The only exception to that is the

3 Calidria type of asbestos, which doesn't form the

4 long fibers, except as a fiber bundle, but that's a
5 special case.

6 When the commercial applications discuss

7 use of short fibers, they are talking fibers that

8 are longer than a hundred microns in length, and
9 those -- the smallest commercial application of any

10 asbestos fiber, that I'm aware of, would contain

11 large numbers of fibers in the 5 to 40-micron length
12 size.

13 Q. Do you have any expertise or familiarity I
1 4 with how the micronite filter in Kent cigarettes

15 were manufactured from the period ofMarch 1952 to
1 6 May 1956?

17 A. No, I don't.
18 Q. But you don't have any personal experience
1 9 or expertise in cigarette filters, right?

2 0 A. Not in cigarette filters, but I spent a

21 lot of time reading how fibers are milled, and I've
22 done milling myself to make short fibers, and the -

2 3 so I'm very familiar with that process and what can
2 4 be accomplished. And I'm also familiar with what

25 commercial people call short fibers, and what a
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1 research scientist like Faux calls a short fiber,
2 and there's a hundred to a thousand-fold difference
3 in what they're talking about.
4 Q. All right. But you personally do not know
5 the -- how much they were milled down in the Kent
6 Micronite --
7 A. No. I -
8 Q. -- filter from 1952 to 1956?
9 A. I don't know the exact process they used.

10 Q. And you don't know the size?
11 A. I don't.

12 Q. On page 3 of this report, you state that
13 it requires a substantial exposure to long asbestos
14 fibers to overwhelm the natural defenses of the lung
15 for both clearance and repair, and create a
1 6 significant pathological response.
17 This applies to all fiber types, including
18 crocidolite, correct?
1 9 A. It does apply to all of them. However,
20 crocidolite has a potency that is several orders of
21 magnitude higher than other fibers, but the -- but
22 it does apply to all of them, including crocidolite.
2 3 Q. Do you still have the belief that there is
2 4 a threshold for exposure to asbestos below which
2 5 there is no risk for development of mesothelioma?

1 brand of the car was.
2 Q. Mr. Delisle also testified that when he

3 removed the old asbestos-containing brakes when he
4 worked on Ford cars, he would blow off as much of
5 the dust as he could with his own breath.

6 Do you remember that?
7 A. I have to look it up. That's consistent,
8 but I don't remember the exact words.
9 Q. Is there any doubt in your mind that

10 blowing off that dust with his own breath would
11 expose him to asbestos dust?
12 A. In my opinion, that would not expose him
13 to a significant amount. But to the extent that
14 there was asbestos in it, he would have the
15 opportunity to breathe that.

1 6 Q. And he said that each time he changed
17 brakes during that 15-year period between 1960 and
18 1985, that's what he did.
19 Would that frequency of duration, would
2 0 you characterize that as significant exposure to
21 asbestos dust?

2 2 A. No. No. We're talking about doing 20
2 3 brake jobs? And a full-time mechanic can do that in
2 4 a week. And a full-time mechanic's entire year of
25 doing that, which could include a thousand or more

2 4 0 6 2 4 0 8

1 A. Yes, I do.
2 Q. That applies to crocidolite, too, correct?
3 A. It would, but the threshold would be far
4 lower for crocidolite than it would be for, let's
5 say, chrysotile.
6 Q. Returning to your report for this
7 particular case with Mr. Delisle.
8 You indicate that your file revealed that
9 Mr. Delisle did brake repair work only on personal

10 automobiles between 1960 and 1985, correct?
11 A. That's correct.
12 Q. You're aware that he did such brake work
13 on Ford automobiles, correct?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Any particular reason why you didn't note
16 that he worked on Ford automobiles?
17 A. I didn't think that the brand mattered a
1 8 whole lot. He said he had a large amount of
19 automobiles, something on the order of maybe 20. I
2 0 think three or four of those were Fords that he did
21 brake jobs on.
22 But the friction work of that nature does
23 not result in a significant exposure, and it's only
2 4 to chrysotile, and would not create risk for
2 5 disease, and it really wouldn't matter what the

1 brake jobs, would still be an exposure of0.04
2 fibers per CC, done in an indoor environment like
3 that. So what you're describing is absolutely
4 irrelevant.

5 Q. Do you remember that Mr. Delisle also
6 testified that when he removed the old

7 asbestos-containing brakes when he worked on the
8 Ford cars, he would brush out anything that remained
9 on the drum?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. Any doubt in your mind that brushing off
12 the drum exposed Mr. Delisle to asbestos dust?

13 A. Not to any significant asbestos, as I've

14 previously explained.

15 Q. You testified previously that there's some

16 asbestos found in ambient air.

17 Do you remember that?
18 A. Yes.

19 Q. Would you agree that some of the asbestos

2 0 found in the ambient air comes from the use of
21 asbestos-containing brakes in automobiles and other
22 vehicles?

2 3 A. It likely does, but its primary source is

2 4 from a natural situation such as rock. But, yes,

2 5 there would be some contribution from brake dust.
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1 Q. You've also heard of Dr. Nicholson? 1
2 A. I have. 2

3 Q. He's also from Mount Sinai? 3
4 A. That's correct. 4
5 Q. Do you recognize him as an expert in 5
6 asbestos diseases? 6

7 A. He's -- he's made a number of very good 7
8 observations in this field, that's correct. I don't 8
9 accept -- I don't agree with all of his opinions, 9

10 but he has made a number of important observations. 10
11 Q. In fact, he's listed as one of the authors 11
12 of the articles that you listed in your mesothelioma 12
13 bibliography, right? 13
1 4 A. Yes, I think he is. 1 4

15 Q. Are you aware that, in 2001, Dr. Nicholson 15
1 6 stated that there was strong support for the 16
17 proposition that chrysotile is a potent causative 17

18 factor in producing mesothelioma, and that the risk 18
19 associated with exposure to chrysotile in producing 19
2 0 mesothelioma is similar to that of amosite on a 2 0
21 per-fiber exposure basis? 21
22 A. I do recall him saying that, and it's . 22
2 3 absolutely incorrect. It's not supported by -- in 2 3
2 4 fact, almost every major textbook and every major 2 4

2 5 article written on this topic would show the flaws 2 5

MS. FERRIS: Excuse me.
THE COURT: Hold on, Counsel.
MS. FERRIS: We added some additional

lines on page 68 that were skipped over, 9
through 15.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, we're going to
need a sidebar.

THE COURT: Sure.
(Discussion sidebar.)
MS. FERRIS: On page 68, lines 9 through

15, I spoke with counsel this morning and asked

Dr. Crapo, how do you evaluate tests done on
60-year-old cigarettes, and he responds it
would be difficult to actually prove that you
are getting the same results that you would

have gotten 50 years earlier. I don't intend
to validate that.

MR. JAGOLINZER: The answer continues on
for the next page until line 9. If this now

wants to be read in, I'm fine, but the entire
answer needs to be read in as well.

THE COURT: Okay.
MS. FERRIS: No. Let me just read the

entire answer. That - he just got the letter

that day, so I would object to the rest of the

2410 2412

1 in that logic.

2 Q. Would you agree with me, Dr. Crapo, that
3 if there's no fiber release, that there can be no

4 causation?
5 A. You mean no causation due to fibers? If
6 there's no exposure to fibers, then they would not
7 be part of the causation.

8 Q. So, the sole basis of your knowledge of
9 the smoking history for Mr. Delisle is both the

10 medical records that you reviewed and Mr. Delisle's,
11 the plaintiff in this case, his deposition
12 testimony?

13 A. That's correct.
14 Q. And you understand that there were organic
15 materials in the filter?

1 6 A. I don't know the exact composition of that

17 filter, so I -- I can't comment on the -- the
1 8 filter.

19 Q. Do you understand that items can degrade
2 0 over time?
21 A. It's certainly possible, yes.
22 Q. What is your position on mesothelioma
2 3 knowledge in the 1950s?
2 4 A. Mesothelioma had been identified. It was
2 5 still a rare tumor being studied."

1 letter being in there.
2 THE COURT: Can I see?
3 MS. FERRIS: Sure.
4 THE COURT: I mean, if you want the whole
5 answer in, it's agreeable. I'm not going to
6 let you just read one paragraph. That's not
7 his whole answer.
8 I'd sustain the objection. Just leave it
9 out. If you want it in, we'll put it in.

10 MS. FERRIS: Okay. We'll leave it out.
11 THE COURT: Thank you.
12 MR. CEDILLO: Wait. Wait. Let me see it.
13 Sorry, Your Honor.
14 Okay.
15 (Sidebar concluded.)
1 6 THE COURT: Proceed.
17 (Video resumed.)
18 "Answer: I don't believe, in the 1950s,
19 it had been specifically associated with
2 0 asbestos exposure. I would date that
21 observation to be Wagner study, and it was
2 2 published in 1960.
2 3 Q. 1960 was when people knew about that.
2 4 That's when you --
2 5 A. I would date the -- the defmitive study
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1 showing a relationship between crocidolite exposure 1
2 and causation of mesothelioma to be that published 2
3 in 1960 by Dr. Wagner. 3
4 BY MR. JAGOLINZER: 4
5 Q. A quick housekeeping matter. When you 5
6 were asked questions about what information you 6
7 reviewed as it pertains to Mr. Delisle's smoking 7
8 history, I believe you indicated the deposition and 8
9 the medical records. 9

10 Did you also have available to you and did 10
11 you utilize the answers to interrogatories? 11
12 A. Yes, I did." 12
13 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, we just have one 13
14 technical issue that I just needed to fix. 14
15 I'm sorry. Can we have a five-minute 15
16 break? 16
17 THE COURT: Sure. Ladies and gentlemen, 17

18 we're having a technical difficultly. We'll 18
19 takeashortrecess. 19
2 0 Don't discuss the case. Don't form any 2 0
21 opinion about the case. Don't allow anyone to 21
22 discuss the case in front of you. 22
2 3 Sorry for the delay, ladies and gentlemen. 2 3
2 4 (Whereupon, the jury panel exited the 2 4
25 courtroom.) 25

(Jack Reilly sworn in by the Court.)
THE COURT: Tell me your true and lawful

name.
THE WITNESS: John P. Reilly.
THE COURT: Mr. Reilly, I have a motion

here that Mr. Cedillo filed. It's Lorillard
Tobacco Company's motion for protective order
and to quash plaintiff's trial subpoena issued
to you, and I'm looking at the paragraph -- the
first paragraph basically indicates that you
work as an associate general counsel in the
litigation and legal department of Lorillard?

THE WITNESS: That's correct, Your Honor.
THE COURT: And then it goes on further

and says you are -- Mr. Reilly is assigned to

this case as a supervising in-house counsel; is
that right?

THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: And that, in this role, in

response for litigation strategy in this case,

the one I'm trying now?
THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: And its preparation for trial?
THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: It goes on and says you're not

2414 2416

1 MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm sorry, Judge. There 1
2 was a section in which Ms. Ferris told me this 2
3 morning that was not brought up before that she 3
4 wanted out, and I wanted to make sure it was 4

5 defmitely out. 5

6 THE COURT: Safe than sorry. We'll take a 6
7 short recess. 7

8 Are you available, Mr. Jagolinzer? 8

9 MR. JAGOLINZER: Pardon me? 9
10 THE COURT: Can we go on with something 10
11 while he's doing that? 11

12 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yeah, absolutely. 12

13 THE COURT: Let's talk about this 13
1 4 Mr. Reilly. 1 4
15 MR. CEDILLO: Again, Your Honor, maybe we 1 5
16 can do it sidebar. My argument is going to 16
1 7 make reference to privileged positions. 17

18 THE COURT: All right, come sidebar. 18
19 (Discussion sidebar.) 19

2 0 THE COURT: Mr. Reilly, can I see you for 2 0
21 a second? Any objection if I ask Mr. Reilly a 21
2 2 couple of questions? 2 2

2 3 MR. CEDlLLO: Not at all. 2 3
2 4 THE COURT: Mr. Reilly, you want to raise 2 4
25 your right hand for me? 2 5

an officer or director of the company,
Lorillard?

THE WITNESS: That's correct, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. That's all
I need, Mr. Reilly. Thank you, sir.

How are you going to serve a subpoena on
him?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, in voir dire --

THE COURT: I know. It's form over
substance.

How are you going to serve a subpoena on
him?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Very simply. He was
introduced to this jury. I have on my witness

list, any representative -- two different
places on my witness list -- any representative
who attends trial on behalf of this case.

I have tried other cases or at least
started to try other cases with Mr. Cedillo.
Matter of fact, Mr. Reilly, in fact, showed up
at the trial, but he was never once introduced
to the jury as the representative of Lorillard
Tobacco.

So Mr. Cedillo made a very tactical
decision here. He was under no obligation to
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1 bring anybody - to put him at that table and 1
2 to say, this is Lorillard. He brought him 2
3 there to do it purposely to boost their 3
4 credibility and to put him on there. 4
5 This jury has a right to know who he is. 5
6 I do not intend, Judge, to go into any matters 6
7 that are privileged or otherwise. But to do 7
8 otherwise would be extremely misleading. 8
9 . . Not one other defendant, H&V or Crane Co., 9

10 decided to bring someone to this table and to 10
11 introduce him to this jury as the 11
12 representative of Lorillard. 12
13 Your Honor referred to him as the 13
14 corporate representative 17 times, at least 17 14
15 times without an objection by Mr. Cedillo. To 15
1 6 allow this jury to have the perception that 16
17 this gentleman, and that's what the argument 17
1 8 is, is that Lorillard cares so much, they 18
19 brought their representative down here so you 1 9
20 could put a face on and boost his credibility. 20
21 I did not make that tactical decision. 21
22 That was Mr. Cedillo's. I probably served him 22
23 with a subpoena after he did that. 2 3
2 4 He's actually listed on my witness list 2 4
2 5 and I have no intention of going into 2 5

It's a tactical decision.
I'm not saying I'm getting into privileged

information, but they have a right to know who

that individual is. I didn't bring him in, and
he was under no obligation to bring him in.

THE COURT: Do you want to be heard?
MR. CEDILLO: Does the Court have any

questions or may I be heard?
THE COURT: Ifyou want to. You can say

whatever you want.
MR. CEDILLO: First of all, he sat at

counsel's table during voir dire, because there
wasn't anywhere else to sit. I wasn't going to
put him in the gallery or the jury box. I
introduced him as a representative of the
company.

Quite frankly, Your Honor, because the
last time that I had Mr. Jagolinzer here for
voir dire, Mr. Jagolinzer and Mr. Reilly were
able to reach out to one another and the case
resolved.

I asked Mr. Reilly to be here for the voir
dire process because in the case in Tampa, good
things happened in tenns of resolution in the
case.

2418 2420

1 privileged information. 1
2 But whether or not that lawyer knows facts 2
3 about this case and who he is specifically, the 3
4 jury is absolutely entitled to know that, and I 4
5 absolutely, Judge, and I'll say it again, I 5

6 have no, no inquiry into going into what is 6
7 privileged information and what he can't talk 7
8 about. 8

9 But the case law we also cited in our 9
10 memorandum of law, Judge, absolutely indicates, 10
11 yes, there are times you can properly serve a 11
12 lawyer and ask about factual questions. That 12
13 doesn't mean I'll be invading information. 13
14 Without having to disclose and to tell 1 4
15 Mr. Cedillo to anticipate what questions I may 15
16 ask Mr. Reilly, I'm entitled to ask factual 16
17 information about their affirmative defenses. 17
18 He's a representative. 18
19 If I'm not, at a very, very minimum, I'm 19
2 0 allowed to inquire so this jury knows exactly . 2 0
21 who that gentleman is that Mr. Cedillo 21
2 2 tactically chose to identify as the 22
23 representative. 23

2 4 To do otherwise would be prejudicial to me 2 4
2 5 in allowing him to boost their credibility. 2 5

I represented to the jury that I was not
going to call him as a witness. Mr. Jagolinzer
said in his opening that he was going to call
him and that they could assess his credibility.

Mr. Reilly is not a fact witness. He was
not specifically named as a corporate
representative. Mr. Jagolinzer is relying on a

catch-all provision.
The corporate representative of the

company is Mr. Reinert, Dr. Reinert, that the

jury has already heard from, and they'll hear
from again when I bring him.

It is highly prejudicial and improper to

call someone from in-house counsel to explain
that he's a lawyer, and that he's here because
he's involved with the strategy of litigating
this case.

He has no evidence that could be properly
put before this jury, and it's a harassment
move, and I move that we quash it.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, respectfully, if I
can, Mr. Cedillo opened that door by doing
that. I had no intention of doing that until
Mr. Cedillo put something in front of this jury
that I believe is absolutely misleading.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

They have a right to know who that 1
individual is and in what capacity he is here. 2
To say otherwise, so he can argue, Lorillard 3
cares about this case, Lorillard does this, 4
look, we brought the representative down here, 5
and he went and did this. That's not who he 6
is. 7

They have a right to know who he is, 8
without me getting into privileged information. 9
I get that. Just like Mr. Cedillo can't talk 10
to Mr. Delisle about what he and I discussed, 11
we all understand that. 12

But that's not something I intend on 13
doing. But the fact of the matter is, is he 14
opened the door and forced me to have to do 15
that and that's where we are now. 16

The subpoena is proper. It is not my 17

burden -- it's not my burden to show that, to 18
show that this subpoena is valid. It is valid 19
and it is listed. 2 0

I could not possibly have known which 21
representative they would have called at trial, 22
Judge, and that's why, specifically, in number 2 3
28 and number 29 of my witness list, that was 2 4
timely and accurately filed, put him on notice, 2 5

But what happened in this case is
different. One time by Mr. Cedillo opening the
door and then this Court referred to him as the
corporate representative at least 17 times,

without objection, because that's who
Mr. Cedillo wanted them to believe he was, and
they have a right to know the truth.

THE COURT: Thank you. I don't need
anything further.

The motion to quash the subpoena is
granted. The motion for protective order is
granted.

I just think it's totally improper. He's
somebody for litigation. If it was a mistake,
even if it was a conscious effort on

Mr. Cedillo's part, which I don't believe there
is. But assuming that it was, I mean, it's
still form over substance.

He's a lawyer. He's in charge of
litigation strategy. That's what he's here
for. That's what he testified to. That's the
end of it. He's not going to be called as a
witness -- thank you -- in any capacity
whatsoever.

(Sidebar concluded.)

2422 2424

1 as well as all the other defendants, who chose 1
2 not to bring anybody down here and introduce 2
3 them to the jury. 3
4 And specifically 28, "any corporate 4
5 representative, employee or other 5
6 representative who attends trial on behalf of 6
7 any defendant or who is produced for deposition 7
8 in this case." B
9 Number 29, "any and all persons who attend 9

10 trial of this cause on behalf of any 10
11 defendant." l1
12 Judge, so I can be clear, there have been 12
13 a number of lawyers for Lorillard and H&V and 13
14 other people who have been in the gallery. I 14
15 did not want to attempt to try to serve them. 15
16 Of course not, because I knew that those 16
17 individuals were lawyers. They weren't 17
18 introduced to this jury as something that 18
1 9 they're not. 1 9
20 This was a person who was brought to the 2 0
21 table and introduced. I absolutely did not try 21
22 and serve the people in the back of that 22
2 3 courtroom that have been in and out of here 2 3
2 4 that are lawyers that represent them. That 2 4

THE COURT: Counsel, you ready to go? I
need a couple of minutes.

(Shoit recess taken.)
(Discussion sidebar.)
MS. KlBBE: First one is 22, page 22,

lines 14 through 17. He doesn't know,
speculative, and it's only 14 through 17 that
they're trying to designate.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Page 21, the prior page
is designated by defendants, 21, lines 19 to
22, establishing that this gentleman, a

co-worker of Brightwater, talks about Mr.
Delisle's father running a plumbing business.

You heard in opening statement, if you'll
recall, he certainly may have been exposed at
all of these other places. That's obviously
important.

So what we go to and we're talking about
the plumbing business and the question is, is
this gentleman going to offer any evidence
whatsoever of testimony that places
Mrs. Delisle there. That's the relevance.

My option was to be you can delete "I
don't know for sure," but you have to have

25 would be improper, Judge. 2 5 something. Or you can delete "I don't think he
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1 did," one or the other. 1
2 But the fact is is they're inquiring and 2

3 trying to allege that Mr. Delisle may have 3
4 potentially been exposed to plumbing in the 4
5 plumbing business. This witness doesn't know 5
6 one way or the other. But he's asked about the 6

7 plumbing business. He's certainly able to say, 7
8 look, I have no information one way or the 8
9 other. 9

10 MS. KIBBE: Page 21, he's not asked about 10
11 the plumbing business. He just says that's 11

12 what he knows about his father. 12
13 It's not asked about whether or not he 13

14 worked there or not or worked with his dad or 1 4

15 not. So it doesn't come out. 15

16 MR. JAGOLINZER: So why don't we take out 16
17 all of it. Why do we have to talk about this? 17

18 MS. KIBBE: No, we can take that out. 18

19 MR. JAGOLINZER: Is that acceptable? 1 9
2 0 MS. FERRIS: Fine with me. 2 0
21 MS.IGBBE: Fine. 21
2 2 THE COURT: Okay. 2 2
2 3 MS. KIBBE: Next one I have is 63. 2 3
2 4 MS. FERRIS: I have after. 2 4
2 5 THE COURT: Hold on. Let me get there. 2 5

Brightwater facility we're talking about.
"Do you recall any products by Ingersoll

Rand at that plant; pumps, water pumps?
"Yes."
Now, myself, going back on page 63, on

cross, indicate, "Well, are you going to say
whether Mr. Delisle did or didn't work on those
actual pumps?" Because they want -- obviously,
for one of their Fabre defendants, they want to
put on Ingersoll.

So if the question is were they there, the
question can be, do you have any knowledge as

to whether he did or didn't work on those. I
think that's in conjunction.

THE COURT: Anything else?
MS. KIBBE: No.
THE COURT: Either they're both in or

they're both out.
MS. KIBBE: We can leave them in. Fine.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Anything else?
MS. FERRIS: My next one is 73. Do you

have anything before 73?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Sorry, Sabrina.
MS. FERRIS: Seventy-three.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Okay. Which one?

2426 2428

1

3

4
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19
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2 5

63? 1
MS. KIBBE: Eighteen through 21. 2
MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm sorry? 3
MS. KIBBE: Page 63, 18 through 2L 4
MR. JAGOLINZER: Page 63, you said? 5
MS. KIBBE: Yes. 6
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes. 7
MS. KIBBE: It says, "Do you recall 8

whether or not Mr. Delisle had ever worked on 9
any Ingersoll Rand heat or water pumps there? 10

"Personally, I don't know." 11
Speculative. 12
MR. JAGOLINZER: Here is the issue. Ifwe 13

go back to see what was designated by the 14
defendants, they asked Mr. -- 15

THE COURT: Where? 1 6
MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm looking for it, 17

Judge, right now. 1 8

They asked Mr. Clerc -- and I'll find the 19
exact page - was there any Ingersoll Rand 2 0
pumps -- and I'm going to find the page, Judge, 21
if there were any Ingersoll Rand pumps at this 22
facility. 2 3

Page 42, Judge, designated by the 2 4
defendant, lines 2 through 4. This is at the 2 5

MS. FERRIS: Beginning at line 21. He
says, "Do you recall," and it goes onto the
next page, "Do you recall there ever being a
warning also cast onto the pump?" This part
that contains asbestos, and he goes on to the

next page, and I would stop it at, "No, I don't
recall."

And the Court overruled the objection to
the exact same question later on as it
pertained to granite -- Cranite.

THE COURT: Take one at a time. Go back
to you want to end it as, "No, I don't recall?"

MS. FERRIS: Correct.
THE COURT: Any objection?
MR. JAGOLINZER: My objection is this, in

this case, and what Ms. Ferris is referring to
is later on, there is a question posed of the

witness, "Do you recall any warnings about
asbestos on the Cranite sheet gasketting"?

This individual says, "No."
You have seen, Judge, and we've already

heard, and it's already here and it's
undisputed, that asbestos was always in Cranite
sheet gasketting materials.

The way this question is phrased is
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1 assuming a fact that is not in evidence and 1
2 that will not be played and that will not be 2
3 put in front of this jury from anything that I 3
4 know of. 4
5 Do you recall there ever being a warning 5
6 also cast onto the pump saying, hey, this 6
7 product contains asbestos and it might be 7
8 dangerous? 8
9 There is no foundation for this witness, 9

10 and there is no foundation for this question to 1 Ó
11 say that it actually did contain asbestos. 11
12 We're not talking -- we're talking about a 12
13 pump, metal pump. 1 3
1 4 We're not talking about a product that 1 4
15 we've already established and is undisputed 15
16 always had asbestos during the relevant time 1 6
17 period. 17
18 So this question is misleading because 18
19 there is no foundation for it. 19
20 MS. FERRIS: That is not true, Your Honor. 2 0
21 Our position is that the pumps -- and they were 21
22 a defendant in this case that just settled 22
2 3 right before we started voir dire, that there 2 3
2 4 are gaskets that are not Crane gaskets that are 2 4
2 5 included in those pumps, and we would like an 25

then 22 through 16.
And the reason why we've designated that

and, again, it's in relation to his smoking
history, because if he's a person he's smoking
with, he's going outside.

This is the best man at his wedding, and

if he's smoking with Richard Delisle, it's
something he should know, and he says with
respect to Mr. Delisle, if he was a smoker who
smoked, you know, would you remember him

smoking that much. It's probably reasonable.
I don't remember. I don't remember.

I think that's important and crucial in
establishing here his recollection of this
gentleman smoking the two packs per day that he
says he was smoking at this time period, and as

a smoker, it's something that he would know,
just lays the foundation for that question.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, you sustained the
objections on page 24 and 25 already about
Mr. Clerc's smoking history last time. We
already argued this. We argued on different
pages.

It just happens to come up that we didn't
notice. On page 24, lines 12 through 25, you

2 4 30 2 4 32

1 opportunity to put this on during our case in 1
2 chief. 2
3 MS. KIBBE: If one should be in, they 3
4 should both be in, because it's the same type 4
5 of question we're dealing with, and there is 5
6 evidence in this case that they're raising that 6
7 the pumps used asbestos-containing packing 7
8 and/or gaskets. So it should be coming in, 8
9 both. 9

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: I agree with Ms. Kibbe 10
11 that, you know what, some of the pumps at some 11
12 times may have had asbestos, and whether that 12
13 information comes in through another witness, 13
14 so be it. 14
15 I'm talking about the question and the 15
16 foundation for this witness, and this witness, 16
17 and there is no foundation at this time for 17
1 8 this question or answer to be actually asked of 1 8
19 this witness. 19

20 THE COURT: Objection is overruled. I'll 20
21 allow it. 21
2 2 MS. FERRIS: The last one I have, on 78, 2 2
2 3 page 78. We had designated, and we didn't get 2 3
2 4 an objection from this, which is lines 2 2 4
2 5 through 7, just identifying myself again, but 2 5

sustained all about Mr. Clerc's personal
smoking history and continuing onto page 25 -
sorry, and 26, you already sustained the
objections as it relates to his smoking
history.

THE COURT: Anything else?
MS. FERRIS: No.
THE COURT: I sustain the objection.
What else have we got?
MS. FERRIS: Not even the part with

respect to Mr. Delisle, page 79, 7 through 16,
if we can take out the part where he's talking
about his --

THE COURT: Seventy-nine, where?
MS. FERRIS: Line 7 through 16.

Mr. Delisle, he was a smoker.
The fact that he never saw him with a

cigarette is relevant to our defense in this
case, Your Honor.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, 15 and 16 are
completely separate questions and answers than
7 through 14, which are 100 percent
objectionable.

MS. FERRIS: Plaintiffs counsel asked a
similar question of the witness that is in
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here.
MR. JAGOLINZER: I asked nothing about

whether it's reasonable or might not be
reasonable, and to assume certain things and

where answers are I just don't remember about
smoking.

And you sustained all of my - excuse
me -- you overruled all ofmy objections when I
asked about, well, who would be a better person
to ask, would it be Mr. Delisle or who would
know more, all these hypothetical and
assumption questions.

You actually overruled my objections --
wrong way around. I can't think, Judge.

THE COURT: The question on line 7, I
would sustain the objection. I mean, that's
calling for speculation, what he thinks that
was the case. I'd sustain that.

It's different as to line 15: So you
never saw him with a cigarette? I don't
remember. All right.

MS. FERRIS: Thank you.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you.
THE COURT: Is that it?
MS. FERRIS: That's all on Clerc, and then

1 So I think that by the time you get to the

2 1930s, you would have a pretty broad knowledge that
3 asbestos, in very high concentrations, can cause
4 significant disease and death.

5. Q. And you've been training in inhalation

6 toxicology for how long now?
7 A. Well, I trained in it -- I started my

8 training in the field in -- at the NIEHS in 1972,
9 and it's been a major part of my research and

10 teaching and career since that time.

11 Q. Fair to say over four decades?
12 A. That's correct.

13 Q. So we're crystal clear, are the

1 4 crocidolite fibers that are found in the Kent

15 Micronite filtered cigarettes, quote, short fibers?

16 A. No -- well, I mean, let's be careful.
17 Longo's work demonstrates that there are a

18 substantial number of longer fibers in the micronite

19 filters. There's always -- whenever you have long
2 0 fibers, you also have a lot of short fibers, but

21 it's the long fibers that carry the risk.

22 And in my opinion, the micronite filter
2 3 does contain a substantial amount of longer

2 4 crocidolite fibers that would be capable of causing

25 mesothelioma.

2434 2436

1 we're ready to go on him.
2 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you.
3 (Sidebar concluded.)
4 THE COURT: Let's bring the jury in.
5 (Whereupon, the jury panel entered the
6 courtroom.)
7 THE COURT: Thank you, ladies and
8 gentlemen.
9 Let the record reflect the presence of our

10 jury as well as plaintiff, plaintiff's counsel,
11 defense counsel.
12 If you are ready to queue it up, you may.
13 (Video resumed.)
14 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
15 "Question: Let me ask you more broadly,
16 do you have an opinion as to when it was known
17 in the scientific and medical community as to
18 when exposure to asbestos, in general, could
19 cause death?
2 0 A. There are suggestions of it from reports
21 at the turn of the 19th Century, very early, like
22 close to 1900.
23 The first publication of a significant
2 4 asbestos-related disease was in the 1920s, and then
25 there are several reports in the 1930s.

1 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Doctor. No
2 further questions.

3 Q. Doctor, has the Ferraro firm or Mr. or
4 Mrs. Delisle retained you in this case?

5 A. No, they have not."

6 MR. JAGOLINZER: That completes the
7 deposition of Dr. James Crapo.
8 THE COURT: All designations and
9 cross-designations, correct?

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes.
11 THE COURT: Who is your next witness?
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, our next witness

13 will be Bruce Clere by videotape deposition.
1 4 THE COURT: Different videotape?
1 5 MR. JAGOLINZER: Different videotape, Your
16 Honor.

17 THE COURT: I apologize, ladies and
1 8 gentlemen, I need two minutes with the lawyers.

19 They have to get the videotape straightened

2 0 out. Give them a few minutes to get that

21 straightened out. Then we'll be ready for you.
22 Leave your notepads on the chairs. We'll

2 3 be back with you shortly. Don't discuss the

2 4 case. Thank you. Sony for the inconvenience.

2 5 (Whereupon, the jury panel exited the
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courtroom.)
THE COURT: We'll be in recess.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Sorry, Judge. I didn't

even know.
MR. CEDILLO: Before we go in recess and

off the record, at this time, I would like to
renew my Daubert motion on Dr. Crapo.

Dr. Crapo, by his own admissions, did not
possess the sufficient Daubert credentials to

be able to give the opinions that he did. He
relied on faulty methodology, and used
assumptions that were ipso facto.

It was him, without any basis, saying it,
and for all the other reasons that I cited in

our Daubert argument and in our brief, Your
Honor.

And in an abundance of caution, at this
time, I would ask the Court to instruct the
jury to disregard everything they heard from
Dr. Crapo. And if the Court will not do that,
I ask for a mistrial. Thank you, Your Honor.

MR. ROWLEY: H&V joins, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Do you wish to be heard?
MR. JAGOLINZER: No, Judge, I stand on my

prior statements.

1 courtroom.)
2 THE COURT: Thank you, Counsel. Please be
3 seated.

4 Let the record reflect the presence ofour

5 jury, plaintiff, plaintiffs counsel, defense
6 counsel.

7 Call your next witness.
8 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Your Honor. At this
9 time, plaintiffs will call Bruce Clere by way

10 ofvideotaped deposition from February 28,
11 2013.

12 THE COURT: Thank you. Again, ladies and
13 gentlemen, this is a video deposition of

14 Mr. Clerc. It was taken before trial. It will
15 now be presented to you.

16 You are to consider and weigh this

17 testimony as you would any other evidence in
1 8 the case. You may continue.
19 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Your Honor.
2 0 (At this time, a video was played for the

21 court and taken down to the best of the court

2 2 reporter's ability:)
2 3 VIDEOGRAPHER: "My name is Anthony
2 4 Piccirilli, representing Veritext New York.

25 The date today is February 28, 2013, and the
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THE COURT: Thank you. I previously
denied your request to have him excluded as a
witness based upon your Daubert challenge. I

see no reason at this juncture to change that

position.

I don't see there's any reason for a
mistrial, and that request is denied.

MR. CEDILLO: Thank you, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Thank you. Tell me when

you're ready.
MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, I have an order

on the motion to quash, if I may present it.
THE COURT: That's fine.
MR. JAGOLINZER: By way of timing, I think

this one is 55 minutes. It would take us right
through lunch and we should be good.

THE COURT: That's fine.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Okay, Judge. I'm told

we're ready to go.
THE COURT: Mr. Cedillo? Mr. Rowley?

Mr. Lowery?
MR. LOWERY: Yes.
MR. ROWLEY: Yes.
THE COURT: Bring the jury in.
(Whereupon, the jury panel entered the

1 time is approximately 1:06 p.m.
2 This deposition is being held at Greenberg

3 Traurig, located at One International Place,

4 Boston, Massachusetts.

5 The caption of this case is Richard and

6 Aline Delisle versus A.W. Chesterton Company,
7 et al.

8 The name of the witness is Bruce P. Clerc.
9 At this time, the attorneys present in the

10 room and attending remotely will identify

11 themselves and the parties they represent.

12 After which, our court reporter, Michael
13 O'Connor, representing Veritext New York, will

14 swear in the witness, and we can proceed.

15 MS. FERRIS: Sabrina Ferris from Greenberg

16 Traurig on behalf of defendant, Lorillard
17 Tobacco Company.

1 8 MR. GARDELLA: John Gardella, Governo Law
19 Firm, on behalf of Crane Co.
2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: David Jagolinzer on
21 behalf of Richard and Aline Delisle.
22 MS. BANEZ: Marissa Banez on behalf of
2 3 Hollingsworth & Vose.

2 4 BY MS. FERRIS:
25 Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Clerc. My name is

Veritext Florida Reporting Co.
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1 Sabrina Ferris, and I represent one of the
2 defendants in the lawsuit that was brought by
3 Richard Delisle.
4 Ifyou could, give your full name for the
5 court reporter, please?
6 A. Full name?
7 Q. Yes.

8 A. Bruce Paul Clerc.

9 Q. And you don't pronounce the C in Clerc, so
10 it's Clerc?
11 A. Yes, it's like LeClaire without the L-E.

12 Q. When were you born?
13 A. Where?
14 Q. When?
15 A. When? January 26, 1943.
16 Q. And where do you currently live?
17 A. Adams, Massachusetts.

1B Q. And what's the address there?
19 A. 45 Notch Road, N-O-T-C-H.
20 Q. How long have you lived at this address?
21 A. Forty-five years.
22 Q. Anybody live there with you?
23 A. My wife and one son.
2 4 Q. And your wife's name?
2 5 A. Carol, Carol Ann.

1 A. Fifteen years.
2 Q. Did you grow up -- were you born in Adams,
3 Massachusetts?

4 A. Yes.
5 Q. So you lived there your whole life?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. Are you currently employed?
8 A. No, retired.
9 Q. When did you retire?

10 A. Five years ago.

11 Q. What were you doing prior to your
12 retirement?
13 A. I was a stationary engineer in boiler
14 rooms and power plants.

15 Q. How long did you work?
16 A. Forever. I worked 35 years for General
17 Electric, and the last five or six years, in
1 8 different papers mills that needed a dinosaur to run
19 the old plants and stuff like that.

2 0 Q. Did you work anywhere prior to working at
21 GE?

22 A. Yes, I worked for Brightwater Paper, where
2 3 I started. I worked for a place called Frank's
2 4 Motors, for a short time.
2 5 Q. Was Frank's Motors before Brightwater or
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Q. And you said your son lives there as well.
What's his name?

A. David.
Q. How old is David?
A. Thirty.
Q. And your other children, any other

children?
A. I have a daughter.
Q. Her name?
A. Amanda.
Q. How old is Amanda?
A. Twenty-eight.

Q. Does Amanda -
A. Twenty-six.
Q. I'm sorry?
A. She's actually 26, I think.
Q. Is she married?
A. No.
Q. Her last name is also Clerc?
A. Yes.
Q. Where did you live prior to 45 Notch Road?
A. Adams.
Q. Do you remember the address?
A. 6 Glenn Street.
Q. How long did you live at 6 Glenn Street?

1 after?
2 A. After Brightwater, and I --

3 Q. I'm sorry?
4 A. I'm trying to think. There was a place in
5 between. They called it New England Lime. It's now
6 Specialty Minerals. I worked there for a while
7 before I went in the -- when I went to General
8 Electric in '66.

9 Q. When did you start at Brightwater?

10 A. Sometime in 1962, right out of school.
11 Q. Do you know what year, year or years you
12 worked at Frank's Motors?
13 A. I believe around '64.
1 4 Q. Did you leave Brightwater to go to Frank's
15 Motors?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. You said there might have been another
1 8 place that you worked prior to going to GE.
19 Would that have been straight for two
2 0 years at that location?

21 A. I think that was Specialty Minerals.

22 Q. And you worked there for two years?
2 3 A. Yes, but they called it New England Lime
2 4 back then. It's 50 years ago, you know.
25 Q. You said that you worked in the boiler
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1 rooms.
2 Did you work in the boiler rooms in all
3 these places?
4 A. No, I worked in the boiler room at
5 Brightwater, and, of course, Frank's Motors. No,
6 and then I went back into the boiler room at GE. I
7 worked there 30 years.
8 Q. How did you come to meet Richard Delisle?
9 A. He worked at Brightwater.

10 Q. Did he work with you at the same position?
11 A. No. He was -- actually, I met him
12 because -- well, other than the fact that he worked

13 there, so did I, but he was - he worked under my
1 4 brother. My brother was in charge of the

15 electrical. Richard worked for him. That's how I
16 met him.

17 Q. And your brother's name?
18 A. Robert.

1 9 Q. Is Robert --
20 A. Deceased.
21 Q. When did he pass away?
22 A. Eight years ago.
2 3 Q. Can you tell me a little bit about the

2 4 circumstances of how you met Richard? I know you
2 5 said you met him at Brightwater, but did you guys

1 Q. What years did he live in your area, do
2 you remember?
3 A. Well, from the '60s to about 15 or 20
4 years ago, he moved to Florida.
5 Q. So until he moved to Florida, you'd see
6 him approximately once a week --
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. -- outside of work?
9 Did you know Richard prior to him starting

10 at Brightwater?
11 A. No.

12 Q. You met him while working at Brightwater?
13 A. (Witness nods head.)
14 Q. Is that a yes?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Would you consider yourself a close friend
17 of Richard's?
1 8 A. Yes, I would. I think he was an usher at
19 my wedding.
2 0 Q. When was your wedding?
21 A. When? '68.
22 Q. Do you still speak with Richard today?
2 3 A. Well, no, I would not -- we're not not
2 4 speaking. Just haven't seen much of him since he
25 moved to Florida. I think they stopped by a couple
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1 become friendly from that first meeting?

2 A. I guess. I don't know. I'm friendly with
3 everybody I work with. The guy is sitting there at

4 paper mills. Generally, at a paper mill, there's
5 only three families working there anyways, so, you

6 know, you just -- they were in and out of the boiler
7 room.

8 Q. Did you spend time with Richard outside of
9 work?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. How oñen would you spend time with
12 Richard?
13 A. I don't know.

1 4 Q. What kinds of things would you do together
15 outside ofwork?
16 A. The things guys do; go to games, drink.
17 We were young then.

1 8 Q. Do you remember how old he was at the time
19 you met him? Was he older, younger than you?
2 0 A. Three years older, I think. That
21 neighborhood.

22 Q. How oñen would you see Richard outside of
23 work?
2 4 A. When he lived in our area, once a week, at
2 5 least.

1 of times when they were up in this area in the last
2 20 years. But other than a Christmas card, no.

3 Q. When was the last time you saw Richard?

4 A. About four or five years ago.
5 Q. That's when he came up here to visit?

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Did you ever go to Florida to visit him?
8 A. No.

9 Q. And when was last time you spoke with
10 Richard?
11 A. Probably six months ago on the phone.

12 Q. Do you remember what the substance ofthe

13 conversation was?

14 A. He told me that he was diagnosed with
15 mesothelioma and asked me if I would verify that he
16 had worked at Brightwater Paper Company, and I said
17 yes. That's what got me here.
18 Q. Did you talk about anything else?
19 A. Well, old times.

2 0 Q. As far as the lawsuit, did he go into any
21 more detail?

22 A. No, he didn't.
2 3 Q. Did he ask you about any other specifics
2 4 about the work experience or his work or anything
2 5 like that or just the verification?
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A. No, he didn't ask anything, right. Just
to verify. That's what he said.

Q. Have you had any other conversations with
Richard about this lawsuit?

A. No, not since that one.

Q. That was the last time you spoke with him?
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Yes? Is that a yes?
A. Oh, yes.
Q. Did you ever go to Richard's house when

you were working together at Brightwater?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember his address?
A. He lived in several apartments. I think

he lived on Jordan Street for a while.

Q. Was it far from your house?
A. Across town. Small town. A couple of

miles.

Q. Did you meet anybody from his family?
A. I was friends with his mother and father.

Q. Do you remember ifRichard Delisle ever
smoked cigarettes?

A. No.
Q. No, you have no recollection of him

smoking?

1 A. It's an estimate.
2 Q. Okay.

3 A. It's kind of -- you know, it's a long time
4 ago. I was there at least a year, '63. I'm pretty
5 sure I left there in '64.

6 Q. So it was more than a year, less than two
7 years?
8 A. Yeah. Yes.
9 Q. To your knowledge, did Brightwater ever

10 change names or ownership while you were there?
11 A. Yes, I -- yes, they did. They went to
12 Budd Company.
13 Q. How many buildings comprised that facility
1 4 at the time you were there?
15 A. Well, it's all connected, so it's like one
16 building. Second floor, two floors. They're all
17 connected, except for the maintenance shop, which
18 was a separate building. So it would be two
19 buildings, one large one and one small one.
20 Q. Which was the large and which was the
21 small?
2 2 A. The maintenance shop would be the
23 smallest, smaller.
2 4 Q. How is that connected to the other shop,
2 5 the other building, I should say?

2 4 50 2 4 5 2

1 A. No, I don't.
2 Q. And that's true for the entire time you've
3 known him?
4 A. Yes.
5 Q. So you never saw him smoking either inside
6 or outside of work?
7 A. No.
8 Q. Did you ever talk about smoking or
9 cigarettes with Richard Delisle?

10 A. No. I didn't, no.
11 Q. Or whether he used to smoke and then
12 stopped smoking?
13 A. No.
14 BY MR. MCCAFFREY:
15 Q. All right. I know we met outside. My
16 name is Kevin McCaffrey. I'm going to have a few
17 questions for you also, okay? Slightly different
1 8 subject matter.
1 9 I want to go back to Brightwater, okay?
2 0 Now, was it 1962 you began there?
21 A. Yes.

2 2 Q. And you worked there until what time?
2 3 A. Probably '64.
2 4 Q. You say "probably."
25 Are you sure or is that an estimate?

1 A. A ramp, a walkway.

2 Q. All right. And was that an exterior
3 walkway or something else?

4 A. Yes.

5 Q. And I'm sorry. You may have mentioned,
6 what is the name of the other building, if it had a

7 name?

8 A. Well, the main mill, you know.
9 Q. What would you call it?

10 A. Paper mill.

11 Q. Was there an address for the entire

12 facility?

13 A. I wouldn't know the number, but it would

14 be Howland Avenue. Howland Avenue. H-O-W-L-A-N-D
15 Q. And which building did you actually work

16 in?

17 A. The boiler room, to the rear of the

18 building, but connected.

19 Q. When you say "to the rear of the

20 building," which building is that, of the two we

21 just discussed?

22 A. The main building, not the maintenance

23 shop.

2 4 Q. Can you describe for me what the main mill

25 looked like? What was it, a concrete building,
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something else?
A. Brick.
Q. Fully brick construction?
A. Yes.
Q. Were there windows in that building?
A. Yes.
Q. Were there windows throughout that

building?
A. Yes.

Q. And did the maintenance shop have a
similar configuration and construction?

A. It had a brick building, glass block
windows.

Q. So the maintenance shop was also brick
with windows throughout?

A. Yes.
Q. Were you ever assigned to any part of the

facility other than the boiler room while you were
there for that year or so?

A. No.
Q. I guess I should ask you: Did your

position ever change while you were there for that
year or so?

A. Well, yes, I started - I started out
working outside loading coal cars, and then I moved

24 54

into the boiler room.
Q. Okay.
A. So that was it.

Q. Was there a name for the coal car work at
all, or did you have a title, for instance?

A. I - no. Must have been a laborer or
something.

Q. And how long was it that you did the coal
car work?

A. Just a couple ofmonths, about two months,
two or three months. That was enough for me.

Q. At that point, your position became what
now?

A. Fireman, they called me.
Q. Was it, at that point, that you moved to

the boiler room?
A. Yes.
Q. Is there any way for you to estimate how

many months prior to you leaving you ended up
working in the boiler room?

A. A year-and-a-half, I would have to say.
Q. And were any masks or respirators offered

at that facility while you were there?
A. No.
Q. Were you - I'm sorry. Did you fmish

1 your answer, sir?
2 A. No.
3 Q. Did your employer ever have any safety
4 meetings that you recall attending while you were
5 there?
6 A. I don't recall that.
7 Q. Do you recall any sort of discussions
8 regarding any safety procedures while you were
9 there?

10 A. I recall some, because we were burning
11 coal. It was, you know, just be careful. That's
12 what I recall.
13 Q. Was this in relation to fire hazards or
14 something else?
15 A. Everything. Things are hot. Boiler
16 rooms.
17 Q. Do you recall any discussions stemming
1 8 from your employer about the hazards of asbestos
19 while you were there?
20 A. Not back then, no, I don't.

21 Q. Again, I'm just referring to Brightwater,
22 the time frame that you were employed there?
23 A. Right.
2 4 Q. What were his primary responsibilities, if
25 you know, while you were there?

2 4 5 6

1 A. I can't answer that, because, at that
2 place, your primary responsibility was what they
3 told you to do.

4 Q. So, is it fair to say you were never
5 assigned to the same crew as Mr. Delisle?
6 A. Yes, that's fair.
7 Q. Okay. You only saw him occasionally when
8 he was passing through?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. So you can't tell me about any particular
11 time you might have observed him working on
12 something?
1 3 A. No, I can't.

14 Q. Can you tell me of any specific work you
15 might have observed him doing?
1 6 A. Boy, it's 50 years. No, I can't.
17 Q. I know we talked about the overall layout
1 8 of the plant.
19 Can you estimate in any way the size of
2 0 the entire plant?
21 A. Well, it's a strange building, the way it
22 was -- you'd have to say it was three football
23 fields long.
2 4 Q. And that's both of the buildings that we
2 5 were discussing?
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A. Yeah, the paper mill part.
Q. Okay.
A. And then there was a maintenance building,

which I don't know, a couple hundred feet long.
Q. Were there pipes running throughout the

facility?
A. Yes.
Q. Were these high-temperature steam pipes?
A. Many.
Q. To your belief, were there miles of pipes

running throughout -
A. Yes, there were.

Q. And would those pipes be insulated with
asbestos pipe covering?

A. Many of them, yes.
Q. I'll just ask it a slightly different way.

Were those pipes insulated with asbestos
pipe covering?

A. Yes.
Q. What forms of asbestos pipe covering were

there in that facility?
A. They put these half pieces on pipes, and

then they covered it with a cloth like, and sort of

painted it. It's sort of a - like a cast you put
on your arm, practically.

1 A. Yes.

2 Q. Do you recall the brand name, the trade
3 name or manufacturer's name of any of the pipe
4 covering at Brightwater?
5 A. I knew you were going to ask that. No.
6 Q. Was there also a cement-type pipe covering
7 at Brightwater?
8 A. Yes.
9 Q. Was that stored in bags as a powder form?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. Did you ever observe anyone mixing that
12 with a water-type product?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Would they pour that bag into the water or
1 5 with a trowel?
16 A. They generally poured the stuff into a
17 pail or mixing trough.

18 Q. Trough.
19 A. Yeah.
2 0 Q. My fault.
21 And was that a dusty process?
22 A. Yes.
2 3 Q. Was that something that occurred on a
2 4 regular basis?
25 A. No, it wouldn't be every day. Monthly.

2458 2 4 60

1 Q. Do you have any idea how thick that pipe
2 covering would have been?
3 A. Depends on the pipe.

4 Q. How about, what would the thickest have
5 been, to your recollection?
6 A. Three inches on large pipes.

7 Q. Did you ever observe any pipe covering
8 that was torn or flaking in any fashion?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. It sounds like - was that a common
11 occurrence?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. Did you often observe that?
14 A. Yes.
15 Q. Did you ever observe any workers tearing
1 6 pipe covering off of the pipes?
17 A. You're talking at Brightwater, right?

18 Q. Right now, we're just talking about
19 Brightwater, yes.
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Was that a common occurrence?
22 A. No. If you had a leak or something, it
2 3 had to be done.

2 4 Q. When that work did occur, would that have
25 been a dusty job?

1 You're talking the boiler room now, right?
2 Q. Let me just ask you this: Where did that
3 work occur?
4 A. The work I saw was in the boiler room.

5 Q. Were you aware of it taking place

6 elsewhere throughout the plant?

7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Do you recall if there were any products
9 or equipment manufactured by Peerless at that plant?

10 A. Yes. I'd have to say yes, because it

11 sounds -- I can almost see it. We're talking 50
12 years ago, you know.

13 Q. I know. Again, we only want what you
14 know.

15 But what do you recall you associating
1 6 Peerless from that plant?

17 A. I've seen a bag of material that you would

18 mix with water to cover elbows and stuff on pipe.

19 That's what I'm seeing. That's what I see now.
2 0 Q. Okay. Do you recall any products
21 manufactured by General Electric at that point?
22 A. Yes.

2 3 Q. Okay. And what products were those?

2 4 A. They would be the turbine generator we had
2 5 was a General Electric.
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1 Q. Anything else?
2 A. Not offhand. The refrigerator.

3 Q. And by "refrigerator," do you mean
4 refrigerator where food was stored?
5 A. Yes.
6 Q. Okay.
7 A. But, yeah, the turbine generator was a
8 General Electric.

9 Q. Do you recall any products by Ingersoll
10 Rand at that plant?
11 A. Pumps, heat water pumps. Yes.

12 Q. Do you recall any products being
13 manufactured by Garlock at that plant?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And what products would those have been?
16 A. The gasket-making material. Gasket.
17 That's it.

18 Q. Nothing else?
1 9 A. Not offhand.

2 0 Q. Do you recall any products manufactured by
21 GAF or G-A-F at that plant?
2 2 A. Yes.

2 3 Q. And what products would those have been?
2 4 A. Insulating and sheet material, gasket
25 material.

1 But do you remember Mr. Delisle ever
2 having to do any work in the boiler room at
3 Brightwater?
4 A. Yes.
5 Q. What types ofwork would Mr. Delisle have
6 to do in the boiler room there?
7 A. At the time that I remember him working in
8 the boiler room, he was pulling wires.
9 Q. Because he was an electrical guy?

1 0 A. By that time.
11 Q. All right. And when you say "by that
12 time," did Mr. Delisle, to your knowledge, at least,
13 focus more on the electrical work at the end of this
14 time at Brightwater or do you know?
15 A. The end, at the end of this time.
1 6 Q. That's fair enough. Now, when you said
17 that he was primarily doing electrical work in the
18 power plant there, can you just describe a little
1 9 bit what you mean by that for us?
2 0 A. Well, any power plant's got a lot of
21 controls and electrical boxes and things go wrong.

22 Replace parts and relays. I'm not an electrician.
2 3 Q. And do you know who manufactured any of
2 4 those electrical components in the power plant at
25 Brightwater?
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1 Q. Do you recall any products manufactured by
2 Owens Corning being present at that plant?
3 A. Yes.

4 Q. And what would those have been?
5 A. Insulation, like boiler insulation.
6 BY MR. GARDELLA:
7 Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Clerc, how are you?
8 A. Okay.
9 Q. Are you okay?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. My name is John Gardella. I just have a
12 few questions for you right now. I actually met you
13 six years ago. There's no way you remember that
1 4 from your other deposition.
15 A. Oh, really.
16 Q. Yeah.
17 A. No. It was six years?

18 Q. Something like that.
1 9 I just want to ask you a couple of
2 0 questions about your work at Brightwater, if I
21 could.

22 I understand from when you were just
2 3 speaking with Kevin, that you only remember Mr.
2 4 Delisle coming into your work space, the boiler room

2 5 sort ofwhen he was passing through.

1 A. Well, FireEye would be one that always
2 gave the most trouble.

3 Q. Just out of curiosity, the eye part of

4 that, is that just the letter I or is of that E-Y-E?

5 A. E-Y-E.
6 Q. Fair enough. Is there any way you can
7 tell us how often, whether it was a weekly or

8 monthly, anything, basis you remember Mr. Delisle
9 coming into the boiler house at Brightwater to do

10 any sort of work?
11 A. No.

12 Q. Let me rephrase the question a little bit

13 to be fair to you then.

14 Do you remember any of the work that any

1 5 of the men were doing in the boiler room at

16 Brightwater in any instance when Mr. Delisle came
17 into the boiler room to do his own work?
1 8 A. No. No, I don't. I'm sorry.

1 9 BY MS. BANEZ:

2 0 Q. Good afternoon. My name is Marissa Banez
21 and I believe I just have a couple of questions for
22 you.

2 3 Going back to the time that you worked at

2 4 Brightwater, I believe you mentioned that you had

2 5 seen some people tearing off pipe covering whenever
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1 there was a leak.
- 2 Do you recall that?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Do you recall, sir, whether or not those
5 people were employed by Brightwater?
6 A. Yes, they were.
7 Q. Do you recall whether or not Mr. Delisle
8 had ever worked on any Ingersoll heat water pumps
9 there?

10 A. Personally, I don't know.
11 Q. Do you recall ever seeing Mr. Delisle ever
12 working with or around any Garlock gaskets?
13 A. Yes, I do.
14 Q. And how often do you recall seeing him
15 doing that?
16 A. Probably five times in a year.
17 Q. And do you recall what he did with those
18 gaskets?
1 9 A. Well, he had to cut them to size or
2 0 whatever, for whatever he was using them for. That
21 would be all I know that he did.

22 Q. Do you recall ever seeing Mr. Delisle work
2 3 with or around any GAF or GAF products at
2 4 Brightwater?
2 5 A. No, I don't.

1 or around any other asbestos-containing products at
2 Brightwater?

3 A. No. How would I know it? I wouldn't know
4 that it was asbestos-containing.

5 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:

6 Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Clerc.
7 A. Good afternoon.

8 Q. Again, my name is David Jagolinzer. And I
9 represent Rich Delisle and we haven't had the

10 pleasure to meet before today, correct?

11 A. Correct.

12 Q. I just want to jump around and follow up
13 as to some of the questions that some of the lawyers

14 in the room asked you, if that's okay?
15 A. Shoot.

16 Q. I want to start with the questions that
17 were asked by counsel for Lorillard Tobacco Company,
1 8 and they relate to smoking.

19 So the jury is clear, you're not saying
2 0 that Richard was not a smoker. You are simply

21 saying that you don't recall one way or another; is
2 2 that correct?

2 3 A. That's correct, yes.

2 4 Q. Ifwe can, now, I'd like to jump to some
2 5 of the questions that Mr. McCaffrey from Goulds
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1 Q. Do you recall ever seeing Mr. Delisle work
2 with or around any Owens-Corning fiberglass or OCF
3 insulation at Brightwater?

4 A. Yes, I do.
5 Q. And do you recall what he did with that
6 product?

7 A. Just worked around it.

8 Q. Was anybody else working on those products
9 while he was around it?

10 A. Yes, leaky pipes.
11 Q. So they were installing it in his
12 presence?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Do you recall, sir, when that happened,
15 whether or not the people who were installing that

1 6 product cut those products?
17 A. Yes, I do. Yes, they would have had to.

18 Q. And do you recall, sir, that when they cut

19 .the Owens-Corning fiberglass board insulation,
2 0 whether or not that created any dust?

21 A. Yes, I do.

22 Q. And that dust was generated in the
23 vicinity ofMr. Delisle?

2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 Q. Do you recall seeing Mr. Delisle work with

1 pumps asked you a short while ago. And I want to
2 clarify.

3 You had two jobs at Brightwater Paper, is

4 that correct? One was unloading coal from cars --
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. -- and the second was working the boiler
7 room, correct?

8 A. Yes.

9 Q. When you were unloading coal from those
10 cars, that was all outside, correct?
11 A. Yes, it was.

12 Q. And Richard had nothing to do with that
13 work while you were doing that, correct?

14 A. No.

15 Q. Similarly, when you worked in the boiler

16 room as a fireman, it was not Richard's duty and/or
17 job to work in that boiler room on a day-to-day
18 basis like yourself?

19 A. No, it wasn't. Yes, you're right.

2 0 Q. In the list of products that Mr. McCaffrey
21 asked you or the names of products that he asked you

2 2 if you recall being present at Brightwater, he
2 3 didn't mention a company or a product called Goulds
2 4 pumps, did he?
25 A. I don't believe he did.
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1 Q. Do you recall there being Goulds pumps at
2 Brightwater Paper?
3 A. Yes, I do.
4 Q. And ifRichard testified that he recalls
5 there being hundreds of pumps at Brightwater, and
6 pumps were everywhere, would you disagree or would
7 you agree with that statement?
8 A. I would agree. You know, there were a lot

9 of them. Any paper mill has a myriad of numbers of
10 pumps.

11 Q. And if Richard also testified that mostly
12 all were Goulds pumps, would you agree or disagree
1 3 with that?

14 A. I would agree.

15 Q. You've personally seen Goulds pumps at
1 6 Brightwater Paper, correct?
17 A. Yes, I have.

18 Q. And you can identify Goulds pumps because
1 9 the name is actually cast right onto the pump,

2 0 correct?

21 A Mostly, yes.

22 Q. Do you recall there ever being a warning
2 3 also cast onto that pump saying, hey, this product

2 4 contains asbestos and it might be dangerous.

25 Do you recall seeing that on the pump?

1 A. No.
2 BY MS. FERRIS:

3 Q. I have some follow-up. Hello again, how
4 are you?
5 A. All right.
6 Q. Good. How you doing. Do you need to take
7 a break?
8 A. No.
9 Q. You never saw him with a cigarette?

10 A. I don't remember.
11 BY MR. GARDELLA:
12 Q. Hello again, Mr. Clerc. John Gardella on
13 behalf of Crane Co. I shouldn't be that long. I
14 just wanted to ask you one or two background
15 questions I think we forgot to ask in the beginning,
16 actually.
17 Do you still have a lawsuit of your own
1 8 pending in Massachusetts?
1 9 A. No.

20 Q. Did you ever on asbestos-related disease?
21 A. I'm on the - I'm registered as having
2 2 asbestos fibers.
2 3 Q. I just want to focus on Brightwater again,
2 4 if I could, sir, specifically the Cranite sheet
2 5 packing product Mr. Jagolinzer just brought up.
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1 A. When are we talking about? If we're still
2 talking Brightwater, no, I don't recall.
3 Q. Also, another product I want to ask you
4 about and I don't believe anyone has asked you about
5 today is a product called Cranite sheet packing.
6 Are you familiar with that?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. I'm sorry?
9 A. Yes, we had that in the boiler room.

10 Q. You had that in the boiler room.
11 Was that at Brightwater?

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. And at Brightwater, there was a small room
14 where you could store some parts and/or where parts
15 ordered from a supply house would get delivered,
16 correct?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Did you actually yourself, while the time
19 you were at Brightwater, ever use Cranite sheet
20 gasketmaterial?
21 A. I did, yes.
22 Q. Did you recall ever seeing anything
2 3 stamped on that Cranite sheet gasket material or
2 4 rolls that said, hey, this contains asbestos, be

1 Since you and I talked just a few minutes
2 ago, it appeared to be our understanding here that
3 you would not be able to tell us how frequently Mr.
4 Delisle worked in the boiler room at the Brightwater
5 facility, correct?
6 A. Correct.

7 Q. Based on simply your own memory today, do
8 you remember ever seeing Mr. Delisle work with the
9 Cranite sheet product in the boiler room at

10 Brightwater?
11 A. Yes, I do.
12 Q. How many times do you remember seeing
13 that?

14 A. I remember at least once, he came and got
15 some sheets of it, because we had a storage room in

16 the boiler room also.

17 Q. Now, when he got those sheets in the
1 8 storage room, did he then do work in the boiler room
19 or did he go and take the sheets somewhere else?
2 0 A. He didn't tell me.
21 Q. So you wouldn't know what he did with them
22 after he took them?

2 3 A. Everything would be an assumption.

2 4 Q. Okay, fair enough.
2 5 careful when you're using it? 25 Any other times you remember Mr. Delisle
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coming into that boiler room and taking Cranite
sheet gasket material?

A. I'm going to say, no.
Q. Okay. You mentioned that the sheet gasket

material obviously came in sheets, and that would

just be sort of like a flat piece of paper looking
object, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And you also mentioned that it came in
rolls, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, if the product was in a roll, how
would you know who manufactured the gasket material
if it was rolled up?

A. I recall it being on a cardboard box that
it came in, and there was always one place for that.

That's what I recall.

Q. Okay. Before we just -- I have a few
questions about that product. I just want to ask
you one or two names, similar to what Mr. McCaffrey
did, I suppose.

Just with respect to products that were

available in that storage room that you mentioned at

Brightwater for gasket material, do you remember any
gaskets there manufactured by Chesterson?

1 the box itself?
2 A. On the rolled gasket it did.
3 Q. On the box or on the gasket?
4 A. On the box.
5 Q. Okay. Do you remember anything about --
6 I'm sorry. Go ahead.
7 A. I think the sheets, it was stamped on the
8 edge of it, the sheets.

9 Q. And do you remember anything about the
10 colors or the style of the writing that appeared on
11 the boxes?

12 A. No, I don't. It was black.
13 Q. The box was black?
14 A. No, the writing.

15 Q. Okay. Do you have any idea where
16 Brightwater purchased Cranite products?
17 A. No idea.
18 Q. The Cranite that came in rolled form, if
19 you were to unroll it, do you remember how big the
2 0 sheet would have been once it was unrolled?
21 A. About 2 feet comes to mind.
22 Q. Two feet square?
23 A. Wide.

24 Q. Wide?
25 A. And by three probably.
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1 A. Yes.
2 Q. What about Raybestos gasket material?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. Was that a product that was available at
5 Brightwater as well?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. Just a few questions to finish up, Mr.
8 Clerc, if I could, about the Cranite material
9 itself.

10 Was the Cranite sheet gasket product one
11 that was shipped or packaged in a box or did it just
12 come as a sheet gasket?
13 A. It came in a box.

14 Q. It came in a box, okay.
15 Was the Cranite sheets gasket product the
16 product you were mentioning before that was rolled
17 up and packaged in a box?
18 A. Yes.

1 9 Q. Okay. Do you remember anything about the
20 packaging, the box itself, colors, sizes, anything?
21 A. No, I don't.
2 2 Q. Do you remember any writing that was on
2 3 the box?
2 4 A. Weight and thickness.

2 5 Q. Did the word "Cranite" appear anywhere on

1 Q. Okay. I understand.
2 Now, the Cranite product that you
3 mentioned that just came not in a box but just as a
4 plain sheet, did that have a similar size, was it
5 smaller or bigger?

6 A. That's the one I thought we were talking
7 about.

8 Q. I understand that there was a Cranite
9 product that came rolled up and came in a box,

10 correct, at Brightwater?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Was there another Cranite product that was

13 also sheet gasket product, but it did not come in a
14 box and it did not come rolled up, it was just

15 handed to you as a sheet?

16 A. I don't know.
17 Q. Okay. Let's just talk about the one you
18 remember. I apologize for the confusion.

19 A. No, that's all right.

2 0 Q. The two by three sheet gasket material, do

21 you remember any of the thicknesses of that problem,

22 the Cranite brand?

2 3 A. No.

2 4 Q. Do you remember any of the colors or any

2 5 of the styles of the writing that appeared on the
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gasket material itself?
A. I thought it was all black or dark green.
Q. The letters were either black or dark

green?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember the color of the actual

sheet gasket material itself?

A. The stuff I remember was gray with a -- it
had like white -- it looked smudgy with white lines
in it.

Q. Did it have the same color on the front
and back or were they two different colors?

A. I think it was a little lighter on one
side.

Q. Did both sides have the word "Cranite" on
it stamped or do you not remember?

A. I don't remember.
Q. Okay. Do you know what any of the Cranite

sheet gasket material was made of, any of the
components of that product?

A. I always thought it was like a rubber, but
not really flexible.

Q. It was a little bit stiff?
A. Yeah.
Q. And you personally used that product,

1 Q. Could you just describe for me what the
2 OCF or Owens Corning board insulation looked like
3 that you just testified about earlier?
4 A. To me, it looked like a gray, heavy
5 material, sort of like sheetrock, without the paper
6 on it. I don't know.
7 Would that be enough for you?
8 Q. Was it yellow?
9 A. No. I'm thinking gray.

10 Q. Okay. And it was a board, not like a pipe
11 covering?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. Do you know what it was applied to?
14 A. We used it on boilers.

15 Q. It was on the outside of the boilers --
16 A. On the side walls, yes, and then covered

17 it with either tin or cloth.

1 8 Q. By the way, who made those boilers?
19 A. Combustion engineering at Brightwater.
2 0 They were both combustion engineering boilers.
21 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
22 Q. A couple of more and we'll be done. I'm
2 3 going to mark, as Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 in a moment
2 4 after we're done with the deposition. I'm going to
2 5 hand to you a piece of paper and I want you to take
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1 correct?
2 A. Yes. Not a lot of it.
3 Q. Okay. In order to cut it - strike that.
4 Would you have to cut it to size based on
5 the application that you were using it on?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Now, in any instance when you personally
8 cut that product, did you notice any dust generated
9 when you were cutting that Cranite sheet material?

1 0 A. Yeah, yes, a little bit of dust Not ...
11 Q. Do you know what that dust was made of?
12 A. No.
13 Q. Do you know if it was anything other than
14 dust that may have collected on top ofthe actual
15 sheet gasket itself that was in the air naturally,
1 6 if you know?
17 A. I couldn't know of that.
18 Q. Did Brightwater use any precut gaskets?
19 A. Yeah, pre-sized ones. I don't --
2 0 Q. Pre-sized?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Did any of the Cranite products come in
2 3 pre-sized form?
2 4 A. I don't know that.
2 5 BY MS. BANEZ:

1 a look at this, if you could. I'm sony for
2 reaching over.
3 Ifyou could just look at what's depicted
4 in that picture and tell me if that's familiar to
5 you?
6 A. It is now. Yes.
7 Q. What's depicted in that picture?
8 A. The Cranite that we're talking about, the
9 gasket material.

10 Q. And finally, you were asked a question, I
11 believe, by Mr. Gardella, about gaskets by
12 Chesterson.
13 How about packing, was there packing made
14 by Chesterson at Brightwater?
15 A. Yes, a lot of that.

16 Q. Just a few based on the photo. Mr. Clerc,
17 the photo, the copy that was handed to you by Mr.
18 Jagolinzer, just a few questions.
19 Do you see at the top it says Cranite
2 0 sheet packing and then under it, and asbestos
21 composition? Do you see that?
22 A. Yes.
2 3 Q. Do you know whether or not there was ever
2 4 a Cranite sheet product manufactured that did not
25 contain asbestos?
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1 A. I don't know that. 1
2 Q. And the item that's depicted in the center 2
3 of this page, is this the style ofwriting on the 3
4 sheet packing that you remember as Cranite that you 4
5 remember? 5
6 A. I would think it is. 6

7 Q. Do you remember, as you look at the photo, 7
8 whether or not that's the identical type or style of 8
9 sheet packing that you used at Bridgewater or 9

10 Brightwater, excuse me? 10
11 A. I can't be sure, no." 11
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: Your Honor, that 12
13 concludes the videotape, the designations and 13
14 cross designations of Bruce Clere from February 14
15 28th. 15
16 THE COURT: All right. Can I see the 16
17 attorneys sidebar, please? 17
18 (Discussion sidebar.) 18
19 THE COURT: Mr. Jagolinzer, what's up 19
2 0 next? 2 0
21 MR. JAGOLINZER: Mr. Delisle. 21
22 THE COURT: How long do you think he's 22
2 3 going to be up there, ballpark? 2 3
2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Hour, hour and 15 2 4
2 5 minutes. 2 5

have some that we need to address ifwe have
time this afternoon, I think that would be a
good use of our time.

MR. JAGOLINZER: I actually forgot. I

thought that's what you were referring to.
There are two more depositions that we

need rulings on, Judge. One is Dr. Smith.

THE COURT: These are Mr. Cedillo's
witnesses?

MR. JAGOLINZER: No, I take that back.
They're not his witnesses. Dr. Smith is an

individual in the '50s who was around and he

offered some -- I'm designating areas that he
has certain factual information about what he
told people at Kent at that time, so it

pertains to Mr. Cedillo, but not his witness.

THE COURT: Let me ask you this. We're
going to come back from lunch. Do I need to
take any longer lunch than nonnal or just come
back at 1:15, you're ready to go.

MR. JAGOLINZER: We're ready to go.
THE COURT: And Mr. Delisle's testimony

would be completed and then you're prepared to
go on to Mrs. Delisle?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Actually, I was prepared
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1 THE COURT: So we take a lunch break now? 1
2 MR. JAGOLINZER: I think so. 2
3 THE COURT: After Mr. Delisle, what do you 3
4 have next? 4

5 MR. JAGOLINZER: Apparently I don't have 5
6 Mr. Reilly anymore. I think, at that point, 6
7 Judge, we have a bunch of exhibits that we need 7

8 to move into evidence and housekeeping. 8
9 I don't necessarily know - I know we have 9

10 certain objections that we have to clean up or 10
11 I need to get final rulings on and then we need 11
12 to straighten out finally the deposition 12
13 designations. I know Miss Kibbe and Mr. Kunen 13

14 have worked together. You handled a lot of 14

15 that. 15
16 And after that, I have Aline, the wife, so 16

17 I think that by tomorrow, I'm done. 17

18 MR. CEDILLO: The deposition designations 18
1 9 that we have to straighten out on our case, our 1 9

2 0 depositions. 2 0
2 1 MR. JAGOLINZER: I apologize. I forgot 21
2 2 about those. You're right. 2 2

2 3 MR. CEDILLO: Depending on when we begin, 2 3
2 4 Your Honor, I want to have some depositions in 2 4
25 the can that I can start my case with and we do 25

for that for tomorrow, that's how I wanted to
do it. I wanted to resolve these deposition
issues is what I wanted to do.

Mrs. Delisle is a short witness, Judge.
Fifteen-minute witness.

THE COURT: But you're going to have Mr.
Delisle on for an hour?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes.
MR. LOWERY: The cross will take a little

while with him.
THE COURT: So you think Mr. Delisle is

going to take you through the rest of the day?
MR. JAGOLINZER: I think pretty much.
MR. LOWERY: That is my guess,
THE COURT: Thank you. I misunderstood.

That is what I needed to know.

Ladies and gentlemen, we're going to take
our lunch recess now. I'm just trying to get
an idea from the attorneys what we anticipate
the afternoon is going to be like.

So we're going to stait back again at
1:15. Do not discuss the case. Don't form any

opinion about the case. Don't allow anyone to
discuss the case in your presence. Leave your

notepads on your chairs and we'll see everybody
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1 back at 1:15. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.
2 You need me for anything else?
3 MR. JAGOLINZER: No.
4 MR. CEDILLO: No.
5 (Whereupon, the jury panel exited the
6 courtroom.)
7 (Lunch recess taken.)
8
9

10
11
12
13

1 4

15
16
17

1 8
1 9
2 0
21

2 2
2 3

2 4
2 5
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1 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN

2 AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

3 RICHARD DELISLE, and ALINE
DELISLE, his wife,

4

Plaintiffs,
5 vs. No. 12-25722 (27)

6 A.W. CHESTERTON COMPANY, et al.,

7 Defendants.

8

9

10 VOLUME 17

11 (Pages 2487 - 2734)

12 The above-styled cause came on for Jury

13 Trial before the Honorable JOHN J. MURPHY, III,

14 Judge of the above-styled court, at the Broward

15 County Courthouse, 201 Southeast 6th Street, Fort

16 Lauderdale, Florida, on Monday, August 26th, 2013,

17 commencing at 1:15 p.m.

18

19

20

21

22

23

2 4

25
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Thereupon, the following proceedings were had:
THE COURT: Counsel, looks like we're

ready.
Mr. Jagolinzer, are you all set?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Mr. Cedillo, Mr. Rowley,

Mr. Lowery.
MR. LOWERY: Yes.
THE COURT: Bring in the jury.
(In the presence of the jury.)
THE COURT: Please be seated.
Let the record reflect the presence ofour

jury, Plaintiff, Plaintiffs' counsel, Defense
counsel.

Counsel, you're still on your case in
chief. Call your next witness.

MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Judge. At this
time, Plaintiffs would call Richard Delisle.

THE COURT: Mr. Delisle, come on up,
please. Watch your step there. A lot of
wires. Remain standing. Raise your right hand
and be sworn.

(Thereupon, the witness was duly sworn.)
THE CLERK: Please state your name and

state your last name for the record.
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1 THE WITNESS: Richard Delisle.
2 THE COURT: Spell it.
3 THE WITNESS: R-I-C-H-A-R-D,
4 D-E-L-I-S-L-E.
5 THE COURT: Please have a seat,
6 Mr. Delisle.
7 Before we get started, I don't hear your
8 microphone. Can you hit the base? Perfect.
9 Counsel, you may proceed.

10 DIRECT EXAMINATION
11 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
12 Q. It's definitely on now?
13 A. Yes.
14 Q. How old are you, Mr. Delisle?
15 A. 74.
1 6 Q. Can you tell us when were you born?
17 A. January 19, 1939.
1 8 Q. Are you currently married, Mr. Delisle?
19 A. Yes.
2 0 Q. To whom are you married?
21 A. My wife Aline.
22 Q. And how long have you been married to
23 Aline?
2 4 A. Forty-three years as of last Thursday.
2 5 Q. Last Thursday.

1 Q. Why is it that you no longer work at
2 Wal-Mart?
3 A. Because I got sick.

4 Q. At the time you were working at Wal-Mart,
5 did you have any intention of stopping?
6 A. No.
7 Q. Did you have any intentions of doing
8 anything else other than working at Wal-Mart at the
9 time?

1 0 A. I was going to college.

11 Q. And what college were you going to?
12 A. Rasmussen College in Ocala, Florida.
13 Q. Why, Mr. Delisle, were you going to
14 college at the young age of, what, 72, 73?
15 A. Just wanted to keep working, wanted to
16 improve myself, and I was trying to learn a new
17 trade.

18 Q. And that trade was for what?
19 A. Medical coding and billing.
2 0 Q. And did you actually just enroll in that
21 or did you actually take courses at that time?
22 A. No, I completed the first course.
2 3 Q. Did you have to drop out?
2 4 A. Yes.
2 5 Q. Why is that?

2493 2495

1 So last Thursday was your anniversary?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. Where did you spend your anniversary?
4 A. Here.
5 Q. Can you tell the ladies and gentlemen of
6 the jury where you grew up, sir?
7 A. Massachusetts.
8 Q. And who did you live with then?
9 A. My parents.

10 Q. How long did you spend in Adams,
11 Massachusetts?

12 A. Probably about -- I left there and came
13 back. In my childhood probably 18 -- 17, 18 years.
14 Q. Is that approximate?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Okay. Are you currently working, sir?
17 A. No.
18 Q. When was the last time you worked?
19 A. I think it would have been around the end
20 of2011, beginning of2012.
21 Q. And where were you working around that
22 time?
23 A. Wal-Mart.
2 4 Q. What were you doing for Wal-Mart?
2 5 A. Stocking, ovemight stocking.

1 A. Because I was sick.

2 Q. We're going to jump back to that a little
3 later ifwe can, Mr. Delisle.

4 But first, have you been previously
5 married?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. And we heard -- the jury's heard already
8 from Eric, your son with Aline.
9 But do you have any children other than

10 Eric?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Do you have step-children from Aline?
13 A. Yes.
14 Q. Are you close with them?

15 A. They're not step-children. They're

16 children.

17 Q. How about grandchildren, do you have any
18 grandchildren, sir?
1 9 A. Over 20.
2 0 Q. Now, we talked about Adams, Massachusetts.
21 We're here in Florida.

22 Do you live in Florida now?

2 3 A. Yes.
2 4 Q. How long have you lived in Florida?
25 A. Moved to Florida '77. Left for three or
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1 four years. Came back.

2 Q. When you left, did you go back to Adams?
3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Now, are your parents still with us, sir?
5 A. No.

6 Q. Do you recall exactly how old your mom was
7 when she passed away?
8 A. In her 80s.

9 Q. Do you recall the exact age?
10 A. No.

11 Q. How about your father, is he still with
12 us?
13 A. No.

14 Q. Do you recall the exact age when he passed
15 away?

16 A. I would say in his 80s.

17 Q. I want to jump -- we're going to jump
18 topics and talk about, obviously, some of the
19 reasons why we're here today. I want to talk about
20 your disease but I'm going to wait a little bit
21 first.

22 A. Yes.

2 3 Q. I first want you to explain to the ladies
2 4 and gentlemen of the jury if you ever smoked
25 cigarettes?

1 A. No. That's why we called him Izzy. Some
2 kind of long weird name.

3 Q. Was Izzy part of his last name?
4 A. I think so. Yeah, I think that's where it
5 came from.

6 Q. How did you meet Izzy?
7 A. He was in the neighborhood. He was there.

8 Q. Was Izzy older than you at the time?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. What about in school, did he go to school
11 with you?

12 A. No, he did not.
13 Q. Now, at the time -- and I know you don't
14 recall the exact date nor year that you started

15 smoking. But do you know whether or not you started

16 smoking in high school or junior high school?

17 A. Junior high school.

1 8 Q. Did Izzy go to junior high school with
19 you?

20 A. No.

21 Q. How is it that you came about to have your
22 first cigarette?

23 A. Just hanging around where we usually hung

2 4 around at the grocery store. And I don't know if
2 5 Izzy offered me one or I asked him to try one.

2497 2499

1 A. Yes.

2 Q. Do you recall, sir, the exact date and the
3 year you first started smoking cigarettes?
4 A. No.
5 Q. Do you recall when you stopped smoking
6 cigarettes?

7 A. I thought around '83, '84. My wife says
8 it was '81.

9 Q. Do you know exactly?
10 A. No. I think she was probably right.

11 Q. Okay. Now, let's talk about where you got
12 your first cigarette.
13 Before we do that, first off, where were
14 you living at the time?

15 A. Adams. Adams, Massachusetts.
16 Q. The jury has heard about somebody called
17 Izzy?

1 B A. Uh-huh.
19 Q. Can you tell the ladies and gentlemen of
2 0 the jury where you got your first cigarette and who
21 is Izzy?
22 A. Izzy was just an older kid in the

2 3 neighborhood. And he's the one I smoked - he's the
2 4 one that gave me my first cigarette.

2 5 Q. Do you remember Izzy's last name?

1 That's where it began.

2 Q. First off, do you know were those
3 cigarettes, the first time, were purchased?
4 A. Not positive, but I would say Sophie's.
5 Q. What is Sophie's?
6 A. A little local grocery store. A little
7 one-room groceiy store.
B Q. Now, jury has heard about it, obviously,
9 but let's straighten it up.

10 What is the brand of cigarette that you
11 first started smoking when offered to you by Izzy?
12 A. Kent.
13 Q. How do you know it was a Kent cigarette?
1 4 A. I just remember what it looked like and
15 Izzy said that was the kind of cigarette you should
16 be smoking. That was the one to smoke.
17 Q. Maybe it was a poor question. Let me do
18 it this way.
19 Do you recall the packaging that the
2 0 cigarettes came in at the time?
21 A. Yeah.

22 Q. Could you describe for the ladies and
23 gentlemen what the packaging looked like?

2 4 A. It was white, had "Kent" written on it,
25 and had a castle -- I think there was a castle on
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it, something like that, castle.

Q. Do you remember any names written on the
packaging of those cigarettes at the time?

A. It was "Kent Micronite filters."
Q. So obviously it probably answers my

question. But were those cigarettes filtered or
unfiltered at the time?

A. They were filtered.
Q. Do you recall the color of the actual

filter of the cigarette?
A. It was all white and has blue swirls

through it.

Q. Now, was that a hard pack or a soft pack?
A. Soft pack.

Q. What you're describing now, did you
continue to smoke those cigarettes after the first
time it was offered to you and/or you requested one
from Izzy?

A. Yes.
Q. Do you know if, you could, for -- or

should I say: Is there an event that would help you
place the time that you would have last smoked a
Kent Micronite filter cigarette?

A. When I went in the service.
Q. And when did you actually go into the

1 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:

2 Q. You didn't smoke -- you didn't smoke any
3 Kent Micronite-filtered cigarettes after you

4 enlisted in the Army in July of'57, right?
5 A. I don't believe so.
6 Q. Now, let's so - understanding you don't
7 know the exact start date, let's see ifwe can work

8 backwards.

9 For approximately how long did you
10 actually smoke a Kent Micronite-filtered cigarette,

11 going backwards? For approximately how many years?
12 lf we're statting the end date of July of '57, for

13 how long did you actually smoke them, approximately?

14 A. I don't know, four or five years maybe.
15 Q. Okay. Let's do this. Let's -- if we can,

1 6 let's take the lower of that. Let's take four

17 years.

18 So if July of 1957 is when you went into
19 the Army -

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. -- and I subtract four years, four years

22 of smoking that, what does that put us in? What

2 3 year does that put us in?

2 4 A. '53,

25 Q. And as you sit here, is four or five years
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service?
A. July of'57.

Q. Now, while we're on it, which branch of
the service did you actually go into?

A. Anny.
Q. Sir, if I may, were you honorably

discharged?
A. Yes.
Q. What I would like to do is figure this out

a little bit more and let's be a little bit more
detailed to help us work out time frames.

A. Yes.
Q. So if the last time that you -- first off,

tell me this: Why is it that you didn't continue to
smoke Kent Micronite-filtered cigarettes when you
enlisted into the Anny?

A. Everybody was smoking Marlboros.
Everybody wanted to be a Marlboro man.

Q. By the way, in the Army, when you wanted
to be the Marlboro man, were they giving out
cigarettes to the people that were enlisted?

MR. CEDILLO: Objection, relevance, Your
Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained.

1 the best reasonable estimate you can give us as for
2 how long you were smoking those cigarettes prior to
3 enlisting in the Army?
4 A. That's the best I could think of.
5 Q. Okay. Now, by the way, I didn't ask you,
6 sir. You had mentioned Izzy?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Was Izzy a real person?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Okay. Now, did you smoke any other brands
11 of cigarettes prior to your time enlisting in the
12 U.S. Army?
13 A. No.
14 Q. Now, after you tried that first cigarette
15 that was either offered or requested from Izzy, did
1 6 you continue to smoke those Kent cigarettes at a
17 more frequent basis after the first one?
18 A. Yeah, gradually increased, I would say.

19 Q. For about approximately how long were
20 you -- I'll use the word, "bumming" cigarettes off
21 of Izzy, if you recall, in the beginning?
22 A. How long did I do it?

2 3 Q. Sure. How long were you actually bumming
2 4 or getting cigarettes from Izzy before you actually
25 would have gone out and purchased your own first
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cigarette?
A. Probably about six months.
Q. But at some point in time, did you

actually go out and purchase your own cigarettes
rather than just getting them from Izzy?

A. Yes.
Q. When you purchased them, where do you

recall getting some of those cigarettes?

A. Sophie's.
Q. Now, when you began -- let's say it was -

let's say we take six months, approximately six
months when you first started purchasing the
cigarettes, were they always the Kent

Micronite-filtered cigarettes?
A. Yes.
Q. And at the time you started purchasing

those cigarettes, approximately how many cigarettes
would you smoke a day during that time frame up
until the time you went into the Anny?

A. I would say gradually increased, but maybe
a pack, little less. Maybe a little more,
depending.

Q. Is that the best you can do at giving us a
fair and reasonable estimate?

A. Yes.

1 time frame, okay, would you smoke one or two puffs
2 of the cigarette and put it out or would you smoke
3 the entire?
4 A. You got them; you smoked them.
5 Q. So when you got them, you smoked them.
6 Did you smoke the entire cigarette or did
7 you put it out after a couple of puffs?
8 A. I smoked the whole cigarette.

9 Q. Now, you recall giving multiple
10 depositions in this case, correct?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Okay. Do you recall the names of any
13 individuals that you recall smoking with during that
1 4 time frame?
15 A. Yeah.
1 6 Q. Can you tell me some of the people whose
17 names you recall actually smoking with, other than
1 8 Izzy at that time frame?
19 A. Sonny.

20 Q. Does Sonny have a last name, Mr. Delisle?
21 A. Zimmerman or Zimmer. Zimmer something.
22 Q. When's the last time you saw Sonny?
2 3 A. Back -- I don't know. Long time -- when I
2 4 was a kid.

2 5 Q. How about Izzy?

2505 2507

1 Q. Now, first off, when you first started
2 smoking, when you first purchased your first actual
3 package of cigarettes, did you do anything to the
4 package of cigarettes before you took out the
5 cigarette to actually smoke?
6 A. Take it out of your pocket and tap it on
7 your hand.
B Q. Why did you do that?
9 A. I don't know. Izzy did it. I don't know.

1 0 I don't know what it was supposed to be for.
11 Q. Okay. And what about the next step? If
12 you took the cigarette out of the package, did you
13 do anything ever to the cigarette before you put it
1 4 in your mouth to light it?
15 A. Just roll it and tap it on my hand again.

1 6 Q. Why did you do that?
17 A. I don't know. Izzy did it.
18 Q. Now, let's clarify a couple of things.
19 When you actually started to smoke those
2 0 cigarettes, did you actually inhale?

21 A. Yeah, I guess. I hope so.

22 Q. Did you actually inhale the smoke?
2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Now, did you take - when you were smoking
2 5 those cigarettes, at that time, through the entire

1 A. Excuse me?
2 Q. How about Izzy, when was the last time you
3 saw him?
4 A. When I moved out of there, moved out of
5 the area.

6 Q. Now, by the way, you talked about Izzy.
7 But was Sonny Zipperling or -lin, whatever his name
B was, was he in your grade in junior high school at
9 the time?

10 A. No.

11 Q. Was there anybody else that you recall
12 smoking with at that time when you were smoking?
13 A. Wally.
14 Q. What's Wally's last name?
15 A. Wigglesworth.

16 Q. Now, is that a made up name?
17 A. No. I think his parents hated him.
18 Q. Now, was Wally Wigglesworth in your junior
19 high class?

2 0 A. No.

21 Q. Was he in your high school class?
22 A. No.

2 3 Q. Can you recall the names of anybody else
2 4 that you used to smoke with at that time in the
25 1950s?
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1 A. There was another. Dick. Dickie. I

2 don't remember what his full name was.
3 Q. Now, did you -- now at some point in time
4 did you get out ofjunior high school and move into
5 high school?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Did you have friends in high school when
8 were you in high school?

9 A. Yes.
10 Q. Some of the names we heard about already,
11 somebody named George Wilson and Ed Rodovick.
12 Do you know who those folks were?

13 A. They were friends of mine in high school.

14 Q. They were friends of yours in high school?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. That's not junior high, correct?
17 A. No, high school.

1 8 Q. Okay. Did every single person you went to
19 high school with smoke cigarettes?

2 0 A. I don't think so.

21 Q. Do you know one way or another if George
22 Wilson or Ed Rodovick smoked while were you in high
23 school?

2 4 A. I don't really remember if they did or
2 5 they didn't.

1 Q. How about did you ever have a newspaper
2 route?

3 A. No, I worked -- Izzy had a newspaper route
4 and I helped him sometimes.
5 Q. Sir, if I was to ask you: Did you
6 consistently and regularly smoke on average a pack
7 of those Kent Micronite-filtered cigarettes for the
8 approximately four to five years prior to 1957?
9 A. I would say yes.

10 Q. Did there ever come a point in time that
11 you smoked unfiltered cigarettes?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. How about a pipe, did you ever smoke a
14 pipe?
15 A. Yeah. My wife didn't want me smoking in
16 the house, so she let me smoke a pipe because it
17 smelled better.

18 MR. JAGOLINZER: Okay. What I'd like to
19 do really quickly, if I may approach, just
20 wanted to go through a couple of pictures
21 that --

22 THE COURT: Are they in evidence?
2 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Not in evidence.
2 4 THE COURT: Did you show Counsel?
2 5 MR. JAGOLINZER: I have.

250 9 2511

1 Q. Okay. Now, I want to ask you some 1
2 questions about how you were able to pay for 2
3 cigarettes in the 1950s before you went into the 3
4 Army. 4

5 So, first off, did you have an allowance? 5
6 A. Yes. 6

7 Q. And did you do other things to try and 7
8 eam money during that time frame? 8
9 . A. Biggest thing was go collect bottles 9

10 because, in Massachusetts, you had to return -- you 10
11 got money for returning bottles. We'd go out and 11
12 get bottles and return them. 12
13 Q. Do you recall the names of any of the 13
14 bottles that you would actually collect and return 14
15 in the 1950s? 15
16 A. Yeah. There was Squeeze, which was kind 16
17 of a local soda company. Pepsi, Coke, Nehi. 17

1 8 Q. What was the last name? 18
19 A. Nehi. 19

2 0 Q. N-E-H-I? 2 0
21 A. N-E-H-I, I believe. 21

22 Q. Okay. Did you, at that time frame, also 22
2 3 ever work at a diner? 2 3
2 4 A. Yes, I worked at Miss Adams Diner 2 4

MR. CEDILLO: We have no objection to the
pictures, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Have they been marked?
MR. JAGOLINZER: No. If I may.
THE COURT: Please.
THE CLERK: I.D. or exhibits?
MR. JAGOLINZER: I would actually move

them into evidence.
THE COURT: No objection?
MR. LOWERY: No objection.
MR. CEDILLO: None, Your Honor.
THE COURT: They will be admitted.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Judge.

THE CLERK: Being marked as Plaintiffs' 6
and 7.

(Thereupon, the referred-to document was
marked by the Clerk for identification as
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 6.)

(Thereupon, the referred-to document was
marked by the Clerk for identification as
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7.)

MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Judge.
THE COURT: Sure.
MR. JAGOLINZER: If I can, while you're

2 5 part-time. 2 5 taking a look at those two pictures, I'm just
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1 going to mark and move into -- composite -- as
2 our next exhibit, picture of the actual
3 cigarettes, the labeling, but as a composite,
4 if I can.
5 THE COURT: Any objection?
6 MR. CEDILLO: None, Your Honor.
7 MR. LOWERY: No.
8 THE CLERK: Marked as Plaintiffs' No. 8.
9 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was

10 marked by the Clerk for identification as
11 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8.)
12 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
13 Q. Now, if I can take those from you, if you
14 don't mind, please, we'll see ifwe can pull this
15 up. Picture is a little bit old, but -- there we
16 go.
17 What are we looking at in this picture
18 right here?
19 A. That was when I was in little league. I
20 was on the Adams' Lions team.
21 Q. Which one are you, if you could?
22 A. The good-looking one on the left.
2 3 Q. Far left?
2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 Q. Ifwe can jump to here for a second, just

1 A. Adams' Lions, yes.

2 Q. When you were in the Adams' Lions in
3 little league, was any of that time period in junior

4 high?
5 A. No, that was before.
6 Q. Before junior high?
7 A. Before. Before.
8 Q. If we can go back to the high school
9 one -- first off, I will ask you: When you were in

10 high school and/or junior high in the 1950s, did you
11 ever have the opportunity to travel to Washington,
12 D.C., to the patent office?

13 A. No.

14 Q. If I could, what I would like to do is
15 hand you what we marked as Plaintiffs' Composite 8.

1 6 Just take a look at that.

17 Can you tell us, first, what's depicted in
18 what I handed you? And you can look at both pages.
19 A. Kent cigarettes and Micronite cigarettes.

2 0 Q. Does that truly and accurately represent

21 what the package looked like, the writing and such

22 looked like at the time you were actually smoking

23 those cigarettes in the 1950s?

2 4 A. Yes.

25 Q. And that little thing above the word
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by way of orientation, next picture, who is that
guy?

A. Tom Cruise.

Q. Tom Cruise. Okay.
A. That's me in high school.
Q. You in high school. All right.

Now, when you were in high school and/or
in junior high school in the 1950s, did you ever

subscribe or receive copies of Consumer Reports?
A. No.

Q. And when you were in high school and/or
junior high school, did you ever subscribe or
receive copies of Businessweek?

A. No.
Q. How about Fortune Week?
A. No.
Q. How about Reader's Digest at that time?
A. No.
Q. How about something called JAMA, the

Journal ofthe American Medical Association, did you

ever receive that?

A. No, no.
Q. When you were -- by the way, if we look

back at the one where you were in the Adams'

Lions --

1 "Kent," is that what we were talking about in terms
2 of the castle?
3 A. Castle or turret, something.

4 Q. Turret, okay.
5 Now, at any point in time while you were

6 in junior high school or high school, prior to the
7 time that you enlisted in the United States Army,

8 did you know that asbestos may have been in some of
9 the Kent Micronite-filtered cigarettes?

10 A. No.

11 Q. Now, I want to clear up a -- talk about a
12 couple other things, too.

1 3 At part of your illness, have you had to

14 go to the doctor or -- I should say various doctors

15 and/or hospitals for certain types of care and

1 6 treatment?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Now, at some of those visits, did anyone
19 ask about your social history, such as your

2 0 educational history or smoking history?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Who accompanied you, if anybody, to those

2 3 doctors' visits and hospital visits? Who went with

24 you?

25 A. My wife. My son, at a couple of them.
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1 Q. Now, do you recall who would have given
2 answers regarding your educational or smoking
3 history?
4 A. Not necessarily.

5 Q. "Not necessarily," you said?
6 A. Right.
7 Q. Do you recall if the people who may have
8 been asking questions about your educational
9 background or your smoking background or any of

10 those types of things were doctors, nurses or other
11 staff members?
12 A. I don't remember always who asked.
13 Q. You don't remember who?
14 A. No.

15 Q. Regardless ofwho asked the questions and
16 who answered the questions, do you recall
17 approximately how long those conversations would
1 8 have been?
1 9 A. They weren't long. Just -- very short
2 0 period of time, seconds probably.

21 Q. From what you could observe, what were the
22 doctors, the nurses and the other staff members,
23 what were they concerned about when they were
2 4 meeting with you?
25 MR. CEDILLO: Objection, hearsay.

1 Q. Before you were diagnosed, did you know
2 that some ofthe products that you may have used
3 with your hands or may have worked around, might
4 have contained asbestos during certain times?
5 A. No, had no reason to believe that.
6 Q. When you got diagnosed, did you go on the
7 Internet and read about your illness and causes?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. Generally speaking, what did you learn?
10 A. It's caused by exposure to asbestos. And
11 they had a list of different kinds of occupations
12 that you could be at risk for if you worked at those
13 occupations.

1 4 Q. And so --
15 A. Basically what it was.

1 6 Q. I'm sorry.
17 And so we're clear, you have no personal
18 knowledge, one way or another, whether or not Kent
19 Micronite-filtered cigarettes or Cranite sheet
2 0 gasket materials, whether they ever contained
21 asbestos, correct?
22 A. No.

2 3 Q. Now, after you were honorably discharged
2 4 from the Army, did you return back to Adams,
2 5 Massachusetts, and did you go to school and get a

2517 2519

1 THE COURT: Sustained. I sustain the

2 objection.

3 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
4 Q Mr. Delisle, why were you at the doctors'
5 offices or the hospitals during the times that any
6 questions were being asked of you why were you

7 there?

8 A. Something was wrong. I didn't feel good.
9 I was there for my mesothelioma now, but could have

10 been for anything, cold, aches or pains, whatever.
11 Q. And what do you recall was the focus of
12 you being at those doctors' visits or hospitals at

13 those various times?

14 MR. CEDILLO: Focused by others.
15 Objection, Your Honor.
1 6 THE COURT: Sustained.
17 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
18 Q. Mr. Delisle, what was the focus ofyou

19 being at those doctors' visits, hospitals, or

2 0 clinics, if the case may be?

21 A. Something was bothering me.

22 Q. Now, Mr. Delisle, before you were

2 3 diagnosed, had you ever thought you would have
2 4 been -- you had been exposed to asbestos?

25 A. No.

1 job, or what did you do?
2 A. I came back to Adams, Massachusetts, but
3 then I went to school.

4 Q. What did you go to school?
5 A. I want to Hartford Airline Personnel
6 School, Hartford, Connecticut.

7 Q. I want to talk to you and I want to jump
8 now to a place that we've all been referring to as
9 the Brightwater paper mill or plant.

10 But before we do that, could you just tell
11 the ladies and gentlemen of the jury, just
12 generally, what types ofjobs did you have from the
13 time - from the Army until you got to Brightwater?
1 4 What are the types ofjobs?
15 A. I worked for a cable T.V. company doing
16 line construction. Iworked at McDonald's. Retail
17 stores, things like this. Just a bunch of little
18 jobs. I was a delivery man for a grocery store.
19 Q. At that cable T.V. company, by the way,
20 what were the types ofproducts you were working
21 with?

22 A. Basically running cable. We were wiring
2 3 the city up for cable T.V. That was the beginning
2 4 of the cable T.V era.

2 5 Q. Do you know what that cable was
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1 constructed of, what type of material?
2 A. Usually had aluminum or copper center and
3 some kind of outer shield, probably plastic.
4 MR. JAGOLINZER: What I would like to do,

5 if I may approach -- I've already shared with
6 Counsel -- marked as Composite 9, I believe we
7 are, for evidence.
8 THE COURT: Admitted in evidence?
9 MR. JAGOLINZER: Correct.

10 THE COURT: Any objections?
11 MR. LOWERY: No, Your Honor.
12 MR. ROWLEY: No, Your Honor.
13 MR. CEDILLO: No, Your Honor.
14 THE COURT: It will be admitted next in
15 the series.

16 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
17 marked by the Clerk for identification as
18 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9.)
19 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
20 Q. First off, what do we see in this picture?
21 What can we see in this picture, I should say?
22 A. Brightwater Paper Company plant.
2 3 Q. Is that how that exists today?
2 4 A. I haven't seen it in a long time.
2 5 Probably. I don't know. It's closed, I think.

1 more.

2 Q. Okay. Now, Mr. Clerc just testified that
3 he thinks that he worked there from around '62 to
4 around '64 for about a year or so.
5 Did you hear that?
6 A. Yes, I heard that.

7 Q. Okay. Did you work longer than a year or
8 so and - did you work longer than a year or so?
9 A. Yes. Yes.

10 Q. Mr. Clerc also talked about working in the
11 boiler room.
12 Do you recall hearing that?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Did you have to regularly work in the
15 boiler room at the Brightwater paper mill?
16 A. No.

17 Q. Have you had the occasion to go into the
18 boilerroom?

19 A. Yes, go there sometimes. Just passing
2 0 through sometimes. It was part of the plant, so -

21 Q. Now, could you describe for the ladies and

2 2 gentlemen of the jury just a little bit more about
2 3 the plant, the facility, what was going on there?
2 4 Mr. Clere talked about the size of the plant. But
2 5 what was that paper mill doing? What was it making?

2 521 252 3

1 Q. Let's talk about: At some point in time,

2 did you come to work at that Brightwater paper mill?
3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Do you recall the exact date and year you
5 began working at the Brightwater paper mill?

6 A. '61, '62, somewhere around there.
7 Q. Okay. Regardless of the exact date that

8 you began working there, for approximately how long

9 did you actually work at the Brightwater paper mill?
10 A. I think four or five years, something like
11 that.

12 Q. Now, you heard about Mr. Bruce Clerc a
13 little while ago?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Character, right?
16 A. That's why I hung around with him.
17 Q. Now, he mentioned something, I think,

18 about a previous name called Budd Company.

19 Did you hear that?

2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. Just so we know, did Brightwater paper

22 mill go through a series of different names over the

2 3 time frame that you worked there?

2 4 A. Yes, Brightwater, Budd Company, Rochester

2 5 Paper. I don't know. Might have been a couple

1 A. We were making paper, mostly writing
2 paper. They made some of the fmest writing paper
3 in the world, I guess. They even made specialty
4 paper for royalty over in Europe, because they used
5 to do a watermark thing on it.

6 Q. You're talking about writing paper?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Not industrial application paper, right?
9 A. Probably the heaviest thing I would see

10 would be paper they made for blotters, ink blotters,
11 something like take.
12 Q. Mr. Clere talked about what he did about
13 unloading cars or coal from cars.
14 You listened that?
15 A. Yes.
16 Q. Did you ever do that?
17 A. No.

18 Q. Similarly -- obviously you talked about
1 9 him working in the boiler room.
2 0 But what department was your job in?
21 A. Maintenance, maintenance department.
22 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I would also like
2 3 to mark and move into evidence as Plaintiffs'
2 4 exhibit -- I think we're on 10.
2 5 THE COURT: Any objection?
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1 MR. LOWERY: No, Your Honor.
2 MR. ROWLEY: No, Your Honor.
3 MR. CEDILLO: No, Your Honor.
4 THE COURT: Admitted next in series.
5 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
6 marked by the Clerk for Identification as
7 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 10.)
8 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
9 Q. Is that Tom Cruise again?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. What are we looking at here, aside from
12 Tom Cruise?
13 A. That's me in my Brightwater uniform. And
1 4 I believe that's me sitting at home, one of the
15 homes.

16 Q. By the way, so we're clear, what's in your
17 hand there, left hand?
1 8 A. A cigarette.
19 Q. You didn't stop smoking after you returned
2 0 back from the Army, right?
2 1 A. No.

22 Q. Now, I want to talk to you about your job
2 3 in maintenance at Brightwater for that approximately
2 4 four to five years?
25 A. Yes.

1 hundreds of pumps at that facility.

2 What were the pumps used for, generally

3 speaking?

4 A. Used to pump water, different chemicals,
5 some hot stuff, some cold stuff, you know, pulp,
6 pump pulp. All kinds of different things they
7 pumped.

8 Q. Do you recall the names of any of the

9 pumps that you actually worked on while you were at
10 Brightwater?

11 A. There were almost all Goulds.

12 Q. How would you know that a pump was a Gould
13 pump?

1 4 A. It was engraved or whatever you want to

15 call it. Most of them were cast and the name was

1 6 cast right on to the pump.

17 Q. Now, as part ofyour work on those pumps

18 and/or other equipment, did you have the occasion to
1 9 work with sheet gasketing material?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. And what was the brand or the name of the

22 sheet gasketing material that you, Richard Delisle,

2 3 actually used as part of your job in maintenance?
2 4 A. Cranite.

2 5 Q. How do you know it was Cranite?

2525 2 52 7

1 Q. What was your job there? What did you do?
2 A. I was an electrician's helper. But as
3 Bruce said in his testimony, it's a small shop. You
4 did what you needed to do, what they wanted you to
5 do. Primarily, I did electrical barrier, run wires,
6 fix breakers, lighting. One of the biggest thing
7 was working on pumps.

8 Q. When you say one of the biggest things was
9 working on pumps, what do you mean by that?

10 A. We had hundreds ofpumps in there and they
11 had -- sometimes they would break down and they
12 would leak or whatever, and we had to repair them.
13 Sometimes we had to install new ones.

14 Q. Was working on pumps during that four to
15 five years that you were working at that facility a
16 regular and frequent part ofyour daily duties?
17 A. Yes.
18 Q. I want to talk more specifically about
19 that in a few minutes.
20 But generally speaking, were you working
21 full-time while you were at Brightwater?
22 A. It was always five days, sometimes six
2 3 days, sometimes seven days. Got called in at night
2 4 to work.

2 5 Q. Now, you mentioned that there were

1 A. It was written all over it.

2 Q. Now, first off, let me ask you this: Do
3 you recall the exact color of the material and/or

.4 the writing of Cranite on that material?

5 A. Was there writing?

6 Q. Well, do you remember the color of either

7 the actual material itself or the writing that was

8 on the material?

9 A. I'm not sure. I think it was dark, but

10 I'm not sure.
11 Q. Okay. Now, where did you get this Cranite
12 sheet gasketing material from? Where would you get
13 it from?

14 A. We had - sometimes we would have to -
15 well, we always had to order from the supply house.
16 But we had a little storage area we kept some parts

17 and stuff in. As Bruce said, they had to -- used to

18 keep some over in the boiler room. Ifwe ran out,

19 sometimes we'd go over and get it from there.

2 0 Q. Now, did you, on occasion, actually have
21 to order it yourself?

2 2 A. Yes, occasionally.

2 3 Q. Now, during your time at Brightwater for

2 4 that approximately four- to five-year period, and
2 5 for your regular workday, did you regularly and
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1 frequently have to work with either installing or
2 removing that Cranite sheet gasketing material?
3 MR. LOWERY: Objection.
4 THE COURT: What's the objection?
5 MR. LOWERY: Compound.
6 THE COURT: Break it down.
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: Sure.
8 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
9 Q. Mr. Delisle, during the time that you

10 worked at Brightwater, as you previously testified
11 to, did you regularly and frequently have to work
12 with the installation as it relates to the Cranite
13 sheet gasket material?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And did you similarly, regularly, and
16 frequently have to work on removing the Cranite
17 sheet gasket material?
18 A. Yes.
19 Q. If you could, explain to the ladies and
2 0 gentlemen of the jury how is it that you would come
21 to actually work with this sheet gasket material,
22 what applications it was used for?
23 A. As a rule, it was to keep - where two
2 4 pipes come together, they have a flange and they
2 5 come together like that. And they put a gasket in

1 Q. Do you personally recall ever working with
2 your own two hands with any other sheet gasket
3. material other than the Cranite?
4 A. No.
5 Q. Now, I have, as a demonstrative, a slide
6 that this jury has already seen.
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: Maybe I should mark it
8 for ID, if that makes sense?
9 THE COURT: That's fine.

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: May I approach?
11 THE COURT: For identification only?
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes.
13 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
1 4 Q. I want to talk to you about the
15 installation.
16 Once you got that sheet, how would you go
17 about making that sheet into a formed gasket that
18 you would use in any of the applications you are
1 9 talking about?
2 0 A. Well, if it was on flanges, you would take
21 it and you'd put it on the flange, lay it on the
22 flange and take a ball-peen hammer and tap it all
2 3 the way around to get to the side of it. And then
2 4 you'd take the ball-peen part of the hammer where
2 5 the holes were, you'd tap into them so they marked

252 9 2531

1 between to keep them from leaking, whether it was
2 liquid or steam or something, air, whatever. But
3 you just put them together. Occasionally some of
4 the pumps had an interior gasket and you took the
5 pump apart if you would have to replace that gasket.

6 Q. Now, I want to talk to you about the
7 installation.
8 How would you go about actually -- first
9 off, when you got the actual sheet gasketing

10 material, what form did it come in?
11 A. It would come in sheets. Sometimes it was
12 rolled up. Probably depending on the size, would
13 take less room.
14 Q. Did it come in various sizes?
15 A. Yes.

1 6 Q. What about thicknesses?
17 A. Variable thicknesses.
1 8 Q. Now, I know you said occasionally you
1 9 would actually have to order the Cranite sheet
20 gasketmaterial?
21 A. Yes.

2 2 Q. But did you ever occasionally or otherwise
2 3 have to order other brands of sheet gasket
2 4 materials, you?
2 5 A. No.

1 it. And then you would take it off and cut the big

2 part with shears. And where the bolts went through

3 it that you tap with the ball-peen - we used to

4 take different size pipes and grind them down so
5 they didn't have a sharp edge and would you put
6 those on there and hit them with a hammer and knock

7 the bolt hole out so you could get the bolts in.

8 Q. If we're looking in this picture here --
9 A. That's what he's doing.

10 Q. What's in his hand, the ball-peen hammer?
11 A. The ball-peen hammer.
12 Q. Ifwe're facing it, what's in the right?
13 A. That's like a finished gasket. Looks like

14 maybe one that came off or something.

15 Q. Now, you understand this is not meant to

1 6 be a Cranite sheet gasket. We're just talking about
17 this with the process, right?
1 8 A. Yes.

19 Q. Okay. Now, the process of using -- let's
2 0 just talk about just the ball-peen hammer as you

21 talked about.
22 Did that process create any visible dust
2 3 when you would do what you were doing?
2 4 A. It did sometimes, yes.

2 5 Q. Now, at the time that you were using the
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1 ball-peen hammer and at times where there was
2 visible dust, did you have any respiratory
3 protection on at all?

4 A. No.
5 Q. Was there any forced air ventilation, for
6 example, sucking, you know, dust or other things out
7 of the air while you were working and doing your
8 job?
9 A. No.

10 Q. Now, did you wear any protection at all at
11 that time?

12 A. For doing that, we probably wore safety
13 glasses.

1 4 Q. Now, when you were doing this process and
15 that dust was created, did you breathe or did you
16 hold your breath?
17 A. No, I hope I was breathing.

18 Q. You hoped were you breathing.
19 Were you breathing?
20 A. I was hoping I was breathing.
21 Yeah, I was breathing.

22 Q. Okay. Now, on how often a basis did you
2 3 actually have to do that work, that installation
2 4 work during that four- to five-year time frame while
2 5 you were working at Brightwater?

1 the witness is the evidence. This
2 demonstrative aid is not evidence and will not
3 be going back to the jury room with you for
4 further examination unless it's later received
5 in evidence. All right?
6 Proceed, Counsel.
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Judge.
8 The next one that we're going to talk
9 about for identification, something we've seen

10 as well, if I can hand it --
11 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
12 Q. You talked about a flange.
13 You just said that, right?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Is that an example of what we're looking
16 at here?

17 A. That would be a flange.

18 Q. That would be a flange.
19 Okay. Now, what exactly is a flange.
2 0 Explain that again, if you could.
21 A. It's where a pipe -- in that particular
22 case, that's a valve. But two pipes would be coming
2 3 to it on the inside, input and output. And they'd
2 4 have a flange similar to that. And they'd come
2 5 together and you would put your gasket in between.

2533 2535

1 A. Continuous ongoing thing. We had hundreds |
2 of pumps. We were always working on them.

3 Q. You also talked about the process of
4 cutting. Talked about the -- about using that
5 ball-peen hammer. But you said "shears."
6 You used shears?

7 A. Yeah, something like tin shears or
8 something like that.

9 Q. Did actually using the tin shears create
10 any dust at all?
11 A. Yeah, it could.

12 Q. You said, yeah, it could.
13 Did it create a lot of dust or a little

14 dust?

15 A. A little dust. I wouldn't say a lot.

16 Q. Was it visible?
17 A. Yes.

1 8 Q. During the time that you were actually
19 cutting, did you breathe?

20 A. Yes.
21 THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, just
2 2 remember, regarding these demonstrative aids,
2 3 the instruction I gave you before. This is to
2 4 assist the witness in explaining or

2 5 illustrating his testimony. The testimony of

1 That's the way you keep it from leaking.
2 Q. Why would you put -- what's the purpose of
3 putting a gasket in between what -- I'll call those
4 seams?
5 A. Keep it from leaking.

6 Q. Now, first off, let me ask you this: You
7 said you also had to remove the Cranite sheet
8 gaskets, right?

9 A. Yes.
10 Q. Now, what type of tools would you
11 personally use to remove those sheet gaskets?
12 A. Depending on how long they would be in
13 there and everything. But - and the application,
14 whether it was hot or cold. But a lot of times the
15 gaskets are almost fused to the flange. So you
16 first start out with a hammer and a chisel and try
17 and chisel it off. Then you would end up using a
18 hand drill with a wire brush on the end and you
19 would wire brush it. You had to get it completely
20 clean because if you put it back together with a new
21 gasket or they would leak. You had to get it all
2 2 shiny before you put a new gasket in.

2 3 Q. Ever hear the term "blowing a gasket"?
2 4 A. Yes.

25 Q. Is that where that comes from?
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A. Yes, that's usually happens when you

don't - you leave something on there. Makes a

little bubble and that's all it takes.
Q. So at times you would use a hand scraper,

right?
A. Yes.
Q. At times you said a wire brush?
A. On the end of the drill, power drill, yes.

MR. JAGOLINZER: The next one, the last

one we're going to show, if I can, I'm going to
mark for identification as our next - thank

you.

BY MIL JAGOLINZER:
Q. Is that tool that is in that gentleman's

hand, is that what you were discussing when you said

you were using something called a wire brush?

A. Yes. That's a hand drill with a wire

brush on the end. That looks like it's -- run by
air, but I used an electric drill.

Q. You used one that was electric, but not

with -- air pressurized?
A. Right.

Q. Now, on the installation - I'm going to
jump back.

For the installation, when you'd have to

1 A. No.
2 Q. And did you breathe during the time that
3 dust was being created and you were working with
4 that product?
5 A. Yes.
6 Q. Now, similarly, on the wire brush, if
7 you're using the wire brush -- you said yours was

8 electric -- that would be in circumstances where the
9 gasket was harder to come off, right?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. Now, did the process involving using that
12 wire brush, did that create visible dust?
13 A. Oh, yeah.

1 4 Q. Was that -- was the wire brushing more or
15 less than the installation, the installation of a
1 6 new one?
17 A. No, wouldn't be -- wouldn't be involved
18 with putting a new -- well, yes, it would. When we
19 put them back together if - my boss was kind of
2 0 fussy. When we put them back together, if the
21 gasket was a little large, we'd grind that, go
22 around and grind that excess off.
2 3 Q. I apologize. Poor question on my end.
2 4 When you're just using the wire brush,
25 does that create visible dust?

2537 2539

1 use the ball-peen hammer, size it up, cut it with 1
2 the shears, that process, can you tell us 2

3 approximately how long for each gasket you were 3
4 making it would take to actually do the installation 4

5 process? 5
6 A. It was all different, depending on where 6
7 were you doing it and how big it was and how bad the 7

8 old one was stuck to the flanges. Sometimes they 8

9 just -- sometimes, when you used your ball-peen, you 9

10 didn't hit it right and you would get the wrong - 10
11 it was too small and you would have to do it over 11

12 again. They were different times. Different 12

13 lengthsoftimes. 13

14 Q. So it varied? 14
15 A. It varied. 15

16 Q. Okay. Let's go back to the removal for a 16
17 second. 17
18 When would you hand scrape a gasket off of 18

19 a flange, whether it from a valve, a pump, or a 19

2 0 pipe, or anything like that, did that process of you 2 0

21 hand scraping, did that create visible dust? 21

22 A. It could, yes. Sometimes, yes. 22

2 3 Q. Now, during the time that you were 2 3
24 involved in removing these gaskets, did you wear any | 2 4

A. Yes.

Q. You weren't wearing respiratory
protection?

A. No.
Q. You breathed during that time?
A. Yes.

Q. Now the visible dust using the wire brush

as compared to just cutting or using the ball-peen

hammer, which one would be more or less?
A. Using the wire brush.

Q. Is that something that you regularly and
frequently did during the four to five years that
you were actually working at Brightwater in the
maintenance department caring for these hundreds of
pumps?

A. Yes.
Q. Now, if you had gone and you had

installed, during that four- to five-year period --

first off, did anybody else work on the pumps other
than you?

A. Yeah.
Q. Whose responsibility was it, at that time,

to replace gaskets, packing or other materials on

those pumps and valves, whose responsibility?

25 respiratory protection? | 2 5 A. Myself and other guys that I worked with.
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Q. So how is it that you would know that if

you -- when were you removing a particular gasket,
that it would be a Cranite gasket?

A. Sometimes -- a lot of times, they were the
ones that I put in. And we generally, as a rule, if
we could, when we changed a gasket - and we did
that with almost everything we did -- we'd put our
initial on it and the date we did it so that we
could keep track of ifwe had a problem that was
occurring regularly or something.

Q. Now, I want to be sure - I don't know if
I asked you. If I did, I apologize.

Do you have any personal knowledge as to
whether or not the Cranite sheet gasketing materials
that you worked with during the 1960 period that

we've been talking about, whether that contained
asbestos or not?

A. No.
Q. Now, when you were removing any of the

gaskets from the flanges or other materials, whether
it be a wire brush or a scraper or a chisel, did you
wet down those gaskets with any solvents or water to
reduce dust?

A. No.
Q. Now, by the way, Mr. Clerc talked about

1 Q. Now, when you were working on some of
2 those pumps that you indicated were there, those

3 Goulds pumps, did you work with material called
4 packing?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. And do you recall the name of that packing

7 material that you worked with?

8 A. I believe it was Chesterton.

9 Q. Do you recall if that product was a wet or

10 a dry product when installed?
11 A. Dry.
12 Q. Did that have any coats on the outside of
13 it?

1 4 A. I don't remember.

15 Q. Okay. And do you have any personal
16 knowledge as to whether or not Chesterton packing
17 that you would have used would have had asbestos or

18 would not have had asbestos?

1 9 A. I wouldn't know.

2 0 Q. Throughout the course of your career, did
21 you also -- through the course of your career,

22 Mr. Delisle, have you ever worked around any roofing
23 products?

2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 Q. Okay. Can you tell us about that,
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his recollection of pipe covering at Brightwater.
Do you remember him saying that?

A. Yes.
Q. First off, do you recall, while you were

around, anybody tearing off pipe covering while you
were present?

A. Not that I recall.

Q. Do you have any personal knowledge as to
whether or not any of the pipe covering that may
have been used at the Brightwater facility did or
did not contain asbestos?

A. I really wouldn't know.
Q. Did you have any idea, back then, that

pipe covering at different times may have contained
asbestos?

A. No.
Q. Now, sir, would you agree with the

proposition that there certainly were other products
throughout your career that you believe may have
potentially exposed you to asbestos?

A. Yes.
Q. So we're clear, do you have any personal

knowledge as to whether any of those products
contained asbestos at a given time or not?

A. No.

1 briefly?
2 A. When I was working at GE, we went on

3 strike. I worked for about three months while we

4 were on strike with a guy that did roofing to make

5 some extra money. And when I bought my first home
6 in Massachusetts, I -- with my father, we put a new
7 roof on.

8 Q. Okay. Now, do you have any personal
9 knowledge as to whether or not any of the roofing

10 materials you worked with for that three months or

11 when you replaced a roof on your house, whether or
12 not those roofing materials did or did not have

13 asbestos?

14 A. No, I didn't know.
15 Q. Certainly you, at some point in time,
16 either owned a car or used a car, right?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Ever change your own brakes in your own
19 automobiles?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Do you recall approximately how many

2 2 brakes jobs you may have done over the course of

2 3 your entire lifetime?

2 4 A. Three or four, five, six, something like
25 that.
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1 Q. Do you remember the -- some of the
2 manufacturers of the cars that you actually worked

3 on or that you actually owned? I'm sorry.
4 A. I was a Ford lover, so most of them were
5 Fords.
6 Q. Do you remember the names of any of the
7 manufacturers of the actual brakes that you actually
8 would have put on those Ford cars?

9 A. Kind of lost my mind throughout here --
1 0 Q. It's okay.

11 A. I know one was -- I said I can't -- I have
12 a hard time remembering what the name of it was. It
13 was mostly the same kinds.
1 4 Q. That's fine.
15 But the cars were Fords, right?
1 6 A. Yes, Most of them, yes.
17 Q. Most of them.
18 Now, do you have any personal knowledge as
19 to whether or not any of the brakes that you worked
2 0 with on any of those Fords, whether they contained
21 asbestos or not?
2 2 A. No.

2 3 Q. Now, you never worked as a professional

2 4 mechanic, right?
2 5 A. No.

1 personal knowledge as to whether or not the Georgia
2 Pacific joint compound you used, whether it was
3~ before 1977 or even if you were around it after
4 1977? Do you know whether or not, from personal
5 knowledge, whether those products actually did have
6 asbestos or did not have asbestos?
7 A. No.
8 Q. Over your career as an electrician,
9 Mr. Delisle, did you also have the opportunity to

10 work around a product called Bakelite?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And what about wiring cable?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Now, do you have any personal knowledge
15 whatsoever as to whether or not Bakelite or any

16 wiring cable that you worked with contained asbestos

17 or did not contain asbestos?
18 A. No, I have no idea.
19 Q. I want to switch gears if I can, for a
2 0 moment, Mr. Delisle.

21 You mentioned that you stopped working at
22 Wal-Mart because you started to get sick, correct?

2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. I want to talk to you about that a little
25 bit. If you can, explain to the ladies and
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Q. Let's talk about home remodeling.
Did you ever do any other home remodeling

other than roofing work?
A. Yes.
Q. Did any of that involve the use ofjoint

compound?
A. Yes.
Q. Did any of that involve the use ofjoint

compound before 1977?
A. Yes.
Q. Did any of that involve the use ofjoint

compound after 1977?
A. That I worked with?

Q. Sure.
A. Not after '77.
Q. Okay. Good distinction, after 1977.

As part of working as an electrician, did
you work around other people working with joint
compound?

A. I would say so, yes.

Q. Now, do you recall the name of the
manufacturer of the actual joint compound that you
were using when you were remodeling your house?

A. Georgia Pacific.
Q. Now, do you, Mr. Delisle, have any

1 gentlemen of the jury what led up to you first
2 feeling like something was wrong with your health?
3 A. Well, my job was stocking shelves. And if

4 you've ever been in a Super Wal-Mart, they're pretty
5 big. And my job was to stock automotive parts, and
6 oil, transmission fluid, all that kind of stuff, and
7 parts. And the supply room, where everything came
8 in, was at one end of the Wal-Mart and the
9 automotive was on another end. And I had to push

10 these carts full of cases of oil, different stuff,
11 and it was heavy. And I would be pushing it, and
12 sometimes I'd only get 10, 15 feet, and I'd start
13 getting lightheaded. Sometimes I would get dizzy,
14 lightheaded, couldn't catch my breath, with panting,
15 gasping for air. And so that's - just did that for
16 a while. And then I -- it was getting worse and
17 worse, and I was having a hard time performing my
18 job. And so I decided to go see a doctor and see
19 what was going on.

2 0 Q. Do you recall approximately when that was,
21 how long ago that was?
22 A. I think it was the beginning of 2012, I
2 3 believe. I think it was.

2 4 Q. Approximately?
2 5 A. Yes.

I
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1 Q. Okay. Now, before we talk a little bit
2 more about leading up to that diagnosis, I want to
3 know: Can you explain to the ladies and gentlemen
4 of the jury how was your health generally before
5 that time?
6 A. I was never sick. I mean, as I got older,
7 maybe got more colds and stuff like that, but I was
8 pretty healthy. I mean, I never missed work. I got
9 awards for attendance at work because I never

10 missed. And I just -- as a rule, I never was sick.
11 I think I had a small operation when I was a

12 14-year-old, 13-year-old, 12-year-old kid or
13 something or other, small operation. I think that
14 was last time I was in the hospital until probably
15 pretty close to when I got sick here.

1 6 Q. Heard mention of skin cancer.
17 What was that?
18 A. I had a growth or skin cancer on my nose,
19 on the tip of my nose, and I had one here. They are
2 0 the ones that don't spread. They don't come back.
21 Or they go in and take them out. That's the last
2 2 you see of them.

2 3 Q. Have you ever been diagnosed with heart
2 4 disease?
2 5 A. No.

1 Did anybody ever diagnose you with COPD at
2 any point in time until after you became sick with
3 this disease?
4 A. Yeah, I guess it must have been a month

5 ago, couple months ago. I was at the doctor's and
6 they did - my general practitioner, he follows my
7 mesothelioma case. So he did some kind -- they had
8 some kind of a breathing test they do. And when I
9 went in to see him after the test, he didn't even

10 mention it. But I asked him, you know, how did my
11 breathing test go. He'd said, oh, it was great.
12 They did say that you had a little COPD. And that
13 was the first time I ever heard that. But he says
14 it was nothing to worry about.
15 Q. Prior to the time that you became ill and
16 you first started experiencing symptoms sometime
17 last year, did you have any breathing problems
18 whatsoever?
1 9 A. Before that?
20 Q. Yes.
21 A. No.

22 Q. We heard about some of the activities from
2 3 your son Eric that you actually enjoyed doing.
2 4 What were the activities that you enjoyed
2 5 doing prior to getting sick?
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1 Q. I think we heard mention of something
2 called angina.

3 Was there something that happened at one

4 time that involved your heart?
5 A. We thought it did. I was working for -- I
6 think it was Strax Electric (phonetic) in West Palm

7 Beach, Florida. And I started having chest pains,

8 so they went to the emergency room. And they ended
9 up admitting me and they ran all kinds of tests and

10 they did a catheterization where they go up and look

11 and see if there was blockages or anything else.

12 And after all that, they determined that it was acid
13 reflux. Give you symptoms of a heart attack. And

14 they sent me home. But they said my heart was great

15 and the kind of heart you got, you would live a

16 hundred years. So that was good.

17 Q. What about cholesterol, have you had a
18 rise or increase in cholesterol?

19 A. Last time I went to the doctor my

2 0 cholesterol was elevated.

21 Q. When is the first time that that became
22 elevated? Was that before you were sick or after

23 you were sick?
2 4 A. After I was sick.

2 5 Q. Heard possible mention of COPD.

1 A. Fishing, big thing. Dancing. Just

2 banging around with the kids and grandkids. Just
3 normal things like that. Just fun activities.

4 Q. Dancing, you mentioned dancing?
5 A. Dancing.

6 Q. What kind of dancing did you like to do?
7 A. Every kind, anything. My wife loves to
8 dance, so you want to make her happy, take her

9 dancing.

10 Q. Hip hop?
11 A. Yep.

12 Q. Come on.
13 A. Jitterbug, hip hop, polka, waltz, two
14 step, you name it. Country. Just liked dancing.

1 5 Q. At some point in time after you first
16 started noticing something was going wrong while you
17 were working at Wal-Mart, you went to the hospital,

1 8 right?

19 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. Can you tell us about when you first went
21 into the hospital? What did they do and what did
22 you find out when you first got there?

2 3 A. I went -- I had to back up to go to my GP

2 4 before I went to the hospital because he's the one
2 5 that sent me there. I went to him complaining of my
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1 shortness of breath. And he is pretty proactive, so
2 he sent me right away to have chest x-rays. I came
3 back and he said there was -- the x-rays show fluid
4 on your lungs. So he determined that they wanted to
5 get that fluid out. So they sent me to the hospital
6 and they -- I forget what they call it. They go in
7 with a needle through your back and then draw out
8 that fluid. And the first time they went in, I
9 think they drew out 1 liter of fluid. It was like

10 syrup. And then it felt better. I could breathe

11 better and everything.

12 Q. Okay. The first time, you said they
13 drained 1 liter of fluid?
1 4 A. I think it was 1 liter the first time.

15 Q. Did they ever drain more fluid from you on
16 different occasions?
17 A. Yes. Short while after that, went up
18 north to see our kids and we were going to stay up
19 there for a little while. But we were only there a
2 0 short period of time. And I told my wife, I says -
21 I don't know if you've ever had fluid on your lungs.
22 It's a feeling, once you've had it, you just know
2 3 that's what it is. And I told my wife, I says I
2 4 think that fluid's back. So we cut our visit short.
25 Came back. Went to the doctors, and did another

1 approximately, the second time, right?
2 A. Yes.
3 Q. You indicated you knew that the fluid was
4 back. Why? What did that feel like?
5 A. It's hard to describe. It's just - I
6 don't know if it's the way you breathe or it's just
7 a feeling you feel in there. I don't know what it

8 is. I don't know how to describe it. It's just
9 something you feel it. I don't know how to describe

10 it.

11 Q. When they took out the fluid, what did
12 they take it out with?
13 A. A needle, long needle. They go -- like I
14 said, they -- you sit in a -- on a gurney, and you
15 lean forward, and they numb it. And then they take
16 a long needle and they put it in there. I think
17 they hook up to some kind ofpump or something or
18 another and suction it out into bottles.
19 Q. Okay. Let's jump - you said, at that
2 0 time, they started looking to see why this fluid was
21 there?
22 A. Yes. Because it shouldn't be there.

2 3 Q. So you took biopsies, right?
2 4 A. (Nodding head.)
25 Q. After they took the biopsies and things
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1 x-ray, and said the fluid's back. So they sent me
2 in again to get the fluid out. And now they're
3 trying to figure out why it's there.
4 So they hooked me up with a pulmonary
5 doctor and a thoracic surgeon. And he went in and

6 he took out -- I don't know. I think it was 2 or
7 3 liters of fluid. By then, my whole right lung was
8 almost collapsed. And he went in there and he did
9 some biopsies. And they sent all this stuff out to

10 the labs and just about everything came back
11 negative. They're looking for cancer, but they --
12 just about every test came back negative. So they
13 were kind of perplexed.
14 And then my son happened to be talking to
15 the doctor, and I don't know why he asked him, but
16 he said I guess something to the effect that did my
17 dad tell you that he -

18 Q. Let's do this: If I can, let's slow down
19 for one second. Let's back up. We'll get back to
20 that in a second.
21 Let's go back to you said the second
22 time - this is before you knew you had cancer,
2 3 right?
2 4 A. Yes.
25 Q. You said they took out 2 to 3 liters,

1 came back negative, how did you feel?
2 A. Well, I felt relief because, I mean,
3 obviously you know when they're doing biopsies,
4 they're looking for cancer. So when they come back
5 and say - they kept coming back and saying this
6 test was negative, this test was negative.
7 Everything was negative. I was feeling better. Of
8 course, I was feeling better, because the fluid was
9 gone and I could breathe again.

10 Q. You mentioned feeling relief when they
11 came back negative?
12 A. Oh, yeah.
13 Q. At some point in time - or should I
14 ask - first off, at some point in time, did one of
1 5 the doctors tell you that your results were no
16 longer negative and that you actually had cancer?
17 A. Yes.

1 8 Q. From how long of a period when they first
19 started looking at that fluid to you actually
20 getting told you had cancer, how long of a time
21 period was that?
22 A. Couple months probably.

2 3 Q. When you finally heard that you actually
2 4 had cancer, who told you that?
2 5 A. Dr. Finol, thoracic surgeon, the one that
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1 went in and did the biopsies.

2 Q. Did he say right away that it was cancer?

3 A. He says that the -- yes, he said that the

4 preliminary lab reports said it was mesothelioma.

5 But the only way they could confirm it would be to
6 send it to somebody like Mayo Clinic. There's only
7 a couple places that can confirm it. And they had
8 sent it to Mayo Clinic and it had come back the Mayo

9 Clinic saying it was malignant mesothelioma.

10 Q. How long of a time period from when
11 Dr. Finol said that you may or you probably have a

12 cancer until the time it was confirmed by Mayo? How

13 long of a time, sir, approximately?
1 4 A. Had to be two weeks, three weeks, four

15 weeks. It was a long time.

16 Q. What was going on in your mind at that
17 time, during that time, before you had that final
18 confirmation?
19 A. Hoping for the best. Dreading the worse.
2 0 Thinking about it all the time.

21 Q. How did you actually get the news that it
2 2 was in fact confirmed?
2 3 A. We went to a follow-up appointment with

2 4 Dr. Finol, the thoracic surgeon. He told us.

2 5 Q. And at that time, did he tell you whether

1 them?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. How did they take that news?
4 A. Bad.

5 Q. How did you feel when you had to tell your
6 children and your grandchildren about that?
7 A. Hard. Sorry.
8 Q. That's okay. That's okay. Take your
9 time.

10 Mr. Delisle, since the time that you found

11 out that you had this cancer and there was no cure,
12 has there been any time in which you have not
1 3 thought about that?
14 A. No.

15 Q. How often do you think about that?
1 6 A. 24/7.
17 Q. What are you most concerned about for the
18 future, Mr. Delisle?
19 A. My wife.
2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you, Mr. Delisle.
21 No further questions, Judge.
2 2 THE COURT: We'll take a short recess.
2 3 Do not discuss the case. Don't form any

2 4 opinion about the case. Don't allow anyone to
2 5 discuss the case in your presence. Just leave
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1 or not there was any cure or treatment for that 1
2 disease? 2
3 A. He says there was no cure. 3
4 Q. Who was with you at the time of that 4
5 visit? 5

6 A. My wife. 6
7 Q. When you heard that news, can you tell us 7
8 how that made you feel? 8
9 A. Probably disbelief at first. And then 9

10 just, you know, you get devastated. 10
11 Q. How did your wife handle it? 11
12 A. About the same as me. She was devastated. 12
13 Q. What was it like for you to watch your 13
14 wife receive the news that you had cancer and there 14
15 was no cure? 15
16 A. It was probably worse than me getting it. 16
17 Q. I understand you have a number of children 17
1 8 and grandchildren, some of which you're closer to 18
19 than others, right? 19
20 A. Yes. 20

21 Q. Did there come a point in time that you 21
22 had to tell your children and/or your grandchildren 22
2 3 that you had cancer? 2 3
2 4 A. Yes. 2 4
25 Q. And did you do that, sir? Did you tell 25

your notepads on the chairs. We'll be back
with you shortly.

(Out of the presence of the jury.)

THE COURT: You can step down. Just don't
discuss the case. Take a short recess.

(Thereupon, a recess was taken, after
which the following proceedings were held:)

THE COURT: Sorry for the delay.
Ready to proceed, Mr. Cedillo?
MR. CEDILLO: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Mr. Jagolinzer.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Bring the jury back in.
Come on back up, Mr. Delisle. Take your

time and watch your step with those wires.
(In the presence of the jury.)
THE COURT: Let the record reflect the

presence of our jury as well as the Plaintiff,
Plaintiffs' counsel, Defense counsel.

Mr. Delisle, I want to remind you that
remain under oath, sir.

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Mr. Cedillo, I think, when we

broke, you were about to commence your

cross-examination. You may proceed.
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1 MR. CEDILLO: Thank you, Your Honor.
2 CROSS-EXAMINATION
3 BY MR. CEDILLO:
4 Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Delisle.
5 A. Afternoon.
6 Q. You understand, sir, that I have to ask
7 you some questions right now on the topics that
8 Mr. Jagolinzer raised with you before the break?
9 A. I understand.

10 Q. And are you okay with me proceeding right
11 now?
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. To ask you those questions, sir?
1 4 A. Yes.

15 Q. You have got enough water and everything?
1 6 A. Yes.

17 Q. If you need anything, you let us all know.
18 Okay?
19 Mr. Delisle, Mr. Jagolinzer made reference
2 0 to -- I think he said numerous depositions that you
21 were subjected to. I want to ask you about that.
22 You had your deposition taken early part
2 3 of last year, sir. Do you remember that? And it
2 4 lasted two days?
2 5 A. Yes, yes.

1 this before but not in the courtroom setting, giving
2 testimony under oath. And it was explained to you

3 it had the same force and effect when we were in a
4 conference room asking you questions under oath,
5 correct?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. All right, sir. And you were fully aware
8 that the lawyers that were there were there to find

9 out what you remember, correct?
10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And they wanted to find out about what you
12 believed to have been asbestos exposure in your life

13 and in your work career, correct?

14 A. I believe so, yes.

15 Q. And Lorillard Tobacco Company was there to

16 find out information about your cigarette smoking

17 history, the brands you smoked, things related to
1 8 your smoking cigarettes, correct?
19 MR. JAGOLINZER- Objection, Your Honor.

2 0 THE COURT: What's the objection?
21 MR. JAGOLINZER: State of mind of what the
22 lawyers wanted to know.

2 3 THE COURT: Sustained. Rephrase your
2 4 question.
2 5
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1 Q. And lawyers were there to ask you the
2 questions that were recorded and so forth, correct?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. That was the one deposition that lasted
5 two days.
6 And then earlier, I think this month, the
7 lawyers got to do a short update deposition,
8 correct?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Those were the depositions that you were
11 subjected to, correct?
12 A. Those are the only ones.
13 Q. All right, sir. Now, at those
14 depositions, the representatives of the companies
15 that you had sued, they were there to ask you
16 questions and fmd out what your testimony was,
17 correct?
18 A. Yes.

19 Q. And obviously you had a lawyer there
20 during the entire proceeding, correct?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And you were asked those questions and you
2 3 were under oath just as you are today, correct?
2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 Q. Okay. So you have kind ofbeen through

1 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 Q. You understood that you had made claims
3 about your smoking history that Lorillard was there
4 to ask you about, correct?
5 A. Yes.
6 Q. Okay, sir. Now, you knew that all the
7 things that were being covered by everyone who was

8 there, you knew they were very important matters to
9 that lawsuit, did you not?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And you endeavored to answer those
12 questions to the very best of your ability, correct?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And you did so honestly, correct?
15 A. Yes.
16 Q. And there were many breaks during your
17 deposition? If you wanted a comfort break or to
1 8 take a time-out or whatever, that was always given
1 9 to you, correct?
2 0 A. They were nice to me.

21 Q. Okay. Now, Mr. Delisle, again, I need to
22 ask you some questions on the topics that
2 3 Mr. Jagolinzer covered with you just now, sir.
2 4 At that deposition, you told us that you

25 were about 11 or 12 years old when this incident
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1 with Izzy occurred where you got your first Kent
2 cigarette, correct?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. You also were asked what grade you were
5 in. Do you remember, sir?

6 A. I don't know -- I don't remember if they
7 asked me that. I know at some time or another I
8 told them I was in junior high school.
9 Q. Do you remember specifically telling us

10 that you were in sixth or seventh grade?
11 A. Well, seventh grade would have been junior
12 high school.
13 Q. Yes, sir. Do you remember telling us
14 specifically that you were in sixth or seventh
15 grade?
1 6 A. Might have. I don't recall.

17 Q. Let me have his deposition.
18 l'm going to hand it to you just to
1 9 refresh your recollection. Okay?
2 0 A. Yes, sir.
21 Q. And I'll tell you the page and line and
22 you can read to yourself. Okay?
2 3 A. Yes, sir.

2 4 Q. Would you please look at the question and
25 answer that's on page 218?

1 when you were in sixth or seventh grade?
2 A. I guess. I guess I did.
3 Q. That's what it says there, con-ect?
4 A. Right.
5 Q. Now, you told us your age and I believe
6 you were born on January - the 9th or the 19th?
7 A. The 19th.
8 Q. January 19, 1939, correct?
9 A. Correct.

10 Q. So.at age 11, when you start sixth grade
11 in the fall, that would be 1950, correct?
12 A. I don't know if that's when I started the
13 sixth grade, but I guess -- 1950 would be -
14 Q. I'll tell you what.
15 A. Eleven years old.
16 Q. We went backwards from 1957, so let's do
17 this. Okay?
1 8 You know that you graduated from high
19 school in the spring of 1957, correct?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. We have a yearbook cover and so forth?
22 A. Yes.
23 Q. So you graduated in the spring of'57.
2 4 That meant that you started that school
2 5 year in the fall of about '56, correct?

25 6 5 25 67

1 Do you know how that works, Mr. Delisle? 1
2 The numbers or the lines are written on the 2
3 left-hand side. 3
4 A. Left-hand side. 4
5 Q. The page number is 218? 5
6 A. I have it. 6

7 Q. If you'll read to yourself the question at 7
8 line 10 and going through the answer at line 13. 8
9 A. Through 13? 9

10 Q. Through line 13, yes, sir. 10
11 A. Yes. 11

12 Q. The question was what grade were you in 12
13 when you first tried the Kent cigarette? 13
14 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection. Can we read 14
15 the question and answer. That's not the 15
16 question and answer. 16

17 MR. CEDILLO: I'm refreshing recollection, 17
18 Your Honor, and continuing with the Q and A. 18
19 MR. JAGOLINZER: My objection would be 19
20 improper question and answer. 2 0
21 THE COURT: Sustain the objection. 21
2 2 Ask your next question, Counsel. 22
2 3 BY MR. CEDlLLO: 2 3
2 4 Q. Mr. Delisle, do you remember telling us 2 4
2 5 now that you had tried your first Kent cigarette 2 5

A. Yes.
Q. So if you're in the twelfth grade in the

fall of '56, you can work the autumns backwards from
there.

A. Right.

Q. And if you do the chronology, I think
you'll -- will you agree that at age 11, in the fall
of 1950, you would have been in sixth grade?

A. I guess so, yes.

Q. Okay. And then, therefore, it would
follow that at age 12, in the fall, you would be in

the seventh grade, correct?
A. Yeah. Well, I'm not sure about the ages,

because I started school late. I didn't start

kindergarten at 5 years old. I mean, I was -- I was
almost 6 years old. Because my birthdate fell wrong

and I couldn't start the first term. I had to go
until I was almost 6 years old before I started

school.

Q. Well --
A. So it kind of loosens it up.

Q. We know this: That if you graduated in
1957 in the spring and you were born in January of
1939, then you would have been 18 years of age when
you graduated in 1957.
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Do you remember that you were 18 when you
graduated in 1957?

A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And obviously you had turned 18 in

January of that year, 1957?
A. Yes, that's correct.
Q. So you would have started your senior year

of high school in the fall at age 17, would you not?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And I think that -- if you work

back the timetable from there, I think that at age
11, you would have started sixth grade, and at age
12, you would have started seventh grade, and those
years would be 1950 and 1951.

Can we agree on that?

A. That's probably right.
Q. Okay. So at your deposition, sir, you

didn't just give us the age that you believed you
were when you had your first Kent cigarette. You
tied it down to your year in school, did you not, as
you just saw that you were in sixth or seventh
grade?

A. Yeah. As I said, I guessed it was
probably that, yes.

Q. Okay.

1 memory about what his full name or first and last
2 name is as you sit here today, correct?
3 A. I believe, like I said, we'd all called
4 him Izzy. I'm sure he had a first name. As far as

5 last name, I probably - I'm sure when I was young I
6 heard it. But I just don't remember what it was.
7 It was long. That's why everybody called him Izzy.
8 Q. All right, sir. And for that six-month
9 period when were you getting them for free from

10 Izzy, you went from one or two, when he introduced
11 you to the cigarettes, to as many as 20 cigarettes
12 per day from Izzy at the end before you started
13 buying your own pack of 20s, correct?
14 A. I wouldn't say I was getting 20 a day. I
15 don't think he would give me a pack of cigarettes a
16 day. You know, I would say by the time I started
17 getting them on my own, I was probably up close to
18 that.

19 Q. Okay. Would you refresh your recollection
2 0 for us, again, please, on page 168 of your
21 deposition, the question at line 9 and your answer
22 at line 12 on page 168?

2 3 A. 9?
2 4 Q. Yes, sir, line 9 through 12, the answer on
2 5 12 on page 168.
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1 A. It's a long time ago.

2 Q. Yes, sir. And when you say it's long time
3 ago, you mean to express that over the passage of
4 time, your memory may not be accurate, correct?
5 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection Your Honor.
6 THE COURT: Sustained.
7 BY MR. CEDILLO:
8 Q. Let's talk about Izzy that came up.
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. I believe you told us, sir, that you got
11 cigarettes -- you call it bumming cigarettes?
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. You told us that you bummed these
1 4 cigarettes from this person, Izzy, for about a
15 six-month period, correct?
1 6 A. Yeah, about that.
17 Q. You remember telling us that when
18 Mr. Jagolinzer asked the question?
19 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. We don't know Izzy's first or last name,
21 just his nickname, correct?
22 A. Just known - I probably heard his real
2 3 name back then, but I don't remember what it was.
2 4 It was hard to pronounce.

1 A. Yes, I read that.

2 Q. All right, sir. Do you recall telling us,
3 under oath, that Izzy would give you as many as 20

4 cigarettes on one day before you started purchasing
5 your own pack?

6 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
7 THE COURT: Sustained.
8 BY MR. CEDILLO:
9 Q. Mr. Delisle, you said you bought your

10 first pack at Sophie's after about six months of
11 getting them from Izzy, correct?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. All right. And the segment I asked you to

1 4 look at, sir, does that refresh your recollection on

15 the number that you were getting for free from Izzy
1 6 before you bought your first pack?
17 A. I believe I - I don't know how - why I
18 said that or, you know, maybe I was confused.
19 Q. I'm sorry, sir?

2 0 A. Maybe I was getting 20. I don't know.
21 It's hard to remember.

2 2 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, I'm going to
2 3 object as nonresponsive and ask that the
2 4 witness be directed to answer my question.

25 Q. I'm sure you tried, but nothing jogs your 2 5 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, can we approach?
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1 THE COURT: Sure. 1
2 (Thereupon, the following proceedings were 2
3 held out of the presence of the jmy:) 3
4 THE COURT: Yes, sir. 4
5 MR. JAGOLINZER: Can I ask you to kindly 5
6 read the section that Mr. Cedillo is attempting 6
7 to cross-examine or to impeach his testimony? 7
8 THE COURT: The highlighted portion on 8
9 1687 9

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: Correct. 10
11 THE COURT: Okay. 11
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: My objection, this is an 12
13 improper method to try and cross-examine a 13
14 witness. He is confusing and misleading. If 14
15 he believes Mr. Delisle said something 15
16 different in answer to a question in his 16
17 deposition, he should give it to him and read 17
1 8 it and ask him were you asked this question and 18
19 did you give this response. Because what 1 9
2 0 Mr. Cedillo is artfully trying to do is mislead 2 0

21 this 74-year-old witness, and that is not the 21
22 question and answer. 22
2 3 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, first of all, 2 3

2 4 I'm not going to respond to personal attacks by 2 4
25 Counsel. There's a difference between 25

differences between the two. That's what I see

right now, in this area. I don't -- I think
it's a minor difference. I don't think
anything substantial. It's your case. Nobody
is going to tell you how to ask questions.

MR. CEDILLO: Thank you.
MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm not doing that.
THE COURT: Mr. Jagolinzer is not doing

that. But the idea of impeachment can't be
just so -- minute differences in what his
testimony is. I thought his answer to the last

question - maybe I got it wrong, but I thought
his answer basically said it built up to

approximately that 20-cigarette threshold.
That's when he started buying cigarettes on his
own, or something to that effect. That's the
way I understood it. I think that's the way he

answered it. I don't see where is -- there was
any distinction between his prior testimony.
That's why I sustained the objection. Right
now, he wants to come sidebar. You get to ask
questions your way. I do the rulings as best I
can.

MR. CEDILLO: Thank you, Your Honor.
(Thereupon, the sidebar conference was
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1 impeaching and refreshing recollection. I'm
2 doing it the proper way to refresh

3 recollection. Mr. Jagolinzer doesn't get to
4 tell me that if I want to cross-examine the
5 witness, I have to do it through impeachment.
6 I get to choose, if I do it, by refreshing
7 recollection. And Florida practice and
B practice of virtually the other 49 states, I
9 can do it this way.

10 THE COURT: Anything else?
11 My concern --
12 MR. CEDILLO: I should be allowed to do
13 it.

1 4 THE COURT: I think cross-examination is
15 liberal. And I think you are allowed to do it.
16 There was an objection that I sustained about
17 improper impeachment that had to do with the
18 question where you were asking him and he --
19 before he started buying his own, he was up to
2 0 about 20 cigarettes a day, which I didn't think
2 1 was anything different than what the question

22 was. And that's why I sustained the objection.
2 3 I don't think the cross-examination and
2 4 differences in testimony gets to the level of
2 5 nit-picking where there's just minor finite

1 concluded and the following proceedings were
2 held within the presence of the jury:)
3 THE COURT: Ready? Yes, sir. You can go
4 ahead.
5 BY MR. CEDILLO:
6 Q. So you eventually worked up to where you
7 were getting as many as 20 from Izzy, and Izzy had
8 his own cigarettes to smoke, correct?
9 A. Yes, he did.

10 Q. And I believe - how many cigarettes do
11 you remember Izzy was smoking in a day?
12 A. I don't know. I wasn't with him all the
13 time, so I don't know. Can't truthfully say.
1 4 Q. Do you remember telling us that he was a
15 heavy smoker?
16 A. Yes.

17 Q. And do you remember telling us that he |
1 8 smoked about a pack a day himself?
19 A. That's what I would guess. Because he
2 0 seemed like he smoked that much.

21 Q. And if Izzy worked his way up to giving 20
22 cigarettes, then he would have to have enough
2 3 cigarettes for himself and for you, correct?
2 4 A. If he was giving me 20 a day, yes. But as
2 5 I said, I'm looking at what you told me to read, I
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1 mean -- I said -- I didn't know if I was smoking.
2 It was a guess. Could be that much, I said. I

3 didn't - you asked me if I was smoking. I said I'm
4 not positive, because I'm not sure.

5 Q. All right, sir.
6 In the time period that you were involved
7 with Izzy and getting cigarettes for that six-month
8 period, no one else ever gave you Kents other than
9 Izzy, correct?

10 A. Kents?

11 Q. Right.
12 A. No.

13 Q. Before you bought them?
14 A. No, nobody ever gave me.
15 Q. And did Izzy ever buy cigarettes for you
1 6 or did you do all the buying by yourself?
17 A. When I started buying them, I bought them
18 by myself.

19 Q. Okay. Now, as far as you know, Izzy was
20 using money from his paper route to buy his
21 cigarettes?
22 A. I know he had -- I know at one time he had
23 a paper route. But I think he also had a job, did

2 4 something. I don't know what he did, but he was --
2 5 he was older than me, so I think he had some kind of

1 Q. In July. Okay.
2 And you're pretty sure that from at least
3 the time that you went into the service you never

4 had any more contact with this Izzy fellow, correct?
5 A. I don't believe I did.
6 Q. Okay. Now, you covered with
7 Mr. Jagolinzer that when you first started buying
8 the Kents, you started buying them at this little

9 one-room sort of grocery store called Sophie's,
10 correct?

11 A. That's correct.

12 Q. And you were in junior high, correct?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Okay. And by the time that you started

15 buying them, after the period when you had gotten
16 them by bumming or getting them for free, by the
17 time you started buying them, you were smoking about

1 8 a pack a day?
19 A. Probably around that. Maybe a little
2 0 less, maybe a little more. Depends.

21 Q. Sophie's was more than a corner store,
22 sir; it was kind of like a hangout for all the kids?
2 3 A. Everybody in the neighborhood, we bought
2 4 soda, candy, stuff like that.

25 Q. So you would go to Sophie's and not only
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1 a job. I don't know what.
2 Q. But you don't know?
3 A. No, I'm not positive.
4 Q. All right. And I believe you told us the
5 last contact you had with Izzy was after you went
6 into the service after high school, sir?
7 A. No. Last time I had contact with him
8 would have been before that.

9 Q. Would you look at page 163, please, the
l o question at line 25, continuing on page 164,
11 lines 1, 2, and 3?
12 A. Start at 5, did you say?

13 Q. 163, at the very last line, which would be
14 25. The question there was "When did you stop
15 having any contact with him," referring to Izzy.
16 A. Yes.

17 Q. Would you look at your answer on page 163,
18 lines 2 and 3: "Probably when I went into the

1 9 service, '57. Probably before then. Maybe. Not
20 sure"?
21 A. Right.
2 2 Q. Okay. Now, you went into the military --
2 3 if you graduated in 1957, you went into the military
2 4 immediately thereafter, sir?
25 A. In July.

1 buy your cigarettes from the money that you had, but
2 you'd also buy the other things that normal 11- or
3 12-year-olds would be buying, gum, candies, sodas,
4 things of that nature, snacks?
5 A. Maybe a soda or candy or something, yes.
6 Q. So in addition for having money for
7 cigarettes as an 11- or 12-year-old, you also had
8 money for all these other things that a normal
9 junior high kid would want, correct?

10 A. Yeah. Candy was like a penny a piece.
11 Sodas were a nickel.
12 Q. And cigarettes were, what, about 31?
13 A. I thought they were around 21 cents,
1 4 22 cents. I don't know. Maybe it was 31. I
15 thought it was 21.

16 Q. All right. So you're buying -- ifyou're
17 smoking around a pack a day, then whatever the cost
18 of that cigarette - if it was 31 cents, you're
19 spending 31 cents every day on a pack of cigarettes,
20 correct?
21 A. That would be correct.

2 2 Q. Okay. Now, you told us about jobs that
2 3 you had, I think, at the Adams Diner. You also had
2 4 a job in a grocery store, didn't you, sir, later on
25 in high school, at an A&P?
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A. That was probably just before I graduated
or something, yes.

Q. Okay. So you didn't have a job in sixth
and seventh grade when you were 11 and 12 buying a
pack a day at one point. You didn't have a job to
help you with those purchases at that age, did you,
sir?

A. No, I didn't have a job. I mean, I worked
with Izzy in the paper route once in a while. He

usually compensated me a little bit there.

Q. Izzy would give you a little bit of what
he made on his paper route?

A. Not a lot, but he'd give me a little bit
just for helping him.

Q. Not a lot, you're talking about a few
pennies?

A. No. Maybe 50 cents or a dollar, something
like that.

Q. How often?
A. I don't know. I don't remember how many

times I helped him. Whenever he'd ask me.

Q. It wasn't a regular job or activity for
you, right?

A. No.
Q. Just every once in a while?

1 A. Yes.
2 Q. So it increased to a buck and a quarter
3 later on from your sixth and seventh grade, did it
4 not?
5 A. I don't exactly remember when it started
6 at 75. But, you know, I don't remember exactly what
7 years were when I got the --
8 Q. Fair enough, sir.
9 You also told Mr. Jagolinzer that you were

10 out collecting bottles; is that correct?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And we're talking about junior high school
13 when you're first buying a pack a day or so of
14 cigarettes, and in junior high. And I believe you
15 told us before, maybe you told us this earlier this
1 6 afternoon, you would get -- there were two sizes of
17 bottles, correct, that you would gather up and cash?
18 A. Correct.
19 Q. And the regular-size-type soda bottle, you
2 0 would get two pennies for that, right?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And ifwe were talking about a quart size
2 3 bottle, you would get a whole nickel for that,
2 4 right?

25 A. Yes.
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1 A. Yes.

2 Q. Now, at age 11 and 12, you had an
3 allowance, did you not?

4 A. Yes.

5 Q. And how much was that allowance, when you
6 were in junior high, at 11 or 12 years of age?
7 A. Somewhere between 75 cents and a buck and
8 a quarter, something like that.
9 Q. Well, was it 75 cents at the ages of 11

10 and 12 and it kind of grew to a buck and a quarter
11 as you got older?
12 A. No. I would say probably at the time I
13 was 11, 12, it was probably a dollar and a quarter

14 probably.

15 Q. Would you look at page 158, sir, at
16 lines 15 through 17? You were asked the question
17 how much was your allowance.
18 A. Right.

19 Q. 158 at line 15.
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. You were asked how much was your

22 allowance, and you said it was 75 cents per week to
2 3 start and graduated to a buck and a quarter?
2 4 A. Yes.

25 Q. And that you ended up having a job?

1 Q. And were you doing that on a daily basis,
2 Mr. Delisle, collecting bottles?
3 A. We probably scrounged evety day. That
4 wasn't just when I was smoking. That was even
5 before I started smoking. That -- that's how we got
6 our play money.
7 Q. That's how you got your what money?
8 A. That's what we called play money, stuff
9 that you would buy -- goodies that your parents

10 wouldn't give you money for.
11 Q. At two pennies for the soda bottles like
12 the Nehi and Squeeze and all the ones that you
13 described and a nickel if they were quarter bottles
1 4 of soft drinks, correct?
1 5 A. That's right.

1 6 Q. And then you got a job as a waiter at a
17 diner when you were about 13 or 14, correct?
1 8 A. Yes.
19 Q. So we're now into high school at that age,
20 arewenot?
21 A. Junior high school.

22 Q. Still junior high school at 14?
2 3 A. Yeah, I would think so.

2 4 Q. Okay. But you remember telling us that
2 5 your first job was like at age 13 or 14 at that
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1 diner, correct?

2 A. Yeah, it was a part-time -- part-timejob.
3 Q. And you were still in high school when you
4 stopped working at that diner, correct?
5 A. I can't remember how long I worked for
6 them. I really don't.
7 Q. Do you remember the A&P job you told us
8 about?
9 A. Yes. That would have been probably closer

10 to my senior year.

11 Q. When you were closer to your senior year
12 working at a grocery store, you had stopped working
13 at the Adams Diner, had you not?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. So you would have had that job from age 13
16 or 14 into your high school years before going on to
17 work at the A&P, correct?
1 8 A. I don't know if I had it all that time,
19 sir. I really don't.
2 0 Q. Fair enough. Fair enough.
21 Because they were part-time jobs?
22 A. Yeah.

2 3 Q. Both the diner and the grocery store?
2 4 A. They were all part-time jobs.
2 5 Q. Now, I want to go through, ifwe could,

1 Q. At lunch period.

2 Now, the school didn't let you smoke at
3 lunch?
4 A. No, no.

5 Q. So you would have to kind of --
6 A. You snuck -- you went out and you, you
7 know, went outside. And you got away from where
8 anybody at school could see you and you smoked.
9 Q. Behind a building or --

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. Smoking in the boys' room?
12 A. We didn't smoke in the boys' room. They
13 monitored those.
14 Q. Okay. So you're in junior high school.
15 You're smoking a pack of cigarettes a day. And the
16 time that you have available to smoke that 20
17 cigarettes is on your way to school, on your way
18 back from school, and when you snuck out during the
19 day at school at lunch, correct?

2 0 A. Uh-huh.
21 Q. And then you didn't smoke when you got
22 home, correct?

2 3 A. I didn't smoke in the house, but I was

2 4 never -- I was never -- back in those days, you came
25 home from school and you didn't - you didn't go
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1 sort of a -- how your day would work out while you
2 were in school, and then after school and so forth.

3 So six months after your first cigarette
4 from Izzy, according to your testimony, you're now
5 at about a pack a day, correct?

6 A. Around there, I would say, yes.
7 Q. Now, did they allow the students at the
8 junior high school to smoke cigarettes, sir, on
9 campus?

10 A. No, no.

11 Q. Okay. So since it wasn't allowed, you
12 couldn't do it at school, right?

13 A. Right.
14 Q. Now, at junior high and going into your
15 high school years, did your parents let you smoke at
16 home?
17 A. No.

18 Q. Okay. So you would be smoking on your way
19 to school?

2 0 A. Most of the time.

21 Q. Okay. And would you be smoking on your
22 way back from school?
2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. And did you smoke during school?
25 A. Lunch periods.

1 into the house until your parents called you. And

2 then you didn't go in if you could get away with.

3 Q. Were you a normal red-blooded American boy
4 and you were out doing the baseball and the pickup
5 games of football and hanging out with your friends
6 and so forth, correct?

7 A. Yes. I wasn't a big sports guy. I wasn't

8 very good at it. But, I mean, we did pickup games
9 and stuff.

10 Q. All right. And were you in little league
11 in sixth and seventh grade?
12 A. Just one year.

13 Q. The sixth grade year maybe?
14 A. I think it was before that. I think it

15 was in -- I think it was before that.
16 Q. Okay. The sports you were in when you

17 were smoking a pack a day, was it any kind of
1 8 organized sport where you had a coach or a regularly
19 kind of scheduled activity --

2 0 A. Not when I was smoking that much, no.

21 Q. So by the time you were in sixth and
22 seventh grade and smoking a pack a day, you had
23 stopped being involved in organized sports?
2 4 A. Yeah. Organized sports, the only thing I
25 ever did was that one season in little league that
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my father was the coach.
Q. Little league?
A. That's the only reason I got in.

. Q. All right, sir. And then, after junior
high, you went on to high school of course?

A. Yes.
Q. And I believe high school started at

around 8:00 a.m. in the morning?
A. 8:00, 8:35, 8:45, something like that.

Q. And you walked to school and you had to go
about 7:00 to get to school for the first bell,
correct?

A. We usually left - we usually headed for
school about that time.

Q. And you'd have maybe a couple cigarettes
between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m., correct?

A. I would say so.
Q. Okay. And did they allow smoking in high

school, sir?
A. No.
Q. So, again, if you're talking about smoking

during the school day, catch it when you can as you

sneak --
A. Lunchtime.

Q. Lunchtime or sneak somewhere and get it

1 A. I would say most of the time. I mean,

2 sometimes you didn't even get to srnoke a cigarette
3 for one reason or another. But as a rule, I would
4 say maybe an average.

5 Q. Two or three?
6 A. Probably an average.

7 Q. And, again, you've just told us you
8 couldn't do that every single lunch break because
9 other things would happen or other things would come

10 up, correct?

11 A. Well, we smoked in the park and we -- if

12 it was really bad out, you wouldn't go out.
13 Obviously I'm not going to go out in a torrential
14 downpour, you know.
15 Q. So would you stay in the parking lot and
16 do it?

17 A. No, I probably wouldn't have smoked at
18 all.

19 Q. Wouldn't smoke at all.
2 0 Western Massachusetts, there's at least
21 some part of the year where the weather can be
22 pretty rough out there?
2 3 A. In the winter.

2 4 Q. Yeah. All right, sir. And then you would
2 5 finish up the day of high school at around 3:00,
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1 done?

2 A. There was no place you could smoke when

3 you're in school. Before lunchtime and after
4 school.

5 Q. So you had about two cigarettes between
6 7:00 and 8:00 and then at lunchtime, if you went out
7 and smoked.
8 I guess you ate lunch during lunchtime,
9 correct?

10 A. Sometimes.
11 Q. So whatever time you had left after you
12 ate would be devoted to consuming the cigarettes in
1 3 that time, correct?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And the cigarettes that you would smoke at
16 lunch during high school would be, at most, two or
17 three depending on how much time you had, correct?
18 A. Smoked as many as could you.
19 Q. Do you remember telling us it was two or
20 three?
21 A. I don't remember that. But I could have.

22 Q. Okay. All right.
23 A. Varied. Differenttimes.

2 4 Q. All right. But it was at least two or
2 5 three if you were lucky to get the time to do that?

1 3:30, or so?
2 A. I think that was about it.

3 Q. And then you'd go to work at either the
4 diner or at the A&P store, correct, in high school?
5 A. It's hard to remember. I don't think I
6 was working at the diner when I was in high school.
7 I don't think.
8 Q. Okay.
9 A. The other job, it wasn't all the while I

10 was in high school.

11 Q. But if you had a part-time job, you would
12 go to the part-time job, fair?
13 A. It was mostly evening hours on the
14 weekend.

15 Q. I'm sorry?
16 A. Or on the weekend.

17 Q. But there were school nights or school
18 evenings aner school where you would be earning
19 your part-time pay?
20 A. Occasionally.

21 Q. Occasionally. All right, sir.
22 At some point you would also go home, do
2 3 homework, have dinner, correct?
2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 Q. And hang out with friends and the normal
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1 things that high schoolers do, correct?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. And you would be smoking, if you had had
4 five cigarettes that day at - two in the morning
5 and three at lunch, there would be another 15
6 cigarettes that you would be smoking, for example,

7 after school with all those activities that we've
8 described in between, correct?
9 A. If I smoked a pack of cigarettes?

10 Q. Yes, sir.
11 A. Again, like I said, it was about that.

12 You -- it wasn't always a pack of cigarettes.
13 Sometimes it might have been more. Depends on the
14 situation.

15 Q. Okay. So it could have even been more
16 than a pack?
17 A. Could have been.
18 Q. Okay. And these - the high school
19 friends, you identified your closest high school
20 friends as George Wilson and Edward Rodovick,
21 correct, sir?
22 A. Correct.

2 3 Q. And they were in the same grade as you
2 4 were, right?
2 5 A. Yes.

1 Q. Now, a little earlier, I asked you about
2 whether you could smoke at home. I want to ask you
3 a couple more questions about that, and I think I'm
4 close to the end here. Okay?
5 Now, your parents didn't smoke, correct,
6 or at least you never saw them smoke?
7 A. No, no.
8 Q. Now, you have, I believe, an older brother
9 named Albert?

10 A. I had.

11 Q. You had. I'm sorry.
12 But Albert was older than you, correct?
13 A. Five years older than me.
1 4 Q. And your brother Albert didn't smoke, to
15 your knowledge, correct?
1 6 A. To my knowledge, no.

17 Q. And your parents never knew you were
18 smoking?
19 A. Never knew that I was smoking.

2 0 Q. Yes, sir. Until you told them?
21 A. Until I told them.
22 Q. When you were almost going off to the
2 3 service, correct?

2 4 A. Yeah, near the end of my senior year.
2 5 Q. Okay. So we're going back to a pack a day
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1 Q. They both graduated Adams class of'57?
2 A. '57, yes.
3 . Q. And you do some activities outside of
4 school such as, you know, roller-skating with George
5 Wilson, correct?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. And were you an usher to Mr. Wilson at his
8 wedding or was Mr. Wilson an usher to you?
9 A. He was an usher at my wedding.

10 Q. At your wedding?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. In your yearbook, you and Mr. Wilson got a
13 gag gift of some kind so that you could buy those
14 roller skates and not have to rent them anymore,
15 correct?

16 A. Yeah. You didn't really get it. It was
17 just a gag. It was like if you were going to get a

18 gift, that's what you would give them.
19 Q. Your class gifted you a pair of roller
2 0 skates each so you wouldn't have to rent them at the
21 roller rink?
22 A. Right.
2 3 Q. Because you and Mr. Wilson spent a lot of
2 4 time going roller skating in your youth, correct?
2 5 A. Yeah, I would say.

1 in junior high, up to a pack a day, maybe a little

2 more, in junior high. And your mother and father
3 never caught wind of that, correct?

4 A. No, I don't think so, no. If they did, I
5 don't remember them ever saying anything.
6 Q. Well -
7 A. They were the type that would tell you if
8 they did.

9 Q. Okay. And I know that we've said and
10 talked about how the passage of years, you know, can

11 make you forget certain things.

12 But is there any doubt in your mind of
13 what your parents would have done or said to you if
14 they had caught you smoking at that age?

15 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
16 THE COURT: Sustained.
17 You can rephrase the question.

18 MR. CEDILLO: Yes, sir.
1 9 BY MR. CEDILLO:

2 0 Q. Would you go to page 146 of your
21 deposition, sir, at lines 10 through 14?

22 Did you tell us there what your parents
2 3 would have done to you if they found out you were
2 4 smoking?
25 A. They would have killed me.
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1 Q. So their reaction to finding out that you
2 smoked would be something that you would probably
3 never forget for the rest of your life, correct?

4 A. It wasn't as bad because what time when I
5 told them. Going back when I first started, they
6 would have given -

7 Q. That's what we're talking about.
8 And even when you told them, what was
9 their reaction?

10 A. Couldn't believe I was that big of an

11 idiot.

12 Q. All right. So if you told them towards
13 the end ofyour high school senior year,
14 Mr. Delisle, then you would have been smoking up to
15 a pack a day of cigarettes for at least five or six
16 years before you ever -- before your parents ever

17 knew; is that correct?

18 A. From the time I first --
19 Q. Six months after Izzy when you're up to
20 about a pack a day.
21 A. From there until when I told them?
22 Q. From there to when you told them, it would
2 3 have been a five- or a six-year period of you

2 4 smoking that much daily and your mother and father

25 not finding out, correct?

1 Q. And in the time period when your mother
2 was doing all your laundry when you're smoking
3 whatever amount of cigarettes you're smoking in
4 junior high school, your mom never picked up the
5 odor of your cigarette smoke in your clothes?
6 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
7 THE COURT: Sustained.
8 BY MR. CEDILLO:
9 Q. Did your mom do a good job with the

10 laundry, sir?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Did she like smelly things?
13 A. No.
14 Q. And she ever complain about your dad's
15 clothing when they were smelly?
16 A. Well, my dad was a plumber, so sometimes
17 he came home pretty smelly.
1 8 Q. Yes, sir. Do you remember that your mom
19 would complain about that?
2 0 A. Probably -- not complain. She knew it was
21 part of his job. She would maybe comment on it.
22 Q. Okay. Would you please turn to page 491
2 3 at line 17 through 22?
2 4 A. 491?
2 5 Q. What did I say?

2597 2599

1 A. I don't know if it was that much, but --
2 yeah, it would have been about that period of time,
3 I would guess, yes. Again, I don't know if it was a
4 pack a day all the time. To just say I smoked a
5 pack a day for six years, that's kind of overstating
6 it.

7 Q. We're going to look at some of the
8 information in your medical history to see if that
9 will help us establish what the time periods are and

10 what the quantity is.
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. But for now, Mr. Delisle, your mom was a
1 3 stay-at-home mom, correct, a homemaker?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And she would take care of you and your
16 brother and your dad, correct?
17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Cooking, cleaning, laundry, that kind of
19 thing?
20 A. Yes.
21 Q. And in junior high, you weren't
22 responsible for doing your own laundr ?
2 3 A. No.
2 4 Q. Your mama took care of that?
25 A. Yes.

1 A. 491. There is no 400.

2 Q. It didn't all fit in one book.
3 A. 491, sir?
4 Q. Yes, please. 491 at line 17, talking
5 about your mom.
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Do you recall her ever complaining about
8 things that were smelly?

9 You said "yes."
10 And what kinds of things?

11 You said mostly about my father's clothes
12 from plumbing.
13 A. Right.

1 4 Q. Do you recall, then, that your mom did
15 mention that to you?

16 And now my question, sir: Did she ever
17 complain about your clothes smelling of smoke when
18 you were in my school?
19 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection Your Honor,
2 0 asked and answered.

2 1 THE COURT: Overruled.
22 A. Did she - would you repeat that, please?
2 3 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 4 Q. Yes, sir.
2 5 Did she ever complain about your clothes
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smelling of smoke when you were in junior high
school?

A. No, not that I can remember.

Q. So your mom is a laundress, homemaker
taking good care of your -- her family and she would
notice when your father's clothes had that smell
that she had to work on, but with all the smoking

you're doing, your testimony to this jury is that
your mother never picked up the scent of any smoke
in your clothes when she did the laundry?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Sustained.

BY MR. CEDILLO:
Q. Did anyone in your family, your father,

brother, or your mom ever complain to you or tell
you anything about you smelling like cigarette
smoke, sir?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Overruled.

A. No, I don't recall anybody complaining to
me about that.

BY MR. CEDILLO:
Q. Okay. Now, you're not a smoker today,

Mr. Delisle?
A. No, sir.

1 Q. But you didn't quit until probably about
2 another ten years?
3 A. Probably, yes.

4 Q. So in that ten-year period -- and you're
5 under oath now -- did you have to deal with her
6 telling you that she didn't like the way you
7 smelled?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. Okay. And your wife washes your clothes,
10 correct, sir?
11 A. Yes. Well, I do some laundry, too.

12 Q. Fair enough. It's a new era. I know.
13 A. They have hard jobs. We have hard jobs.
14 Q. But no matter who is doing the laundry, or
15 you, when you're doing the laundry, you can pick up
1 6 the smell of cigarettes in the clothes, can you not,
17. sir. Or you could back then before you quit?
1 8 A. Not before I quit. Once 1 quit, I was
19 more susceptible to it.
2 0 Q. Very good point. A nonsmoker can pick up
21 the odors whereas a smoker may camouflage?
22 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 3 THE COURT: Sustained.
2 4 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 5 Q. Well, today you consider that smell

2 6 01 2 60 3

1 Q. You can pick up the odor of cigarette
2 smoke on a person, can you not?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. And you don't like it, right?
5 A. No.

6 Q. Your wife could pick up the smell of your
7 cigarette smoke and that's one of the reasons why
B you quit, right?
9 A. A mile away.

10 Q. I'm sony?
11 A. She could pick it up a mile away.
12 Q. A mile away.
13 And because of that odor that was
1 4 offensive, that's one of the reasons why you quit,
15 right, she didn't like it? She didn't like the way
16 it smelled?
17 A. It was partly that, partly that she -
18 that's when we first got married and she was
19 pregnant and that's when she was smoking. She
20 stopped smoking because she was pregnant and she
21 didn't want the smell around the children or the
22 baby.
2 3 Q. And she wanted you to quit since you first
2 4 got married in 1970, correct?
2 5 A. Shortly after, probably, yes.

1 obnoxious, don't you, sir?
2 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
3 A. Yes.
4 THE COURT: Sustained.
5 BY MR. CEDILLO:
6 Q. All right, sir. Now, Mr. Delisle, you've
7 been here through these proceedings for most of the
8 time that we've been in Court in front of these
9 ladies and gentlemen of the jury, have you not, sir?

10 A. Yes, sir.

11 Q. For example, you're here this morning when
12 we saw a video deposition of an expert witness,
13 Dr. Crapo, who said that he relied on the review he
14 did of your medical records and your deposition and
15 your interrogatories and took those things into
16 account in making the opinions that he made.
17 Do you remember that?
I 8 A. Yes.

19 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 0 Can we approach?
21 THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, we're
22 going to take a short recess. Do not discuss
2 3 the case don't form any opinion about the case.
2 4 Don't allow anyone to discuss the case in your
2 5 presence. Just leave your notepads on your
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1 chairs. Thank you.
2 (Out of the presence of the jury.)

3 THE COURT: The jury has been excused.
4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I don't know where
5 this is going but, A, it's outside the scope,

6 B, I don't see how this is relevant to any
7 issue whatsoever what an expert witness relied

8 upon to form the basis of his opinions. I

9 don't see how that's relevant to Mr. Delisle's
10 credibility. I don't see how that's relevant
11 to anything that's at issue as it pertains to
12 Mr. Delisle, what an expert relied upon,
13 thought, or did otherwise.

14 THE COURT: Let me ask you this: Where
15 are you going with it? And tell me how is it
16 relevant.

17 MR. CEDILLO: Yes, sir. On direct
1 8 examination, Your Honor, Mr. Delisle basically
19 said, yeah, you know, I said that in my
2 0 deposition and the medical records, you know,
21 other people were giving answers for me,

22 et cetera, et cetera. Those are important

2 3 records. I want to establish is that. So
2 4 important that they were important for the work
2 5 that everyone was asked to do in this case to

1 But the point of your question, i.e., I
2 think is relevant. And I think it's important.
3 And I think you are allowed to do it, that he
4 knew or that it was important. Other people
5 were relying on the records.
6 MR. CEDILLO: That's all I want to do with
7 it.

8 THE COURT: I think you are allowed to do
9 it.

10 We'll be in recess.

11 (Thereupon, a recess was taken, after

12 which the following proceedings were held:)
13 THE COURT: Ms. Kibbe just mentioned to me
14 that she - it was cold in here today and I
15 pointed out to her, when we were off the
16 record, that one of the jurors sneezed and I
17 asked her if she was all right. She had a
18 heavy sweater on. And she said she was okay.
19 But I'm just going to have Al inquire and
2 0 see if they want the temperature raised a

21 little bit. And if that's what they want,

2 2 we'll take care of that. I told Ms. Kibbe that
23 she has to talk to Mr. Cedillo about it.
2 4

2 5

2 605 2 607

1 bring forth the information that this jury is
2 going to consider. That's just foundation to
3 establishing - to get his agreement that the
4 infonnation had to be accurate because it was
5 important and people did stuff with it.
6 THE COURT: Yes.
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm not saying he can't
8 show him medical records and ask questions.
9 But what Mr. Cedillo just indicated was is what

10 other people thought was impodant, what other
11 experts thought were important in this case.
12 That's my issue. He can certainly show him the
13 medical records and ask questions all day long.
14 But what he's talking about and what he's
15 trying to do is improper to say what expert
16 thought it was important, what Mr. Cedillo
17 thought was important, et cetera. What's at
18 issue is if he wants the medical records, cross
19 him on it.
20 MR. CEDILLO: They heard it already.
21 THE COURT: Excuse me. Mr. Cedillo, I
22 would agree with Mr. Jagolinzer other than
2 3 saying that what any one expert thought was
2 4 important or not important that may be
25 irrelevant.

1 (Thereupon, a discussion was held off the
2 record, after which the following proceedings
3 were held:)
4 THE COURT: Let's bring the jury.
5 (In the presence of the jury.)
6 THE COURT: Thank you. Please be seated.
7 Let the record reflect the presence of
8 Plaintiff, the jury, Plaintiffs' counsel,
9 Defense counsel.

10 Mr. Cedillo, you were in
11 cross-examination, so if you want to continue,
12 you may.
13 MR. CEDILLO: Thank you, Your Honor.
14 BY MR. CEDILLO:
15 Q. Mr. Delisle, at the break, sir, my
16 question to you was that you - from your
17 participation in these proceedings, you understand
1 8 that the information in your medical records, the
19 information in your interrogatories, the information
2 0 in your deposition, all that was important
21 information because people, like the experts, took
22 it on and then did their work based on what were
2 3 contained in those three things.
2 4 You know that, right?
2 5 A. Yes, sir.
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1 Q. And obviously you know that your
2 deposition, you swore to it, correct?
3 A. Yes, sir.

4 Q. And you know that at your deposition, it
5 was explained to you that you could take those
6 booklets and review them, and if you had any changes
7 or corrections that you needed to make, you were
8 given the opportunity to do that, right?

9 A. Nobody ever told me that, but that's fine.

10 Q. Okay. Do you remember that being
11 explained to you at some point during the deposition

12 process?

13 A. That I could change it?
14 Q. That you could review it and then sign it,
15 if you had no changes with it, or sign it after you

16 madethechanges?

17 A. Could have, but I don't remember. I just
18 don't remember.
19 Q. In any event, you do know that you signed
20 that deposition and - at the conclusion after you
21 got the booklet, correct?

2 2 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 3 THE COURT: Overruled.

2 4 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 5 Q. If you know.

1 Q. I believe your son Eric says he remembers
2 the day you quit. That was something that was very
3 memorable in his mind, because he knew about it, he
4 saw it, he was there. Perhaps he was around 10 or
5 11 years old, but it certainly stuck in his memory?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. Would you agree with me, sir, that ofthe
8 three of you that are there during the social

9 history that's being taken by a doctor or a nurse or
10 a medical staff member, of the three of you that are
11 there, the only ones that can, of the three, that
12 can give any information about the start of it,
13 would have been you?
14 A. The start of it?

15 Q. At the start of what was going on, at the
16 beginning?
17 A. I would say so, yes.
18 Q. Because you married your wife in 1970 and
19 you did not know her back in the --
2 0 A. Didn't know --
21 THE COURT: Just make sure to let him
22 finish his question first, because we're
2 3 talking over one another, for the court

24 reporter.
2 5 THE WITNESS: I apologize.
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1 Do you know whether you signed it?

2 A. I just don't remember, sir. I'm sorry.
3 Q. Fair enough.
4 A. Not saying I didn't. I don't remember.
5 Q. Do you have a recollection that you signed
6 your interrogatories, what we've been calling here
7 your sworn interrogatories?

8 A. I believe so. I believe so.

9 Q. We call them sworn because you swore to
10 them?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Now, medical records, you told
13 Mr. Jagolinzer that when you went into these medical

14 records - or for these doctor visits where they

15 took social histories and things, that sometimes

16 your wife or your son gave some of the answers or
17 helped give some of the answers, correct?

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. And, for example, you stated to us you

2 0 thought you had stopped in 1980. Your wife
21 corrected you and said, no, it was '81?

2 2 A. I thought I smoked until '83, '84. She
2 3 said it was '81.

2 4 Q. '83 to '81.
25 A. She was most likely right.

1 I'm sorry, too, Ms. Court Reporter.
2 BY MR. CEDILLO:
3 Q. My question, Mr. Delisle: Family members

4 are there and may be participating in the social
5 history of the medical records, but they can't

6 participate or they can't give input about events
7 that happened before they were born or before they
8 knew you, correct?

9 A. That is correct.

10 Q. For that, you were the only source of that
11 information on those medical records.

12 Wouldn't it be so?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Okay. Now, let me show you what we marked

15 as Medical Record A.

16 Someone please give me Medical Record A,
17 B, C, D, and E.

| 18 And I think we can do this real quickly,
19 Mr. Delisle.

2 0 MR. CEDILLO: If I may approach?
21 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
22 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 3 Q. In handwriting, there are the letters I

2 4 will be referring to?
25 A. Can I close this?
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1 Q. Yes, sir. Please. Thank you so much.
2 There you go. Ifyou have A in front of
3 you, sir, that's from the Leesburg Regional Medical
4 Center dated January 2 of 2007.
5 Do you see that, sir?
6 A. It says January 1 - oh, I see. Date of

7 consultation. Yes.
8 Q. The consultation was on January 2 of 2007,
9 correct?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And it identifies you as the patient?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. And this is when you were hospitalized in
1 4 2007 for pneumonia; is that correct, sir?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. And your doctor was Sergio Balingit,
17 B-A-L-I-N-G-I-T?
1 8 A. I don't know. He's probably the emergency
19 room doctor.

20 Q. Okay. And under Social History, it
21 includes the 1980 year, that you quit smoking in
22 1980, correct?

2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. All right. And this is about five years
25 before you were diagnosed with mesothelioma in 2012,

1 packs per day for 20 years and that you stopped in
2 1980.
3 Do you see that, sir?
4 A. Yes.
5 Q. That's what that says on July of2012.
6 If you will now, please go to the next
7 manila folder, Record C. This is a Dr. Gupta. I
8 assume it's not the T.V. Dr. Gupta.
9 A. No. He probably wishes.

10 Q. This is about two weeks after the last
11 record we saw, B. B was in July 9 of2012 and this
12 is on July 20, 2012, about two weeks later.
13 Do you see that, sir?
14 A. Yes, sir.
15 Q. And under Smoking History, it says that
16 you quit smoking in 1981.
17 Do you see that, sir?
18 A. Yes.

1 9 Q. Now, ifwe'll go to D, Record D, this is
20 July 11 of2012, under Social History, or SH, that
21 says you quit in 1981, correct?
22 A. Yes.
2 3 Q. And then lastly, if you would go to E, the
2 4 last manila folder I handed you -
25 A. Yes.
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1 correct, sir?
2 A. Yes.
3 Q. Okay. Now, ifwe'll go to B, please, the
4 next file folder in front of you, we're going to go
5 five years forward. This one is July of 2012.
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. And this is a Dr. Raul Carrillo,
8 C-A-R-R-1-L-L-0. And it says that it's for a
9 follow-up visit.

10 Do you see that, sir?
11 A. Yes, sir. It was Dr. Carrillo.
12 Q. We say Carrillo. But I'll take Carrillo.
13 Okay?
1 4 Under Social History, sir, do you see that
15 it says "Patient is an exsmoker of one and a half
16 packs per day for 20 years. Stopped in 1980."
17 A. Where does it say that, sir?
18 Q. In the social history under SH.
19 MR. CEDILLO: May I, Your Honor?
2 0 THE COURT: You may approach.
21 A. Okay. I got it. I'm sorry.
22 BY MR. CEDILLO:
23 Q. No problem, sir.
2 4 The record that was taken on that day says
25 you, the patient, is an exsmoker of one and a half

1 Q. - looking at Social Histoty, this is the
2 patient questionnaire, correct?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Okay. And it says, "Started smoking at
5 16Y," sixteen years. Do you see that, sir?

6 A. Yes. I do.
7 Q. It says that you averaged 20 cigarettes a
8 day, correct?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. All right, sir. You can put that aside,

11 Mr. Delisle. And just a few more minutes, if you'll
12 indulge me, sir.
13 You told Mr. Jagolinzer, sir, that you

14 quit smoking Kents in 1957, and the event that fixes
15 it in your mind is that you went into the service to

16 serve our country and you stopped smoking Kents when
17 you became a government employee?

18 A. Yes. Very shortly after that, yes.

19 Q. U.S. Army, correct?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. All right, sir. And you told us that you
22 switched to Marlboros, right? |
23 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Now, going forward from 1957 and the rest
25 of your smoking history, which would be the '80 or
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1 '81 time frame -
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. -- do you remember the brands that you
4 smoked for the last ten years of your smoking

5 history, say from the '70s -- from 1970 to roughly
6 1980?
7 A. No. I tried different kinds. I wasn't no
8 loyal brand smoker of anything at that time. I
9 was - whatever I could get probably was a good deal

10 or something.

11 Q. Okay. For that time period, that 10-,
12 11-year period or so, there is no one brand that
13 sticks in your mind that you actually can tell us
14 that you actually smoked, correct?
15 A. Yes. I remember some of the cigarettes,
16 yes,

17 Q. Well, do you remember being asked to
18 identify them and you telling us that you couldn't
19 remember because none of them stick out in your

20 mind?
21 A. No. Maybe I said that at the time. I
22 think back and I can remember some of them. I don't
2 3 remember exactly when. But, I mean, I remember the
24 cigarettes.

25 Q. Okay. Do you remember any one brand that

1 looked like at all?
2 A. I can't remember now, sir.
3 Q. Do you remember if they had a filter or
4 not?
5 A. They would have had a filter. She only
6 smoked filtered cigarettes. If that's what she was
7 smoking, yes.
8 Q. But you don't remember what the pack
9 looked like?

10 A. No, not offhand.

11 Q. Until '70 to '80 or '81?
12 A. I don't remember, sir.
13 Q. And in the time period that you were -
14 that you say that you were smoking Kents in your
15 early, early years, sir, do you remember ever a time
16 when the cigarette developed a change in taste?
17 A. I don't remember that.
18 Q. Do you remember any time when the
19 cigarette developed a change in price?
2 0 A. I don't remember.
21 Q. The cigarette you remember buying back
22 when you say you were smoking Kents was in the
2 3 21-cent price range?

2 4 A. That's what I seem - for some reason that
2 5 sticks in my mind, 21. I don't know why it does.
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1 you stuck with for some period of time in that
2 ten-year period from -
3 A. '70 to '81?
4 Q. '70 going forward, yes, sir. Or did you
5 not stick with any one?
6 A. Winston, I think.
7 Q. Winston. Okay.
8 Now, you do remember smoking Kents again
9 in the 1970s, don't you?

10 A. I think I did. I'm not positive, sir. I
11 think I did.
12 Q. And did your - you said your wife was
13 smoking, at least at the beginning of your marriage?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Was she smoking Kents?

16 A. Well, that's what I can't remember. I've

17 thought about it since and I'm thinking it's Benson
18 & Hedges. I knew it was something like Kents, but
19 the more I think about it, I think it was Benson &
20 Hedges.

21 Q. Do you remember telling us, sir, that your
2 2 wife smoked back in the time period I'm asking about
2 3 and that you thought she was smoking Kents?
2 4 A. Yeah, I remember saying that, yes.

2 5 Q. Okay. Can you tell us what those Kents

1 Q. You know what I mean when I say the draw
2 on the cigarette, sir?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. During the time that you say you were
5 smoking Kents, do you remember a time when the draw

6 had a change in it?

7 A. I don't remember that.

8 Q. All right, sir. Mr. Jagolinzer asked you

9 if you -- as a young man in Adams, Massachusetts,
10 you know, if you read Fortune and if you read

11 Consumer Reports and if you read, you know, Newsweek

12 or Reader's Digest, those magazines.

13 Do you remember those questions?

14 A. Yes, sir.

15 Q. All right, sir. Now, you're not claiming
16 that your decision to try a Kent was influenced by

17 anything other than Izzy was doing it and Izzy told

18 you to, right?

19 A. He didn't tell me to. But, yeah, it was

2 0 because of Izzy.

21 Q. You were following his lead, right?
22 A. Yes.

23 Q. You weren't following any lead from

2 4 anything in a magazine or any ad that you saw or

25 anything like that, correct?
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1 A. No.
2 Q. I want to ask you, now, about your work
3 career, sir.
4 A. Yes.

5 Q. Just very, very briefly and I really am
6 done. This is my last area.
7 I believe that you were an electrician for
8 a major part ofyour work career?
9 A. Just about all of it.

10 Q. Just about all of it.
11 You were a member of the International
12 Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the IBEW?
13 A. When I worked for the General Electric
14 company.
15 Q. And you were, I believe, a shop steward as
16 well?

17 A. In GE, yes.
18 Q. With GE, as an electrician, sir, you were
19 in an occupation that, to your knowledge,
20 encountered asbestos-containing products on a pretty
21 regular basis, correct?

22 A. Would you repeat that?

2 3 Q. Yes, sir.
2 4 As an electrician, through information
2 5 that you knew from your union or organization,

1 the construction perhaps?
2 A. Yes.
3 Q. Maybe even demolition, knocking things
4 down?
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. And you'd have to go in and do your work
7 as electrician in those areas as well, correct?
8 A. Yes, sir.

9 MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, if I may have a
10 moment.
11 THE COURT: Yes.
12 BY MR. CEDILLO:
13 Q. Mr. Delisle, the brain trust has asked me
1 4 to hand you what I'll mark as the next exhibit, Your
15 Honor, for identification?
16 THE COURT: Show it to Counsel.
17 MR. CEDILLO: Yes, sir.
1 8 THE COURT: It will be marked, in the next
19 series, Defense exhibit for identification.
2 0 THE CLERK: Marked as Defendants' H.
21 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
22 marked by the Clerk for Identification as
2 3 Defendant's Exhibit H.)
2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Can we approach?
2 5 THE COURT: Sure.

2621 2623

1 information available to you as an electrician, you 1
2 were aware that you were involved in a trade that 2

3 would bring it into contact with asbestos-containing 3
4 products with some frequency, correct? 4
5 A. Not exactly. Because when I say I was in 5
6 the IBEW for GE, at that time I wasn't an 6
7 electrician. It was just -- IBEW was a union that 7
8 GE had. 8

9 Q. Okay. 9
10 A. When I did work as an electrician for an 10
11 electrical contractor before that, it was union and 11
12 I can't remember if it was IBEW or not. But I 12

13 wasn't a steward or anything then. 13
14 Q. Regardless of the identity of the union, 14
15 the work that you were doing as an electrician would 15
16 bring you into construction projects, correct? 16
17 A. Yes. 17

1 8 Q. Construction projects or construction 1 8
19 sites that involved old homes and old buildings? 19
2 0 A. I did primarily new construction. 20

21 Q. And that was my next question. 21

22 A. I'm sorry. 22
2 3 Q. As well as old building -- I mean, new 2 3
2 4 buildings and new homes, you did a lot of work as an 2 4
25 electrician and worked around trades that were doing 25

MR. CEDILLO: I may save some time, Your

Honor. I just want the dates in.

MR. JAGOLINZER: The date is --
MR. CEDILLO: The date.
MR. JAGOLINZER: You just want to ask him

to read the date?
MR. CEDILLO: Identify it and the date.
MR. JAGOLINZER: We can identify the date.

Any further than that --
MR. CEDILLO: Identify the document and

the date. That's all I want, with the Court's
penmssion.

MR. JAGOLINZER: We need to approach,
Judge.

(Thereupon, the following proceedings were
held out of the presence of the jury:)

THE COURT: Yes, sir. You have an
objection?

MR. JAGOLINZER: I do. We're going down a
wormhole here. This is a requirement by the -

THE COURT: I can't hear.
MR. JAGOLINZER: We're going down a very

big wormhole here. The date is what the date
is. I don't see how that changes anything.
But ifwe start getting into what Florida
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1 Statute 774.205 requires as part of the Florida
2 Asbestos Silica Act, first of all, now we're
3 talking about a pleading. Yes, he signed it,
4 hundred percent. And we're going to get into
5 attomey/client stuff. We're going to get into
6 statute. And then I have to go down the
7 statute. And this is - major wonnhole, Judge.
8 The date is what it is. I'll stipulate
9 whatever the date says, it says. I don't see

10 how that changes -
11 MR. CEDILLO: I don't mind redacting all
12 the statutory references, Your Honor. That's
13 neither here nor there. For purposes - this
14 is admission by the party. He swore to it and
15 it says where he worked and where he believes
1 6 he was exposed. If the Court wants me to
17 redact, before the jury ever gets it, the

1 8 references to statutes, I'm fine with that.
19 MR. JAGOLINZER: First of all, I have an
20 objection where, in my case in chief,
21 Mr. Cedillo thinks he can get this document in
22 that was given to me right now, which I do know
2 3 what it is and he thinks he's got a legal base,
2 4 I need the opportunity to brief it. But at
2 5 this time, I think it's highly prejudicial.

1 Would you please confinn for me, sir, that

2 this is a Plaintiffs' sworn information form that
3 relates to your case where you are the Plaintiff?
4 A. That's what it says, yes.
5 Q. And would you confirm that you signed and
6 swore to this exhibit on the 31st day of August of
7 2012?
8 A. Yes.
9 MR. CEDILLO: Mr. Delisle, I want to thank

10 you for your patience with me in answering my
11 questions. That's all I have for you right
12 now.
1 3 THE WITNESS: Thank you.
1 4 THE COURT: Counsel?
15 MR. LOWERY: May I proceed?
16 THE COURT: You may, sir.
17 MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, I've asked for
1 8 assistance in getting some technical things set
19 up. But I can proceed.
2 0 THE COURT: Yes, sir, you may.
2 1 CROSS-EXAMINATION
2 2 BY MR. LOWERY:
2 3 Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Delisle.
2 4 A. Afternoon.

25 Q. We have not had a chance to meet before.

2625 2627

1 THE COURT: There's two different things
2 here. If you object to a document coming into
3 evidence in your case, I would sustain that or
4 it's not coming in. Doesn't mean it can't come
5 in later. So that's a different issue.
6 But he's right now just asking a question.
7 I can't see what's stopping him from asking the
8 question. It's cross-examination. If he gave
9 sworn statement, some type of sworn

10 information, why can't he ask him?
11 MR. JAGOLINZER: That's fine.
12 MR. CEDILLO: Thank you, Your Honor.
13 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was
14 concluded and the following proceedings were
15 held within the presence of the jury:)
16 THE COURT: Is that your copy?
17 Marked as Defendants' H for identification
18 only. It's not going to be admitted into
19 evidence.
2 0 MR. CEDILLO: At this point, no.
21 THE COURT: You can ask a question about
22 it. Go ahead.
2 3 BY MR. CEDILLO:
2 4 Q. Mr. Delisle, it's now marked Exhibit H for
25 identification.

1 My name is Jim Lowery and I represent Crane Co,
2 along with Ms. Kibbe here.
3 A. I remember Ms. Kibbe.
4 Q. Hard to forget Ms. Kibbe.
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. As you recall, or may not recall, I was
7 the gentleman who was very politely told by the
8 court reporter last week that I talk a little too
9 fast. So if I do that to you, would you please stop

10 me and ask me to repeat the question. If you don't
11 understand it, I would be happy to repeat it.
12 A. And I'm one and the same, so --
13 Q. It's a bad habit. Tough habit to break.
1 4 But I'll do my best.
15 MR. LOWERY: I'm not sure what the next
1 6 exhibit is in terms ofbeing marked, but I
17 would ask that -
18 MR. JAGOLINZER: I.
1 9 MR. LOWERY: If I could just have this
20 marked as Exhibit I, please.
21 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
22 marked by the Clerk for Identification as
2 3 Defendants' Exhibit 1.)
2 4 MR. LOWERY: Do you have another copy,
2 5 Ms. Kibbe?
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1 May I approach, Your Honor?
2 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
3 BY MR. LOWERY:
4 Q. You may want to keep those depositions
5 there. It rnay come up during the course of my
6 questioning. It may save some time, if you don't
7 mind.
8 I want to ask you if you have ever seen
9 that before, what's been marked as Defendants'

10 Exhibit I for identification.
11 A. I believe so.
12 Q. Can you turn to the last page, please,
13 sir?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Very last page. There's a page -- a
16 verification page. Just for the record, this is --
17 what's been marked as Exhibit I for identification
1 8 is - this is Plaintiffs' supplemental responses to
19 Defendants' interrogatories, correct? Did I read
20 that correctly?
21 A. Yes, that's what it says.
22 Q. On the last page, we talked about there's
23 a signature page and what they call verification,
2 4 correct, sir?
25 A. Yes.

1 A. Yes.

2 Q. Switch to the next page, Section 4 -- or

3 page 4. Excuse me. It talks about a number of
4 different types of exposures that - let me just ask

5 you: Are these the kinds of exposures that you were
6 claiming on December of2012 that you had to

7 asbestos-containing products in this case?
8 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, form. May we
9 approach?

10 THE COURT: Yes.
11 (Thereupon, the following proceedings were
12 held out of the presence of the jury:)
13 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
14 MR. JAGOLINZER: Maybe Mr. Lowery can fix
15 this. My only objection is that we jumped to
1 6 page 4 and we should take a look at the line on

17 page 3 beforehand. Because there's a whole
18 bunch of objections and it states something

1 9 which is a huge qualifier, which is a little

2 0 bit different. I don't mind him getting into

21 anything that's in there.
22 MR. LOWERY: I don't want to read the

2 3 objections.

2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm talking about the
25 Plaintiffwas exposed, as long as you read that

2 629 2 631

1 Q. Is that your signature?
2 A. Yes, it is.

3 Q. And you signed that on the 20th day of
4 December 2012?
5 A. Yes.
6 Q. You will see where it's sworn to under
7 oath, correct, sir?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. You can keep that copy for the moment.
10 MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, at this time, I
11 would move for admission of Defense Exhibit I.
12 THE COURT: Any objection?
13 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Your Honor, at this
14 time.

15 THE COURT: Objection, sustained.
1 6 BY MR. LOWERY:
17 Q. Sir, would you turn to page 4 of that?
18 Actually, let's start with page 3, if we could,
19 A. 3?
20 Q. Yes, sir. The section marked as No. 19 is
21 the one I'm interested in.
22 A. Yes.

2 3 Q. You see where it says "With respect to
2 4 each exposure on your exposure sheets, please
2 5 state." Do you see that?

1 part first. It seems like we're cutting that
2 out, the last part.
3 MR. LOWERY: I'll be happy to.
4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thank you.
5 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was
6 concluded and the following proceedings were
7 held within the presence of the jury:)
8 THE COURT: All set.
9 BY MR. LOWERY:

10 Q. Sir, I got ahead of myself.
11 If we go back to page 3 for a second, the
12 veiy last sentence on page 3, do you see that?
1 3 A. Yes.

14 Q. "Without waiving these objections and upon
15 information and belief, Plaintiff was exposed to
16 asbestos in the following potential ways."
17 Did I read that accurately?
1 8 A. Yes, you did.
19 Q. Now, can we go on to page 4?
20 A. Yes.

21 Q. This section, I think there's six
22 paragraphs where it's discussed what - if I'm
2 3 wrong, please tell me -- what you believe the types
2 4 of asbestos-containing products, the locations, and
25 the years that you believe you were exposed to
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1 asbestos during your lifetime, correct, sir?
2 A. Basically, yes.
3 Q. And the first paragraph in that section
4 talks about your work with pumps, valves, gaskets,
5 and packing, correct?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. And it indicates, on that section, sir,
8 talking about the next full sentence, "Plaintiff
9 recalls seeing brand names of said

10 asbestos-containing products on either the packaging
11 ofeach product or on the product itself."
12 Is that correct?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And that was true and accurate at the time
15 you signed the verification under oath in that?
16 A. Yes.

17 Q. All right. It also says that the
18 "Plaintiff also recalls" -- the Plaintiff is you,
19 right, sir?

2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. "Plaintiff also recalls that neither the
22 packaging nor the product itself contained a warning
23 advising all end users of the known dangers
2 4 associated with asbestos and how to protect oneself
2 5 from those dangers."

1 included replacing brakes on automobiles.
2 Asbestos-containing brakes were sanded, filed, cut,
3 formed, or applied at these various locations."

4 Did I accurately read what you've
5 represented to those involved in the case --
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. -- under oath, as your exposure to brake
8 products?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. We need to be careful not to talk over --
11 yes.

12 Next paragraph: "Plaintiff came into
13 contact with asbestos-containing roofing products
14 while working outdoors at various locations in North
15 Adams, Massachusetts, between the years 1960 and

16 1970 while at Plaintiffs residence in Adams,
17 Massachusetts, between or within the years 1960 and

18 1976 and while at Plaintiffs residence in Leesburg,
19 Florida, between or within the years 1976 and 1980.
2 0 This entailed personally performing roofing work on
2 1 such products including, but not limited to,

22 installing new.roof. Plaintiff recalls seeing the
2 3 name of said asbestos-containing products on the

2 4 packaging."

2 5 So you're telling those involved in the
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Is that correct?

A. Yes.
Q. Again, all these statements you made under

oath just like you're here today, correct, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. And then it goes on to say,

"Asbestos-containing packing and gasketing products

were cut, formed, scraped, and applied," correct,
sir?

A. Yes.

Q. So what you were telling those involved in
the case, under oath, was that these were the type
of products that you -- in this paragraph, that you

recall working with, how you worked with them, and
how you came to be exposed, correct, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. Let's move to the next paragraph.
"Plaintiff came in contact with

asbestos-containing vehicles and brakes while

working outdoors at various locations in Adams,

Massachusetts, between the years 1960 and 1976 and

while at various locations in Leesburg, Florida,
between or within the years 1976 and 1985. This
entailed performing automotive repair work with such
products and/or being in the vicinity of same which

1 case that want to know, under oath, that you recall
2 the names of the packages of asbestos-containing
3 material that you used for roofing products?
4 A. One product, yes.

5 Q. What was it?
6 A. It was Bird.
7 Q. Bird was the roofing product that
B contained asbestos --
9 A. Oh, I don't know if it contained asbestos.

10 Q. Well, that's what -- I'm just trying to
11 figure it out. Because that's what you're telling
12 us here, right?
1 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection.
1 4 THE COURT: Sustained.
15 BY MR. LOWERY:
1 6 Q. Let's move on.
17 "Plaintiff also recalls the packaging did
18 not contain a warning advising all end users of the
19 known dangers associated with asbestos and how to
2 0 protect oneself from those dangers," correct?
21 A. Correct.

22 Q. To be fair -- try to speed this up a
2 3 little bit -- you don't recall ever seeing a warning
2 4 on any asbestos-containing product during your
25 career, correct?
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1 A. I don't remember seeing any, no.
2 Q. Asbestos-containing roofing products were
3 cut, formed, sawn, or applied throughout these
4 various locations and that's how the product, in

5 your recollection, became disturbed and released
6 materials which you breathed, correct?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Next paragraph: "Plaintiff came into

9 contact with asbestos-containing joint compound
10 while working indoors at Plaintiffs residence in
11 North Adams, Massachusetts, and was present at other

12 locations or within the years 1967 and 1977. This
13 entailed personally performing finishing work with
14 such products including, but not limited to

15 applying, sanding, and'sweeping, Plaintiff recalls
16 seeing the brand name of said asbestos-containing

17 products on the packaging of each product.

18 Plaintiff also recalls the packaging did not contain
19 a warning advising all end users of the known
2 0 dangers associated with asbestos and how to protect
21 oneself from those dangers. Asbestos-containing

22 joint compound products were applied, sanded, swept
2 3 throughout those various locations."
2 4 And again those were the mechanisms by
25 which dust was entrained or put into the air which

1 The wires are now exposed.
2 MR. LOWERY: Yes, sir.

3 Thank you, folks.
4 BY MR. LOWERY:
5 Q. I would like to spend just a little bit
6 more time, sir, in detail -- a little bit greater
7 detail, about some of the work you did that we just
8 talked about and get your thoughts on that.
9 THE COURT: Excuse me, one second,

10 Counsel.

11 Can you see the --

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, I can see it.

13 THE COURT: Mr. Beasley, can you see it?
14 JUROR BEASLEY: I can see it.
1 5 MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, if he needs to --
16 THE WITNESS: I can see it.
17 BY MR. LOWERY:
1 8 Q. Mr. Delisle, you lived in your home on
1 9 Robinson Street in North Adams, Massachusetts, from
2 0 1971 until approximately 1977, correct?
21 A. Yes.
22 Q. And you conducted a full renovation of
2 3 that house including wiring, drywall, finishing,
2 4 painting, and installing paneling, correct, sir?
2 5 A. Yes.

2 637 2 639

1 you breathed from these products, correct? 1
2 A. That's correct. 2

3 Q. One more: "Plaintiff came into contact 3

4 with asbestos-containing wall and ceiling spray 4

5 textures while working indoors at residential 5
6 locations in Florida between or within the years 6
7 1977 and 1980. This entailed personally performing 7
8 and cleaning up finishing work with such products 8
9 including, but not limited to applying, sanding, and 9

10 sweeping. Plaintiff recalls seeing the brand name 10
11 of said asbestos-containing products on the 11

12 packaging of each product. Plaintiff also recalls 12
13 that the packaging did not contain a warning 13

14 advising all end users of the known dangers 14
15 associated with asbestos and how to protect oneself 15

16 from those dangers." 1 6
17 Did I read those passages accurately, sir? 17
18 A. Yes,youdid. 18
19 Q. Thankyou,sir. 19
2 0 MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, if I may have one 2 0
21 second, I need to get the easel. 21

22 THE COURT: Getting a little congested up 2 2
2 3 here, Counsel, so pick your spot. 2 3
2 4 MR. LOWERY: 1 apologize. 2 4
2 5 THE COURT: No problem. 2 5

Q. That renovation lasted through about
approximately a six-year period of time that you
lived in the home during that 1971 to '77 time
frame?

A. Yes.
Q. The home was a two-story home

approximately 1600, 1700 square feet, fair?
A. I would say about that.
Q. The drywall work specifically you were

performing, that work took place there during that
whole time period?

A. Yes. Did it piece by piece.

Q. Right. And it was not a nonstop part of
the renovation work -- let me back up.

It was -- misstated that, my own question.
It was a nonstop part of that renovation

work during that time frame; is that fair?

A. No, it wasn't a nonstop. It was dragged
out over the whole thing, whenever I had it, had the
money.

Q. In fact, there wasn't a year that went by
that you weren't performing drywall work, correct?

A. It was pretty close probably. I'm not
positive, but --

Q. So drywall work, 1971 to '77; is that
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1 correct?
2 A. About that, yes.

3 Q. You opened up all of the walls in the
4 house, which had been plastered and lathed, in order
5 to rewire the house and put the drywall, fair? ·
6 A. That's correct.

7 Q. Can you tell me each room in the house
8 where you performed this work?
9 A. Living room, kitchen, dining room, like a

10 family room, three bedrooms.

11 Q. Fair enough.
12 Can you tell the jury a little bit about
13 what was the process involved in installing this
14 drywall?
15 A. How did I install it?
1 6 Q. Yes.
17 A. Cut it to size, and stand it up on the
18 wall, and nail it in.
19 Q. At some point, did you have to apply a
20 joint compound product?
21 A. Yes, I did.

22 Q. And describe for us what this joint
2 3 compound product looked like?
2 4 A. Like cement-type thing.

25 Q. And did you ever have to sand the joint

1 sucked in.
2 Q. Okay. All right. So you had -- that was
3 part of cleaning-up process, you had to vacuum up
4 that dust that accumulated on the floor?
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. This was dust that was in the air that
7 settled out of the air.and landed on the floor,
8 fair?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Now, you testified that you recalled a
11 joint compound product known as Georgia Pacific?
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. That was the primary joint compound
14 product you were using during that time period?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Georgia Pacific, also known sometimes as
17 GP?
18 A. Yes.
19 Q. And did that Georgia Pacific joint
20 compound product, did that come in a white metal
2 1 bucket, sir?
2 2 A. I'm not sure if it was white. I think it
2 3 was white. I'm not positive.

2 4 Q. Metal bucket?
2 5 A. I can't remember if it was metal or

2 6 41 26 4 3

1 compound product that you applied?

2 A. Once it dried, yes.

3 Q. And you were doing this sanding work by
4 yourself, correct?
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. And it was a very dusty process, wasn't
7 it?

8 A. Yes, it was.

9 Q. You would breathe in that dust, wouldn't
10 you, sir?

11 A. I'm sure I did.
12 Q. So the sanding of the joint compound was
13 dusty and you breathed it in.
14 I assume that when you would do this

15 sanding operation of the joint compound, there would
16 be some dust that would gather on the floor,
17 correct?

I 8 A. Yes.

1 9 Q. You'd have to clean that up?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. Cleaning up that material would create
22 dust which would get in the air as well, correct?
2 3 A. Basically I think there, at that house,

2 4 because of my wife -- the rest of the house, I think

1 plastic. I think we used to use the buckets for
2 fishing.

3 Q. And you, I believe - again, just for
4 purposes of our discussion here, the question I'm
5 asking -- I've had a chance to review your
6 deposition in this case, so I'm not pulling them
7 from thin air. But you have - I believe it's your
8 testimony, is it not, sir, that you were --
9 purchased multiple buckets of this Georgia Pacific

10 joint compound during this six-year time period; is

11 that fair?

12 A. Yeah, I would say more than one, yes.

13 Q. And was there any other joint compound
14 product aside from Georgia Pacific you recall using
15 during this time frame?
1 6 A. No, no.

17 Q. During this time when you worked with the
1 8 Georgia Pacific joint compound and the sanding
19 operation was going on and the dust was created,
2 0 which you breathed in, were you ever wearing a mask?
21 A. No.

2 2 Q. I'm sorry?
2 3 A. No, sir.

2 4 Q. You never saw any warnings on that joint

25 we vacuumed it up. So it would have been just 25 compound, did you, sir?
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1 A. I don't remember seeing any.
2 Q. Let's switch gears and talk about this
3 roofing work that we talked about briefly when we
4 went over the interrogatory response.
5 You mentioned, when I asked you who
6 manufactured that roofing product, you said Bird,
7 correct?
8 A. That was the product I used at my home.

9 Q. Home. B-I-R-D or B-Y-R-D?
10 A. I think -- I don't remember. Bird is all
11 I remember. Can't remember now.

12 Q. All right. You said you did roofing work
1 3 on your home.
14 Was it during the same 1971-to-'77 time
15 frame?

16 A. Yes. Probably closer to '77, '75, '76, or
17 something.
18 Q. Fair enough.
19 You said, I believe, that you replaced the
2 0 entire roof. It was about 800 square feet; is that
21 right?
22 A. Probably about 800 square feet.
2 3 Q. And that work took about two to three
2 4 days, right?
25 A. Yeah, I would say all of that, yes.

1 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
2 THE COURT: Sustained.
3 BY MR. LOWERY:
4 Q. Will you turn to page 107 of your
5 deposition, sir, line 19?
6 A. What?

7 Q. 107, 19.
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. Does that refresh your recollection about
10 the question ofwhether you ever heard of a shingle

11 by the name of GAF called a Timberline shingle?
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
13 That's not the question.

14 THE COURT: Can I see counsel sidebar,
15 please?
16 (Thereupon, the following proceedings were
17 held out of the presence of the jury:)
1 8 THE COURT: Yes, sir.

19 MR. JAGOLINZER: The question was asked if
2 0 he remembers the name. He said yes. The
21 question that Mr. Lowery asked before this
22 question was do you remember working with it.
2 3 That's not what's in that deposition. He does

2 4 recall it. He said he recalls it. But he also
2 5 said he doesn't remember working with it. That

2 6 4 5 2 6 4 7

1 Q. You also worked with a roofing product or
2 shingle by the name of GAF. Do you recall that?
3 A. I don't remember working with that.
4 MR. LOWERY: May I have the deposition,
5 Ms. Kibbe?
6 BY MR. LOWERY:
7 Q. Ms. Kibbe pointed out a good distinction.
8 Maybe this will clear it up.
9 Do you ever recall working with a roofing

10 shingle named GAF?

11 A. No.

12 Q. One second. Have you ever heard of the
13 name GAF?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Okay. What kinds of product do you
1 6 associate with the name GAF?

17 A. I don't really know. I just know --

1 8 remember seeing GAF. I can't remember exactly what
19 it was.

2 0 Q. All right.

21 A. Might have been shingles or something. I
22 can'tremember.

2 3 Q. Well, I'll represent to you that you
2 4 testified in your deposition that you recalled
2 5 working with GAF shingles.

1 page does not say that, that he worked with it.
2 He said he remembers the name.
3 THE COURT: Anything else?
4 Okay. Overruled.
5 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was
6 concluded and the following proceedings were
7 held within the presence ofthe jury:)
8 THE COURT: Counsel, you may proceed.
9 BY MR. LOWERY:

10 Q. Sir, does that page 107, line 19, the
11 question and answer, does that refresh your
12 recollection?
13 A. I don't understand what you're asking me.
14 Q. With respect to the use of GAF shingles,
15 does that refresh your recollection about your use
16 with that product?

17 A. Yes. I didn't use it. I knew of it, but
18 I didn't use it.

19 Q. Okay. Fair enough.
2 0 Let's move to Brightwater, if we could.
21 That would be -- you said earlier today
22 you thought it might have been '61, sometime in the
2 3 '61/'62 time frame; is that fair?
2 4 A. Somewhere around there, yes.

2 5 Q. To 1965 or maybe '66?
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1 A. Yes.

2 Q. Okay. And you think you worked there for
3 a period of -- you said today four to five years?
4 A. I think so.
5 Q. Did you have a slightly different
6 recollection during your deposition?
7 A. I don't remember. I can't remember what I
8 remember in deposition.
9 Q. But certainly no more than four to five

10 years; is that fair?
11 A. I don't think it was more - I don't
12 think -- could have been six, but I doubt it. I
13 think it was no more than five.
14 Q. Fair enough.
15 You were hired as electrician's helper.
1 6 Was that the title you had when you
17 started?

1 8 A. Yes.
19 Q. As you mentioned this morning, palt of
20 your job was to help to maintain and install
21 electrical equipment and pumps at Brightwater?
22 A. Yes.
2 3 Q. Just to make sure you and I are talking
2 4 about the same thing, when you say "Brightwater,"
25 you understand it to be the Brightwater Paper

1 Q. The electrical motors that you -- were
2 General Electric motors? -

3 A. Not all of them, but that was one of them.
4 Q. Let's move on to motors.
5 Some were General Electric?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. Do you remember any other brands?

8 A. Probably some Westinghouse.
9 Q. Anything else, sir?

10 A. Give me a second. Let me think.
11 Q. You bet.
12 A. Got a brain freeze.

13 Q. That's okay. Whatever you can recall.
14 A. I know there was other ones, but I just

15 can't remember.
16 Q. Perhaps some others. Maybe we can revisit
17 that.

1 8 In terms of the motors you can recall here
19 today, General Electric and Westinghouse, you would
2 0 have to repair these motors at times, correct, sir?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Both the Westinghouse and the General
23 Electric?
2 4 A. Most likely.
25 Q. And, in fact, there were hundreds of
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1 facility?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. Which we also mentioned later became Budd?

4 A. And Rochester Paper.

5 Q. If I say "Brightwater," we're on the same
6 page?

7 A. Yes.

8 Q. You cannot tell me the percentage of time
9 you spent working on electrical equipment versus

10 working on pumps; is that fair?

11 A. I can't give you an accurate number, no.

12 Q. Now, you were part of a maintenance crew

13 of about eight to ten people, correct, sir?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. You were not the only person performing
16 maintenance work on electrical equipment and pumps
17 in that crew, fair?
1 8 A. Fair.

19 Q. The electrical equipment that you

20 maintained included control panels and electrical
21 motors?

22 A. That's correct.

2 3 Q. You also installed electrical panels,
2 4 controls, and pumps, correct?

25 A. Yes.

1 motors at the Brightwater facility, correct?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. And maintaining these motors was an
4 ongoing process throughout the four to five years
5 you were at Brightwater?

6 A. Yes.
7 Q. And maintaining control panels was also an
8 ongoing process during this time period you worked
9 at Brightwater, correct?

10 A. Maintaining control panels wasn't so much.
11 It was more -- control panels, it was mostly

12 replacing parts or adding things to them or
13 something. It wasn't like you did the motors
1 4 general maintenance.

15 Q. Okay. When we talk about control panels,
1 6 describe for the jury: What are we talking about?
17 What are control panels?
18 A. Control panels are - first off, it's

1 9 something that you turn the power on or off to the
2 0 equipment you are controlling electrically.
21 Sometimes there's different kinds of switches in
22 there that are activated by limit switches and
2 3 things that are on the machinery that you're trying
2 4 to control. You have maybe speed controls that

2 5 control the speed of the motors and things like
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that. Just things like that.
Q. So for a lay lawyer like myself, would

control panels be devices to control the amperage or
the amount of electricity going to a piece of
equipment?

A. No.
Q. That's why I don't try to make these

assumptions.

A. No, they wouldn't - I mean, it would
obviously have an overload in the panel that if the
machinery drew too much amperage, it would shut it

off. But it didn't tell you how much electricity to
add to it.

Q. Very good. I'm glad I asked.
Let's go back to motors just for a second.
The kind of - you said you would be doing

general maintenance on the General Electric and
Westinghouse motors.

What would be involved in this general
maintenance of those products?

A. Well, if they're in a dusty area, you
would blow the dust out of them.

Q. With an air hose, sir?
A. Usually with an air hose.
Q. Would that create dust that you would

2 6 5 3

breathe in?
A. Yes, it could.

Q. You weren't wearing any respiratory
protection when doing that work?

A. No.

Q. What other kind ofwork did you do with
the motors?

A. Just generally keeping them clean, making
sure they were dry. Sometimes that's where you blew
them off, too. You would blow them until they were
dry, like a hairdryer.

Q. Did you ever see any warnings on any of
these Westinghouse or General Electric motors
saying, hey, be careful working around this product?

A. No.
Q. Anything like that?
A. No.

Q. Now, let's switch to the control panels.
You said the maintenance work you did with control

panels was a little bit different. I don't want to
put words in your mouth.

You said it would be different than work
done on motors because you would be replacing
components?

A. Yes.

2654

1 Q. Tell us a little bit about that.
2 A. Well, I mean, some electrical equipment
3 burns out, you know, relays and switches and things
4 like that, especially ones that move. You know,
5 like a switch goes on and off, on and off,
6 eventually they start wearing out or burning or
7 something or another, and you would have to replace
8 the part, in the panel.
9 Q. Do you recall any of the manufacturers of

10 the control panels you worked on at Brightwater
11 during this time period?
12 A. Most of the control panels we made, we
13 took a blank metal box and we put parts in it.
1 4 Q. Do you ever work with control panels made
15 by General Electric?
1 6 A. We might have done some of that, yes.
17 Q. How about a company called Square D?
18 A. Yes.
19 Q. How about Crouse-Hinds?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. And did any of your work with the control
22 panels, did that ever generate dust?
2 3 A. I wouldn't say that as a normal thing, no.
2 4 Q. Okay. But you never saw any warnings on
2 5 any of these control panels?

2 655

1 A. No, because we basically were building
2 them from scratch.

3 Q. And that actually brings up a good --
4 well, you know what? I'll defer that to a little
5 bit later, because I don't want to break up what
6 we're doing here.
7 Now, we also -- we had a chance to talk to
8 you about a product called Bakelite.
9 Do you recall that?

10 A. Yes.
11 Q. Tell the jury what that is, if you don't
12 mind.
13 A. It's an insulating material used - I'm
14 sure it's used in other stuff, but in electrical,
15 it's used to insulate live electrical parts from
1 6 other parts of metal.
17 Q. Have you ever heard of the term "spacer"?
18 Would it be considered a spacer?
19 A. Yes.
20 Q. And do you know what it's made out of?
2 1 A. The spacer?

22 Q. Well, the Bakelite product.
23 A. I don't know what it's made of.
2 4 Q. Did you have occasion to ever have to cut
2 5 or drill or otherwise manipulate this product?
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1 A. Yes.
2 Q. And when you did so, it created dust,
3 correct?
4 A. I would assume so. I didn't pay much
5 attention.
6 Q. So you had to cut it.
7 . Did you have to drill it?
8 A. Yes.
9 Q. Did you ever have to saw it?

10 A. I didn't usually. That was usually done
11 by the carpenters with their power saws and stuff.
12 Q. Whatever dust was created from this, you
13 would have breathed it in, correct, sir?
14 A. Yes, I would assume so.
15 Q. You never wore a mask -
16 A. No, sir.
17 Q. -- when doing this work?
1 8 A. No, sir.
19 Q. Never saw a warning on this Bakelite
20 product?
21 A. No.

22 Q. And this is a product that, as an
2 3 electrician, you would use on a fairly frequent and
2 4 regular basis?
2 5 A. No, not really.

1 correct?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. When you removed gaskets or packing from a
4 pump that was carrying fluid, oftentimes that gasket

5 or packing you removed would be wet, correct?
6 A. Sometimes it could be.

7 Q. Okay. You also installed new pumps, fair
8 statement?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Now, I know we talked about the Goulds
11 pumps already.

12 You happened to be here this moming when
13 we got to see the videotaped deposition of
14 Mr. Clerc, correct?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. You recall that he talked about Ingersoll
17 Rand pumps at Brightwater, correct?
1 8 A. Yeah, I know that name, yes.
19 Q. You recognize the name?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. Do you have any reason to dispute the fact
22 that Mr. Clerc's recollection is that Ingersoll Rand
2 3 pumps were also at the facility, Brightwater, where

2 4 you worked?
2 5 A. No. But I think they were primarily in

2 657 2 659

1 Q. How often would you use it?

2 A. I don't know. Just occasionally we would
3 have to build a control panel or something or other.
4 Most of the time you bought premade equipment.

5 Q. All right. Let's switch over to pumps, if
6 we can. And I recall Mr. Jagolinzer asking you a
7 question about some of the work you did - some

8 questions about some of the work you did with pumps
9 at Brightwater.

10 One of the names you mentioned was Goulds,

11 correct?

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. And was that the primary pump company -
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. - that you recall?
16 A. Yes.

17 Q. I think I spelled this right, G-O-U-L-D-S?
18 A. I believe so, yes.

19 Q. Now, when these pumps -- as part of your
20 job, you had to maintain them, for instance, when
21 they leaked or stopped running, correct?
2 2 A. Yes.

23 Q. And when they leaked, you had to replace
2 4 the gaskets or packing which were the sealing
25 devices used to help stop the leaks in the pump,

1 the boiler room where he worked.
2 Q. Okay. Are you definitively telling us
3 today, sir, you never worked on an Ingersoll Rand?
4 A. I can truthfully say I don't remember
5 working on one.
6 Q. So you think they were in the boiler room?
7 A. I know they were in the boiler room.

8 Q. All right. Now, when you did part of
9 the -- one of the things we talked about was the

10 removal of packing materials used to help seal -
11 create seals. Do you recall that?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. And that was something that you would have
14 to do on occasion on these pumps, correct?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. And when you did that, that could be a
17 dusty process, correct?
18 A. Could be.
19 Q. Right?

20 And it created dust which you breathed in?
21 A. I would assume so, yes.

2 2 Q. Again, you weren't wearing respiratory
2 3 protection at the time, right?
2 4 A. No.

2 5 Q. There was no warning on that packing or on
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1 these pumps, correct?

2 A. No. If there was, I didn't see it.
3 Q. Got it.
4 Now, when you had to replace the packing

5 on these pumps at Brightwater, the placement packing
6 you used was made by a company called Chesterton or
7 A.W. Chesterton?
8 A. The packing?
9 Q. Yes, just the packing.

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And is this a product you would get
12 yourself from the storeroom?
13 A. Yes, as a rule. Sometimes. We didn't

14 have a big storeroom, so a lot of times we needed

15 something, my boss called up and had it run to the

16 shop from the supply house somewhere.

17 Q. Where was the supply house that you got
1 8 your stuff?

19 A. I don't know. You got it from different
2 0 places, all depending on what products you wanted.
21 Q. These were all local to North Adams?
22 A. Not all of them were local, no. Some

2 3 of -- small town, so it wasn't usually -- most of
2 4 the time, it wasn't in town. It was in the area

25 surrounding.

1 Did they say anything to you like that?
2 A. No. They said get the job done, we got to
3 get running.
4 Q. Just to be clear, that packing material is
5 different than the gaskets we're going to talk about
6 here in a few minutes?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. Let's switch gears and talk about the
9 reason I'm here, sir, that is for the product known

10 as Cranite and gaskets. Let's start with gaskets
11 generally.
12 I believe it's your testimony that you
13 recall Cranite sheet gasket material as the type of
14 gasket material that you used at Brightwater; is
1 5 that fair?
16 A. That's correct.
17 Q. Now, you had a chance to listen again to
18 Mr. Clerc's testimony today. He talked about a
19 gasket material known as -- we're going to get back
20 to the Cranite here in a minute -- Garlock.
21 Do you recognize that name?
22 A. I know the name.
23 Q. Okay. Is it your recollection you never
2 4 used Garlock gaskets at Brightwater?
2 5 A. I would venture to say I never used it. I
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1 Q. So as you sit here today, you can't tell
2 us where exactly the materials like the A.W.

3 Chesterton packing came from?
4 A. No. Because like I said, they got all
5 kinds of products from different places and I wasn't
6 that privy to ordering. I did sometimes, but not as
7 a general rule.

8 Q. So the replacement packing you used was
9 A.W. Chesterton.

10 Do you recall any other brands of
11 packing --
12 A. No.

13 Q. -- at Brightwater?

1 4 A. That's the one that stands out.
15 Q. When you installed that packing, did that
1 6 create dust?

17 A. I guess it could. I can't really remember
1 8 that much dust.

19 Q. Okay. If it didn't create any dust, again
20 you wouldn't be wearing any respiratory protection
21 at that time?

22 A. No.
2 3 Q. With all these products at Brightwater,
2 4 did anybody from Brightwater tell you, hey,

1 can't be positive, but I don't think I did.
2 Q. Let me ask it this way: If Mr. Clerc's
3 recollection is that Garlock gaskets were used at
4 Brightwater during this time frame, are you saying
5 to this jury that he is incorrect?

6 A. No, I wouldn't say that. It's possible
7 they could have been there.

8 Q. Okay. Just to back up for one second, if
9 I could, I just want to make sure I have an

10 understanding, in terms of - I understand you did
11 maintenance on the pumps, Goulds, maybe the
12 Ingersoll Rands, but definitely the Goulds?
13 A. Yes.

1 4 Q. You don't know the entire maintenance
15 history of every pump that was located at
16 Brightwater, do you, sir?
17 A. Of course not.

18 Q. You couldn't, because there's hundreds --
19 A. Hundreds.

2 0 Q. -- of pumps, right?
21 And when you are removing old gasket
22 material from a flange, it could be pretty beat up
2 3 and degraded, correct, sir?
2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 Mr. Delisle, be careful working with these products? 25 Q. And that's why you would have to, as you
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1 indicated -- we'll get to this a little bit later. 1
2 When Mr. Jagolinzer asked questions about 2
3 scraping or removing, grinding, whatever you needed 3
4 to do to get that gasket material off, it was stuck 4

5 on there pretty good, correct? 5
6 A. Sometimes, yes. 6
7 Q. That old gasket, since it was in poor 7
8 condition, you wouldn't be able, just by looking at 8

9 it, to say who manufactured that gasket, would you, 9

10 sir? 10

11 A. No. 11

12 Q. As we mentioned, you were part of this 12
13 eight- to ten-man maintenance crew? 13

14 A. Yes, around that. It varies. People 14

15 would come; people would go. 15

16 Q. So is it fair to say that -- I assume they 16

17 were all gentlemen back then. If there were 17

1 8 ladies -- 18

19 A. I don't know if they were gentlemen -- 19

2 0 Q. -- let us know. 2 0

21 A. -- but they were men. 21

22 Q. We'll call them the crew. 22

2 3 They were working on other pumps, other 2 3

2 4 motors, other pieces of equipment. While you may be 2 4

25 working in one area, they may be working in other 25

application, the heat and things like that, you
know. Boiler room was complete separate thing from
the factory.

Q. Right. And the boiler room using --
they're using high steam systems, correct?

A. Yes. There's high steam, high pressure
stuff. That's why they use that.

Q. But would it be fair that the stuff
outside the boiler room, a lot of that is not high

pressure, high steam, correct?

A. Most of it isn't.

Q. A lot of it -- some of it is cold water?
A. Yes.
Q. What they call ambient or room temperature

systems?
A. Yes.
Q. That's the kind of stuff that you would

work more on?
A. Mostly, yes.

Q. You also recall Mr. Clerc also talking
about GAF gasket material.

Do you recall that in his deposition this

moming?

A. Yes.
Q. Again, same answer?
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1 area, correct? 1
2 A. Not as a rule. When we say eight to ten 2
3 people, we're talking carpenters, millwrights, 3
4 electricians. 4
5 Q. Multiple trades? 5
6 A. Multiple trades. With the ones that 6
7 worked on the pumps, basically there was me and 7
8 another electrician or electrician's helper. 8
9 Usually two men working on it. 9

10 Q. Another -- let me go back to the gasket 10
11 question. 11
12 Another name Mr. Clere talked about in his 12
13 deposition was Raybestos gasket material. Again, 13
14 you don't, I assume -- tell me if I'm wrong. 14
15 You don't have a recollection, as you sit 15
16 here today 50 years later, of specifically working 16
17 with Raybestos gasket material at Brightwater? 17
18 A. No, I don't. 1 8

19 Q. But you don't have a reason to dispute 19
2 0 Mr. Clerc's testimony that this kind of gasket 2 0
21 material was present at Brightwater during that 21
22 period, correct? 22
23 A. No, I wouldn't. The reason I wouldn't is 2 3
2 4 because they used special stuff in the boiler room 2 4
25 that we didn't use out in the plant, because of the 25

A. Same.

Q. You don't recall using it, but you
wouldn't dispute his testimony?

A. I wouldn't dispute it.

Q. I think he actually talked about
Chesterton gaskets as well.

Do you recall that?

A. I don't remember if he said it or --
Q. If he did, same answer?

A. It was --
Q. Something that he recalled --
A. Well, I used Chesterton.
Q. The packing or the gaskets or both?
A. Packing.

You're talking gaskets?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. No, I don't remember -- I don't think I

ever used Chesterton gaskets.
Q. Fair enough, sir.

I think you indicated and -- I think we
answered this, but I just want to be clear.

When you ordered packing material, would
your answer of where you got it from be the same for
the gaskets if you had to order those, in terms of
what locations you would order them from?
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1 A. I think I said I didn't order very often.
2 Once in a while I did, but I would - I can't really
3 know. I would guess - if I had to guess, I would

4 say depending what brand it was, they -- it probably
5 came from the same supplier.
6 Q. To.the extent the plant could, they would
7 try to order locally if they could?
8 A. Ifwe could, yeah. Because you're always
9 trying to get it as quick as you can.

10 Q. Right. Let's switch to the Cranite
11 gaskets.
12 And I believe you stated that the Cranite
13 gaskets were darkish in color, correct, sir?
1 4 A. My memory is -- as I try to picture it, 1
15 think it ívas dark, like a dark gray or something
16 likethat.
17 Q. Dark gray. Okay.
1 8 And the writing on the -- you believe
19 there was some writing on the Cranite, correct, sir?

2 0 A. It said "Cranite" all over it.
21 Q. Okay. What was the color of the writing?
22 A. Oh, I don't know.
2 3 Q. Was it also -
2 4 A. It was probablyjust a different shade of
2 5 whatever the gasket was, I would guess.

1 A. I thought it was. Maybe it wasn't. Like
2 I said, that's my recollection.
3 Q. Well, let's just go through this real
4 quick, if we could.
5 MR. LOWERY: This is in your evidence,
6 Your Honor. So may I show it to the jury?
7 THE COURT: If it's in evidence, you may.
8 MR. LOWERY: Ladies and gentlemen, this is
9 a picture -- instead of setting up the ELMO,

10 this is a picture of the Cranite, Exhibit 1,
11 identified Dr. Millette.
12 BY MR. LOWERY:
13 Q. You would agree with me, sir, the
14 background is a tannish or brown?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Some people describe that lettering as
17 orange or reddish orange; is that fair?
1 8 A. Yes.
19 Q. It does say the same "Cranite"?
2 0 A. Sure does.
21 Q. Manufactured in the U.S.A. for Crane?
2 2 That's the company I'm here representing today?
2 3 A. It sure does.

2 4 Q. Your testimony to this jury is that's
25 different than the material you worked with in 1962

2 6 69 2 671

1 Q. . I hate to even put this on here, but a
2 different shade of gray. That's a take off an a
3 famous novel.
4 Different shade of gray; is that fair?
5 A. Yes. That's my recollection.
6 Q. Whether there were 50 shades, that's for
7 another day.
8 And you mention -- let's stop right there.
9 MR. LOWERY: Ms. Kibbe, do you have that

10 exhibit?
11 Your Honor, may I approach. This is
12 Exhibit 1. It's already in evidence in the
13 case. .
14 THE COURT: Yes, sir.
15 BY MR. LOWERY:
1 6 Q. Mr. Delisle, I would like to ask you some
17 questions about Exhibit 1. That was -- you recall
18 you were here for Dr. Millette's testimony. That's
1 9 the picture I showed him, if you recall, of the
2 0 Cranite sheet gasket.
21 A. Yes.

2 2 Q. Ifyou recall, we talked about the color.
2 3 Would it be fair to say -
2 4 A. It wasn't gray.
2 5 Q. The one you worked with was gray, right?

I to '66, correct?
2 A. It's different from what I recall.
3 Q. Sure.
4 A. I can't say it's different. If this is
5 the only one they made, it's probably what I used.
6 Q. Okay.
7 A. But I recall - for some reason, I recall
8 it being dark.
9 Q. Yes. Okay. Thank you.

10 You testified you believed that the
11 Cranite came in both rolls and sheets, correct, sir?
12 A. Came in sheets. But, I mean, when I say
13 rolls, it wasn't like a roll of toilet paper. It
14 was probably rolled up because maybe it was long or
15 they had to roll it to carry or whatever.

16 Q. All right. You heard Mr. Clerc's
17 testimony today. If he recalls it being in rolls,

18 you wouldn't dispute that, correct?
19 A. No. I believe he said it was sheets and
2 0 rolls, if I remember.
21 MR. LOWERY: Okay. And Your Honor, this
22 one is not in evidence, but it has been
2 3 previously marked. |
2 4 Do you recall, Ms. Kibbe, what number this
2 5 was?
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1 MS. KIBBE: It was marked for ID.
2 MR. LOWERY: If I may approach the clerk,
3 she can probably tell us.
4 THE CLERK: It was marked for ID?
5 MR. LOWERY: Yes.
6 Would it be easier if I marked it again?

7 THE CLERK: It doesn't have any mark for
8 ID, Judge.

9 MS. KIBBE: It's a different copy.
10 THE COURT: Just remark it again. No
11 problem.

12 MR. LOWERY: That would be J. I would ask
13 that it be marked as Defendants' Exhibit J for
14 identification.
15 (Thereupon, the referred-to document was
16 marked by the court reporter for Identification

17 as Defendants' Exhibit J.)
1 8 MR. LOWERY: May I approach, Your Honor?
19 THE COURT: Yes.
2 0 BY MR. LOWERY:
21 Q. Mr. Delisle, I'm going to hand you what's
2 2 been marked, not in evidence, but just marked for

2 3 identification, as Defendants' J. I'm going to ask
2 4 you to take a look at this page right here.

2 5 This padicular gasket material, does that

1 instances where you had to change out the flange
2 gaskets, you wouldn't always have to change out the
3 casing gasket; is that accurate?
4 A. That's true.
5 Q. When we talked a little bit about
6 fabrication or making new gaskets - sometimes we
7 hear the term "fabrication" - can we agree that

8 we're using the same term, "fabrication" or "making"
9 is the same?

10 A. F-A-B-R.
11 Q. You're right.

12 Fabrication of- this is for new gaskets,
13 correct?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. The ones you would be installing?
16 A. Yes.

17 Q. Is it fair to say that you would typically
18 use a ball-peen hammer or snips to make the new
19 gaskets?
2 0 A. Yes.

2 1 Q. That's what you talked about this
2 2 af ernoon?
2 3 A. Yes.
2 4 Q. That process took about five to 15 minutes
2 5 per gasket on average?
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1 appear to be the kind of gasket material that you
2 used at Brightwater?
3 A. No.

4 Q. Fair enough. Thank you.
5 Now, sir, on this - flipping back to the
6 Cranite issue - you never saw the packaging for any
7 the Cranite material, correct?
8 A. I don't remember packaging. To me, it
9 was -- my memory, it just came in raw.

10 Q. So this may seem obvious, but if you,
11 Mr. Delisle, never saw the packaging that the
12 Cranite came in, you wouldn't have been able to see
13 a warning on any packaging, correct?
14 A. Obviously.
15 Q. Now, in respect to the use of gasket
16 material on pumps, you have associated, I think,
17 three different kinds of -- or three applications
18 where gaskets were used on a pump, right? Two on
19 the flange and one on the casing; is that correct?
20 A. Most pumps, you would have input and

21 output. And there's a flange on both sides. Some
22 of the pumps had, like, an internal gasket, you
2 3 know, where the pump was -- where you put it
2 4 together.

25 Q. Is it fair to say that when you - those

1 A. I couldn't say. That all depends.
- 2 Q. Would you turn to page 256, if you have

3 that volume, line 20?
4 It might be in the other volume, sir.
5 A. I think it is.
6 256?
7 Q. Yes, sir. 256, line 20, to 257, 10.
8 Does that refresh your recollection about
9 how long it would take to make a new gasket?

10 A. What are we looking at, 20?
11 Q. 256, 20, to 257, 10.
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. Does that refresh your recollection?
14 Would you agree it's five to ten minutes to make a
15 new gasket?
16 A. Doesn't say nothing about time.
17 Q. Ifyou can't tell us, that's fine.
1 8 A. I'm just -- oh. Says five to ten minutes
19 up top. Up there around 2 or something or another.
2 0 Q. Yes, sir.
21 A. You told me to go from 20.
22 Q. Well, you got me.
2 3 A. That's a guesstimate. Again, usually
2 4 five, ten, 15 minutes. If you had a problem. It
2 5 could take you 20 minutes, half an hour.
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Q. Right. That's the whole process, correct?
That's more than lust the cutting and ball-peen
hammering. That's getting the gasket and preparing
it?

A. No, that's the actual fabrication of it, I
would say.

Q. During this process, however long it took,

that process didn't create very much dust at all,
did it?

A. Yes, it could.

Q. Well, tell us: Was it the same kind of
dust that you would create from sanding drywall?

A. No.
Q. I think Mr. Clere talked about, a little

bit today -- he said he thought it was only a little
bit of dust.

Would you dispute what he had to say about
that?

A. Depends what a little bit of dust is. I

couldn't call him a liar because, number one, he

wasn't around them all the time. He might have seen
somebody making them or doing them in the boiler

room. But, I mean, he didn't do them day in and day

out. He didn't do -- actually do them himself. He
was an observer.

1 procedures you used to remove all gasket material,

2 correct?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. When you had to?
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. And the process -- correct me if I'm

7 wrong -- would typically be use the mechanism that
8 was the easiest or least force to see if that worked

9 first and then escalate the amount of force you had

10 to use to get the gasket; is that fair?

11 A. Always.

12 Q. And that process of removal, is it fair to

13 say that typically took about 15 to 20 minutes?

14 A. I would say probably in that ballpark
15 range. Again, depending on how bad it was stuck on.

16 Q. Right. And it's generally easier to
17 remove a casing gasket than a flange gasket; is that

18 fair?

19 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. Now, there were times at Brightwater that

21 you would work on pumps that you would have nothing
22 to do with working on gaskets, correct?
2 3 A. Only if there was something wrong with the

2 4 motor or something.

2 5 Q. Let's talk about some other Brightwater
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1 Q. Okay.
2 A. Casual observer, I would say.

3 Q. All right. Let's talk about removing
4 gaskets.

5 You would have to remove some old flange
6 gaskets?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Sometimes when you removed those gaskets,
9 they came off fairly easy?

10 A. Sometimes.

11 Q. Sometimes, as you said earlier today, you
12 would have to apply some force to get them gaskets
13 off?
1 4 A. Oh, yes.
15 Q. You would have to scrape it, as you
16 mentioned, right?
17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Chisel, I think you talked about?
19 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. Hand brushing or scraping?
21 A. We usually used a hand drill with a wire
22 brush on it, electrical drill.
2 3 Q. Or the power wire brushing?
2 4 A. Yeah.
2 5 Q. So those are the main systems or

1 issues, if we can.
2 You recall, sir, that there was a lot of
3 piping systems, pipes running through the
4 Brightwater facilities, correct?
5 A. Yes.
6 Q. All throughout the plant?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. I don't recall whether it was you that
9 said this or maybe Mr. Clerc, but I've heard that

10 there were miles of piping through that.
11 A. I would concur with that.

12 Q. Now, you didn't recall, I don't think -
13 correct me if I'm wrong -- that these pipes were
14 insulated; is that fair?
15 A. No. I mean, I think some were. But all
16 of them weren't.
17 Q. So some of them were insulated?
1 8 A. I would think so, yes, to my best
19 recollection.
2 0 Q. Heard again Mr. Clerc's testimony, on his
21 videotaped deposition, his belief that at least some
22 of those pipes were insulated with
2 3 asbestos-containing thermal insulation.
2 4 Do you recall him saying that?
2 5 A. I recall him saying that.
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1 Q. Do you disagree with his assessment?
2 A. I don't disagree with what he said. I

3 wouldn't say that it's my knowledge, but I didn't
4 disagree with what he said.

5 Q. So ifMr. Clere said asbestos - and not
6 all, right? But there were some, correct?
7 A. He said says there was. I don't know.
8 Q. Right.
9 You recall hearing today Mr. Clere talk

10 about workers, his observation that workers at
11 Brightwater were actually cutting and manipulating
12 that pipe insulation in your presence and it was
13 manufactured by company called Owens Corning.
14 Do you recall that?
15 A. I know the name, but I can't say that's
16 what the insulation was. I know the name.
17 Q. Well, my question is a little bit
18 different.

19 IfMr. Clere testified under oath at his
2 0 deposition that these men were working, cutting, and
21 manipulating Owens Corning asbestos pipe covering in
22 your presence, are you disputing what Mr. Clere said
2 3 under oath?
2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection.
2 5 THE COURT: Sustained.

1 BY MR. LOWERY:
2 Q. You were a member of the United Mine
3 Workers union while at Brightwater, correct?
4 A. Yes.

5 Q. Did you ever attend any union meetings?
6 A. No.

7 Q. Did you ever receive any publications from
8 the union?
9 A. No.

10 Q. Do you ever recall seeing any material,
11 written materials from the union at Brightwater that
12 said look out, watch out for asbestos, could be
13 hazardous?
14 A. No. We didn't have any good reputation -
15 representation.

16 Q. Now let's turn to the Brightwater plant a
17 little bit different way, if we could. I would like
18 to ask you about some stuff, some issues with

19 respect to Brightwater management.
20 Did anyone at Brightwater ever tell you,
21 sir, during the time you were there from '61 to '66,
22 that working with or around asbestos may be harmful
2 3 to you?
2 4 A. No.

25 Q. Did anyone from Brightwater ever provide

2 681 2 6 83

1 BY MR. LOWERY:
2 Q. Do you have reason to disagree with
3 Mr. Clerc's testimony?
4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection.
5 THE COURT: Sustained.
6 BY MR. LOWERY:
7 Q. You can't say whether - for sure whether
8 Owens Corning pipe covering was there, correct?
9 A. Repeat it.

10 Q. As you sit here today, under oath, you
11 can't testify one way or the other whether there was
12 Owens Corning asbestos pipe insulation at
13 Brightwater, correct?
14 A. That's correct.

15 Q. You did hear Mr. Clerc's testimony?
16 A. Yes, I did.

17 Q. He testified that this work with pipe
18 covering was a very dusty process.
19 Isn't that what he said?
20 A. I think that's what he said.
21 Q. Any reason to dispute that?
2 2 A. No.
2 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
24 THE COURT: Sustained.
25

1 you with any sort of respiratory protection, either
2 a mask or respirator, when doing anyjob at
3 Brightwater during your time there?
4 A. No.
5 Q. When you were working on dusty jobs, jobs
6 that created dust, which you breathed, which we
7 talked about, did anyone at Brightwater say, hey,
8 let's use wetting methods like using water or some
9 other spray to keep that dust down?

10 A. No.

11 Q. Other than whatever general plant
12 ventilation was available, did anyone from
13 Brightwater set up local exhaust ventilation to take
14 dust away from the areas where you worked?
15 A. No.

16 Q. And if other trades - you mentioned there
17 were some other trades there, in addition to the
18 maintenance and electrical work you did.
19 If other trades were working and creating
2 0 dust in your area, did anyone at Brightwater say,
21 Mr. Delisle, move out of the way, move to a
22 different section of the plant, stay away from them?
2 3 A. No.
2 4 Q. So there was no separation of the work
25 practices that way, correct?
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A. There was no separation, no.
Q. Did they ever hold a safety meeting?
A. I don't recall any.

Q. Let's switch very quickly to the brake
work you did, sir, ifwe could.

You talked about the fact that -- well,
let me ask this question first.

Did you ever work on clutches?
A. No.
Q. Just the brakes?
A. Brakes.

Q. And you mentioned the Ford was the primary
type of car that you worked?

A. That was the most cars I've had. I was a
Ford lover.

Q. And these were your personal cars, sir?
A. Yes.

Q. The first brake job you did would have
been in the late '50s; is that correct?

A. Yes.
Q. Last time I think would have been around

1985?

A. In the '80s, somewhere in there.

Q. We'll put '80s.
I think you recall helping a friend doing

1 Q. When you did it inside, there was no
2 special ventilation in the garage?
3 A. No.
4 Q. When you would have to take these brakes

5 off, you would have to apply some force sometimes to
6 get that brake material off?
7 A. Sometimes.

8 Q. You would have to sometimes blow off the
9 old brake material?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. That created dust which you breathed;

12 didn'tit?
13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And you didn't wear any respiratory

15 protection at that time, correct, sir?

16 A. No.
17 Q. Did you ever see a warning on any of these
18 brake pads that you purchased from Ford?
19 A. I don't remember any.
2 0 Q. Ever recall working with brake materials

21 from a company called Bendix?
22 A. Yes.

2 3 Q. Would these have been replacement brake

2 4 pads, shoes?

2 5 A. I can't remember now. It was part of the

2 6 85 2 6 8 7

1 this kind ofwork on Oldsmobile as well?
2 A. I had a friend that did work. I don't

3 remember doing -- I don't know if I ever did brakes
4 with him. I mean, he used to change the valves and
5 stuff like that. He was a mechanic.

6 Q. And the brake - so as I understand it,
7 you would have to take off the old brakes and put
8 new brakes on, correct? That was part of the thing
9 you did?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. The replacement brake products you got was

12 from the local Ford dealership in North Adams,
13 Massachusetts?

14 A. I think that's where I got most of them,

15 yes.

1 6 Q. So the car was from Ford and the
17 replacements brakes were from Ford as well, correct?
1 8 A. Well, from the dealer. I don't know where
1 9 they got them, but yes.

2 0 Q. And you would do this work in the garage
2 1 at your home; is that right?
22 A. Sometimes it would be in the driveway,

2 3 wherever I could - if it was going to be bad
2 4 weather, I would usually try and find someplace

25 inside.

1 brake, that's all I remember.
2 Q. Did you also have to remove some Bendix
3 brake materials over the years?
4 A. I wouldn't know what kind they were that I
5 took off.

6 Q. Did any of the work with the Bendix brake
7 products create the kind of dust, which we talked
8 about, which you inhaled?
9 A. I can't remember what part the Bendix was.

10 I know it was a Bendix brake, but I can't remember
11 what part.

12 Q. Fair enough.
13 A. I can't remember if it was shoes or
14 whatever.

15 Q. So, after Brightwater, sir, you continued
16 to work as an electrician, correct?
17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And you went to work for Fishback and
19 Moore; is that correct?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. And while you were working at Fishback and
22 Moore, you were a member ofthe International
2 3 Brotherhood of Electrical Workers?
2 4 A. I think it was IBEW. Tm not positive.

25 They were an electrical union.
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1 Q. You weren't a member of the union
2 or - were you actually a member of the union?
3 A. No, I worked with what they called "on a
4 ticket," because 1 didn't belong to the union at
5 that time. But they needed a lot of help. They

6 couldn't get new union electricians, so they hired
7 outside the union electricians. You just had to go
8 by their rules.
9 Q. This would have been during the time frame

10 roughly 1968 to 1977; is that right?
11 A. Yes.
12 Q. During that time you also had a number of
13 side jobs in addition to your regular job?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. One of them was working for a company
16 called William Phair and Sons, P-H-A-I-R, in
17 Pittsfield, Massachusetts, as a electrical

18 contractor from 1966 to '67, correct?
19 A. I didn't work - it wasn't a side job. I
2 0 worked for him.
21 Q. That was your regular job?
22 A. That was a regular job at the time.

2 3 Q. Thank you for the clarification.
2 4 You were working as an electrician
2 5 performing service work and working in new

1 A. When you're speaking earlier, are you
2 speaking about Brightwater or other -
3 Q. I was just trying to save time.
4 The control panel work you did in 1967 at
5 General Electric, would it be similar to the kind of
6 work you did at Brightwater with those particular
7 types of products?
8 A. If it was one of those products. It
9 probably would have been, yes.

10 Q. And at that time, did you also use the
11 Bakelite product we talked about earlier?

12 A. I don't think I used it with them.
13 Q. You also perfonned some work, roofing
1 4 work, in the early to mid '70s for a Mr. Pikul,
I 5 P-I-K-U-L, and Mr. Moring?
16 A. Yes, they were brother-in-laws that kind
17 of worked --
18 Q. This was on commercial buildings?
19 A. Yes.
2 0 Q. You removed old roofs and replaced them,
21 correct, sir?
22 A. Yes.

23 Q. And this work, at least in part, entailed
2 4 scraping off the old roofing material, correct?
25 A. Correct.
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1 residential homes, correct?
2 A. Basically, yes.
3 Q. And you worked with wire, which include
4 cutting and stripping that wire?
5 A. Yes.
6 Q. And that work created dust, correct?
7 A. I wouldn't say created dust running wire,
8 stripping it, no.
9 Q. And you also worked for a place called. Gem

10 Electric in 1967?
11 A. Another electrical contractor.

12 Q. You're doing, again, the same kind of
13 work?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. You also, at that time, worked with
16 General Electric, Square D, Westinghouse and
17 Crouse-Hinds control panels in that job as well?
18 A. You know, all the contractors use
19 different equipment --

2 0 Q. Okay.
21 A. -- depending on the application they were
22 doing.

23 Q. To save time, would that work have been
2 4 similar to the kind of work we talked about earlier
25 with control panels or would it be different?

1 Q. And that would be a dusty process;
2 wouldn't it?
3 A. I guess it could be. I mean, it was
4 scraping off, most of the time, it was like stone,
5 you know.

6 Q. If there was dust that -
7 A. Could be.
8 Q. -- was something you breathed in?
9 A. You work on the top of a building, so most

10 of the time there's wind blowing and you don't
11 usually get too much dust, standing dust.

12 Q. If it was dusty, that's something you
13 might have breathed in?
14 A. Possible.
15 Q. And there was no respiratory protection
1 6 during that job either?
17 A. No.

18 Q. You would also lay down new roofing felts
1 9 and you trimmed those felts, correct?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. Did any of that work create dust?
2 2 A. I don't recall.
2 3 Q. Then in 1977 you moved down here to
2 4 Florida, correct?
2 5 A. Yes.
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1 Q. You were still working as an electrician
2 at that time?
3 A. Basically, yes.
4 Q. That was for Dan Rogers Electric; is that
5 fair?
6 A. That was the first electrical contractor I
7 worked in Florida, yes.
8 Q. This was primarily wiring new homes,
9 right?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. You worked for them for about three years;
12 is that fair?
13 A. At least that, I would say.
1 4 Q. Anything during that time frame that you
15 believe may have created dust any products you
16 worked with?
17 A. Maybe drilling through wood or something
18 like that, you know.
19 Q. Okay.
20 A. Not as a general rule.
21 Q. That's fine. Let's flash forward to 1979.
22 You worked as a journeyman electrician at
23 that time, correct?
2 4 A. Yes.
25 Q. And that was also with Dan Rogers

1 wrong, that this would get up in the air, all
2 around, correct?
3 A. They sprayed - that stuff there went on
4 the ceiling. They call it popcorn. It's always on
5 the ceiling.
6 Q. Well, if there was - they're spraying it
7 with a gun, right?
8 A. Yeah, they have a gun, yes.
9 Q. So their spray gets in the air all around,

10 right?
11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And you were in the vicinity while this
13 work was being done, correct?
14 A. Sometimes, yes.
15 Q. So that spray's in the air; you're
16 breathing in, correct, sir?
17 A. At that point when they're spraying it,
1 8 it's wet, it's not a powder. I don't know what you
19 call it. It's just wet.
2 0 Q. Were you wearing any respiratory
21 protection at that time?
22 A. No.
23 Q. Did anyone tell you, hey, stay away of
2 4 this spray of this Snowflake material?
25 A. No.
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1 Electric?
2 A. In '79?
3 Q. Or that was after?
4 A. Right, I think it was after.
5 Q. In this job as a journeyman electrician,
6 you were doing work with electrical wire, and some
7 of the things you've talked about, but there were
8 other trades working around you, correct, sir?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. One of the things you recall working in
11 that job was men, or people, ladies I guess, using
12 ceiling spray in your presence while doing
13 electrical work. Do you recall that?
1 4 A. Yes.

15 Q. One of the manufacturers of the ceiling
16 supply you recall was company named Snowflake,
17 correct?
18 A. That's what we called it. But I think
19 that's what it said on the package, the bags.
2 0 Q. In fact, I think you did a little bit of
21 research to find a little bit about Snowflake?
22 A. I did, yes, after I was diagnosed.
2 3 Q. Got it.

2 4 So they would be spraying this ceiling
25 spray around you. I'm assuming, tell me if I'm

1 Q. So you moved back to Massachusetts in
2 1981; is that right?
3 A. I think it was '81, yes.
4 Q. You stayed there until '83; is that fair?
5 A. '83, '84, I forget which one it was.
6 Q. And you worked for Arnold Printworks; is
7 that right?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. That was an electrical foreman, correct?
10 A. Yes.

11 Q. That was at a facility somewhat similar to .
12 Brightwater; is that fair?
13 A. No, Amold Printworks was cloth. They
1 4 printed cloth.
15 Q. Steam pipes running through this facility?
16 A. I'm sure.
17 Q. Were those steam pipes insulated?
18 A. I would say they would be.
19 Q.. Did you ever see any men working on those
2 0 steam pipes?
21 A. Not that I recall.
22 Q. And then you came back to Florida in about
2 3 '83 and you worked until about 2001 as an
2 4 electrician; is that right?
2 5 A. I worked until I was 62.
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Q. During that time frame, did you also work 1
with control panels made by GE, Westinghouse, 2
Crouse-Hinds and Square D? 3

A. Breaker panels. 4
Q. How are they different than the control 5

panels we talked about earlier? 6
A. Well, a control panel has different kinds 7

of controls, speed controls, things that can lower 8
the voltage to certain parts, you know. And the 9
breaker panel is just breakers that control the 10
surges going into the home. 11

Q. Anything about the work you did with those 12
breaker panels during the last decade or so when you 13
were an electrician that created dust? 14

A. No. 15

Q. What about Bakelite, did you work with 16
Bakelite during that period? 17

A. Not really. 1 8

Q. One final topic. When you went and talked 19
to your doctors, and they would take these histories 2 0
of you about your medical history and your social 21
history and work history, you tried to be as 22
accurate and candid with them as possible, right? 23

A. Well,yeah. 24

Q. Because you wanted them to have an 2 5

object, so we can get this over with. And I
only have a few questions on redirect. But
their line of inquiry is now going - I kind of
thought Mr. Cedillo would object because this
is now about smoking and health in general. I
just want to put on the record if we're opening

this door, then I'm going to walk through it.
MR. CEDILLO: I was ready to get on my

feet. I didn't know where he was going with
it.

MR. LOWERY: Where I'm going is the fact
that guy purposefully ignored warnings,
multiple times, throughout his life, and goes
to whether or not he would follow warnings.

MR, CEDILLO: I'm going to object. He can
do with something other than cigarettes.
That's injecting smoking and health.

MR. LOWERY: I, honestly, was not aware
there was a motion in limine. If there is,

I'll stop.
THE COURT: How much more?
MR. LOWERY: That would be it.
THE COURT: Do you have any cross?
MR. ROWLEY: No, Your Honor.
THE COURT: How much do you have?
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1 accurate picture ofyour history so they can
2 accurately diagnose and treat you; is that fair?
3 A. Probably more accurate about how I felt
4 than my history. I mean, I wanted to get on with it
5 and get better.

6 Q. Do you recall telling doctors that you saw
7 that you were exposed, through your work in this
8 case -- let me back up.
9 Do you recall telling doctors that you saw

10 that your primary source of exposure was as an
11 electrician?
12 A. They never asked that question.

13 Q. Okay. One final area that I want to talk
14 about, generally, about warnings on cigarettes -
15 You smoked -- you recall warnings
16 appearing on cigarettes correct, sir, at some point?
17 A. Some point, yes.
1 8 Q. Sure. And you continued to smoke after
1 9 you saw those warnings, right?
2 0 A. Of course.
21 MR. JAGOLINZER: Can we approach?
2 2 THE COURT: Yes.
2 3 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was
2 4 held outside the presence of the jury:)
2 5 MR. JAGOLINZER: I tried my hardest not to

1 MR. JAGOLINZER: Less than ten questions.
2 THE COURT: Thank you.
3 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was
4 concluded and the following proceedings were
5 held within the presence of the jury:)

6 MR. LOWERY: You've been very patient with
7 me. I thank you for your time.
8 THE COURT: Counsel, do you have any
9 questions?

10 MR. ROWLEY: No questions, Your Honor.
11 THE COURT: Redirect?
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, Your Honor, brief.
1 3 REDIRECT EXAMINATION
14 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
15 Q. Try and work our way backwards. Can you
1 6 hear me okay?

17 A. Yes.

1 8 Q. Um going to ask you a question in a
19 minute about one of Mr. Lowery's slides here.

2 0 But first, before we get there, you and I
21 talked previously in front of this jury about the
22 potential ways you may have been exposed to asbestos

2 3 and the product types, right?
2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 Q. Okay. You have exhibit the marked for
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1 Identification as I in front of you are, sir,
2 Plaintiffs' supplemental answers to interrogatories?
3 MR. JAGOLINZER: May I approach?
4 MR. LOWERY: I don't think his is marked.
5 MR. JAGOLINZER: That's it.
6 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
7 Q. You have in front you what Counsel was
8 asking you questions about. Those were the answers
9 that you gave about the potential ways you were

10 exposed to asbestos, right?
11 A. Oh, yes.
12 Q. You didn't withhold any of that
13 information; did you?
14 A. No.

15 Q. Now, do you have any personal knowledge or
16 evidence that those products did indeed contain
17 asbestos at various times?
18 A. No.

19 Q. You were asked questions about not wearing
2 0 respiratory protection. Do you recall?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Okay. First off, knowing what you know
2 3 today, do you wish you had?

2 4 A. I guess.
2 5 Q. You had Defendant's Exhibit 1. I know

1 A. No.
2 Q. Jump back two quick questions. You were
3 asked about your decision to start smoking by
4 Counsel for Lorillard, and that reason and that
5 decision you said was, you know, being cool or Izzy
6 or whatever, right?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. You were asked questions about whether
9 advertisements had any effect on that and you said

10 no, right?
11 A. Yes.
12 Q. But did you ever see any of their
13 advertisement?

14 MR. CEDILLO: Objection, Your Honor,
15 beyond the scope.
16 THE COURT: Sustained.
17 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
18 Q. Go to my final question. First off, I
19 believe you indicated in response to Mr. Cedillo's

20 questions that your father's clothes, when he came
21 home, because he was a plumber were, what did you
22 say, really smelly or stinky?
23 A. Sometimes, yeah, because they worked in
2 4 sewers.

25 Q. My question is when you came home from
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1 it's probably in that stack over there. It's a
2 picture of Cranite sheet gasket. Do you remember

3 that picture?
4 A. (Indicating).

5 Q. Do you have any knowledge about how many
6 different colors Cranite may or may not have come in
7 at various times?
8 MR. LOWERY: Objection, calls for
9 speculation.

10 THE COURT: Overruled.

11 THE WITNESS: No.
12 BY MR. JAGOLINZER:
13 Q. Now, these questions about Brightwater
14 management, do you see those?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. About what Brightwater management did or
17 didn't ever tell you. Do you remember that?

18 A. Yes.
19 Q. Did anybody at Brightwater ever tell you
2 0 that they knew asbestos had been in certain products
21 at any given time?
2 2 A. No.

2 3 Q. Did anyone at Brightwater ever tell you
2 4 that certain manufacturers of products advised them
25 that asbestos was in products?

1 school and you took offyour clothes, when you had
2 to change them, was your laundry somehow segregated
3 from that of your fathers before your mother did the
4 laundry?
5 A. It all went in the same hamper.

6 MR. JAGOLINZER: No further questions.
7 Thank you, Judge.
8 THE COURT: Any questions of this witness?
9 Is that a question yes? I see at least one.

10 Counsel, can I see you sidebar, please?

11 (Thereupon, the following proceedings were
12 held out of the presence of the jury:)
13 THE COURT: First question: In a given
14 week, how many gaskets would you replace?
15 Any objection?
1 6 MR. LOWERY: No objection.
17 MR. JAGOLINZER: No.
1 8 THE COURT: Next question: Where did Izzy
19 live in the town?
2 0 Any objection?
21 MR. JAGOLINZER: No.
2 2 MR. CEDILLO: No.
2 3 THE COURT: Second question: Did he live
2 4 with his parents or on his own?
2 5 Any objection?
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1 MR. JAGOLINZER: No. 1
2 MR. CEDILLO: No. 2
3 MR. LOWERY: No. 3
4 THE COURT: First part is crossed out. 4
5 Did the plant Brightwater have safety gear. If 5
6 yes, what kind? 6

7 MR. JAGOLINZER: No objection. 7
8 MR. CEDILLO: No, Your Honor. 8
9 - THE COURT: First part crossed out. 9

10 How old was Izzy? 10
11 Any objection? 11
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: No. 12
13 MR. CEDILLO: It's been asked and 13
1 4 answered, but -- 14
15 THE COURT: Any objection? 15
16 MR. CEDILLO: No objection. 16
17 THE COURT: The local store, Sophie's, did 17
1 8 your parents shop there? Did the owner know 1 8
19 your parents? 19
2 0 Any objection? 2 0
21 MR. CEDILLO: No, Your Honor. 21
22 MR. LOWERY: No, Your Honor. 22
2 3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Let me think about that. 2 3
2 4 MR. LOWERY: It's an interesting question. 2 4
2 5 MR. JAGOLINZER: I would object to that 2 5

few products, some bread, stuff like that.
My mother and father very rarely would I

say ever went there. Maybe in an emergency.
Needed to eat something fast, and if it was

something she could carry, they might go down
there. They didn't shop there regularly.

THE COURT: Did that complete your answer,
sir?

THE WITNESS: I think so.
THE COURT: Next question I have is: How

old was Izzy?
Did I correctly state the question?
THE WITNESS: How old --
THE COURT: Was Izzy.
THE WITNESS: I don't know for sure. I

know he was probably a few years older than me,
at least, two, three years older than me,
maybe, maybe even older. It's hard to tell.

He was a small guy.

THE COURT: Thank you. Does that complete
your answer?

The next question I have: Did the plant
Brightwater have safety gear? If yes, what

kind?
Did I correctly state the question?

2705 2707

1 one. 1
2 THE COURT: What's the objection? 2
3 MR. JAGOLINZER: No, I don't care, I don't 3
4 care. It's fine. 4
5 THE COURT: Thank you. 5
6 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was 6
7 concluded and the following proceedings were 7
8 held within the presence of the jury:) 8
9 THE COURT: Mr. Delisle, we have a few 9

10 questions for you from the jurors. The 10
11 procedure is I'm going to state what the 11
12 question is, then I want to confirm that I've 12
13 correctly stated their question, and then give 13
14 you a chance to answer. All right? 1 4
15 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 15
16 THE COURT: First question I have is: The 16
17 local store, Sophie's did your parents shop 17
1 8 there? Did the owner know your parents? 18
19 Did I correctly state your question, whose 19
20 everitwas? 20
21 THE WITNESS: I don't - when I say it was 21
22 a small store, it was a small, carried -- it 22
2 3 was almost like it wouldn't even be as big as 2 3
2 4 7-11 today. It was just a room, half the size 2 4
2 5 of that back there. She carried sodas, maybe a 2 5

THE WlTNESS: Did they have any safety
gear?

THE COURT: Yes, sir.
THE WITNESS: Not that I recall.
THE COURT: Thank you.
Next question concems Mr. Izzy. Where

did Izzy live in the town?
Did I correctly state the question?
THE WITNESS: He lived in the same

neighborhood I lived in. He lived a street
over from me in Adams.

THE COURT: I interrupted you. Did that
complete your answer?

THE WITNESS: Yes, he lived about a street
away from me in Adams, Massachusetts, in the
neighborhood that I grew up in.

THE COURT: The second part of the
question is: Did he, Izzy, live with his
parents or on his own?

THE WITNESS: I think he lived with -- I
think he lived with his parents. I can't
remember if he had a mother and father or just
a father or just a mother. But I would say he
lived with his parents.

THE COURT: The last question I have is:
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1 In a given week, how many gaskets would you 1
2 replace? Did I correctly state the question. 2
3 THE WITNESS: What is it? 3
4 THE COURT: In a given week, how many 4
5 gaskets would you replace? 5
6 THE WITNESS: It's hard to say. It was a 6
7 big plant. They broke down. Sometimes you 7
8 would be one right off another. Sometimes you 8
9 would go a while, maybe a couple days or so 9

10 without. Maybe even a few days without one 10

11 breaking down. 11
12 As a rule, if I had say an average, I say 12
13 probably three, maybe four a week, average. 13

14 Maybe sometimes there would be less. Sometimes 14
15 it would be more. 15

1 6 THE COURT: Sir, does that complete your 16
17 answer? 17
1 8 Any follow-up from Defense counsel? 18
1 9 MR. CEDILLO: No, Your Honor. 1 9
2 0 MR. LOWERY: No, Your Honor. 2 0
21 MR. ROWLEY: No, Your Honor. 2 1
2 2 THE COURT: That completes our testimony 22
2 3 for today. Don't discuss the case any further. 2 3

2 4 We're going to adjourn. Don't fonn any opinion 2 4
2 5 about the case. Don't allow anyone to discuss 2 5

the other. Whether we deal with that first
thing in the morning, whether we deal with it

noW.
Mr. Cedillo and I have one more

deposition. It was a video. I don't have a
copy of the video, so it's going to be read. I

don't have to worry about the down time of
cutting. Just talking about Dr. Smith.

MR. CEDILLO: It was never a video.

MR. JAGOLINZER: It wasn't? Okay.
THE COURT: Let Mr. Cedillo and Mr. Rowley

and Mr. Lowery talk about it.
MR. JAGOLINZER: I'm sorry, Judge, what I

meant by that is that it pertained to

Mr. Cedillo's client that I intend to offer.

I'm not talking about the other stuff. I'm not
talking about that.

What I would like to do, just so you see
where my evidence is going, obviously aside

from moving in evidence from the Reinert

depo -- otherwise, I have Aline's testimony.
Very, very short. We have a videotaped
deposition Mr. Pantaleoni from the Riggle case.

Your Honor heard argument about that. From

what I understand, we're pretty close to that.
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1 the case in your presence. We'll see everybody 1
2 back tomorrow at 9:30. Just leave your 2
3 notepads on your chairs. Thank you, ladies and 3
4 gentlemen. Have a nice night. 4
5 Let the record reflect the jury has been 5
6 excused. Counsel, you might want to pick up 6
7 your deposition here and there's some exhibits. 7
8 Make sure all the exhibits are in evidence. 8
9 Is there anything we need to discuss? 9

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: I know it's getting late, 10
11 but we're getting close to our case. We have, 11
12 as I said, only one live witness left. Very 12
13 short witness. That's Aline Delisle. But we 13
1 4 have the deposition and obviously the 1 4
15 corresponding exhibits of Mr. Pantaleoni, 15
16 that's obviously our issue with Crane. 16
17 Your Honor, from what I understand, has 17
1 8 gone through pretty much most of the first one, 18
19 which is a videotape. And from what I 19
20 understand, there's about five minutes left to 2 0

21 argue the Riggle. I'd like to finish that and 21
22 at least we could cut that. 22
2 3 The next portion as it pertains to 2 3

2 4 Mr. Pantaleoni is not video, so it's a read. 2 4
2 5 Don't know what pleases Your Honor one way or 2 5

Ifwe could take five minutes to take care of

that one, that would be great, if that's true.
If not, we will deal with it in the morning
whatever works.

We also have another trial testimony.
THE COURT: That you are putting in?
MR. JAGOLINZER: Yes, that I intend to put

in.

I'm saying I want to let you know we do

need some rulings. I'm trying to figure out

what pleases Your Honor in terms ofwhether you

do it tonight, in the morning, whatever it

takes.

THE COURT: After Mrs. Delisle testifies,
what's your next course of action?

MR. JAGOLINZER: In the presentation of my
case, I wanted to end with Mrs. Delisle, but
I'll do whatever I have to do.

THE COURT: Excuse me, but you were

telling me she's your next witness.
Who is your next witness?

MR. JAGOLINZER: Next would be Dr. Smith,
by way of deposition. Or if it's faster, at
this point, I could go to Mr. Pantaleoni.

THE COURT: Is there some objection with
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1 Mr. Pantaleoni, 1

2 MS. KlBBE: Your Honor, there are a few 2
3 that we need to get rulings from you on, just a 3
4 couple that are left. We've agreed to most of 4
5 the objections and designations that were done 5
6 for the Riggle deposition. There's just a few 6

7 we need. We can do that in a very short period 7
8 of time tonight, or tomorrow morning. 8
9 THE COURT: What else? Let's say we get 9

10 that done. What's next? 10
11 MR. JAGOLINZER: One more piece of 11
12 testimony, trial testimony, from a different 12
13 case Mr. Pantaleoni was in, that needs rulings, 13
14 I believe. 14

15 MS. KIBBE: There is. I would prefer that 15
16 we do that in the morning so Marc I and can 1 6
17 discuss anything that was cumulative. I don't 17
18 want to boggle up the time going through 18
19 cumulative things with Your Honor. 19

2 0 THE COURT: One at time. What do you have 20
21 left on Mr. Pantaleoni's deposition? 21
22 (Thereupon, a discussion was held off the 22
2 3 record, after which the following proceedings 2 3
2 4 were held:) 2 4
2 5 MS. KIBBE: The first objection that we 2 5

MS. KIBBE: He was asked when Crane Co.
knew and it's 1970, I believe --

THE COURT: Where.is that?
MS. KIBBE: Do you know where the

designation is?
MR. KUNEN: Not sure.
THE COURT: While you are looking for

that, I'm going to ask Mr. Kunen a question.
Regarding the dates here that you have,

1936 to 1945 and then 1960, why are those dates
chosen? Is that key to some specific report on
asbestos?

MR. KUNEN: Each of these dates are
specific to articles that we put in our
PowerPoint. That's something that we're
actually proving in our case.

MS. KIBBE: Your Honor, I found the page.
Starting at page 161, line 11, the question was
when did Crane Co. first become aware of the
dangers and hazards of asbestos. Answer: In
the mid '70s. So he already has that
information.

THE COURT: Objection noted. Overruled.
MS. KIBBE: Your Honor, the next is page

180,

2713 2715

1 still have to go over is on page 122. 1
2 MR. KUNEN: It's out. 2
3 MS. KIBBE: All right. 3
4 Just for the record, page 122, lines four 4
5 through ten, 12 through 14, 16 through 19, 5
6 lines 21 through 23 and lines 25 are withdrawn? 6
7 MR. KUNEN: Correct. 7
8 MS. KIBBE: Next page, Your Honor, 164, 8
9 starting on line 12, going through 165, two. 9

10 It's speculative. He's being asked questions 10
11 and he keeps saying: Not I'm not aware of, not 11
12 that I'm aware of, and up to line two. 12
13 THE COURT: Remind me who he is. 13
14 MS. KIBBE: He is the corporate 14
15 representative of Crane Co., Your Honor. 15
16 MR. KUNEN: Even if he doesn't know, 16
17 actually goes to show that Crane Co. as a 17
18 company, as early as 1936, did know the 18
19 relationship between asbestos exposure and 1 9
20 asbestosis. And it goes on through different 20
21 years to find out when exactly Crane Co. ended 21
22 up having knowledge. That obviously that's 22
2 3 relevant in this case, because we're trying to 2 3
2 4 figure out when they had state of the art, when 2 4
2 5 they had knowledge. 2 5

THE COURT: Yes, ma'am.
MS. KIBBE: It's my understanding that

Plaintiffs' Counsel has agreed to take out the

beginning portions of that page, so it's just
starting at line 20.

However, my objection starting at line 20
has to do with sort of the question that comes
before that come. Mr. Pantaleoni is being
asked about advertisements. He's saying he's
not aware of any specific advertisements in the

magazine he's being asked about. But then the
questions are continuing on from that on
line 20, calling for speculation.

MR. KUNEN: Your Honor, the reason I took
out that previous line of questioning is
because he said he was unaware.

But on this line of questioning, it takes
a step back. It's asking the corporate
representative more questions about basically
what Crane Co. would have done if they were
publishing in advertisements in the nature of
some of the publications that they would have
put these advertisements in. It continues on
page 182, Your Honor.

THE COURT: At page 180, line 20, I
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1 sustain the objection. 1
2 Next question is on page 181, line 2. I 2
3 sustain the objection. 3
4 Then the question at line 8 -- 4
5 MR. KUNEN: Your Honor, I don't think 5
6 there was an objection. 6
7 MS. KIBBE: No, Your Honor, the next 7
8 objection I have is starting on line 20, on 8
9 page 182. 9

10 THE COURT: Wait. What page you are on? 10
11 MS. KIBBE: 181, just go down to line 20, 11
12 continuing on to 182 through eight. 12
13 THE COURT: He answers the question. 13
1 4 MS. KIBBE: Referring back to the catalogs 14
15 dating back to the 1940s. Not dealing with the 15
16 catalogs referred to in this case or would be 16
17 at issue in this case or having to do with any 17
1 8 of the products in this case. 18
19 MR. KUNEN: State of the art. 19
2 0 MS. KIBBE: Only dealing with what 2 0
21 products they may have been selling at certain 21
2 2 points in time. Again, the only product at 22
2 3 issue in this case is Cranite. 23
2 4 MR. KUNEN: Your Honor, we have gone 2 4
2 5 through this before. It goes to breadth of the 2 5

THE COURT: This says prior to '80.
MS. KIBBE: Yes, but that could still mean

'72 to '78.
THE COURT: Objection, noted.
Overruled.
MS. KIBBE: Next is page 185, line 8,

asking about warnings that Crane Co. is

affixing to valves in the mid 1980s. Any
warnings they would have put on would have been
subsequent remedial measures. And valves are
not at issue in this case.

THE COURT: Yes, sir?

MR. KUNEN: Your Honor, first it's talking

about -- the only wamings that Crane Co. ever
used was on their valves. And if you read down
further it discusses -- let me find it for you.
Discusses the warning only having to do with
the gaskets and packing that were used in

valves. It is directly relevant to this case

because the product at issue --

MS. KIBBE: If you keep going down, Your
Honor, I'm objecting to line 8.

THE COURT: The only warning that
Crane Co. associated with asbestos was

notification that the asbestos-containing
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1 knowledge that Crane Co. had in terms of 1
2 products, and that they had catalogs dating 2
3 back to the 1940s. 3
4 THE COURT: Sustained. 4
5 MS. KIBBE: Page 184, line 20, this is 5
6 asking about prior to 1980 whether Crane Co. 6
7 conducted any tests regarding potential hazards 7
8 associated with asbestos. 8
9 Your Honor this time frame is completely 9

10 outside this scope of this case, prior to 1980; 10
11 also not specific to products at issue in this 11
12 case. 12
13 MR. KUNEN: It is within the time frame, 13
14 Your Honor. And it's Crane Co. basically 14
15 saying -- we get that about 1980, because 15
16 that's when they removed asbestos from their 16
17 products. It's essentially asking before you 17
18 remove asbestos from any and all of your 18
1 9 products, did you do any testing. 1 9
20 MS. KIBBE: Your Honor, 1980 is actually 20
21 not the time frame for Cranite. 21
22 THE COURT: What is the time frame for 2 2
2 3 Cranite? 2 3

2 4 MS. KIBBE: Cranite was no being made 2 4
25 aner 1972. 25

materials were contained within your
valves...

I don't know if that's within the valve.
That's something that's attached to the valve,
correct?

MS. KIBBE: Valves are not at issue. It's
purely pumps. It's only replacement gaskets
that are at issue. It's not Crane valves or
Crane pumps and the gaskets used in connection
with them. And the warning on this valve was
in regards to an internal gasket, Your Honor,
not a flange gasket.

MR. KUNEN: On page 212 it goes on to
discuss the actual warning, beginning on line
22, says the warning that was associated says
caution asbestos packing or gasket.
Specifically to the product at issue.

Stepping back, Crane Co. had a Motion in
Limine trying to preclude the mention of any
other product and that was denied. I think it
goes in the same vein.

MS. KIBBE: It's a warning that appeared
on a Crane valve in regards to
asbestos-containing materials contained within
that valve. It does not pertain to the Cranite
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gaskets in this case. And it's subsequent 1
remedial measures. If we put on a warning on 2
1980, that should not be coming in in this 3
case. 4

THE COURT: Anything else? 5
MS. KIBBE: No, Your Honor. 6
THE COURT: Sustained. 7
MS. KIBBE: The last objection we need to 8

discuss is on page 231, starting at line 3. 9
It's asking outside of the litigation are you 10
aware of Crane Co. ever engaging anybody to 11
perform studies on Cranite gaskets or Crane Co. 12
gaskets. The answer is no. It's not giving 13

any kind of time frame whatsoever. There's no 14
scope. It's just asking a general, overbroad 15
question. 16

THE COURT: Yes, sir? 17
MR. KUNEN: If you read, Your Honor, goes 1 8

all the way down, it's asking about basically 1 9
where Crane Co. was selling their products. 2 0

It's throughout the United States. It just 21
goes to Crane Co.'s knowledge and them being on 22
notice for having such a wide variety of 23
products. 2 4

As you've heard in opening, you've heard 2 5

in New York City.
THE COURT: Ms. Kibbe, I understand you

want to discuss this with Mr. Kunen?
MS. KIBBE: I would.
THE COURT: Let's say how much time would

you need before the Court, worse case scenario?
MS. KIBBE: It's a very long deposition,

so it's just going to depend if Mr. Kunen has
removed most of the cumulative portions. Then
the objections will not take as long. I just

haven't seen it since he's gone through the

cumulative testimony to make sure there's
nothing repetitive.

THE COURT: Ballpark it high and low.
That will depend what time you come in
tomorrow.

MS. KIBBE: How about ifwe come in
tomorrow at 8:00? I think we should be able to
get it done.

THE COURT: See everybody back at 8:00.
What else do you got?
MR. KUNEN: Yesterday we went through a

Motion in Limine that dealt with Dr. Crapo. It
was actually a joint - the Motion in Limine
involved Dr. Crapo and Dr. Gregory. Ifwe
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1 it already in this case, Crane Co. is going to 1
2 be arguing that specifically they didn't know 2
3 anything as it pertains to gaskets. This goes, 3
4 again, to their knowledge of being an entity, 4
5 an entire company that had various products in 5
6 various industries. 6
7 MS. KIBBE: I'm only objecting up to 13. 7
8 l'm not objecting to the rest of that page. 8
9 Only objection is to the questions asking about 9

10 any kind of studies that Crane Co. may have 10
11 asked anybody to perform on their products 11
12 outside of litigation. That has no time frame 12
1 3 of reference. I'm not objecting to 14 down. 1 3
1 4 MR. KUNEN: In that respect, that question 1 4
15 directly pertains to Cranite gaskets. It's 15
16 asking if they have ever engaged anybody to do 16
17 any studies on Cranite and he says no. 17
1 8 THE COURT: The same issue comes up with 18
19 in the next question as to valves. I sustain 19

2 0 the objection as to valves, but I'll overrule 2 0
21 it as to gaskets. 21
2 2 What's the next deposition? 22

2 3 MR. LOWERY: I was actually there, it's an 23
2 4 excerpt of a trial testimony from Mr. 2 4
2 5 Pantaleoni from a case I tried called Blonder, 2 5

could take up a little more of Your Honor's
time and just deal with that, I think that

should be pretty quick. It's identical
arguments for Dr. Crapo, just a little bit of a
different situation.

THE COURT: I don't understand. Why don't
you start over again.

MR. KUNEN: Sure.
THE COURT: I thought you already played

Dr. Crapo.

MR. KUNEN: We did, Your Honor.
Dr. Crapo was the Defendant's expert.

This is Earl Gregory. He was an expert for
Goulds Pumps. He's a certified industrial

hygienist. That's how he differs from
Dr. Crapo. Although he was retained by the

Defendant, Goulds Pumps, he does give testimony
similar to Dr. Crapo. It's not about medical
causation, but it's about increase risk that

Mr. Delisle would have had from his exposure

specifically to, again, Kent Micronite

cigarettes. It's a very parallel situation to
the arguments that you heard for Dr. Crapo, who
was also, again, retained by Co-defendant, Ford
at the time. Also a defense expert. Only
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1 difference is this is a certified industrial 1

2 hygienist. Dr. Crapo was a pathologist -- 2
3 pulmonologist. 3
4 MS. FERRIS: We do object because it is 4
5 different from Dr. Crapo and the other rulings 5
6 the Court has made with respect to their 6

7 testimony. 7

8 Dr. Gregory has no basis for his opinions. 8
9 He actually goes far and beyond what any expert 9

10 or anybody who would have viewed this material 10
11 would have said. 11
12 Case in point, he goes on to say that he 12
13 believes secondhand bystander exposure to 13

1 4 somebody smoking Kent cigarettes is enough to 14

1 5 cause substantial exposure to somebody else. 15
16 He has no basis at all for that theory. He 16
17 actually says, I have seen no scientific 17

18 studies related to Kent Micronite filters that 1 8

1 9 have demonstrated secondary exposure 19

2 0 compensations from primary smokers smoking Kent 2 0
21 Micronite filtered cigarettes. Despite that, 2 1
22 he has the opinion, which Plaintiffs have 2 2
2 3 designated, that if he didn't smoke this, then 2 3
2 4 he was around people that smoked it, and that 2 4

25 could have caused his exposure. He's taking 25

no foundation and no basis, under Daubert
standards, that he should be allowed to testify
as to those particular opinions.

THE COURT: Did you file a Daubert motion?
MS. FERRIS: We did, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Did you give me a copy of that

with the deposition?

MS. FERRIS: Sure. This is the Motion in
Limine. Let me get you the deposition.

THE COURT: This is not the deposition?
MS. FERRIS: That's the motion.
THE COURT: How am I supposed to read this

tonight?

MS. FERRIS: Here's the highlighted
deposition.

THE COURT: How am I supposed to be read

this tonight for you to do this tomorrow, let's
say I give you a chance for argument? I don't
understand this.

MR. KUNEN: The Motion in Limine is for
Dr. Crapo and Gregory, so hopefully it's not
too much different. I think what we can do

tomorrow is -- I can do it whenever Your Honor
wants, I don't think there's any issue with his
qualifications, in general; just for his actual
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1 this way beyond reach. 1
2 Then his assumptions, he says, are based 2
3 on Longo studies, which is not going to come up 3
4 in this case, but that Longo studies says -- 4
5 reason for finding that there's significant 5
6 exposure through the Kent cigarettes is through 6
7 the Longo study, not peer reviewed, says that 7
8 syringe smoking simulates real smoking. And 8
9 Dr. Longo has said that syringe smoking is not 9

10 simulating real smoking. The basis of his 10
11 opinion is faulty. 11
12 Dr. Gregory also criticizes Dr. Longo in 12
1 3 other context about how he manipulates the 13
1 4 product in order to exaggerate the results. 14
15 That's the basis for his opinion in this case, 15
16 is Dr. Longo's study, and giving him his 16
17 opinion, which he's never made that opinion 17
18 before, and he admits that in his deposition 18
19 that that's why he thinks that the exposure to 1 9
20 Kent Micronite filters were the cause. 2 0
21 Your Honor, we believe that he goes far 2 1
22 beyond any of these other experts in forming 22
2 3 his opinions, and a new opinion that he's never 2 3
2 4 made it before, and the opinion stretches 2 4
2 5 beyond what's reasonable. Therefore, there's 2 5

testimony as to Kent. I've gone through and
just tabbed the different sections where he
talks about his reliance and the literature and
publications that he relies on in forming his
opinions. If I went directly to that, I don't
think it would take more than 15 minutes.

THE COURT: I will see you back in the
morning at 8:00. I will review this tonight.
We'll see where we go or ifwe have enough to
do that.

MR. KUNEN: Thank you, Your Honor.
THE COURT: What else?
MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, anticipating

we're going to be close to our case in chief --
THE COURT: Are you going to go first?

That's the consensus and agreement?
MR. CEDILLO: Yes, sir. I would like to.
MR. LOWERY: Yes.
I have a witness on Thursday coming in out

of town, and one on Friday.
MR. CEDILLO: I have one on Friday that

has to go first.
MR. LOWERY: Yes, that was my

understanding. We'll work with you.
MR. CEDILLO: But for Wednesday, Your
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1 Honor, I think we can fill the day with
2 depositions. These were already ruled on in

3 terms of their effort not to call them - these
4 were deceased fact and expert witnesses -

5 THE COURT: George Wilson, those other
6 gentlemen?

7 MR. CEDILLO: Those were fact witnesses

8 that we can present as well. Those were all

9 subject to think I some orchestration that's
10 still going on. We're going to continue
11 working on into the evening and limit what are
12 we're going to bring before you.

13 THE COURT: Are you in agreement if the
14 defense calls a put out of turn --

15 MR. CEDILLO: Yes, sir.
16 MR. LOWERY: Oh, yes.
17 MR. ROWLEY: Yes.
18 MR. CEDILLO: We've also worked out the
19 deposition ofMr. Dick Orcutt that

20 Mr. Jagolinzer will take the day before he

21 takes the stand on Friday morning.

22 THE COURT: Mr. Rawley, are you calling
2 3 any witnesses?

2 4 MR. ROWLEY: We only have joint witnesses,

25 joint experts with Lorillard. And we may have

1 in a position where we need to get finalized

2 the charge conference and take care of some

3 motions and things like that.
4 How long do you think you are going to
5 request for closing?

6 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I'm going to
7 request the total cumulative time that the

8 Defendants request.

9 THE COURT: That is not what I asked you.
10 I asked you how much time do you need for
11 closing?

12 MR. JAGOLINZER: I think I am entitled to
13 the same amount of -- I think three hours.

14 THE COURT: How much time do you need?

15 MR. CEDILLO: I think I can do it in two.
16 MR. LOWERY: I usually take less time than

17 that. I would hour to hour and a half.
18 MR. ROWLEY: Certainly less than an hour.
19 THE COURT: This is my thought: Everybody
2 0 gets three hours. Total three hours. You work
21 it up any way you want, however you split it
22 up.

2 3 What else?

2 4 MR. CEDILLO: Could I impose on you to

25 make that three and a half each?

2729 2731

1 some documents. 1
2 THE COURT: You think Wednesday, Thursday, 2
3 Friday, the defense will put on their case? 3
4 MR. CEDILLO: I think we're going to have 4
5 to go into the Tuesday, Your Honor. 5

6 MR. LOWERY: I agree. 6

7 THE COURT: I'm not trying to rush you. 7
8 I'm just asking. 8
9 MR. CEDILLO: We are going to spill into 9

10 the following week. 10
11 THE COURT: Let's say we spill into the 11

12 following week and it goes into Tuesday. You 12
13 think by Tuesday you will be done? 13

1 4 MR. CEDILLO: Shot at it. It may be 14
15 Wednesday, depending. 15
16 MR. LOWERY: I'm working very hard to talk 16
17 my group out of one. I think I'm going to win 17
1 8 that argument. That leaves me one short 18

19 witness. To be honest with you, I'm thinking 19
2 0 50/50 on that one. And that is short. That is 2 0
21 ashod one. 21

22 THE COURT: Let's say worse case scenario, 2 2
2 3 Wednesday afternoon. 2 3

2 4 MR. LOWERY: I think that's doable. 2 4
25 THE COURT: I'm just asking. That puts us 25

THE COURT: Counsel, you can impose. And
if you tell me that that's what you need,

that's what I will give you. I don't like to
restrict you. If the case is going on two

weeks, might be into our third week, if

everything goes the way you say, three weeks of

testimony, there's a lot of evidence, you tell

me that's the time you need, I will give it to
you.

MR. CEDILLO: If I ask for two and Counsel
asks for one and a half, that's already three
and a half. And if we have to share three,

we're both going to have to cut -

MR. LOWERY: That would be maybe wise,
Your Honor. I promise I will work to cut mine
down.

MR. CEDILLO: I guarantee Mr. Jagolinzer
is going to give time back if you give him
three and a half, because he's too good of a
lawyer to have them sit for three and a half
hours.

MR. JAGOLINZER: I don't have the
attention span.

THE COURT: My concern is that seven hours
combined, and with breaks, you may not get
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1 closing done in a day. That's what concerns
2 me.

3 MR. JAGOLINZER: Why don't you let us
4 think about that.
5 MR. CEDILLO: Could we talk to you about
6 it in the morning?
7 THE COURT: Sure. Just trying to get a
8 ballpark.
9 MR. LOWERY: I would like it done in a

10 day. If I have to cut a little bit, I will

11 volunteer that.
12 THE COURT: Fifteen minutes?
13 MS, FERRIS: That week ofLabor Day, I
1 4 know we have Monday off, we have --
15 THE COURT: Is there a Jewish holiday?
16 MR. JAGOLINZER: Thursday and Friday.
17 THE CLERK: We are off on Thursday, but
18 the courthouse is open on Friday.
19 THE COURT: So we're working Friday unless
2 0 there's some -- are you Jewish?
21 MR. JAGOLINZER: I am, Judge.
22 (Thereupon, a discussion was held off the
2 3 record, after which the following proceedings
2 4 were held:)

2 5 MR. JAGOLINZER: I just need to figure

27 3 3

1 that out, if I can.
2 THE COURT: Counsel, I am very sensitive
3 to these type issues. I don't know about the
4 members of the jury. If they're both holidays,
5 and the jurors tell me they are observant,
6 they're observant. That's the end of it. I
7 would like to know where everybody stands. But
8 that's how I handle it. That's it. See you
9 back at 8:00.

10 (Thereupon, the proceedings were concluded
11 7:00 p.m.)
12

13

14

15

16

17

1 8

19

2 0

21

22

23

2 4

2 5
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1 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN

2 AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

3 RICHARD DELISLE, and ALINE
DELISLE, his wife,

4

Plaintiffs,
5 vs. No. 12-25722 (27)

6 A.W. CHESTERTON COMPANY, et al.,

7 Defendants.

8

9

10 V O L U M E 25

11 (Pages 3864 - 3944)

12 The above-styled cause came on for Jury

13 Trial before the Honorable JOHN J. MURPHY, III,

14 Judge of the above-styled court, at the Broward

15 County Courthouse, 201 Southeast 6th Street, Fort

16 Lauderdale, Florida, on Friday, August 30th, 2013,

17 commencing at 1:15 p.m.
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1 Thereupon, the following proceedings were had:
2 THE COURT: Bring the jury in, please.
3 (In the presence of the jury.)
4 THE COURT: Please be seated.
5 Let the record reflect the presence of our
6 jury as well as Plaintiff, Plaintiffs' counsel,
7 Defense counsel.
8 This is your witness, Mr. Lowery?
9 MR. LOWERY: Yes, Your Honor.

10 THE COURT: Raise your right hand and be
11 sworn, sir.
12 (Thereupon, the witness was duly sworn.)
13 THE WITNESS: I so affirm.
14 THE CLERK: Please state your name and
15 spell your last name for the record.
1 6 THE WITNESS: James O. Rasmuson,

17 R-A-S-M-U-S-O-N.
18 THE COURT: Please have a seat, sir.
1 9 THE WITNESS: Thank you.
2 0 THE COURT: You may proceed.
21 DIRECT EXAMINATION
22 BY MR. LOWERY:
2 3 Q. Good afternoon. I'm going to call you
2 4 Dr. Rasmuson. Is that all right?
2 5 A. That's all right.
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1 Q. The reason I'm calling you doctor is why?
2 A. I have a Ph.D. I'm not a medical doctor.
3 Either way is fine, Mister, Doctor.
4 Q. Right. I understand.
5 And, again, would you, since we do this a
6 little different than we have done with some of the
7 other witnesses, since you are already ready to go,
8 would you introduce yourselves to the ladies and
9 gentlemen of the jury?

10 A. Sure.
11 My name is Jim Rasmuson. I live in the
12 Denver, Colorado area. I have a consulting business
13 there. I've been doing that consulting business

14 since 1987. I started a company called Chemistry &
15 Industrial Hygiene, Incorporated., I have a
1 6 background with a Ph.D. in analytical chemistry,
17 Iowa State University, undergraduate chemistry as
18 well. Worked in the private industry for a number
19 of years, Bell System, Bell Labs, and Western
2 0 Electric for seven years. Mining industry,

21 pharmaceutical industry for a time before I started.
22 And also with EPA as a contractor, before I started
2 3 my business in 1987.

2 4 Q. I think you were anticipating where I was
2 5 headed so I wouldn't ask for clarification.

1 ofwork you do at Chemistry & Industrial Hygiene.?
2 A. No, we have a professional engineer. We
3 have two to three other CIHs. One is going to

4 medical school right now, so he's part time. We
5 have another CIH in California who works with us as
6 an associate rather than an employee. We have
7 people with master's degrees in environmental
8 management. Ph.D. in math and biology that helps
9 with epidemiological studies and risk assessment,

1 0 biostatistics, that kind of thing. We have a fellow
11 with a physics degree who does exposure modeling for
12 us, computer kinds of things. It's varied.
13 Q. Fair enough.

14 You mentioned a term - I can't recall

15 honestly if it's come up before in the trial or not
16 so let's just define it.

1 7 CIH, what does that stand for?
1 8 A. Certified industrial hygienist.

19 Q. Are there industrial hygienists that
2 0 aren't certified?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. What's the difference?

2 3 A. The difference is you have to demonstrate
2 4 sufficient experience, and I think it was the

2 5 equivalent of five years. Ph.D., a little less.

3870 3872

1 You said you got your degree, undergrad,
2 from Iowa State?
3 A. Undergraduate was Wartberg College,
4 Waverly, Iowa, small liberal arts school.
5 Q. And then eventually made it to Iowa State?
6 A. And then eventually made it to Iowa State.
7 Q. What did you study there, sir?
8 A. Analytical chemistry.
9 Q. And after -- you mentioned you had your

10 own business.

11 And that's known as Chemical & Industrial
12 Hygiene?

13 A. Chemistry & Industrial Hygiene --
1 4 Q. I'm sorry.
15 A. -- Incorporated.
16 Q. Correct.
17 And you've had that business for how long,
18 again?

19 A. I've had that business since '87.

2 0 Q. How many folks do you employ at Chemistry
21 & Industrial Hygiene?
22 A. Between 35 and 40.

2 3 Q. That's located outside of Denver, correct?
2 4 A. That's correct.

2 5 Q. Are you the only person who does the kind

1 And you have to take a two-day test and you have to
2 take a certain number of classes, attend

3 conferences, publish. It's a point system involving
4 all those kinds of things. So to stay certified,
5 you have to keep your points up.
6 Q. Part of keeping the points up, does that
7 require you take additional training and classes to
8 keep up your certification?
9 A. Yes.

10 MR. LOWERY: May I approach?
11 THE COURT: Yes.
12 BY MR. LOWERY:
13 Q. I had marked as Defendant's Exhibit O this
14 document.

15 Would you take a look at it and tell me if
16 you recognize that, sir?
17 A. Yes. This is my CV.

18 Q. Can you double-check and just make sure
19 that's a true and current copy of your CV?
20 A. Yes, it's current, and without going
21 through it in detail, it looks fine.
22 Q. And CV, that stands for curriculum vitae
23 or-
2 4 A. Résumé.

2 5 Q. - what laypeople might call a résumé?
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A. I sometimes call it a résumé.
Q. You're not only a certified industrial

hygienist?

A. That's correct.
Q. You are certified in another field?
A. Yes.

Q. What is it?
A. Toxicology.
Q. That, I know we haven't heard of before.

Explain to the members of the jury, if you
would very briefly, what is toxicology and what does
a toxicologist do.

A. A toxicologist studies the deleterious
effects on human beings, from chemical uptake, from

physical fiber uptake, from various substances,
study of poisons. Asbestos is included in that.

Q. And did you happen to have a chance to
prepare a brief -- I think there's probably eight
slides or so -- a PowerPoint that may help express
some of the ideas that we're trying to get across
from your testimony here today to the jury?

A. I did.

Q. Would that help you and assist you in your

testimony here today?
A. Yes.

3874

1 Q. I wanted to ask you some questions about

2 the principles of industrial hygiene.
3 What does that slide represent to you,

4 Doctor?
5 A. Industrial hygiene is defined as the
6 anticipation, recognition, evaluation, and control
7 of health hazards in the workplace. It's starting
8 to be in the community nowadays as well. But to do
9 that, there are various disciplines. Not every

10 industrial hygienist, including myself, is as strong
11 in all those areas as somebody who specializes a
12 hundred percent in one of those. But it's a very
13 multidisciplinary field.
14 And so all of the disciplines that you see
15 on the chart there, chemistry, physics, risk
16 assessment, biostatistics, epidemiology, et cetera,
17 play into trying to evaluate and control health
1 8 hazards. And the engineering, of course, helps to
19 get into the control of the hazard, as well as
2 0 education and other things as well.

21 Q. These concepts that you mentioned, hazard,
22 risk, and safety, why are they so important to an
2 3 industrial hygienist?
2 4 A. Well, it goes back to the industrial
25 hygiene paradigm of anticipation, recognition,

387 5

1 evaluation, and control.

2 First, ifwe look at a substance, if we're

3 talking about, for example, inhalation risk or

4 hazard in the workplace, we have to see does it have

5 the potential to do harm. So a hazard is potential.
6 And if I had a quart of benzene here on the table,
7 certainly benzene is a toxic substance. Enough
8 benzene exposure and you get leukemia. But as long

9 as it's sealed in the jar and it's sitting here, it

10 has the potential to do harm, but there!s very

11 little risk, unless the bottle breaks or something.

12 So risk is the probability of that harm.
13 So if somebody says, you know, I was in a hazardous
14 situation by proper definition, and the colloquial
15 usage sometimes means there's risk, but technically

16 hazard is the potential to do harm and risk is the

17 probability of that harm.

18 And then safety is a more subjective term.
19 Whether something is dangerous or safe relates to
2 0 whether the risk is acceptable or unacceptable.

21 And so a few years ago -- it's gotten a

2 2 little better -- there was about a 2 percent chance

2 3 of dying in an automobile accident. Do I think

2 4 that's unacceptable risk? Yes. But we continue to
25 drive. But improvements have been made. Seat belts

387 6

1 help and so on.

2 And there are workplace standards for

3 chemicals and asbestos. That various organizations

4 have promulgated that say exposures higher than that

5 number are unacceptable. Exposures below that may
6 be acceptable legally, in some cases they say, but

7 we don't really think it's low enough. But safety

8 has to do with that subjective area where society

9 says we're not going to tolerate risk below a
10 certain value.

11 Q. Thank you.
12 Going back to some ofyour history and

13 your qualifications, are you a member of any

1 4 professional associations, sir?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Can you give us a highlight of one or two
17 that maybe stand out in your mind?
18 A. Probably the one I spend the most time is

19 American Industrial Hygiene Association. I'm a

2 0 member of the risk assessment committee, the

21 exposure strategies committee, exposure strategies

2 2 assessment committee -- assessment strategies. Boy,

2 3 I got that one mixed up -- but, anyway, the exposure

2 4 committee and the international affairs committee.

2 5 I've been a member of the medical affairs committee
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1 in the past. I've been made a fellow of that
2 organization. It's reserved for the upper few

3 percent in the organization based on community
4 service, publications, teaching, work in the field,

5 contribution, that kind of thing.

6 Q. Are you familiar with something called a
7 professional development class?

8 A. Yeah. I developed a professional
9 development class on retrospective exposure

10 assessment. And that means going back in time --
11 and not myself only. I did this with another couple

12 of fellows. But going back in time and trying to
13 say, okay, using a prescription, a methodology that

14 we worked on, developed, and tested, how accurately,

15 how well can we go back in time and assess exposure.
16 The way we tested it is we worked with Dr. Roggli,
17 for example, and we -- he gave us case studies and
1 8 we compared that with lung fiber burden, what was in
19 the lungs of people. And --

2 0 Q. And just if I may interrupt, what you're
21 talking about is asbestos fibers in the lung.

22 That's what -
2 3 A. Yes, asbestos fibers in the lungs, right.

2 4 Q. I appreciate that.
2 5 Is it fair to say part of your work for

1 issues.

2 Q. Now, you understand that I'm here
3 representing a cornpany called Crane Co. today,
4 correct, sir?
5 A. That's correct.
6 Q. Have you worked and testified on behalf of
7 Crane Co. in the past?

8 A. Yes, I have.
9 Q. What is your understanding of the

10 Crane Co. product that's at issue in Mr. Delisle's
11 case that we're here to talk about today?
12 A. That would be crocidolite. It's a sheet
1 3 packing material that Mr. Delisle testified to

14 having worked with when he did pump maintenance
15 work.

16 Q. I've heard it used interchangeably, sheet
17 packing/sheet gasket.
18 Do you understand Cranite is also referred
19 to as a gasket material?
2 0 A. Yeah, I meant to call it that. But
21 sometimes it's called sheet packing.
22 Q. That is absolutely correct.
23 A. Yeah.

2 4 Q. Are you familiar, generally, with asbestos
2 5 compressed sheet gasket materials?

3878 3880

1 several decades as a certified industrial hygienist
2 and toxicologist, have you done -- is research a

3 pait of your ongoing job description?
4 A. It is. We're doing -- we've done some
5 studies to determine risk of exposure in the former

6 Soviet Union. We've published on it. We've written
7 a chapter in a book, for example, on methodologies
8 that I've just talked about. It's peer reviewed.

9 Published a peer-reviewed publication on various
10 fiber types, specific risk assessment procedures,
11 evaluating them, comparing them.

12 There's a nonpeer-reviewed publication
13 that compares the - some exposures in Russia for
14 various fiber types with what's published in the
15 literature in the United States. We've kind of
16 evaluated that independently ofjust the
17 publications with some new data that we have.

1 8 The fellow that works for me - I got to
19 know him when I was working in Kazakhstan trying to
2 0 evaluate lead uptake among the children of that

21 county. Did that for 10 or 15 years on a volunteer
2 2 basis. Got to know him real well. He got into some

2 3 political trouble and went to work for me. But that
2 4 opened up the door to Russia for us, so we did some

2 5 cohort studies over there relative to fiber-type

1 A. Yes.

2 Q. All right. You have in the past, sir,
3 testified on behalf of both plaintiffs and
4 defendants in asbestos litigation?
5 A. Primarily I've been defense on asbestos.
6 I would say, you know, 95 percent. Technically,
7 yes, but mostly defense.
8 Q. How about plaintiffs that are pursuing
9 other kinds of toxic exposure claims?

10 A. Yes, I've done a reasonable amount for
11 other toxic materials. Viet Nam veterans, I was a
12 plaintiffs expert for dioxin. Workers who made
13 Agent Orange, plaintiffs expert. Organic solvent
14 exposures for railroads, plaintiffs expert.
15 Diisocyanate exposure, plaintiff s expert.
16 There was a case where there was a
17 catheterization, you know, heart testing where dirty
1 8 catheters were used. I was a plaintiffs expert in
19 that.
20 There was a case where a fellow died. He
21 was overcome with organic solvents spray painting.
22 His heart went into fibrillation apparently and he
2 3 died. And we simulated those exposures and
2 4 testified as a toxicologist in that death.

2 5 I've testified on behalf of plaintiffs in
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1 hazardous waste site situations and community
2. exposures to benzene and other substances. I've
3 been hired by the Department of Justice in a
4 landfill issue, for example.
5 Q. Doctor, I don't know about the members of
6 the jury, but I'm having a hard time hearing you.
7 If you need to adjust that microphone, that's fine.

8 I don't know if it's on.

9 THE COURT: It's on.
10 THE WITNESS: It's glued down.
11 BY MR. LOWERY:
12 Q. To be fair, are you charging my law firm
13 and my client here today?
1 4 A. I am.
15 Q. What are you charging?
16 A. $400 per hour.
17 Q. Is that the same that you charge for
18 anybody who retains you to testify in court?
19 A. Yeah. Sometimes -- I worked for a
2 0 plaintiff recently and, you know, I knew the
21 research I would have to do would get too expensive,
22 and I just did it because I believed in the case.
2 3 But typically, yeah, $400 per hour.
2 4 Q. And when I get a bill from you, does that
2 5 go directly to Jim Rasmuson or does that go to your

1 century when he lived. And he came up with the
2 phrase, "The dose makes the poison." That's a
3 little bit of a paraphrase. But, yeah, the dose
4 makes the poison. For example, if you're taking
5 something therapeutically at a certain level, it can
6 be helpful. When your level is too high, it can be
7 disastrous. Practically, every substance has a dose
8 that is considered to be harmful or can create harm.
9 Q. One second, Doctor. I think I

10 inadvertently switched notebooks with Ms. Kibbe. I
11 didn't want to reinvent the wheel.
12 A. Sure.
13 Q. So we talked about this concept of the

14 dose -- the poison is in the dose or the dose is in
15 the poison, however you want to phrase it.
16 A. Right.

17 Q. With respect to asbestos, the topic of

18 asbestos, which obviously we're dealing with in this
19 case, does that concept apply to assessing risk
2 0 for -- from exposure to asbestos to potential
21 asbestos-related disease?
22 A. It does. The level where there's no
2 3 effect isn't quite as clear cut. But we can see

2 4 levels where epidemiological studies don't show
2 5 increased risk. And some models, most of the risk

3882 3884

1 firm?
2 A. It goes to my firm. We've got four
3 testifying experts and our budget is in the
4 multimillion-dollar range. Salaries are part of
5 that.

6 Q. Before I move on to the next topic, I'm
7 going to be asking you some opinions here today.
8 If I do ask you to give an opinion and you
9 feel that it's a good idea to actually give one,

10 will you agree to give those opinions to a
11 reasonable degree of scientific certainty?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. Wanted to just go very quickly through
14 some other concepts. I'm going to try very hard not
15 to be repetitive of anything we've already covered.
16 There's a term that I wanted to ask you
17 about. And that is this terrn of "dose," this
1 8 concept of dose.
19 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. Is that an important term in the field of
21 industrial hygiene and, for that matter, toxicology?
22 A. Right. With respect to dose, Paracelsus
23 is considered to be, at least, if not the father of
2 4 toxicology, one of the - that was one of the
2 5 fathers. That was back in, I think, the 15th

1 assessment models that are used assume a risk at any

2 level of exposure. But when the level of exposure

3 gets low enough, the risk either becomes what people

4 might expect to be acceptable. And, of course, if

5 somebody gets a disease, it's never acceptable. But

6 from a regulatory standpoint, they defined so-called
7 acceptable levels of risk and negligible levels of

8 risk.

9 Negligible - for example, EPA defines

10 "negligible" as one in a million. It's so small you
11 don't really see it anymore. One in 10,000 is

12 considered to be acceptable. And then we can

13 compare various types of risks, and sometimes they

14 can be negligibly smaller compared to another type.

15 So it's possible to evaluate exposures and

16 say, okay, this risk is essentially zero. Maybe

17 there's some small risk. We don't know for sure.
18 It's never been demonstrated that low. But this

19 other risk has been demonstrated. In any event, if

20 they use one of these linear models, maybe it's a

21 hundred or a thousand times greater and it's

22 overwhelming in risk.
23 So whereas there's not as - thresholds
2 4 aren't as clear cut for a cancer-causing agent as

25 for a noncancer-causing agent. And oftentimes
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1 linear models are used that show some level of risk.
2 No matter what the level is, at some level, it's so

3 small that, first of all, the amount of dose hasn't
4 been demonstrated to create risk. And the body is

5 pretty good about repairing DNA damage. So probably
6 there is a threshold for which there isn't an
7 effect, but it's very difficult to prove.

8 Q. Next slide, as we tie this back into

9 toxicology, Doctor, this dose-response phenomenon --
10 not a phenomenon. I should say is a principle,
11 right? Dose-response, it's a principle of

12 industrial hygiene. It's also a principle of
13 toxicology.

14 Would you agree or disagree that it is a

15 part of the assessment of overall risk for whatever
16 toxin you're studying?
17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Just so it's clear, you, in your
1 9 profession, are not limited to assessing potential

2 0 toxicity from asbestos, right? You do various --

21 you assess various different substances; is that

22 fair? Poorquestion.

23 But you understand what I mean?
2 4 A. Yes. For example, right now we've got a

2 5 project where we'll probably be doing a cadmium risk

1 study"?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. What is it?

4 A. A sampling study would be, in my opinion,
5 based on, you know, physical air measurements that
6 are made to characterize an exposure. There are

7 good ways to do it. There are bad ways to do it.
8 The more you can define, more information that you

9 have so you can relate it to a so-called
10 time-weighted average so that we know what a
11 person's average daily exposure is the better. And

12 so sometimes information from a sampling study is
13 not so good. And we just have short-term
14 measurements, what do we do with it. We don't have

15 enough duration and frequency. But if we really
16 study it well, we can translate short-term numbers
17 into time-weighted average values.

18 Q. Let me ask you this question, Doctor: As
19 part of your job and ongoing duties as a certified
2 0 industrial hygienist, have you had the chance to

21 conduct sampling tests over the years?
2 2 A. Yes.

2 3 Q. Briefly, if you could, tell the jury:
2 4 What kinds of equipment do you use to accomplish
2 5 that task of taking air sampling?
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1 assessment.

2 Q. You would follow the same principles and

3 protocols to make those assessments?

4 A. That's correct. In fact, the National

5 Academy of Sciences has a paradigm for doing it,

6 which is very similar, by the way, to the industrial
7 hygiene paradigm. Some different words. But, yeah,
8 EPA, National Academy of Sciences, all of this is

9 founded in well thought-out methodology. And
10 government feels so strongly that this is an

11 important topic that they have written books on it.

12 Q. Okay. Is it your opinion, sir, that for
13 asbestos to become a health hazard, it has to be
14 released into the air in sufficient dose to become a

15 risk?

16 A. Or maybe what I would say is -- the answer
17 is yes. But sufficient risk, again -- you know, we
18 look at it several different ways. We see it in a

19 range where there's a dose-response relationship.
2 0 If there isn't, then there may not be a risk. Ifwe

21 assume a lineal model, it's good to look at it that
22 way, too. Is it a sufficiently high exposure for
2 3 the particular fiber type to be a significant risk?
2 4 And so all of that enters into it.

2 5 Q. Are you familiar with the term "sampling

1 A. We have a pump that can be worn by an

2 individual so we can sample an ai·ea. Just picture a

3 pump sucking air through a tube. At the end of the
4 tube is a filter inside ofwhat we call a cassette.

5 The fibers in the air are lodged onto that filter.
6 We calibrate the pump so we know what volume of air
7 we sucked through the filter. Microscopically,
8 either by light microscopy or electron microscopy,
9 we look at the fibers that are present on the filter

10 in a certain area, and then we can relate that back

11 to an air concentration. And we usually express

12 that in terms of fibers per cc. Fibers are fibers

13 that are longer than 5 microns by this method.

14 Q. When you say "fibers per cc," you're
15 talking about what, fibers per -- what's the cc
1 6 stands for?

17 A. Cubic centimeter. That's about the size
1 8 of a sugar cube.

19 You can see fibers down to about
2 0 two-tenths of a micron with a phase contrast. You

21 see thinner fibers by electron microscopy. But the

2 2 epidemiological studies and the OSHA regulations and

2 3 the NIOSH regulations are all calibrated to the
2 4 so-called PCM, or phase contrast microscopy, numbers

2 5 that we see. You see a lot more by electron
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microscopes. That's not the issue. The issue is
what are you calibrating your dose response to, what

are you calibrating y.our measurement to in terms of

a regulation. That's why we use the phase contrast
microscopy method.

Q. As part of your occupation as a certified
industrial hygienist, have you been asked to
identify whether a particular product contains
asbestos or does not contain asbestos?

A. Yes.
Q. Do you use these methods you just talked

about to help you detemline that?
A. Well, for that particular method, we use

something called polarized light microscope, or PLM.

I've run a laboratory where we did that kind of
methodology in the past. I guess I forgot to tell
you about that in my background. Worked for a lab,
president of the lab under the Colorado School of
Mines. But it was a different microscopic procedure
and we can distinguish various asbestos fiber types

from nonasbestos.

Q. Very good.
As part of your professional activities,

do you also keep current on the relevant literature
regarding the potential hazards of asbestos?

1 exposure. So there might be some manipulation to
2 get it into an eight-hour average.
3 And then we take that times the duration
4 to get fiber years. Now, that's like smoking. If I
5 smoke a pack per day for ten years, that's ten pack
6 years. If I'm exposed to one fiber per cc, by the
7 PCM method, for ten years, that's ten fiber per cc
8 years. In shorthand, we call it ten fiber years.
9 So basically the background that many people have

10 breathed just by living in life, typically it can
11 be, in an urban area, around a tenth of a fiber
12 year. In rural areas, it's much lower. The
13 government says it can go all the way up to one
14 fiber per cc year.
15 If I take the current occupational
16 exposure standard, it's a tenth of a fiber per cc.
17 At that level, if I multiply it times a 45-year
1 8 life, another way of looking at that standard is to
19 say it's a 45-fiber-per-cc-year standard. So we
2 0 have some way of comparing exposures where we
21 compare total - and this is what we call cumulative
22 exposure. But you can just -- for simplicity, we'll
2 3 just call it a total exposure.
2 4 So we convert it into this TWA, eight
2 5 hours, average exposure, multiply it times time, and

3890 3892

1 A. Yes. 1
2 Q. Are you familiar with literature that has 2

3 historically been published over the years regarding 3
4 the potential hazards of asbestos in different 4
5 industries, different trades and different 5
6 applications? 6
7 A. Yes. 7

8 Q. Next slide, please. 8
9 Now, I wanted to talk a little bit - 9

10 because I don't know if we actually defined some of 10
11 these terms. 11

12 You mentioned time-weighted average? 12
13 A. Yes. 13

14 Q. Is that an acronym, the TWA we see on the 14
15 last bullet point? 15

16 A. That is. 16

17 Q. Why is that -- first of all, what is it, 17
18 that concept? Briefly explain that to us. 18
19 A. Industrial hygienists call it 19

2 0 time-weighted average, for some reason. It's just 2 0
21 the average exposure over eight hours. And ifwe 21

22 take that average exposure and we condense it down 22
2 3 into eight hours, whether the person works four 2 3
2 4 hours a day or ten hours a day, we mathematically 2 4
2 5 convert it to eight hours per day in terms of an 2 5

we get fiber years. So then we can say, based on
the number of fiber years, are we in the background

range that we've probably all breathed? And there's
no known correlation with disease done at those
levels, unless we're getting into the upper range of
amphibole asbestos, and maybe there is, but
certainly not for chrysotile.

So it gives us a way - it's not a dose.
Because a dose relates to bodily uptake. But it's a

number that's proportional to dose or it's close to
dose. It can be viewed as dose. But it's not
precisely dose.

Q. Is there a sort of everyday comparison you
can make to convey this concept of time-weighted
average?

A. Well, the number of fibers that a person
breathes, the various asbestos fiber types,
detennines the risk, as well as the genetic makeup
of the individual and many other factors. But apart
from those kinds of factors, in terms of the
exposure, if we're looking at average responses,
average dose response, the number of fibers we
breathe is the overall. It's the overriding factor.
And the fiber-per-cc-year concept relates to a
number which is proportional to the number of total
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fibers that a person breathes in his lifetime. Now,
that will vary, depending on your trade, if you're
breathing harder, you know, you're sitting at a desk

all day. You know, it's kind of proportional. It
isn't precise.

Q. You've got, under Exposure -- and I think
you've conveyed those concepts in your testimony.
But the last bullet you list, under Exposure, it
says "Does not determine risk alone."

Can you elaborate on that? What did you
mean by that?

A. Well, if you have one fiber per cc year,
for example, of chrysotile, there is no

epidemiological study that I've seen that would

suggest that that can increase your risk. Now,
mathematically, like I said, we can extrapolate down
and do a calculation as to what the risk would be.

But it's never been demonstrated.
And basically exposures under 25 to a

hundred fiber years typically don't have associated
risk if we're talking about chrysotile. Some people
think chrysotile by itself does not increase risk.
Now, we're talking about mesothelioma. Lung cancer
is a little bit different. So is asbestosis. But

for mesothelioma, chrysotile is pretty weak when

38 94

1 this comes to being a carcinogen. So a low level of
2 chrysotile has not been demonstrated to increase

3 risk.
4 On the other hand, if we're talking about
5 an amphibole asbestos, examples of that would be

6 amosite, crocidolite. In Libby, Montana, we call it
7 Libby amphibole. It's very close to tremolite,

8 Canadian millers and miners were exposed to
9 tremolite asbestos and tremolite cleavage fragments.

10 You know, there's risk from that at relatively low
11 levels of exposure.
12 And there have been epidemiological
13 studies which have demonstrated that amphibole

14 asbestos at very low exposures down to background

15 levels can increase risk.

16 Q. Doctor, one of the things the jury has
17 heard about in some of the testimony we've evaluated
18 in this case is this concept of visible dust.

19 And my question to you is: As an

2 0 industrial hygienist, when you're assessing risk,

21 does visible dust to an asbestos-containing product,

22 is that, by necessity, equal exposure?

2 3 A. Not by necessity. When you see visible
2 4 dust, it's a good idea to do an assessment and to

25 see what the visible dust is related to. But there
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1 have been statements that say if you see visible
2 dust, some people have maintained you're above
3 various standards. I've got a simulation chamber
4 where we do studies. And, you know, I've seen
5 visible dust where we have pretty low asbestos

6 exposures working with asbestos-containing products.
7 So visible dust by itself is kind of -- it's not a

8 precise way of estimating exposure.
9 And the other problem is sometimes people

10 call debris dust. Sometimes people call a cloud in

11 the air dust. And the fibers that really cause

12 disease are so tiny you don't see them. And so the

13 larger particles, what's causing the dust, debris,

1 4 falls out right away. Some of the dust particles

15 fall out. It's really too variable. If we're using

16 an asbestos-containing product and we see dust in
17 the area, I wouldn't say there's zero exposure. But

1 8 it's certainly variable.

19 Q. Let me switch gears and go on to a
2 0 different topic.

2 1 Are you familiar, as a part of your
22 training, education, and experience as an industrial
2 3 hygienist and toxicologist for decades with the

2 4 developments of knowledge regarding the hazards of
2 5 working with or around asbestos as it developed over

3896

1 time?
2 A. Yes.

3 Q. In your opinion, based on that review,
4 what was the state of knowledge generally with
5 respect to what was known about asbestos and health

6 from an industrial hygiene perspective in the 1930s?
7 A. In the 1930s, it became apparent that
8 people in the textile industry were dying of
9 asbestosis. Asbestosis is the scarring of the lung.

10 Exposures were tremendously high, especially in some
11 of the textile mills that were studied relatively

12 well in Great Britain. And in Great Britain, it was
1 3 the first demonstrated dose-response relationship.

14 But, you know, we were talking about hundreds of
15 fibers per cc exposure, and people -- it was
1 6 demonstrated that the duration of that exposure, the
17 intensities of that exposure was related to the

18 development of asbestosis. And so they decided to
19 do something about it. And in England, for example,
2 0 they came up with control programs and they thought
21 they solved the problem.

22 Q. What happened here in the United States?

2 3 Were any steps or actions taken as a result of this
2 4 determination that people in these kind of

2 5 occupations were having really high exposures to
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asbestos?
A. Yeah, measurements were made in the

textile industries here, and the relationship was
found that if you have more than 5 million paiticles
per cubic foot, you are at increased risk of
developing asbestosis. If you were less than that
number, they weren't really seeing those cases.

Q. Are you aware, sir, of any, based on your
review, any studies that during that time frame that
said exposure or work with finished end products
such as asbestos sheet gaskets put people at
increased risk for asbestos-related disease?

A. There wasn't anything like that.
Q. Let's move into the 1940s, if we can.

Based on the same parameters, based on
your experience, have you leamed, based on your
review, what was known and what was the thinking
about the hazards of working with asbestos
insulation in the 1940s?

A. In the 1940s, there were some publications

that characterized -- they started to look at end
user products of insulation materials in shipyards.
And for certain of those processes, they said, you
know, we better make sure people are wearing a

respirator, we better make sure that they're using

1 Any studies, based on your review and your
2 experience and training that showed, hey, working
3 with asbestos sheet gaskets in the '40s, is that
4 putting people at risk?
5 A. No.
6 Q. Next slide, please, sir.
7 You mentioned 5 million particles per
8 cubic foot.
9 How is that expressed in lay terms, to the

10 best of your ability, I guess is what I'm trying to
11 say?
12 A. Sure.
13 5 million particles per cubic foot relates
14 to, again, how many particles are - a cubic foot
15 air you can imagine about this wide, about that wide
16 and in that direction, about that high. And in that
17 space, 5 million particles, looking at it with a
18 light microscope, a little less magnification than
19 the phase contrast microscope in the earlier days,
2 0 but if you would look to see -- you wouldn't count
21 just particles -- fibers. You would count
22 particles, too. Some people try to differentiate
2 3 between fibers and particles, and that's another
2 4 study, whole other concept.
2 5 But people would suck air through a
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1 some ventilation. But, for example, the conclusion
2 was that the insulation trade was a relatively safe
3 trade.
4 Q. This is in the 1940s?
5 A. Yes. For example, one study only showed
6 three cases of asbestosis per thousands. There were
7 limitations with that study, but people relied on
8 that study for the next 20 years. For example,
9 insulators just insulating generally aboard ships,

10 they felt like you didn't have to wear a respirator.
11 You could use general ventilation and it was good
12 enough, to protect against asbestosis,
13 Now, in the 1940s, some people started
14 talking a little bit more -- they saw some cases of
15 lung cancer in the '30s, but there wasn't -- the
1 6 association wasn't so strong. But there started to
17 be -- people would write editorials. Various
18 countries were starting to think, you know, we're
19 starting to see some lung cancer associated with the
20 people who have asbestosis. And it was very clear
21 it wasn't the asbestos that they thought caused the
22 lung cancer. It was the effect of the asbestos
2 3 causing asbestosis. And then if you had asbestosis,
2 4 you were at increased risk of lung cancer.
2 5 Q. Same question I asked you about the 1930s:

1 solution. It's call an impinger. And it was a tube
2 going into kind of a test-tube-looking thing. You
3 suck air through that solution. You would take a
4 certain amount of that solution, put it in a cell,
5 make sure it's mixed up well. You would look at it
6 under a microscope and count the particles in a unit
7 of volume of solution. Relate it back to how many
8 particles were in the air and you would do it in
9 terms of how many particles were in a cubic foot.

10 Q. That's what the threshold limit value, or

11 TLV, that's how it was measured in millions of

12 particles per cubic foot standard?
13 A. Yeah. And what happened was people, when
14 they switched over to a newer method, the fiber per
15 cc method, the phase contrast microscopy method,
16 they ran samples side by side to say, okay, if I'm

17 in a textile industry, what is the equivalent

18 between the particles per cubic foot, how does that

19 relate to fibers per cc. And they did that for
20 insulation products.

21 And they did it -- when you dealt with
22 pure - I'll call it pure asbestos. It wasn't all

2 3 asbestos in the textile industry either. But when

2 4 we did this in the textile industry, we got about a

2 5 factor of 6. And the American Conference of
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1 Governmental Industrial Hygienists that promulgate
2 the threshold limit value standards saying, okay,
3 higher than that, it's unsafe, less than that, we

4 think it's safe, maybe not in every case, but

5 acceptable risk, at 5 million particles per cubic
6 foot.

7 Q. That's what this bar represents, Doctor?
8 A. That's right. That's the equivalent to --
9 1 million particle per cubic foot was deemed

10 equivalent to six fibers per cc. So there was a

11 factor of 6 between those two measurements, if we're

12 thinking about relatively pure cellulose asbestos.
13 If you're talking about insulation products, the
14 relationship is more like one to one. But it really
15 varies with asbestos content of the product.

1 6 Q. So is that what the left axis ofyour

17 graph is supposed to demonstrate? Is this a fair

18 demonstration of the rough equivalent ofthe
19 5 million particles per cubic foot and fibers per cc
2 0 which is something that's used today?
2 1 A. That's correct, yes.

22 Q. You understand -- I think we may touch on
2 3 it in just a second. But OSHA, Occupational Safety

2 4 and Health Administration, you understand that came

25 into being around the early 1970s, correct?

1 Mr. Delisle worked at the Brightwater Paper plant

2 during those years, '62 to '66?
3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Would that have been the standard in force

5 and effect during that time?

6 A. The TLV was the standard in force at that

7 time in Massachusetts, because the state of

8 Massachusetts adopted the ACGIH threshold limit

9 value. So in an eight-hour time-weighted average,

10 the standard was 5 million particles per cubic foot.

11 And so in 1994, OSHA estimated what kind of exposure
12 do you get when you work with gaskets.

13 Q. And that's what that middle bar
14 represents?

15 A. That's what that middle bar is there.

16 They estimated that 0.44 fibers per cc. So that

17 gives you some idea of the difference between the

18 standard at the time and the -- when OSHA got around

19 to estimating what do you get from gaskets. Which,
20 by the way, is an upper bound. The values at that

21 time period ranged from .00-something to up to about

22 0.44 for most cases. There was an example of power

2 3 sanding that was a little higher, but on a

2 4 time-weighted average basis, it also was less than
2 5 the .44.
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1 A. Yes. The law was passed, I think, in 1970
2 and the agency was formed in 1971.

3 Q. And the terminology, did it change,

4 Doctor, from TLV to something else when OSHA came
5 into effect?

6 A. Well, ACGIH has kept the term "TLV,"
7 threshold limit value. This is a body which gets

8 together and decides what levels of exposure are -

9 I'll call it "safe," acceptable risk. But when OSHA
10 came into being, they adopted these same levels and

11 then changed them with time. But they called it the

12 permissible exposure level, or the PEL.

13 Q. And the current PEL is what, sir, for
14 time-weighted average?

15 A. Today's.

16 Q. Yes, sir?

17 A. 0.1 fibers per cc.

1 8 Q. So would that be one-three hundredth of

19 the standard that would have been in effect, say,

2 0 from 1962 to 1966?
21 A. Yes.

2 2 Q. You have reviewed some of the materials in

2 3 this case, correct?

2 4 A. Yes.

2 5 Q. You're familiar with the fact that

1 Q. Doctor, based on your review of the record

2 in this case, did you see that -- when Mr. Delisle

3 last worked with asbestos-containing sheet gasket
4 material?
5 A. Yeah, it was about '66.

6 Q. So this would have been 23 years, almost
7 three decades aner he's last worked with sheet

8 gaskets?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Doctor, based on your work as an

11 industrial hygienist and the other points of your
12 experience that we've talked about, do you have an
13 understanding of whether asbestos-containing sheet

14 gasket materials were viewed as posing a health

15 hazard to users in the '50s, '60s, or '70s?
1 6 A. To the contrary. For the most part,
17 absolutely not, especially for workers who removed
1 8 and installed the gasket. There was one study that
19 showed -- it wasn't in the literature -- that showed

2 0 if you use a machine that just rapidly produces

21 gaskets, the exposure level to be a little higher.

2 2 And even there, it wasn't clear that there was an

2 3 increased risk. But in terms of the standards of
2 4 the time period, typical gasket installation and
25 removal would have been considered safe and nowhere
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1 near the occupational exposure levels.
2 Q. So have you had an opportunity, during
3 your career, to look at the literature with respect
4 to what kind of exposures one can expect from
5 working with asbestos sheet gasket material?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Both in terms of fabrication and removal
8 of gaskets?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. How does that -- those numbers, sir,
11 compare to the OSHA -- first, let me back up and ask
12 you one other question.
13 What was the standard in 1986, under OSHA,
14 that if someone could be under the law exposed to
15 asbestos on an eight-hour time-weighted average, up
16 until 1986?
17 A. Up until 1986. Well, it varied with
18 years. What time period did you want?
1 9 Q. What was the lowest level of permissible
2 0 exposure limit until 1986?
21 A. Two fibers per cc.
22 Q. It changed after 1986 to something lower?
2 3 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. How did the numbers in the studies you've
25 looked at compare to that two-fiber-per-cc number?

1 levels?
2 A. Well, in this particular case, I did a
3 hypothetical calculation. And I took the OSHA
4 level, which I call the so-called high gasket
5 exposure level, which I think is a preamble to one
6 of their standards. And I said if somebody does
7 this half hour per day -- yeah, I think half hour
8 per day five days per week, hypothetically -- we
9 can't go back in time and be highly precise, but we

10 get an idea of exposures by doing these
11 hypotheticals. And so this so-called high gasket
12 exposure, this is in terms of fiber per cc years
13 rather than fiber per cc -
14 Q. That's different than the pennissible
15 exposure limit we were talking about before?
16 A. Yes, this is different. This is total
17 now. This is related to the number of fibers
18 somebody breathes.
19 And so if you take half hour a day, five
2 0 days per week - I think that's the hypothetical I
21 used. But the precise hypothetical I used was
22 5 percent of the time, which I think is close to
2 3 that. At any rate, 5 percent of the time assumes
2 4 somebody's removing gaskets and assume it's at the
25 OSHA suggested level of.44. We can argue is it 1,
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1 A. When I do statistics, and I do, there's a
2 few study -- there's about -- out of the many
3 peer-reviewed literature studies that I've looked at
4 in terms of gasket and packing exposures -- and I'll
5 include packing as well, because I kind of lumped it
6 all together. When I did statistical analysis, I
7 found a couple of studies that were outliers. And
8 we can plot the data on a certain type of graph
9 paper. And if things are all part of the same

10 population, they follow a straight line.
11 There's a couple of studies that are off
12 the line. But ifI look at the middle value of all
13 of those studies, that would be the median level.
14 For installation and cutting single gaskets, that
15 kind of thing, its .00-something fibers per cc
16 during the work. The studies, I believe, are .01
17 fiber per cc. And then for removal, less than .1
18 fiber per cc for the middle value. The average of
19 all the studies is a little higher, 0.2, maybe
2 0 somewhere in that.

21 Q. I didn't mean to intenmpt you. I put
2 2 another chart that you prepared.
2 3 Does this give us any further education or
2 4 allow you to express your opinion with respect to
25 how gasket exposures compare to, say, background

1 is it 2, is it .1, is it .05. But you're going to

2 get a number down there that's pretty low. Just for

3 now assume it's .044. You get a tenth of a fiber
4 year, a little less than that, actually.

5 Q. That's this high number here on the left?
6 A. Yes. I think it's .08, actually.
7 Ifwe take the median level, when I looked

8 at all the peer-reviewed literature and I rounded up

9 to a tenth of fiber per cc during the work, that's

10 where it says the low gasket.

11 Q. Second one?

12 A. Yes.

13 And then there's an agency called ETSER,
14 which is joint effort between the Centers for

15 Disease Control and EPA. And they've got a document
16 where they've estimated indoor asbestos exposure

17 levels to the general population. And if you use

18 that -- those numbers in terms of fiber per cc

19 years - and I had to take their numbers and
20 multiply it by a factor to get it into this

21 40-hour-workweek equivalence. But when I did that,

22 I get a range low - the low estimate is about .006

2 3 fiber years, up to little over one fiber year.

2 4 Q. BG stands for background?
2 5 A. Yeah.
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1 I think typically, you know, background is
2 closer to .1, .08. But they came up with this
3 range, in urban areas. Ifyou were living on a farm
4 with no asbestos, it would be a lot lower than this.
5 Q. Okay. Thank you, Doctor.
6 Based on your experience and knowledge of
7 the available industrial hygiene and scientific
8 literature, do you have an opinion to a reasonable
9 degree of scientific certainty as to whether there

10 are asbestos products that can be worked on without
11 posing a health hazard?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. What is that opinion?
14 A. Well, first of all, low cluysotile
15 exposures have not been demonstrated to increase
16 risk. There have been some epidemiological
17 studies - we -

18 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
19 THE COURT: What's the objection?
2 0 MR. JAGOLINZER: Bolstering.
21 THE COURT: Sustained.
22 BY MR. LOWERY:
2 3 Q. Ifyou can, limit your answer to your
2 4 opinions and not the other studies.
25 A. Sure.

1 Q. Have you -- based on your training,

2 experience, review of the literature and work as an
3 industrial hygienist and toxicologist, have you
4 formulated any opinions about what kind of exposures
5 someone might get, what the ranges are ofworking
6 with an asbestos sheet gasket material?

7 A. Yeah. For the most part, you're down

8 around a tenth of a fiber per cc or lower, if you

9 scrape the gasket to the extent that you can and
10 then do some wire brushing or even a power wire
11 brush to get off a little bit of the residue.
12 If you don't scrape all of the material

13 off, if you leave quite a bit of the material on and

14 use a power brush, or even with a wire brush, some

15 people have measured exposure into the several

16 fibers per cc and higher. Those numbers seem to be
17 outliers in terms of when I do a statistical

18 analysis. Nevertheless, it can happen. Sometimes

19 it's higher. Typically, I don't believe, from what
2 0 I've seen, it is. And all of the peer-reviewed

21 studies that I've seen of actual workplace

22 measurements have been of the lower textile industry
2 3 variety.

2 4 Q. We'll come back to that in just one
25 second.
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1 My opinion is that you don't have to get
2 down into the background range to say that there's
3 no demonstrated increased risk. There is no
4 increased risk that's measurable above background
5 levels of mesothelioma that occun ed without
6 asbestos exposure. Probably on the order of 25 to a
7 hundred fiber years. If we look at a relative risk
8 of2 and do an extrapolation for Canadian millers
9 and miners, we're close to ten fiber years.

10 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor.
11 THE COURT: Overruled.
12 BY MR. LOWERY:
13 Q. Specifically with respect to
14 asbestos-containing gasket material, would these, in
15 your opinion, be one of the types of products that
16 could be worked on and can be worked on safely?
17 A. Yes. When you get down to a relative risk
18 of 2, mesothelioma is such a rare disease that it
19 essentially disappears into the background. And
2 0 while you can calculate a hypothetical risk, like I
21 said, by linearly extrapolating it, for all
22 practical purpose, there's no demonstrated risk.
23 And even using a linear model, you get such a low
2 4 risk from chrysotile that it becomes essentially
2 5 zero.

1 In your review, do you know if OSHA ever
2 came out with any labeling requirements for
3 asbestos-containing products?
4 A. Yes.
5 Q. When did that happen?
6 A. 1972.
7 Q. Do you know what products that requirement
8 applied to?
9 A. Friable materials could exceed the

10 occupational exposure limit.

11 Q. That's a term we've heard before.
12 That's friable, being able to be crushed
13 under hand pressure?
14 A. Yeah. In terms ofjust general concept,
15 it's dusty.

1 6 Q. Okay. You're talking about insulation
17 products, for instance, would be an example of a
18 friable product, like pipe covering?
19 A. Yes.

2 0 Q. Does this requirement, labeling
21 requirement we talked about, did it ever apply to
22 gaskets?

2 3 A. In my opinion, not in the 1970s. With
2 4 the - probably not in the 1980s. I do recall,
2 5 in -- the 1994 OSHA standard does address that
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1 issue, and it says if the gasket can't be removed
2 without it falling apart. In other words, if it
3 doesn't come out as a whole piece, then you've got
4 to use what are called Class 4 work practices, which
5 includes wetting and a number of things.
6 Q. And that again, '94, that's about three
7 decades after a Mr. Delisle's last work with gasket
8 material?
9 A. That is correct, yeah.

10 Q. And, Doctor, are you familiar with the
11 term "encapsulation"?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. Do you, as an industrial hygienist,
14 consider gaskets - gasket material like sheet
15 gasket, like the Cranite, is that an example of an
16 encapsulated product?
17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Explain that to us.
19 A. The concept of encapsulation means that
20 the fibers are bound, in this case, rubber. You
21 know, Cranite is essentially rubber with asbestos.
22 So to some extent, those fibers are coated with
2 3 rubber material. To some extent, the rubber encases
2 4 the fibers. It is true with heat and -- with heat
2 5 and time, the materials can degrade. And so they're

1 weighs 10 pounds or a hundred pounds, you're dealing
2 with.a lot of material. The more material you are
3 dealing with, the bigger the exposure. That's the
4 first patt

5 Secondly, the friability issue determines
6 the exposure. For example, the pipe insulation is a

7 dusty material. It's chalky. You could go up to it

8 and put your finger into it and get your finger
9 coated white. Or you can take your fingernails and

10 claw into it and get some dust. So you're dealing
11 with more mass.
12 Or if you're dumping joint compound or
13 you're dumping an asbestos cement into a wheelbarrow

14 and mixing it around, you're dealing with 50-pound
15 bags. You know, these gaskets weigh, you know, not
1 6 much. I don't want to be inaccurate, but an ounce
17 or something, or less. And so you've got the dust
18 issue.

1 9 Secondly, then you've got the dustiness

2 0 issue. And even when they're degraded, they're not
21. as dusty and friable as these other types of

22 materials. But you can get some fibers out of them.
2 3 Finally, the concentration of the asbestos
2 4 does make a difference. The concentration is higher

25 in the gasket material typically than for most of
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1 not as encapsulating with time. So when you handle

2 a new gasket, you have essentially zero exposure.

3 After they're heated, the polymer, the rubber

4 chemical bonds break down and so you release some

5 fibers. So it's a relative term. There certainly

6 remains some encapsulation. The encapsulation is

7 not as good after it degrades somewhat.

8 Q. Is the encapsulation concept one of the

9 reasons why the numbers from working around asbestos
10 sheet gasket that you've seen in the literature and

11 through other publications lower than some of these

12 other numbers we've seen for other higher industrial
13 products?

14 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, bolstering.
15 THE COURT: Overruled.
16 A. Yes, that's true. There's two reasons why

17 exposures are lower with gaskets. There's an

18 equation which is used which can demonstrate an
19 exposure. And that is this:

2 0 The exposure is equal to a constant times

21 the mass of the material. And ifwe're dealing
2 2 with, for example, pipe insulation that weighs a

2 3 lot -- you know, people, when they're insulating,

2 4 they put on hundreds of pounds of material over - I
2 5 won't say what time period, but the concept is if it

1 the insulation products, although some of the
2 insulation products start approaching those levels.
3 Not all of them. Some. So I suppose you could say,
4 okay, the gasket has a little more asbestos in it.
5 But, overall, the measurements in reriel
6 workplaces that are in the peer reviewed literature
7 show relatively low exposure beings in the range
8 that I mentioned. There are exceptions that people
9 have measured outside of the peer reviewed

10 literature. There's a couple of articles that have

11 been published on exceptions where you get higher
12 levels. I think it relates to how much material you
13 remove, the history of how long the valve has sat
14 around before they did their simulation work and
15 whether they did it in a chamber or in an open shop
1 6 or factory. I think all of those also influence the
17 ventilation conditions and so on.
18 So there are some variable numbers but
19 typically it's my opinion that the numbers are
2 0 relatively low level as I've demonstrated.
21 Q. Thank you. Let me switch gears into
22 another area. You had a chance to review materials
2 3 that were specifically related to Mr. Delisle's
2 4 case, correct?
2 5 A. Yes, I did.
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1 Q. Can you very briefly tell us what those
2 were?

3 A. I reviewed three volumes of Mr. Delisle's
4 testimony. I reviewed after my deposition actually

5 but my staff reviewed before the deposition
6 testimony co-worker testimony as well. I read
7 Mr. Clerc's.

8 Q. Many.

9 Q. CLE it's?

10 A. Clerc I'm sorry. I messed that one up.
11 Q. Could you generally tell the members of
12 the jury what were your general conclusions and
13 impressions after reviewing those materials based on

14 your experiences as an \industrial

15 hygienist\industrial hygiene and toxicologist?
16 A. My impressions were that overall
17 Mr. Delisle had relatively low level asbestos

1 8 exposures. He said that the pumps that he worked on
19 were not insulated. He did do a lot of gasket

2 0 packing work with pumps while he worked for the
2 1 paper mill. But those are low beings. He did some
2 2 hands on work improving his house with joint
2 3 compound panned so on. Did some construction

2 4 roofing jobs. Those are relatively low exposures.
2 5 Overall.eggs' got low exposures.

1 product.

2 Q. It would have included some amosite
3 asbestos?

4 A. Yes.

5 Q. Doctor, are background exposures known to
6 increase the risk of asbestos-related disease?
7 A. Typically not.
8 Q. I would like to ask you some hypothetical
9 questions now, if I can, and the purpose of that --

10 I'm going to ask you to assume some facts. Can you
11 do that for me?
12 A. Yes.

13 Q. I would like you to assume that
14 Mr. Delisle, the evidence has been, worked Cranite
15 sheet gaskets three to four times per week, four to
16 five-year period between 1962 and 1966. I want you
17 to assume that this work included both gasket

1 8 fabrication, making of gaskets, application of the
19 gasket material, removing it with a chisel, hand
20 scraping, and power wire brushing. I would like you
21 to also assume the average time that these gasket
22 jobs was somewhere in the vicinity of 15 to 30
2 3 minutes.

2 4 Let me back up one sentence, you remember
2 5 the first part of my hypothetical.
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1 On the other hand, he removed pumps from
2 insulated pipes sometimes to take the flange apart I
3 think you can bum into the pippy sue layings.
4 Mr. Clere testified that there was an
5 Owens Corning fiberglass gray solid called it
6 sheeting material, the way he described it sounded
7 like block insulation which is similar to pipe
8 insulation which was disturbed when Mr. Delisle
9 visited the boiler room where he worked.

10 Q. Let me stop you there for a second if I
11 could.

12 A. Sure.

13 Q. This Owens Corning insulation material
14 that Mr. Clerc discussed, did you see whether or

15 not, based on your review, whether that work was
16 done in Mr. Delisle's presence?
17 A. Yes.
18 Q. Based on your experience and your training
19 from the period 1962 to 1966, would that more likely
2 0 than not have been an asbestos-containing version of
21 Owens Corning fiber?
22 A. I believe that.
2 3 Q. Do you know what kind of asbestos would
2 4 have been in that product?
25 A. Amosite and chrysotile, in that type of

1 THE COURT: Please start over again.
2 MR. LOWERY: I think I should do that.
3 Good point.
4 BY MR. LOWERY:
5 Q. Assume these facts: Mr. Delisle worked
6 with Cranite three to four times a week for four to

7 five years, '62 to '66. Assume the work included
8 gasket fabrication, application, removal with a
9 chisel, hand scraping, power wire brushing. Assume

10 the average time that took was in the vicinity of 15
11 to 30 minutes per job. To a reasonable degree of
12 scientific certainty, would this work with Cranite
13 sheet gaskets have placed Mr. Delisle at an
14 increased risk for mesothelioma?
15 A. No.

16 Q. What is your opinion, sir, based on your
17 review of the materials in this case, about the
18 total asbestos exposure that Mr. Delisle may have
19 had, whether - associated specifically with his
2 0 work with Cranite gaskets?
21 A. With Cranite gaskets, it would be in the
22 background range.

2 3 Q. Have you prepared some slides to help us
2 4 express that concept?
2 5 A. Yes.
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1 Q. Is this another hypothetical where you
2 actually, instead of me giving you facts, you have

3 assumed some facts, correct?
4 A. Yes.

5 Q. Is that something that is pait of your

6 typical work as an industrial hygienist and
7 toxicologist; you would do that?
8 A. Yes.

9 Q. Explain to us how you computed -- did this
10 hypothetical and what were the numbers you came up
11 with? How did you get them?
12 A. You take 5 percent of the workday, which
13 is similar to the numbers that you said in your

14 hypothetical.

15 Q. Let's stop right there. Three to four
16 jobs a week for up to half hour per job. That's
17 about two hours, right?

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. That's two hours in a 40-hour workweek?
2 0 Is that how you got the 5 percent?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Where did you get this 3.75 year figure?
2 3 A. I went to the Social Security records of

2 4 Mr. Delisle and just added up the time. And it
2 5 looked like about 3.75 years between, I think, 1962

1 This is not a permissible exposure level
2 number, correct?
3 A. Right.
4 Q. This is his cumulative dose, right --
5 A. Yes.

6 Q. - of exposure?
7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Fiber per cc years?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. I'm just going to ask you, is that a
11 significant exposure?
12 A. No, it's not.
13 Q. And you've got background range to
14 chrysotile. What does that mean?
15 A. That means that if we take estimates of
16 what people have said the background is, including a
17 federal government agency, this is done in the

18 background range to which the typical -- to which
19 the general population has been typically exposed to
2 0 over the years. The general population gets some
21 amphibole asbestos exposure as well. Here we're
22 just talking basically chrysotile.
2 3 Q. Doctor, you did another calculation with
2 4 one change in the assumptions, correct?
2 5 A. Yes.
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1
2
3

4
5
6
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9

1 0
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1 2
1 3

1 4
1 5

1 6
1 7

. 1 8

1 9

2 0
2 1

2 2
2 3
2 4

2 5

and 1966.
Q. These were the Federal Social Security

records that indicated when he worked at the
Brightwater paper facility?

A. Yes.

Q. So that's where you got the 3,75.
Is that.44 the same OSHA estimate that we

talked from 1994?

A. That's right.
Q. Can you walk us through the math?
A. Sure. The .05 is the 5 percent, times

3.75 years, times the OSHA estimated value of .44,
you get .08 fiber per cc years.

Q. And that's the estimate of overall
exposure to his work from the Cranite product?

A. Yes, in the known -- the known Cranite
exposure is with the new material, which would

actually be much lower than this. But I've assumed
removal, even though it's virtually impossible to
say, okay, the material that's being removed is the
same thing that was being put in, because when you

remove it, it falls apart, basically. But I've
assumed -- work with new material is probably .01
fibers per cc instead of .44.

Q. I'm going to get to that in one second.

1 Q. Can you go to the next slide?
2 Sir, what's change in the assumption here
3 and how did you come up with a different number?
4 A. Well, I said, okay, for the most part what
5 we know is Cranite - the identification of Cranite
6 had to do with new materials, which I think when
7 you're working with new materials, exposure is
8 closer to .01 fibers per cc.
9 But I took my median level and rounded it

10 up for all the studies removal. Instead of using
11 OSHA, I took my evaluation of the overall
12 literature, and I said typical exposure is around a
13 tenth of a fiber per cc, plus or minus some, but .l.
14 And when you multiply the 5 percent times 3.75
1 5 years, times the tenth of a fiber per cc, you get
16 0.02 fiber years. Put that in perspective, you
17 don't really see an increased risk for chrysotile
1 8 until you get up ten, 15, 25, a hundred, that kind
1 9 of thing.

2 0 Q. All right, Doctor. Also as part of your
21 work on this case, have you had the opportunity to
22 look into the question ofwhat were the other
23 sources of asbestos exposures in Mr. Delisle's
2 4 occupational history?
25 A. Yes.
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1
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14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

Q. Did you use the same materials that you
talked about earlier or did you take that
investigation a step further?

A. Well, I did.
Q. What else did you look at in helping to

fonn your opinions with respect to other sources of
his asbestos exposure?

A. Well, I read his deposition testimony.
Q. Okay. Maybe I asked a poor question.

Same materials we talked about earlier?
A. Yes.
Q. I'm sorry, apologize.

Ms. Kibbe, could you give me a hand with

the easel at this point, if you don't mind?
Doctor, based on your review of the

materials we've discussed, did you learn about other
particular sources that you believe, based on your
training, education and experience as a certified
industrial hygienist and toxicologist, may have led
to some additional exposures to asbestos in

Mr. Delisle's career?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you look into the question of whether

he was exposed to joint compound?
A. Yes.

1 A. In those days, most likely.

2 Q. My question was more likely than not based
3 on your experience.
4 A.. I think so. But I needed to express the

5 uncertainty as well.

6 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, Your Honor,
7 move to strike. May I approach?
8 THE COURT: All right. Come on.
9 (Thereupon, the following proceedings were

10 held out of the presence of the jury:)
11 THE COURT: Yes, sir?
12 MR. JAGOLINZER: Judge, I think the answer
13 was: Probably; I think. He's got no
1 4 foundation. Pure speculation. He just said it

15 by his own answer.

16 MR. LOWERY: It's not pure speculation.
17 He said based on his experience and his

18 knowledge of what was used during that time
19 periods, maybe more likely than not some use of
2 0 joint compounds would have contained asbestos.

21 MR. JAGOLINZER: I believe he just said:
2 2 Probably, I think.
2 3 THE COURT: Thank you. How much more do
2 4 you think you have?

2 5 MR. LOWERY: Not too much. I have one
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1 Q. What did you determine?
2 A. He had some exposures.

3 Q. Could you identify -- first off, what time
4 period are we talking about in terms of those
5 exposures? Do you recall off the top of your head?
6 A. I think roughly early '70s to -- they took

7 asbestos out ofjoint compound in '76 or '77, so --
8 Q. '71 to '77?
9 A. Roughly, yeah.

10 Q. Did you have an opportunity to look at the

11 brand or manufacturer of the joint compound he was
12 working with at that time?
13 A. I think I recall Georgia Pacific.

14 Q. Based on your experience and all the
15 sources we've talked about, to a reasonable degree
16 of scientific certainty, is it more likely than not

17 some of this joint compound material that he worked
18 with in this time period contained asbestos?
19 A. Probably. It's a little vague, because in

2 0 1972, the asbestos came out of texture materials for
21 Georgia Pacific. In '73 and '74, some of the
22 asbestos was taken out of Georgia Pacific joint

2 3 compound. And so I can't say a hundred percent.
24 Butprobably.
25 Q. My question -

1 more topic after this one.

2 THE COURT: We'll never get through cross

3 then.

4 MR. LOWERY: Son-y. Circumstances beyond
5 my control.

6 THE COURT: No, no, I'm not trying to rush
7 you.

8 MR. LOWERY: I already broached the issue
9 of him having to come back and he's okay with

10 it.

11 THE COURT: All right. Your objection

12 noted. I'm just going to have you rephrase the

13 question.

14 MR. LOWERY: Sure.
15 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was

16 concluded and the following proceedings were
17 held within the presence of the jury:)
1 8 BY MR. LOWERY:

19 Q. I would like for you to assume for me that
20 Mr. Delisle worked with Georgia Pacific joint

21 compound from 1971 to 1977. Can you assume that for
22 me?

23 A. Yes.

2 4 Q. Based on your experience, training and
25 education and work as an industrial hygienist and
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1 toxicologist, would it be your opinion, to a
2 reasonable degree of scientific certainty, it would
3 be more likely than not at least some of that joint
4 compound product, during that time period, made by
5 Georgia Pacific, would have contained asbestos?
6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Now, how about a product called Bakelite?
8 I would like you to assume that Mr. Delisle worked
9 with or around that product called Bakelite in the

10 1962 to '66 time frame.
11 A. Okay.

12 Q. And based on the same grounds that I asked
13 you earlier, same foundation, in your experience is
14 it more likely than not that at least some of that

15 Bakelite material he worked with during that time
16 frame would have contained asbestos?
17 A. Yes.

1 8 Q. I want you to assume that he worked with
19 GE control panels, breaker panels, and electrical

2 0 panels from 1977 -- I'll just put GE panels to save
21 time -- to 2001. On the same bases, would it be
2 2 your opinion that it would be more likely than not
2 3 at least some of these panels would have contained

2 4 some asbestos components and had asbestos content in

2 5 them during that time period?

1 A. I don't know.
2 Q. How about brake products made by Ford and
3 Bendix from the 1950s to 1980s? Would it your
4 opinion, Dr. Rasmuson, that at least some of those

5 brake products during that time would have contained
6 asbestos?

7 A. Virtually all of the brake products in
8 that time period would have contained asbestos.
9 Q. I wrote that on one line, but you

10 understand that Ford and Bendix are two different

11 manufacturers of brake products?
12 A. Yes, right.

13 Q. Sir, how about gasket materials, sheet

14 gasket materials, manufactured by Garlock, A.W.

15 Chesterton - we'll start with those two, Garlock
16 and A.W. Chesterton -- during 1962 to 1966 time
17 frame?
18 A. Yes.

19 Q. Would it be your opinion that those would
20 have been asbestos containing?

21 A. Not saying there couldn't have been some
22 substitute that they also made, but often typically
2 3 it was chrysotile containing.

2 4 Q. More likely than not, at least some of
25 those would have been asbestos containing?
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1 A. Yes.

2 Q. Same question with respect to Westinghouse
3 motors, control panels, breaker panels, and
4 electrical panels, based on your experience, would
5 it be more likely than not that at least some of
6 those control panels would have contained asbestos
7 components during that time period?
8 A. Would you repeat the list? It was kind of
9 a lot of products.

10 Q. Absolutely. I think it was the same list
11 as with GE: control panels, breaker panels, and
12 electrical panels.
13 A. Well, some of those materials would have
14 contained asbestos. Not all the time. That would
15 also be true of GE. But certainly some of it did.
1 6 Some of those kinds of products can. I've got to be
17 careful on this because there's so many products.
18 Q. Right.
19 A. Bakelite could be made without asbestos,
20 but it often contained asbestos when used for
21 electrical equipment.

22 Q. How about Crouse-Hinds, that's
2 3 C-R-O-U-S-E, H-I-N-D-S, control panels, breaker
2 4 panels, and electrical panels, during the '77 to
25 2001timeframe?

1 A. Yes.
2 Q. Both the Chesterton and the Garlock?

3 A. Yes.
4 Q. Again, that was 1962 to '66.
5 What about gasket materials manufactured
6 by GAF during that same time period?
7 A. I know nothing about GAF gaskets.

8 Q. How about gasket materials manufactured by
9 a company known as Raybestos from 1962 to 1966?

10 A. I don't know that they even made gaskets,
11 to be honest with you.

12 Q. I'll punt on that one.
13 You reviewed the testimony with respect to

14 Mr. Delisle's work with pumps, correct?
15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Did you see that he specifically talked

17 about working with Goulds pumps?
18 A. Yes.

19 Q. Again, during this 1962 to '66 time frame,
2 0 correct, at the Brightwater plant?
21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And did he talk about removing asbestos
2 3 and applying asbestos-containing gaskets to those
2 4 pumps?
25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. I want you to assume for me that he also 1
2 worked with Ingersoll Rand pumps or around Ingersoll 2
3 Rand pumps during the same period. It would be your 3
4 experience during that time frame Ingersoll Rand 4

5 pumps would also have had asbestos-containing gasket 5
6 materials, or at least some of them? 6

7 A. Yes, yes, there's no doubt. I believe 7
8 that. 8

9 Q. What about a product -- there was some 9
10 discussion I believe in the transcript about 10

11 something called Bird Roofing shingles. Do you have 11
12 any knowledge about whether in the time period of 12

13 1975 to '76 Bird Roofing shingles that Mr. Delisle 13
14 may have worked with contained asbestos? 14

15 A. Bird Roofing shingles contained asbestos, 15

16 but most of them didn't. 16

17 Q. I won't write that one down. We already 17
1 8 talked about the Owens Corning thermal insulation 1 8
1 9 that Mr. Clere talked about. You believe that 19
2 0 during that time frame it would be more likely than 2 0

21 not that would have contained amosite asbestos? 21

2 2 A. The description that Mr. Clere gave was -- 2 2

2 3 he called it sheet associated with boilers. I took 2 3

2 4 that to mean if it was typical block insulation on a 2 4
2 5 boiler, and it was made by Owens Corning, that would 2 5

THE COURT: Don't apologize.
(Thereupon, the following proceedings were

held out of the presence of the jmy:)
THE COURT: I mean, my way of thinking, I

could be wrong, you want to finish your direct?
MR. LOWERY: I am pretty close.
THE COURT: I don't have a problem doing

that. But when we get back, then it's going to
open it up to Counsel if they have questions.

I would go again to Mr. Cedillo and Mr. Rowley
and go to Plaintiffs' Counsel. So if you want

to finish up, I don't mind finishing. I'm
asking.

MR. LOWERY: I'm close.
MR. CEDILLO: Your Honor, I forget how the

procedure was you are going to want us to do it
before Mr. Jagolinzer or does Mr. Jagolinzer go
next?

THE COURT: I would be asking you.
MR. CEDILLO: Us to do it? We won't do it

today if he takes ten minutes to finish it up.

THE COURT: Okay.
MR. LOWERY: I can get it done in ten

minutes.
THE COURT: Yes, sir.
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1 have been a product called Kaylo. Kaylo had about

2 15 percent -- ten to 20 percent asbestos, half and
3 half. Half amosite and half chrysotile, roughly.
4 Q. Thank you for doing that. Appreciate it.
5 Based on your review of the records in
6 this case, and also your training and experience, is
7 it your opinion that any of these exposures -- were
8 there any exposures that Mr. Delisle had that
9 involved exposures to amphibole forms of asbestos?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And what were those, sir?
12 A. We're limiting this to occupational?
1 3 Q. Whatever you recall from the records, sir.
14 A. Okay.
15 MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, may I have a
16 moment? Or is this a good time to break?
17 THE COURT: Do you have more?
18 MR. LOWERY: I do have a little more but I
19 think we maybe need to confer with Co-Counsel.

2 0 THE COURT: All right.
21 MR. LOWERY: I can withdraw that question
22 for purposes of the record at this time.

2 3 THE COURT: Why don't we do this -- I'm
2 4 sorry, come sidebar, Counsel.
2 5 MR. LOWERY: I apologize.

1 MR. LOWERY: One that has to leave.

2 THE COURT: Can you finish it in five
3 minutes?

4 MR. LOWERY: I think so.
5 THE COURT: Al, can I see you, please?
6 COURT DEPUTY: He's the guy that asked
7 about 3:00.
8 THE COURT: I understood. Nothing's
9 changed though, right?

10 (Thereupon, the sidebar conference was

11 concluded and the following proceedings were
12 held within the presence of the jury:)

13 BY MR. LOWERY:

1 4 Q. Let me ask that question again. Have you
15 had a chance to look at sources of occupational

16 exposure to amphibole asbestos in Mr. Delisle's
17 career?

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. Where do you believe those sources were,
2 0 based on your experience?

21 A. Based on my experience, there would have

22 been some asbestos fibers in a paper mill that has
2 3 miles of pipe insulation with some maintenance going

2 4 on in the power plant, and in the paper mill,
2 5 removal, fixing of leaks, that kind of thing. I

Veritext Florida Reporting Co.
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1 think there would have been some bystander
2 exposures.
3 In addition, I think it's difficult to
4 remove pumps from piping without disturbing some of
5 the pipe insulation. That's based on my personal
6 experience, reviewing deposition testimony and
7 understanding some of the situation of how the pumps
8 are connected to the pipes and so on.
9 Q. I should have asked you before I asked

10 that question.

11 As a part of your role as an industrial

12 hygienist, have you had to look at other people who
13 were exposed at paper mills over the years?
14 A. Yes.

15 Q. You have some experience in that area?
16 A. I do.

17 Q. Have you often also, as part of your
18 ongoing job, had to evaluate ways to limit exposures
19 in a workplace to help protect individuals?
2 0 A. Yes.

21 Q. Based on your review of the materials in
22 this case, what steps did you see that Brightwater

2 3 Paper took, Mr. Delisle's employer from 1962 to '66,

2 4 to reduce the risk of his exposure to asbestos at

2 5 that facility?

1 experience and knowledge as an industrial hygienist,
2 those kind of responsibilities on Brightwater?
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. You've seen no evidence in the record that
5 you reviewed that Brightwater did any of those steps
6 to help reduce exposure; did you?
7 MR. JAGOLINZER: Objection, asked and
8 answered.
9 THE COURT: Overruled.

1 0 BY MR. LOWERY:
11 Q. Did you see anything in the review of the
12 records in this case, deposition testimony,
13 everything else you've looked at, that Brightwater
1 4 took any of those steps to reduce the exposure to
15 asbestos during that time period?
1 6 A. No.
17 MR. LOWERY: No further questions. Thank
1 8 you.
19 THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, we're
2 0 going to break for the evening, as I indicated,
2 1 since it's 3:00.
22 Have a nice weekend, long weekend. Don't
2 3 discuss the case. Don't form any opinion about
2 4 the case. Don't allow anyone to discuss the
2 5 case in your presence. We'll see you back on

3938 3940

1 A. I didn't see any. 1
2 Q. Did they provide wetting? 2
3 A. No. 3

4 Q. Did they provide adequate local 4
5 ventilation? 5
6 A. No. 6
7 Q. What about substitution ofmaterials? 7
8 A. No. B

9 Q. What about segregation of work practice? 9
10 A. No. 10
11 Q. Masks? 11
12 A. No. 12
13 Q. Respirators? 13
14 A. No. 14
15 Q. Did they warn them? 15
16 A. No. 1 6

17 Q. Any evidence that you saw that they 17
18 trained him on how to handled asbestos-containing 18
19 materials? 19
20 A. No. 20
21 Q. You mentioned Massachusetts had adopted 21
22 this 5 million particle per cubic foot standards. 22
23 Was that before 1962? 2 3
2 4 A. Yes. 2 4
2 5 Q. Did that standard impose, based on your 25

Monday at 9:30.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Tuesday.
THE COURT: Tuesday. Tuesday.
(Out of the presence of the jury.)
MR. LOWERY: Your Honor, over the lunch

hour, anticipating we would not get done with
Dr. Rasmuson, I asked him when he could be

back. Correct me if I'm wrong, I believe he
can be back here Tuesday. Ifwe could finish
him up, that would be my preference.

THE COURT: I don't see any objections.
MR. CEDILLO: That would be fine, Your

Honor. Wet accommodate.
THE WITNESS: Thank you.
THE COURT: Let the record reflect the

jury is excused. Counsel remain, as well as
Plaintiff and witness. Thank you, sir, you may
step down.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.
THE COURT: Where are we at?

MR. LOWERY: I've already told him he is
still considered under oath.

THE COURT: You understand that, sir?
MR. LOWERY: Can't talk about the case.
THE COURT: Don't discuss the case.
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 1
2 MR. LOWERY: Other than logistical, we 2

3 will not have any conversations. 3

4 THE WITNESS: Yes. 4
5 THE COURT: Thank you. 5
6 MR. LOWERY: Thank you, sir. 6
7 MR. CEDILLO: To answer the Court's 7
8 question, we have Dr. Elwood and Dr. Reinert 8
9 that we will bring, in that order. Although, 9

10 Your Honor, I want to read the transcript today 10
11 and see if some of the areas that were already 11

12 covered by this doctor, Rasmuson, may obviate 12
13 or negate the need for me to call Mrs. Elwood. 13
14 But I will keep Mr. Jagolinzer apprised under 14
15 our 24-hour rule, and then some, as soon as we 15
16 makethatdecision. 16

17 We have some documents that I still wanted 17
1 8 to get admitted so I may publish. 1 8

19 Mr. Jagolinzer and I are making progress. He 19
2 0 has indicated a willingness to get together 2 0
21 with us over the long holiday and work those 21
2 2 out. 2 2

2 3 THE COURT: I thought you might be heading 2 3
2 4 back to Texas. 2 4

2 5 MR. CEDILLO: No, sir. We're staying 2 5

MR. CEDILLO: No, no, no, I think

Dr. Reinert's coming for Tuesday, Wednesday.
And he has witnesses.

MR. LOWERY: Essentially three and a half
witnesses in two days.

MR. CEDILLO: I think we'll get it done.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Just asking - if

Dr. Ringo is really short, which you
indicated --

MR. LOWERY: I think she will be.
MR. JAGOLINZER: - and Dr. Elwood doesn't

come, then we only have Dr. Reinert?
MR. CEDILLO: And then work on the charge.
MR. JAGOLINZER: Oh, do the charge, okay.

Just logistics.

MS. FERRIS: Finish Dr. Rasmuson.
MR. CEDILLO: Get the charge knocked out

and then go Monday and bang, bang to closings.
MR. LOWERY: That would be great.
THE COURT: Anything else we need to talk

about?
MR. CEDILLO: No, sir.
THE COURT: Have a good weekend.
(Thereupon, the proceedings were concluded

at 3:10 p.m.)

39 4 2

1 here. We've got witnesses all weekend.
2 MR. JAGOLINZER: I don't know if my office
3 has filed it or not, but we are filing a motion
4 on Miss Elwood anyways, with respect to the
5 areas of testimony. Maybe that will work
6 itself out.

7 MR. CEDILLO: We're going to talk about
8 that. We're going to talk about that. If I
9 got the area covered, and I think I have, but I

1 0 want to read the record, I'm not going to bring
11 a witness I don't have to.
12 THE COURT: I would like to see everybody
13 back on 9:00 on Tuesday. You okay with that.
1 4 MR. LOWERY: Yes, sir.
15 I previously indicated I was going to
16 bring Miss Ringo on Tuesday. Very short
17 witness.

18 MR. CEDILLO: We've agreed to cooperate to
19 get her on and off, to get it all in. And then
2 0 it's Dr. Gibbs on the following Monday. I
21 tried, again, to see ifwe could try to move
22 that. We just can't.

2 3 THE COURT: No problem.
2 4 MR. JAGOLINZER: Does that mean we don't
2 5 have anything on Wednesday then?
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DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
FOURTH DISTRICT

CRANE CO., R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., and HOLLINGSWORTH
& VOSE CO.,
Appellants,

v.

RICHARD DELISLE and ALINE DELISLE, his wife,
Appellees.

Nos. 4D13-4351 and 4D14-146

[November 9, 2016]

Consolidated appeals and cross-appeal from the Circuit Court for the
Seventeenth Judicial Circuit, Broward County; John Murphy, III, Judge;
L.T. Case No. CACE12025722.

Rebecca C. Kibbe of K&L Gates LLP, Miami, for appellant Crane Co.

Elliot H. Scherker, Sabrina R. Ferris, Julissa Rodriguez, Brigid F. Cech
Samole, and Stephanie L. Varela of Greenberg Traurig, P.A., Miami, for
appellants R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and Hollingsworth & Vose Co.

Gary M. Farmer, Sr. of Farmer Jaffe Weissing Edwards Fistos &
Lehrman P.L., Fort Lauderdale, and David A. Jagolinzer of The Ferraro
Law Firm, Miami, for appellees.

ON MOTION FOR REHEARING

WARNER, J.

We deny appellant's motion for rehearing, withdraw our previously
issued opinion and substitute the following in its place.

Crane Co. and R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. appeal from an adverse jury
verdict in favor of Richard DeLisle in which the jury found that both
appellants' products containing asbestos were substantial contributing
causes to appellee DeLisle's mesothelioma and awarded substantial
damages. Crane primarily argues that the court erred in not excluding
expert causation testimony, in denying its motion for directed verdict, and



in excluding Fabrel defendants from the verdict form. R.J. Reynolds
argues that the court erred in admitting expert testimony and in refusing
a non-standard jury instruction. Both Crane and R.J. Reynolds argue that
the court abused its discretion in failing to grant a remittitur. DeLisle
cross-appeals the inclusion of a Fabre defendant on the verdict form. We
hold that the court abused its discretion in admitting expert testimony and
thus reverse for a new trial for R.J. Reynolds and for entry of a directed
verdict for Crane. We also address, for the purposes of new trial, the jury
instruction issue and the damage award.

After developing mesothelioma, DeLisle filed a personal injury action
against sixteen defendants, claiming that each caused him to be exposed
to asbestos. He alleged negligence and strict liability under failure-to-warn
and design-defect theories. Of these defendants, DeLisle proceeded to trial
only against Crane, Lorillard Tobacco Co., and Hollingsworth & Vose Co.
("H&V").2

At trial, DeLisle presented evidence that he was exposed to asbestos
fibers from sheet gaskets while working at Brightwater Paper Co. between
1962 and 1966. Crane, a valve and pump manufacturer, used "Cranite"
sheet gaskets containing chrysotile asbestos fibers. DeLisle also testified
that he smoked Original Kent cigarettes with asbestos-containing
"Micronite" filters from 1952 to 1956. These cigarettes were produced by
Lorillard's predecessor, and the filters were supplied by a former
subsidiary of H&V. The filters contained crocidolite asbestos.3 In addition
to Cranite gaskets and Kent cigarettes, DeLisle testified that he was
exposed to asbestos-containing products from the following nonparty
defendants: Garlock Sealing Technologies, LLC; A.W. Chesterton Co.; Ford
Motor Co.; Honeywell International, Inc., f/k/a Allied Signal, as successor
in interest to Allied Corp., as successor in interest to The Bendix Corp.;
Georgia-Pacific LLC, f/k/a Georgia-Pacific Corp.; Goulds Pumps, Inc.;
Union Carbide Corp.; Brightwater; and Owens-Corning Fiberglass.

Lorillard contested DeLisle's use of Kent cigarettes. DeLisle testified
that he smoked on average a pack of Kent cigarettes a day from junior high
school until he enlisted in the army in 1957. Two of his high school
friends, however, did not recall him smoking, and his former wife testified
that by the late 1960's, DeLisle was only smoking unfiltered cigarettes.

1 Fabre v. Marin, 623 So. 2d 1182 (Fla. 1993).
2 R.J. Reynolds is the successor by merger to both Lorillard and H&V.
3 Crocidolite is a type of asbestos. There are various types of asbestos, including,
as relevant to this case, chrysotile asbestos. The toxicity of different types was
debated by the expert witnesses during the trial.
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The parties hotly disputed causation, and even DeLisle's own experts
did not agree on which products produced sufficient exposure to asbestos
to constitute a substantial contributing factor to DeLisle's disease.
Although all of DeLisle's experts agreed that the crocidolite asbestos in the
Kent filters was a causative factor, they disagreed as to whether the other
products were substantial contributing factors.

Appellees challenged each expert's opinions under section 90.702,
Florida Statutes, which adopted the Daubert4 test for expert testimony.
DeLisle introduced the causation expert opinions of Drs. James Dahlgren,
James Millette, James Crapo, and James Rasmuson. Lorillard and H&V
unsuccessfully moved to exclude their testimony, as well as any testimony
regarding experiments conducted by Dr. William Longo.5 Dr. Dahlgren is
a toxicologist who testified as to causation. Dr. Millette is an
environmental scientist who tested asbestos-containing products for fiber
release. Dr. Crapo, a pulmonologist, reviewed studies by both Dr. Longo
and Dr. Millette to determine that Kent cigarettes would be a substantial
contributing factor to mesothelioma. Dr. Rasmuson, an industrial
hygienist, relied on Dr. Longo's testing to opine on DeLisle's exposure.
Following Daubert hearings, the trial court admitted each expert's
testimony.

Before the jury, Dr. Dahlgren opined that "every exposure" above
background levels to friable,6 inhaled asbestos-regardless of product,
fiber type, and dose-would be considered a substantial contributing
factor to DeLisle's mesothelioma. In contrast, Dr. Rasmuson testified that
low-level exposures to chrysotile asbestos would not increase the risk of
mesothelioma. Dr. Crapo testified similarly to Dr. Rasmuson as to low-
level chrysotile asbestos.

Crane, Lorillard, H&V, and DeLisle all moved for directed verdicts, and
DeLisle sought to exclude any Fabre defendants from the verdict form. The
court denied the motions for directed verdict and determined that
Brightwater, DeLisle's former employer, and Owens-Corning, which
manufactured asbestos-containing products that DeLisle had worked with

4 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579 ( 1993).
s DeLisle did not, however, seek to introduce Dr. Longo as an expert witness.
6 "Friable" is defined as "(e]asily crumbled or broken into small pieces." BLACK'S
LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014). In the context of the materials involved in this
case, friable or dust-producing materials are the opposite of materials in which
the asbestos remains encapsulated or encased.
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at Brightwater, should be included on the verdict form. The court excluded
the remaining nonparty defendants as Fabre defendants.

During the jury charge conference, Lorillard and H&V asked the trial
court to instruct the jury on the threshold issue of whether DeLisle ever
smoked Kent cigarettes. DeLisle opposed the instruction. The court
denied the proposed instruction, reasoning that the issue was "subsumed
in the [standard] instruction."

Following three days of deliberation, the jury awarded DeLisle $8
million in damages and apportioned fault as follows:

�042Crane: 16%
�042Lorillard: 22%
�042H&V: 22%
�042Brightwater: 20%
�042Owens-Corning: 20%

After trial, Crane, Lorillard, and H&V variously moved for a judgment
notwithstanding the verdict, judgment in accordance with their motions
for directed verdict, a new trial, or, in the alternative, for a remittitur. The
trial court denied the motions. The court then entered a final judgment
awarding DeLisle $8 million in past and future non-economic
compensatory damages, apportioned to Crane, Lorillard, and H&V based
on the jury's distribution of fault.

Crane now appeals the trial court's denial of its motions for directed
verdict and judgment notwithstanding the verdict, and the court's failure
to exclude expert causation testimony. It also appeals the denial of its
motion for new trial based on the trial court's exclusion of Fabre
defendants. R.J. Reynolds (for Lorillard and H&V) appeals the
admissibility of expert testimony following the Daubert hearings as well as
the failure to give a jury instruction on product use. Crane and R.J.
Reynolds jointly challenge the $8 million award as excessive. DeLisle
cross-appeals regarding the inclusion of Owens-Corning as a Fabre
defendant.

Admission ofExpert Testimony

Crane contends that Dr. James Dahlgren's opinions as to its liability
were not properly admitted, and R.J. Reynolds argues that the trial court
abused its discretion by finding the testimony of Drs. Millette, Crapo, and
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Rasmuson admissible under Daubert.7 We find that the court failed to
properly exercise its gatekeeping function as to Drs. Dahlgren, Crapo, and
Rasmuson.

"The standard of review for trial court decisions concerning the
qualifications of expert witnesses and the scope of their testimony is abuse
of discretion." Tengbergen v. State, 9 So. 3d 729, 736 (Fla. 4th DCA 2009).
"Further, a trial court 'has broad discretion in determining the range of
the subjects on which an expert can testify, and the trial judge's ruling will
be upheld absent a clear error."' Davis v. State, 142 So. 3d 867, 872 (Fla.
2014) (quoting Penalver v. State, 926 So. 2d 1118, 1134 (Fla. 2006)).

Since 2013, Florida has applied "the standards for expert testimony in
the courts of this state as provided in Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 ( 1993), General Electric Co. v. Joiner,
522 U.S. 136 (1997), and Kumho Tire Co., Ltd. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137
(1999)." 2013 Fla. Sess. Law Serv. Ch. 2013-107 (H.B. 7015) (WEST).
Section 90.702 codifies the standard:

If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will
assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence or in
determining a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert
by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education may
testify about it in the form of an opinion or otherwise, if:

(1) The testimony is based upon sufficient facts or data;

(2) The testimony is the product of reliable principles and
methods; and

7 DeLisle also argues that this court lacks the authority to apply Daubert, as
incorporated through section 90.702, Florida Statutes (2015), which was adopted
in 2013 prior to the trial in this case, because it is a legislative change to the
evidence code that has not yet been approved by the Florida Supreme Court.
However, statutes are presumed to be constitutional and are to be given effect
until declared otherwise. Mallory v. State, 866 So. 2d 127, 128 (Fla. 4th DCA
2004). Further, we, and other Florida appellate courts, have applied the statute
to the admission of testimony. Bunin v. Matrixx Initiatives, Inc., 41 Fla. L. Weekly
D1308 (Fla. 4th DCA June 1, 2016); Booker v. Sumter Cty. Sheriffs Office/N. Am.
Risk Servs., 166 So. 3d 189 (Fla. 1st DCA 2015); Perez v. Bell S. Commc'ns, Inc.,
138 So. 3d 492 (Fla. 3d DCA 2014); R.C. v. State, 192 So. 3d 606 (Fla. 2d DCA
2016). We therefore find that this argument lacks merit. Moreover, if the Frye
standard applied, most of the expert testimony clearly would be inadmissible as
the experts failed to show that the methodology was generally accepted in the
scientific community.
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(3) The witness has applied the principles and methods
reliably to the facts of the case.

§ 90.702, Fla. Stat. (2015).

Under section 90.702 and Daubert, 509 U.S. at 597, the trial courts
must "act as gatekeepers, excluding evidence unless is it reliable and
relevant." Hughes v. Kia Motors Corp., 766 F.3d 1317, 1328 (11th Cir.
2014). The trial courts "are charged with this gatekeeping function 'to
ensure that speculative, unreliable expert testimony does not reach the
jury' under the mantle of reliability that accompanies the appellation
'expert testimony."' Id. at 1328-29 (quoting Rink v. Cherninova, Inc., 400
F.3d 1286, 1291 (11th Cir. 2005)). "Whether an expert's testimony is
reliable depends on 'the particular facts and circumstances of the
particular case."' Id. at 1329 (quoting Kumho Tire, 526 U.S. at 158).

To properly perform its gatekeeping function, the court must first
determine that the expert is "qualified on the matter about which he [or
she] intends to testify"; second, that the expert is employing "reliable
methodology"; and third, that the expert's testimony can "assist the trier
of fact through the application of expertise to understand the evidence or
fact in issue." Id. In assessing whether an expert's methodology is reliable,
the court should consider the following factors: (1) whether the theory "can
be (and has been) tested"; (2) whether it "has been subjected to peer review
and publication"; (3) "the known or potential rate of error" for "a particular
scientific technique"; and (4) whether the "theory or technique has been
generally accepted by the relevant scientific community." Daubert, 509
U.S. at 593-94.

However, "[t]he court's gatekeeping function requires more than simply
'taking the expert's word for it."' United States v. Frazier, 387 F.3d 1244,
1265 (11th Cir. 2004) (en banc) (quoting Fed. R. Evid. 702 advisory
committee's note (2000 amends.)). "[S]omething doesn't become scientific
knowledge just because it's uttered by a scientist; nor can an expert's self-
serving assertion that his conclusions were derived by the scientific
method be deemed conclusive." Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1331 (quoting
McDowell v. Brown, 392 F.3d 1283, 1299 (11th Cir. 2004)) (alteration in
original). As the Supreme Court explained in Joiner,

[t]rained experts commonly extrapolate from existing data.
But nothing in either Daubert or the Federal Rules of
Evidence requires a district court to admit opinion evidence
that is connected to existing data only by the ipse dixit of the
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expert. A court may conclude that there is simply too great
an analytical gap between the data and the opinion proffered.

Joiner, 522 U.S. at 146. Thus, "an expert opinion is inadmissible when
the only connection between the conclusion and the existing data is the
expert's own assertions[.]" McDowell, 392 F.3d at 1300. Additionally,
where an expert relies solely or primarily on their experience, the
proponent of the testimony has the burden "to explain how that experience
led to the conclusion [the expert] reached, why that experience was a
sufficient basis for the opinion, and just how that experience was reliably
applied to the facts of the case." Frazier, 387 F.3d at 1265.

In Frazier, the defendant in a sexual assault case sought to introduce
expert testimony that no hair or bodily fluids were discovered at the crime
scene, and therefore it was unlikely he had assaulted the victim. Id. at
1252. In upholding the exclusion of this testimony, the appellate court
found the expert's methodology unreliable and his opinion unhelpful to
the jury. Id. at 1265. Although the expert relied on his experience and
various tests, he never explained how they supported his opinion. Id. He
failed to offer "any hard information" or show that "his opinions had been
subjected to peer review or, even, the percentage of cases in which his
opinion had been erroneous." Id. The court stated,

While the expert's statement that the recovery of hair or
seminal fluid "would be expected" expresses an intrinsically
probabilistic or quantitative idea, the probability it expresses
is unclear, imprecise and ill-defined. . . . Without knowing
how frequently hair or seminal fluid is transferred during
sexual conduct in similar cases-whether derived from
reliable studies or based on some quantification derived from
his own experience-it would be very difficult indeed for the
district court (or for that matter the jury) to make even an
informed assessment, let alone to verify that the recovery of
hair or fluid evidence in this case "would be expected."

Id. The expert's "imprecise and unspecific" opinion meant that "the jury
could not readily determine whether the 'expectation' . . . was a virtual
certainty, a strong probability, a possibility more likely than not, or
perhaps even just a possibility." Id. at 1266. Thus, the opinion "easily
could serve to confuse the jury, and might well have misled it." Id.

Similarly, in Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1331, involving an automobile
accident, the exclusion of expert testimony was upheld where the expert's
"leap from data to opinion was too great[.]" The expert in Hughes opined
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that the plaintiff would not have sustained the fatal injury had the vehicle
been equipped with a shut-off switch, based on the evidence, his
experience, and relevant literature. Id. at 1330.

He explained in his report that he reached his conclusion
based on the scientific method, without further explaining
how he tested his hypothesis to support his conclusions.
During his deposition, he explained a bit more-declaring
that the amount of intrusion and the velocity of the adjacent
door were the most important factors to his evaluation-but
even then, his explanation went no further. He did not
explain how those two variables were relevant, nor did he
explain how he used those factors to reach his conclusion.

Id. (footnote omitted). Moreover, the expert admitted that he was unable
to rule out other impacts as the cause of the injury, and was unable to
explain how they would have affected the plaintiff. Id. The Hughes court
noted that, like in Frazier, the expert "offered precious little in the way of
a reliable foundation or basis for his opinion." Id. at 1329 (quoting Frazier,
387 F.3d at 1265).

In sum, the trial court's gatekeeping role is not a passive role. The
court should affirmatively prevent imprecise, untested scientific opinion
from being admitted. The expert must explain his or her methodology and
how it is applied to the data relevant to the case. Further, when relying
on other studies, the expert must identify those studies and explain how
they support the application of the methodology used. We evaluate the
various challenged experts and the trial court's rulings on the admissibility
of their opinions with the foregoing principle in mind.

i. Dr. James Dahlgren

Dr. James Dahlgren is a medical doctor, specializing since 1977 in
occupational and environmental medicine, with a subspecialty in
toxicology. He is not a scientist, but has studied and worked in the field
of treating workers exposed to industrial chemicals, including asbestos.
At trial, he was the sole witness to testify that exposure to low levels of
chrysotile asbestos through Crane products was a substantial cause of
DeLisle's mesothelioma.

In arriving at his opinion on causation, Dr. Dahlgren followed a two-
step process, first determining general causation, i.e. the ability of the
substance to cause the disease, then determining whether the particular
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individual had sufficient exposure to the substance to have that health
effect.

In analyzing whether a particular substance caused DeLisle's disease,
Dr. Dahlgren stated that he had relied on the Bradford Hill criteria8 for
determining causation based upon epidemiology studies, animal studies,
experimental studies, and other studies. These criteria are "strength,
consistency, specificity, temporality, biological gradient, plausibility,
coherence, experiment[,] and analogy[.]" Dr. Dahlgren was not asked to
explain what the factors mean or how he used them to analyze causation.
He also stated that he had applied his training and experience, but he was
not asked and did not explain how his experience provided a sufficient
basis for his conclusions.

Based upon his review and collection of the literature on the disease,
Dr. Dahlgren testified that both chrysotile and crocidolite asbestos can
cause mesothelioma. When asked on cross-examination whether all
commercial types of asbestos were similar in terms of their potency, he
said, "Probably. I know that there's some dispute about that, but, in my
opinion, based on animal studies, I believe they're pretty comparable in
potency." (Emphasis added). He did not provide nor discuss the results of
the animal studies on which he relied, except for admitting that the view
that the potency of chrysotile fibers were equivalent to amphibole asbestos
was contrary to pathology studies on human lung tissue (as opposed to
animal studies). Dr. Dahlgren rejected the human studies because he did
not believe that they took into account that chrysotile was the most
common form of asbestos in the world, and he considered the controlled
animal studies to be more legitimate.

Dr. Dahlgren relied on one study by a South African doctor, Dr. Wagner,
but that study was of crocidolite, not chrysotile asbestos. And, although
he was aware that Dr. Wagner had later concluded that there was no clear
evidence that chrysotile asbestosis caused mesothelioma tumors, Dr.
Dahlgren indicated he relied on Dr. Wagner's prior work.

Apart from the Wagner study, Dr. Dahlgren could not recall the names
of other papers on which he relied. But then he admitted that there were
many papers which showed that amphibole asbestos was many times
more potent (some studies showing a hundred times more potent) than
chrysotile fibers. He could not point to any study involving chrysotile alone
which showed that the different fibers were similar in potency. The one

8 The Bradford Hill criteria refers to a list of criteria developed by epidemiologist
Dr. Bradford Hill in the 1960s.
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paper he did rely on regarding studies of asbestos doses involved mixed
types of asbestos. Unfortunately, none of the papers were provided to the
trial court. He had not done any research himself to determine the amount
of asbestos required to cause mesothelioma.

Dr. Dahlgren maintained that "every exposure" to asbestos of any kind
above background level would be a substantial contributing cause of
mesothelioma. He stated that "background level is pretty well accepted to
be .0002 fibers per CC, a little higher in some studies, a little lower in
others[.]" Although there is a gap between the background level and those
levels at which there is an increased risk of disease, the studies he relied
on had been unable to establish the threshold. He did not know of any
study which supported his "every exposure" conclusion, nor did he think
that such a study could be done. He did refer generally to several studies
finding increased mesothelioma rates from "very low levels" of exposure.
However, he conceded that "none of those studies actually said that each
and every exposure above background contribute[d] to . . . mesothelioma
risk[.]"

Based on this, the trial court accepted Dr. Dahlgren as an expert and
found that his opinions were supported by sufficient data and peer-
reviewed studies, and were based upon reliable principles and methods.

We cannot find that the trial court properly exercised its discretion in
admitting Dr. Dahlgren's opinions. Although Dr. Dahlgren may be an
expert in the field of occupational medicine and evaluation of
mesothelioma, the record does not in any way support a finding that his
opinions were supported by sufficient data or based upon reliable
principles and methods under a proper Daubert analysis. While Dr.
Dahlgren stated that he relied on accepted methodology in reaching his
opinions, i.e. the Bradford Hill criteria, he did not explain that
methodology at all. The Bradford Hill criteria are used to evaluate the
strength of an association between two factors (such as asbestos and
mesothelioma) from epidemiological studies. Milward v. Acuity Specialty
Products Group, Inc., 639 F.3d 11 (1st Cir. 2011), provides an explanation
of the criteria and how they are applied:

Dr. Smith's opinion was based on a "weight of the evidence"
methodology in which he followed the guidelines articulated
by world-renowned epidemiologist Sir Arthur Bradford Hill in
his seminal methodological article on inferences of causality.
See Arthur Bradford Hill, The Environment and Disease:
Association or Causation?, 58 Proc. Royal Soc'y Med. 295
(1965).
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Hill's article explains that one should not conclude that an
observed association between a disease and a feature of the
environment (e.g., a chemical) is causal without first
considering a variety of "viewpoints" on the issue. These
viewpoints include: the strength or frequency of the
association; the consistency of the association in varied
circumstances; the specificity of the association; the temporal
relationship between the disease and the posited cause; the
dose response curve between them; the biological plausibility
of the causal explanation given existing scientific knowledge;
the coherence of the explanation with generally known facts
about the disease; the experimental data that relates to it; and
the existence of analogous causal relationships. See id. at
295-99.

Although Hill identified nine viewpoints, it is generally
agreed that this list is not exhaustive and that no one type of
evidence must be present before causality may be inferred.

Id. at 17 (footnote omitted). These criteria are usually applied by
epidemiologists in evaluating causation. "Several courts that have
considered the question have held that it is not proper methodology for an
epidemiologist to apply the Bradford Hill factors without data from
controlled studies showing an association." In re Fosamax Prods. Liab.
Litig., 645 F. Supp. 2d 164, 188 (S.D.N.Y. 2009).

Not only did Dr. Dahlgren fail to explain the Bradford Hill criteria or
how they applied, he did not provide any data or studies of the association
between mesothelioma and chrysotile asbestos at low levels. All of the
studies upon which he relied were studies of mixed types of asbestos, even
though he was giving opinions on causation from products containing only
chrysotile asbestos.9 And his assumptions on the equivalency of the
potency of all types of asbestos were also unsupported by any reliable data.
Instead, they were based upon his thinking that all commercial types of
asbestos were probably of the same potency. As well, he thought that his
opinion that levels of exposure "significantly" above background level could
cause disease were "fair." Thus, even if the methodology was appropriate,
it was not supported by any data.

9 It is UnClear from the record which type(s) of asbestos were involved in the
animal studies.
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The opinion that every asbestos exposure level above background level
is a substantial contributing factor has been rejected repeatedly by courts
as insufficiently supported by data or testing to satisfy Daubert.

The "every exposure" theory has been advanced by plaintiffs
and their experts in a number of recent cases. See Joseph
Sanders, The "Every Exposure" Cases and the Beginning of the
Asbestos Endgame, 88 Tul. L.Rev. 1153, 1157 (2014). The
"every exposure" theory "represents the viewpoint that,
because science has failed to establish that any specific
dosage of asbestos causes mjury, every exposure to asbestos
should be considered a cause of injury." Yates v. Ford Motor
Co., 113 F.Supp.3d 841, 846 (E.D.N.C. 2015); see also Krik v.
Crane Co., 76 F.Supp.3d 747, 750-51 (N.D.Ill. 2014). The
judicial reception to this theory has been largely negative.
Numerous courts have excluded expert testimony or evidence
grounded in this theory, reasoning that it lacks sufficient
support in facts and data. See, e.g., Yates, 113 F.Supp.3d at
846-47; Comardelle v. Pa. Gen. Ins. Co., 76 F.Supp.3d 628,
633-35 (E.D.La. 2015); Krik, 76 F.Supp.3d at 752-53;
Davidson v. Ga. Pac. LLC, No. 12-1463, 2014 WL 3510268, at
*5 (W.D.La. July 14, 2014); Anderson v. Ford Motor Co., 950
F.Supp.2d 1217, 1225 (D.Utah 2013); Sclafani v. Air & Liquid
Sys. Corp., No. 12-3013, 2013 WL 2477077, at *5 (C.D.Cal.
May 9, 2013); Smith v. Ford Motor Co., No. 8-630, 2013 WL
214378, at *2 (D.Utah Jan. 18, 2013). Likewise, applying the
Daubert factors, courts have found that the theory cannot be
tested, has not been published in peer-reviewed works, and
has no known error rate. E.g., Yates, 113 F.Supp.3d at 846-
47.

Vedros v. Northrop Grumman Shipbuilding, Inc., 1 19 F. Supp. 3d 556 , 562-
63 (E.D. La. 2015). Vedros also rejected the claim that "every exposure
above background level" was any different than the "every exposure"
theory. Id.

Similarly, Dr. Dahlgren's theory is not supported by any studies, as it
has not been tested. There was no data presented at the hearing showing
that chrysotile asbestos in low levels is associated with mesothelioma.
Indeed, the other experts testifying for DeLisle all rejected such an
association. Dr. Dahlgren's testimony was more of the nature of ipse dixit,
i.e. that it should be reliable merely because he is an expert. This is
insufficient to satisfy Daubert. Therefore, we conclude the court abused
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its discretion in admitting Dr. Dahlgren's testimony on the "every
exposure" theory.10

ii. Dr. William Longo

A substantial issue in reviewing the expert testimony was the reliability
of studies conducted by Dr. William Longo. In 1995, Dr. Longo published
an article in the publication Cancer Research, based on his work in 1991
for a plaintiff in a similar action against Lorillard and H&V. In this first
set of experiments, Dr. Longo "smoked" forty-year-old Kent cigarettes
utilizing a hand-held syringe to smoke the cigarettes in an upright
position. The 1995 article was not subjected to formal peer review and
was published in a section titled "Advances in Brief" and marked
"Advertisement." Although Cancer Research is a peer-reviewed journal,
Dr. Longo's short article, under the journal's policies, would have
"receive[d] an accelerated review," unlike the peer review to which other
articles are subject. Additionally, Dr. Longo failed to mention that when
he performed a second round of tests, the results were dramatically
different.

In 2012, Dr. Longo conducted more testing on Kent cigarettes. Counsel
for a plaintiff sent Dr. Longo four packs of the cigarettes for testing as to
whether the smoke contained asbestos from the filter. The cigarettes were
nearly sixty years old at the time of testing; it was unclear where they came
from, how they had been stored, or whether they sufficiently resisted aging
and degradation to give accurate results. The 2012 study showed the
release of asbestos into the smoke, but the results again varied widely from
the earlier experiments.

Before trial, Lorillard moved to exclude any expert opinion or testimony
about the experiments conducted by Dr. Longo on the basis that his work
was unreliable and not based on sound scientific theories. DeLisle's
counsel agreed that Dr. Longo's testing would not be part of the case.
However, Dr. Longo's research came up multiple times during the trial,
apparently relied on by several of the expert witnesses.

10 Were we not concluding that Dr. Dahlgren's testimony was inadmissible, it
would have provided a sufficient basis for including at least six Fabre defendants
on the verdict form, together with DeLisle's testimony of his exposure to each of
those products, and we would have reversed for failure to include the Fabre
defendants.
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iii. Dr. James Millette

During Dr. James Millette's Daubert hearing, he discussed his
background in microscopic analysis and identification of particles. He had
published "about 60 or so" articles on asbestos in peer-reviewed journals.
This included articles "measuring the potential for asbestos fibers to come
out of different products[,]" including gaskets, packing, and dryer felts.
None of these articles dealt with cigarette filters.

As to the cigarette filters, Dr. Millette testified that in 2010 and 2011,
he received several packs of Kent cigarettes, in their original packaging,
from a law firm. They were sent to him in plastic containers and he was
unsure of their origin or previous storage conditions. Upon receiving the
cigarettes, Dr. Millette tested them for degradation by visually looking for
mold and mildew, and testing brittleness of the paper with tweezers. He
stated that there was no evidence of degradation and the paper was not
brittle.

Dr. Millette then sent a cigarette from each package to Arista
Laboratories for "smoking testing," as such testing was outside his area of
expertise. He testified that Arista is an accredited, "independent
laboratory group that does testing for cigarette companies and the
government to determine . . . whether the cigarettes complied with certain
regulations[.]" Arista used a "smoking machine" to send each cigarette's
smoke through filter pads made of glass fibers. Following an International
Standards Organization ("ISO") protocol and a Canadian Health Protocol,
Arista performed both an "eight puff" test and a "two puff" test on the
cigarettes, as well as a control. The filters were then returned to Dr.
Millette for analysis.

Because the filter pads used by Arista were not designed for particle
analysis, but for examining organic material, in order to detect asbestos
fibers, Dr. Millette took a portion of each filter and dissolved the glass
fibers using an acid-base wash, a type of indirect preparation. This
involved boiling the filter in acid for an hour, running it through a
centrifuge, boiling it in a base, running it back through the centrifuge, and
then suspending the remaining materials in water. Dr. Millette then
analyzed the solution using a transmission electron microscope.

He did not find any fibers in the filters from the "two puff" test. The
detection limit was about 30,000 crocidolite asbestos fibers per cigarette.
However, on the four filters from the "eight puff" test, he found between
38,000 to 10 million fibers. He had not calculated the error rate for the
individual samples, but "it certainly would be within that range." The
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fibers he observed were mostly individual or smaller particles, rather than
bundles or clusters. He admitted that the acid wash preparation could
have broken up such bundles, but it was unlikely because then he would
have been able to see the fibers without the acid wash. He also testified
that indirect preparations generally net higher numbers of particles.

Dr. Millette acknowledged that there is no standard method or body of
literature for testing asbestos in cigarette smoke, nor did any of his
publications cover such testing. His testing of Kent cigarettes had not
been published or peer reviewed, but the acid-base method is peer
reviewed, with two publications describing the methodology listed in his
report. He testified that it is generally accepted in the scientific community
among material scientists for this type of testing.

He also testified that his use of the electron microscope to identify
asbestos fibers had also appeared in peer-reviewed publications listed in
his report. Additionally, he testified that Arista's testing was done
pursuant to the two protocols, and although he could not recall any
particular publications, they were standard methods that had been peer
reviewed.

The trial court then found that Dr. Millette was adequately qualified as
an expert, his testimony was based on sufficient data, and was "the
product of reliable principles and methods . . . that have been peer
reviewed before, and he's applied these principle[s] and methods to the
facts of the case," such that his testimony would be allowed. Dr. Millette
later testified to his findings before the jury.

The trial court did not abuse its discretion in holding Dr. Millette's
testimony admissible. He testified extensively as to his methods, which
were simply new applications of generally accepted methodologies. It is
not necessary for a particular application of a methodology to have been
peer reviewed to satisfy admissibility standards.11 See Kurnho Tire Co. v.
Carrnichael, 526 U.S. 137, 151 (1999) ("It might not be surprising in a
particular case, for example, that a claim made by a scientific witness has
never been the subject of peer review, for the particular application at issue
may never previously have interested any scientist.").

li Dr. Millette's methodology in this exact study has been upheld under Daubert.
See Quirin v. Lorillard Tobacco Co., No. 13 C 2633, 2014 WL 716162, at *4 (N.D.
Ill. Feb. 25, 2014).
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iv. Dr. James Crapo

Dr. James Crapo was originally deposed as Ford's witness, but his
deposition was introduced by DeLisle at trial. In his deposition, Dr. Crapo
opined that, based on "the weight of the medical literature," crocidolite and
amosite asbestos were "very potent." He did not consider exposure to
chrysotile a cause of mesothelioma unless in very high doses. He testified
that DeLisle's "smoking Kent Micronite cigarettes [which contained
crocidolite asbestos] was a substantial contributing cause for his
mesothelioma[,]" rather than his exposures to chrysotile asbestos.

Dr. Crapo was familiar with Dr. Longo's study, but testified that Dr.
Longo's "laboratory is one that I think often is at the far end of the
spectrum on exposures to particles," with results that are "often not
reproduced by other industrial hygienists." Dr. Crapo nonetheless relied
on the study because Dr. Longo had found crocidolite fibers in cigarette
smoke, but admitted that "because of the issues of filter degradation, the
time lapse, and the absence of a second validation from a different
laboratory, . . . I would not rely on this for exact numbers for the release
amount." Dr. Crapo also reviewed Dr. Millette's study, but ultimately
relied on the studies "[o]nly to the extent that I recognized that both
Millette and Longo found fibers in the airstream coming through a
Micronite filter," but not to "establish the dose." He testified that "it would
just be expected that a filter would release some of the fibers that are in
it," although he has never conducted any tests to verify that expectation.
He summed up his testimony by stating, "What I'm trying to tell you is
putting crocidolite, a very, very dangerous fiber, into a filter and having a
person put that in his mouth and suck on it, . . . that sounds very
dangerous to me." Based on this, the trial court found that Dr. Crapo's
testimony was reliable under Daubert.

Dr. Crapo's testimony is similar to the expert testimony in United States
v. Frazier, 387 F.3d 1244, 1265 (11th Cir. 2004), where the expert stated
that the recovery of hair or seminal fluid from an assault scene "would be
expected," but failed to state the basis for the opinion. Like the expert in
Frazier, Dr. Crapo "offered precious little in the way of a reliable foundation
or basis for his opinion." Id. Because he left his basis unstated, he did
not provide enough for the court to evaluate the reliability of his opinion.
Dr. Crapo effectively told the court to take his word for it. Although he
relied on the studies by Dr. Longo and Dr. Millette, it was only to assume
some level of fiber release. Thus, he did not establish any dose. Otherwise,
he relied on his experiences, but did not explain how they applied.
Furthermore, he relied on the "weight of medical literature" without
identifying any specific literature. Accordingly, we find that Dr. Crapo's
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testimony did not demonstrate the reliability of his opinion, nor its
helpfulness. This is not to say that he could not have possibly been
admitted under Daubert; there simply is not enough in the record for the
court to have made a proper determination.

v. Dr. James Rasmuson

Dr. James Rasmuson was called by Crane, and the trial court
conducted a Daubert hearing. He is an industrial hygienist and
toxicologist. Dr. Rasmuson opined that DeLisle's mesothelioma risk was
increased by even low-level exposure to crocidolite or amosite asbestos
(both of which are referred to as types of amphibole asbestos). He
explained that he based his opinion on three peer-reviewed case control
studies which compared mesothelioma rates with type of asbestos and
degree of exposure. He explained the results and noted that the three
separate studies had replicated the results. He stated, based on the
results, what the background level was for crocidolite fibers.

Dr. Rasmuson also opined that smoking Kent cigarettes would
constitute a significant exposure to crocidolite asbestos. Dr. Rasmuson
stated that he relied solely on Dr. Longo's studies to come to this
conclusion. He did not know whether the methodology that Dr. Longo
used was an acceptable methodology, although it sounded "reasonable" to
him even though he was not qualified in that area. He testified that "if Dr.
Longo's tests are anywhere in the ball park . . . , even if they're higher than
what was observed by some significant factor, there still could be some
level of risk" from Kent cigarettes. Dr. Rasmuson had assumed, without
knowing, that Dr. Longo's article had been peer reviewed. Dr. Rasmuson
testified that Dr. Longo's study was "the type of evidence that would be . . .
reasonably relied upon by experts" in his field.

With regard to his first opinion of general causation, regarding low-level
exposure to crocidolite, Dr. Rasmuson demonstrated the reliability of his
opinion and its helpfulness to the jury. He not only cited the studies he
had relied on, he also specified that they were peer-reviewed and the
results had been replicated. He also explained the findings of the studies
and how he had applied them to come to his conclusion.

With regard to his Kent-specific opinions, Dr. Rasmuson concluded
that the exposure would have been significant, and he testified that Dr.
Longo's study was the sole study that he relied on to form the basis of his
opinion. However, he did not know whether the methodology underlying
Dr. Longo's study was an accepted methodology, nor did he know whether
the published study was peer reviewed, which it was not. The trial court
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therefore could not conclude that Dr. Rasmuson's opinions were based
upon reliable data, or that his Kent-specific causation opinion was reliable
and satisfied the Daubert standard.

In sum, Drs. Crapo and Rasmuson failed, at least in part, to
demonstrate the reliability of their opinions on this record. Further, they
failed to support their opinions with reliable data. Because their opinions
should not have been admitted, we reverse for a new trial for R.J. Reynolds.

As for Crane, Dr. Dahlgren's opinion was the sole evidence on causation
against Crane regarding the link between its products and DeLisle's
mesothelioma. As we find that his testimony did not satisfy the standard
of Daubert and that his "every exposure" theory was insufficient to
establish liability, we reverse the denial of a directed verdict for Crane and
direct that a verdict be entered in its favor.12

Jury Instruction

R.J. Reynolds next argues that the trial court erred by refusing to
instruct the jury and to submit for its consideration the threshold question
of whether DeLisle actually used Lorillard and H&V's products. Because
we are reversing for a new trial, we address this issue, even though we
would not have reversed on this issue alone.

"Generally, the applicable standard jury instructions are presumed
correct and should be given unless such instructions are erroneous or
inadequate." Aubin v. Union Carbide Corp., 177 So. 3d 489, 516 (Fla.
2015). A trial court, however, is not inexorably bound to the standard
instructions:

A trial court abuses its discretion when it fails to give a
proposed instruction that is (1) an accurate statement of the
law, (2) supported by the facts of the case, and (3) necessary
for the jury to properly resolve the issues, so long as the
subject of the proposed instruction is not covered in other
instructions given to the jury and the failure to instruct is
shown to be prejudicial.

R.J. Reynolds v. Jewett, 106 So. 3d 465, 467 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012).

12 To the extent that Dr. Dahlgren offered opinions on causation as to Kent
cigarettes and as to DeLisle's prognosis and damages, no party has contested
these opinions.
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The trial court refused to give Lorillard's instruction as to whether
DeLisle smoked cigarettes because it was not a standard instruction and
the question was inherent in the standard instruction, even though the
trial court thought that the standard instructions should include one on
product use. The standard instructions do appear to, m some measure,
assume product use, and thus we agree that where product use is
contested, as it was in this case, a targeted instruction to the jury to
determine this issue first would be appropriate.

Nevertheless, given that the issue was hotly contested and thoroughly
addressed in preliminary instructions, the testimony, and in closing
argument, it is not reasonable to think that the jury was misled and would
have or could have found for DeLisle on his claims without also concluding
that he smoked Kent cigarettes. But as we are reversing for a new trial on
other grounds, the court should consider giving an appropriate instruction
on product use in any new trial.

Damage Award

Both R.J. Reynolds and Crane challenge the jury's $8 million award as
excessive and argue that the trial court abused discretion in denying
remittitur. They note, in part, that in closing argument, DeLisle's counsel
asked the jury to compensate DeLisle based upon the rate the parties
compensated their experts. We agree with Judge Wetherell in his
dissenting opinion in R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. Townsend, 90 So. 3d
307 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012), that this is an improper analogy because it
focuses on the defendant's ability to pay, not the loss to the plaintiff. Id.
at 318 (Wetherell, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part) (stating that
counsel's argument that "the jury could use the annual compensation of
one of [defendant's] experts . . . and one of its executives . . . as 'reasonable
gauges or measuring sticks' to value the time Appellee lost with her
husband as a result of his premature death from lung cancer" was
improper because it was "nothing more than a thinly veiled invitation for
the jury to lavishly compensate Appellee for the death of her husband
simply because [the defendant] could afford to do so").

Section 768.74(3), Florida Statutes (2016), requires the court to subject
a damage award to "close scrutiny." One of the criteria that the court must
consider is "[w]hether the trier of fact took improper elements of damages
into account or arrived at the amount of damages by speculation and
conjecture[.]" § 768.74(S)(c), Fla. Stat. In this case, DeLisle's attorney
stated the hourly pay rates charged by the experts and provided the jury
with calculations that reflected an award of an amount in this range for
each hour of each day that DeLisle had been ill. Counsel encouraged the
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jury to take into account an improper measure of damage by using the
defendants' ability to pay its experts as the gauge for a damage award.

Werneck v. Worrall, 918 So. 2d 383, 388 (Fla. 5th DCA 2006), is
instructive. There, in a wrongful death case against a trucking company,
the plaintiff's attorney suggested to the jury in closing that it calculate the
pain and suffering to the survivors based upon the number of trucks
owned by the company. Id. The court held that this was an improper
basis for an award:

Although, as Appellee points out, the number of trucks and
hourly wage of a daycare worker were in evidence, this
evidence was introduced for different purposes and had no
"logical nexus in deduction or analogy" to the amount of pain
and suffering incurred by Appellee. Wright & Ford Millworks,
Inc. v. Long, 412 So. 2d 892 (Fla. 5th DCA 1982). The fact
that counsel could have suggested a wholly arbitrary number
to the jury does not give counsel carte blanche to mislead the
jury by knowingly urging it to employ specious methodology

Id. (footnote omitted). Similarly, in this case, while the hourly rate of the
experts was in evidence, it was not for the purpose of establishing DeLisle's
damages, and it was a "wholly arbitrary number" to use to establish
damages, focused on what the defendants could pay. Id. It appears that
the jury relied on counsel's suggestions to arrive at its verdict. The appeal
to the jury to use this wholly improper and arbitrary means of measuring
the damages to DeLisle should have warranted a remittitur or a new trial
on damages.

Conclusion

As we are reversing for a new trial for R.J. Reynolds based on the
improper admission of the expert testimony, the new trial should include
the issue of damages because of the foregoing analysis.

At a new trial, the court should also reconsider the prior inclusion of
Owens-Corning on the verdict form as a Fabre defendant, as raised on
cross-appeal by DeLisle. Dr. Rasmuson testified that DeLisle's exposure
to Owens-Corning products containing asbestos would be a substantial
contributing factor to DeLisle's mesothelioma, but his testimony on this
issue did not meet the test of Daubert.
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For the foregoing reasons we reverse and remand for entry of a directed
verdict for Crane and for a new trial on all issues as to R.J. Reynolds.

CIKLIN, C.J., and KLINGENSMITH, J., concur.

* * *
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54543329
Nov 12 2013

01:31PM

FN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
17TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR **"
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

ASBESTOS DIVISION

CAS E NO.: 12-2.5722 (27)

RICHARD DELISLE,

Plaintiff,

vs.

A.W. CHESTERTON COMPANY, et al.,

Defendants.

ORDER ON DEFENDANT CRANE CO.'S MOTION FOR POST-TRIAL RELIEF

THIS CAUSE having come before the Court upon Defendant Crane Co.'s Motion for

Post-Trial Relief, the Court having reviewed the Motion, hearing argument of counsel, and being

fully advised in the premises, it is hereby ORDERED and ADJUDGED that:

Defendant Crane Co,'s Motion for Post Trial Relief is .

DONE and EXECUTED in Chambers in Broward County, Florida, on this day of

__ f__, 201 3.
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54538672
Nov 11 2013

03:28PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE o,voe
17TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

RICHARD DELISLE,
ASBESTOS DIVISION

Plaintiff, . .
CASE NO.: 12-25722 (27)

-vs.-

A.W. CHESTERTON COMPANY, et al.,

Defendants.

FINAL JUDGMENT

This action was tried before the Court and Jury on August 15, 2013 through September
17, 2013. Pursuant to the Verdict rendered in this action, the Jury awarded Plaintiff Richard
DeLisle $8,000,000.00 in compensatory damages. The Jury apportioned Crane Co.'s fault at 16
percent,. Hollingsworth & Vose Company's fault at 22 percent and Lorillard Tobacco Company's
fault at 22 percent.

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Plaintiff Richard DeLisle shall
recover from Defendant Crane Co. the sum of $1,280,000.00, from Defendant Hollingsworth &
Vose Company the sum of $1,760,000.00 and from Defendant Lorillard Tobacco Company the
sum of $1,760,000.00, for which let execution issue. This amount shall initially bear interest at
4.75% from the date of this Final Judgment, which interest rate shall thereafter be periodically
adjusted in accordance with section 55.03, Florida Statutes, until paid.

The Court shall reserve jurisdiction for purposes of taxing costs against Crane Co.,
Hollingsworth & Vose Company and Lorillard Tobacco Company.

DONE D ORDERED in Ft. Lauderdale, Broward County, Florida this day of
c. v' , 2013.
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